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ABSTRACT
This research investigates curriculum issues for the study of international adult 
education in universities. Apart from a personal rationale for wishing to undertake 
the research, the internationalization of the curriculum has become a major issue in 
the literature of higher education in the 1990s, and the study of adult education 
curriculum development is part of that debate. The curriculum of universities has 
been criticized, in relation to the rational - empirical philosophy on which it is based; 
its lack of relevance to the members of the society / world in which it operates; its 
elitist Eurocentric, monocultural perspective to name a few. The study of adult 
education in universities is included in that criticism, even among its own 
professionals and peers. From what little has been written about the study of 
international adult education, it is clear that it is envisaged to address these issues.
Since the second world war, there have been more adults expecting to participate in 
adult higher education and worldwide certain themes emerge to support a change in 
policy and practice of universities to accommodate them. Hitherto silent voices of 
the devalued Other, comprising women; coloured people; lower socio-economic 
groups are pressing to be able to benefit from university education in different ways 
for various functions throughout the world. Part of this tendency is the increasing 
awareness of the growing interdependence of people world wide for environmental, 
social, psychological, development education to instill the notion of global citizenship 
for mutual care and survival. Universities and their expertise in adult education can 
make a contribution to this task via its literacy programmes; its professional education 
for educators of adults; and its degree programmes. What is different about 
university adult education from other study areas in universities, is that it has always 
been to some extent practitioner led, and has valued student participation in, and 
relevance of, curriculum development and implementation. All of its students are 
non-traditional in terms of their age and expectations.
Adult education study has been marginalised since its inception in many 
universities, to the extent that the extending of access of adults to any universitiy
courses are being seen as a part of falling standards in higher education. A historical 
precedent, however, has been set for the study of international adult education. A 
review of the literature identifies certain key curriculum issues to include such as 
education for peace; power and values and human rights education. The role of 
transmitted culture; development education and the ideology of needs are three major 
curriculum issues which pervade the debate on international adult education. The 
place of the reified discipline with its emphasis on objectivism and abstract theory is 
increasingly not suited to either the modern / postmodern idea of higher education, 
nor relevant for multicultural, multiethnic, pluralistic approaches consistent with the 
education of adults in an interdependent global culture, with its international 
educational requirements.
In this research, some curriculum issues for international adult education as an area 
of study in universities are identified, and recommendations made for practice and 
further research.
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PREFACE
In 1982 an opportunity arose for me to work in the United States of America * at the 
University of Georgia in Athens about 70 miles from Atlanta. One of the major 
differences I noted between the doctoral programme  ^  ^ (Ed.D.) on which I taught, 
and my teaching in England was that whereas in England American literature is called 
upon and widely quoted, there was virtually a total absence of European literature on 
the reading lists of the Ed. D. before I joined the course. Most of the adult education 
literature has been published in the United States, so this find was not astounding, but 
I began to consider how the situation could be redressed.
I introduced some British and other European literature, such as some published 
by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 
to the students. My idea was to extend their knowledge of other perspectives, whilst 
I was extending my own, and as I did, I became increasingly aware and interested 
that European and American theories and achievements seemed to be emphasized in 
the literature with very little drawn from other countries and cultures  ^ .
Since working in Georgia, I have attended international conferences and talked 
with colleagues on the issue of international adult education and the curriculum  ^ in 
degree programmes in universities. At one of the conferences, the Annual American 
Adult Education Research Conference at Syracuse University in New York State in 
May 1986, I presented a paper on proactive learning (McIntosh, 1986a). In it, was 
a discussion about the future of university adult education. I was at Syracuse as a 
British academic who in that year had competed for and been awarded one of the six 
scholarships given by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation (USA), to visit some American 
Universities and present a paper at that Conference. At Syracuse, the British group 
solicited the support of the Standing Conference on University Teaching and Research 
in the Education of Adults (SCUTREA) in Britain, the American Adult Education 
Research Conference (AERC) and the Canadian Association for the Study of Adult 
Education (CASAE) to co-sponsor the first joint international research conference on 
university adult education to be held in Britain. The conference was to be a
combined effort based around the eighteenth annual conference of SCUTREA June 
1988 (see Zukas, 1988:iii). Our bid was successful and the ‘Kellogg’ group, 
therefore, planned and hosted the conference at the University of Leeds (UK). We 
called the event The Transatlantic Dialogue.
The aim of the TAD conference was to liaise and cross fertilize ideas with the 
members of the three groups and to develop new and existing networks. Immediately 
following that conference, the ‘Kellogg’ scholarship academics from Britain were 
joined by those from the USA and other countries interested in international studies, 
to form a group of the International Council for Adult Education (ICAE) (see 
Sullivan, 1989:472-474 and Chapter Two) which we called the Transformative 
Research Network. That group is still in progress and I am still a member of it.
My interest in international adult education was fuelled when after the Kellogg 
scholarship in May 1986, I chaired an international group session at the SCUTREA 
Conference in July on Key Issues in Adult Education Research. In a summary of the 
discussion (McIntosh, 1986b:58) I noted differences between the views of the Japanese 
and the American academics as to the importance of scholarship and research in the 
study of adult education. The former put a strong importance on the role of theory 
and research whereas the latter stressed the practice side of adult education reflecting 
what I had found in the literature, at least about the pragmatic orientation of the 
American adult education approach including in universities.
In the meantime I had been invited to be a member of a panel of international 
guests at the American Commission of Professors of Adult Education (CPAE) 
Conference in Florida in November 1986, to discuss the rationale for the provision 
of international adult education in university graduate programmes (McIntosh, 
1986d:5). As a basis for discussion I proposed that a curriculum of international adult 
education, which had content pertaining to world issues, could be viewed as an 
essential aspect of the academic study of adult education in this time of rapid change. 
The study of adult education can be understood in terms of its own aims and 
functions, but it does not stand in isolation from wider societal and global trends, and 
increasingly there is a call for the curriculum of universities to reflect in its aims, 
contents, methods etc. an explicit consideration of these trends (see Chapter Three).
One of the emerging imperatives is for higher education institutions to develop closer 
relationships with the world beyond the campus themselves (Lynton and Elman, 
1987:3). Thomas (J.E.) (1982:55-56) argues that if universities persist in manifesting 
a "contemptuous attitude towards a wider society, they may in the eyes of society 
become of no importance or even interest".
The ‘message’ from Thomas has become intensified through those writing about 
the changing functions and roles of higher education (see Chapter Three). About the 
link between universities and the societies within which they operate, Ginkel 
(1994:66) is of the opinion that the relationship between them has become much more 
direct during the last few decades. As millenarianism "seeps into higher education", 
Wright (1994:87) predicts that in the future, universities must be independent, but that 
will not mean standing apart from society or its immediate environment. Her 
conviction as the Vice-Chancellor of the new University of Sunderland (UK), is that 
universities have to "serve knowledge which is abstract, but also to serve people in 
the real world". This polarization between the concept of a traditional (so-called) 
independent / autonomous university, and one which actively serves, and is relevant 
to, an individual / society / world is permeating the literature on higher education, 
and is a theme pervading this research.
In 1987 my concern about international adult education and / or how 
international aspects of university programmes of adult education could be developed 
was reinforced when Arthur Stock who was then the Director of the British National 
Institute of Adult Education ’ * challenged a group of eminent American adult 
educators in a debate about adult education in America. The occasion was the Annual 
Conference of the Commission of Professors of the American Association for Adult 
and Continuing Education (AAACE). On the panel of experts were Cyril Houle and 
Malcolm Knowles, both of whom were involved as founders of modern day study of 
university graduate adult education in America. The discussion was about the 
emergence of graduate study of adult education. Stock’s (1987b:22-23) proposition 
was that the world has depended on the output of American written material and the 
immense development of American higher education over the years, yet the vast 
output of American literature has generally ignored the- work from other countries. 
The implications for the omission according to Stock was that the American view of
adult education becomes accepted as the model for all others without questioning the 
presupposition or considering alternative positions  ^ .
In 1986 I was elected Chair of the International Task Force for the American 
Commission of Professors (CPAE) for 1987/88 and invited to be the British 
‘liaison’ person for the AAACE conference programme for 1988 held in Washington 
D.C. "  . In 1988, I was, thus, on the programme planning group for the TAD 
Conference in June; organiser and planner of the AAACE British contribution for the 
1988 Conference and Chair of the International Task Force for the CPAE Annual 
Conference, in November. With these activities my investigation through reading and 
informal international contacts, the study of international adult education as an area 
of study and the theoretical aspects of internationalizing the curriculum, began.
For the TAD Conference I gave a paper on Developing a Curriculum Model for 
International Adult Education as an academic field of study (McIntosh, 1988:260-265). 
In my reading, however, I found references on comparative adult education but there 
was hardly anything on the concept of international adult education or a curriculum 
for it, as an academic area of study. Indeed, as far as I could judge there was scant 
written on curriculum issues per se in adult education in universities (or anywhere 
else for that matter). From my limited international experience; ‘observed’ 
international differences / similarities and reading about the development of adult 
education as an academic discipline, in preparing for, and presenting the paper at the 
TAD Conference, I concluded that there would appear to be many reasons to justify 
developing a curriculum for the study of international adult education in a ‘shrinking’ 
global existence and/or for making an effort to internationalize the curriculum of 
current programmes. The TAD session was attended by delegates from several 
countries, and it was agreed in the discussion, that a gap does exist in the area of the 
theory / practice of international aspects of the curriculum of graduate and adult 
education programmes generally. This research is an attempt to investigate the 
curriculum issues involved in addressing this ‘gap’.
The term ‘curriculum’ has been interpreted very differently over the years 
(Marsh, 1991:5), but the general concept of curriculum I take from Bantock (1980:1) 
as the "courses of study in an educational institution". For the study of adult
education, I mean in the curricula of university degree programmes unless otherwise 
mentioned. An adult educator has to decide the role appropriate to the agency she 
represents; the purposes of the agency and its role in the society in which it is set 
(Davie, 1980:128). For curriculum innovation, there is also the question of 
negotiability or otherwise, of the institution’s goals. Adult students are a relatively 
new phenomena in universities. As non traditional students, they are perceived as 
being part of a dilution of academic standards, and this is a curriculum issue for 
debate. In this vein, in the culture of universities, academics are caught in a trap 
(Vincent, 1990:64). They personify a number of society’s dominant cultural 
characteristics, such as the production of scholarly works for limited circulation, yet 
are often ambivalent about popularizing knowledge, and mass culture which the 
education of adults is seen to represent. The indications are that, with increasing 
access to higher education, adults will be a major concern for all academics.
Griffith (1979:125) posits that some research is poorly done, leading to 
inferences which reflect an inadequate comprehension of the cultural setting in which 
it is conducted. This research is about adult education in universities, but I also refer 
to my own experiences / and viewpoint(s) where appropriate, to contextualise the 
research from a personal, as well as a professional stance. The criteria by which 
personal knowledge is judged is its authenticity (Carr and Kemmis, 1986:189). I 
hope this research will be useful to those involved, or interested, in international adult 
education as a subject for academic study. A definition of international adult 
education I used in 1988 (McIntosh, 1988:7) which I will use for this research is "the 
study of national, transnational and comparative issues aimed at developing the 
theoretical, conceptual and practical framework of, and for, the education of adults".
RESEARCH APPROACHES
I originally intended to introduce details of my research approaches as I had 
anticipated carrying them out, but during the research I changed direction for the 
reasons shown below. This summary is a retrospective description of the approaches 
I used, when one avenue of research did not materialize and as the research evolved 
I shifted emphasis. In that respect, the research constituted a piece of qualitative 
action research as I did not plan the change in advance.
Collecting material for a study such as this, by definition of manageability, is 
going to be fraught with difficulties. When I began and realized the paucity of 
material on international adult education, I decided to focus on what issues were 
relevant for internationalizing the curriculum of adult education graduate programmes 
with the thought that the information would lead me to some ideas for a curriculum 
in international adult education. Instead of doing only a literature based research 
project, I resolved in the interests of reliability and validity to put in - albeit very 
sparse, some additional quantitative and qualitative data. To this end, I initially put 
together and distributed to all sixty-two (62) participants of the 1990 SCUTREA 
Conference in Sheffield, an open-ended handout (Appendix One) assuming that they 
had a view on internationalizing the curriculum of adult education programmes which 
was to be the initial focus of my research. I hoped to use the material towards a 
conceptualisation of a curriculum for international adult education as an area of 
university study, and depending on what type of responses received, was going to 
construct a questionnaire to survey some universities to see what information could 
be drawn from the academic practitioners. With such a paucity of data on the theory 
of adult education degree programmes, I speculated that the open-ended questions 
might generate some data for further study- It is not exactly a grounded theory 
approach, as I had assumed that the theory would be in the practice itself. Due to the 
international orientation of the Conference, with papers from twelve different 
countries presented (see Wellings (ed.), 1990 Proceedings of the Conference), I hoped 
to obtain the opinions of eminent adult educationalists there, for this research.
The conference only ran for two days and was tightly structured, so I asked 
participants if they would take away the questionnaire, reflect on their responses and 
send them back to me completed at their convenience. As I had only just begun the 
research at that time, I was not too concerned about the urgency of the responses, but 
after a while, I had only received one response from Dr. Dusan Savicevic from the 
University of Belgrade (see Appendix Two). When I informally reminded some of 
the others about completing the ‘questionnaire’, those to whom I spoke said in effect 
a) that they had not given enough thought to the questions I had asked to feel that 
they could make reasonably informed comments and / or b) they had not had time to 
think through the areas as I had presented them. Despite my assurance that it was 
their views (as opposed to evidence of their academic ability) I was seeking I received
no further responses. I had initially envisaged using the questions for a follow up 
survey of universities but decided against it. The circumstances which had led to me 
the idea of a survey of universities is related next.
In 1990 I had the privilege of meeting Dr. Edwin K. Townsend-Coles. An 
American colleague was at the University of Surrey and going on to meet him in 
Oxford. During her visit to England, she was working with him on some research, 
and I gave her a lift. When we arrived he and his wife graciously offered me tea and 
during the course of conversation, when I told him of my interest in doing this 
research, he generously allowed me a lengthy loan of two original world surveys of 
universities, supported by the International Congress of University Adult Education 
(ICUAE) (see Chapter Two) and UNESCO. One survey was done by himself, for 
the ICUAE conference in Montreal in 1970, and the other was by Dr. Joachim Knoll 
(University of Bochum, Germany) following the Conference. The aims of the 
surveys were "to discover which universities, throughout the world, provide courses 
as a field of study" (Townsend-Coles, 1970:7) and "to attempt to obtain information 
in the practice of adult education in tertiary institutional members of UNESCO 
countries" (Knoll, 1972:6-9), respectively. Townsend-Coles was then Secretary of 
the ICUAE and Assistant Secretary, Delegacy for Extra-Mural Studies at the 
University of Oxford. Knoll was a committee member of the ICUAE; was, and still 
is, a prominent member of UNESCO and an advocate of the study of international 
adult education . When I first saw the surveys, I thought it would be a useful 
exercise to do a follow-up study, by taking a sample of the universities in the two 
surveys, to compare what was on offer then and now to look for signs of the growth 
of international adult education in universities in the world. Adult education is 
described as an international movement, and I felt that as part of this research, I 
could examine what was on offer to use as a base for further research.
The publications for the surveys are:
TOWNSEND-COLES, E.K. Universities and Adult Education Research 
and Training: A Survey, Montreal: a paper for the Second World 
Conference of the International Congress of University Adult Education.
1970.
KNOLL, J.H. ‘An Attempt to Document Research and Training in Adult 
Education: Results of a Questionnaire Sent to Tertiary Institutes and 
Practical Adult Education Organizations in the UNESCO Countries’. 
Journal o f the International Congress o f University Adult Education 
Occasional Paper ‘Research and Training in Adult Education’. Canberra, 
Australia: Centre for Continuing Education Australian National University,
April 1972.
Both publications contain particulars of courses in adult education curriculum around 
the world, including those offering comparative courses. In Knoll’s paper, details of 
courses which would have initially not been in English had been translated for 
inclusion. I decided first to do a ‘mini’-content analysis of the publications to see 
what actually had been on offer in universities; to establish whether the courses had 
any international concerns and if so what they were. A purposes of content analysis 
is to quantify non-quantitative documents and in doing so use the data as a basis for 
inference. For example certain words or phrases may indicate trends in the written 
material, in this case to see if there were any pertinent to the generation of the 
curriculum of international adult education. Turner (1990:146) makes the point that 
there are difficulties and disadvantages in the use of content analysis when documents 
are from different countries. An advantage of content analysis, is that it is an 
‘unobtrusive measure’, and in theory there is no interaction with the investigator, but 
what meaning she makes of the material may be crucial to her research. The idea of 
the content analysis was to elicit some ideas for theory and practice from whatever 
was on offer. The ‘hypothesis’ for a follow-up survey, was that twenty years later 
the curriculum would have been developed to take into account some international / 
global issues, and I was interested in how and in what way to gain some ideas for this 
study (see Chapter Two for some results of the survey by Townsend-Coles).
There was a far greater range of courses with more ‘primary’ detail in Knoll’s 
study, so I did a fairly complex content analysis on it. For the awards given for the 
courses, I tried to establish which courses covered the categories (i) international (ii) 
comparative (iii) culture (iv) development and (v) relevant other to international 
/ comparative adult education. In the event, the number of universities including
those categories was so small (see Chapter One) I have not enclosed the data from the
content analysis with the research to avoid ‘bulk’. Few courses had an international 
element and I had received only one response from the SCUTREA group. In the 
interests of economy of time and expense I, therefore, scaled down my ideas of 
collecting ‘hard data’ and abandoned the survey.
By now a year or so had gone by, and as I widened my reading, I realised that 
internationalizing the curriculum of existing university study of adult education would 
not necessarily provide me with a base for the study of a curriculum for international 
adult education. The curriculum issues, such as the contribution comparative studies 
could make to international adult education were apparent, and applicable to 
internationalizing the curriculum of adult education programmes, but as time went on,
I began to think there was a case for considering international adult education as a 
subject area in its own right. I did not relinquish my idea of obtaining some 
‘international’ material and wrote informally to some people (see Appendix Three for 
an example) from the five continents whose addresses I obtained from the 1991-1992 
Yearbook of the National Institute of Adult Continuing Education; and from 
conference proceedings where I thought they may be interested in international adult 
education. The small sample was a purposive one to establish whether ANY 
information in practice was available to substantiate my assumptions about the need 
for the study of international adult education, having pointed to an aim of 
internationalizing the curriculum to "raise global consciousness in curriculum 
development and interpretation" (McIntosh, 1988:262). The universities and 
individuals from which I received replies are used as examples in the research to 
illustrate the text. Having identified some tentative aims of international adult 
education, I also wanted to see if any universities were using them for any courses.
Discussion of research approaches
An issue perennially raised in documentary and other non-statistical research is to 
what extent its findings are ‘trustworthy’. In adult education, research is invariably 
to inform practice and this research is no exception. Its findings, therefore, need to 
be ‘believable’. Questions most commonly posed to qualitative research concerns its 
reliability and validity (Merriam, 1993:1), especially when coming from what
Mezirow (1991:85) calls an abductive position, in that the investigation is concerned 
with what may be, rather than what must be, or actually is the case. Merriam 
favours qualitative research as ideal for clarifying and understanding phenomena and 
situations when operative variables cannot be identified ahead of time. Her position 
is that notions of validity and reliability need to be grounded in the worldview of 
qualitative research, and suggests strategies which can be employed to ensure for 
trustworthiness. I will take these aspects and relate them to this research.
The question of establishing internal validity asks the question, how congruent 
are one’s findings with reality, to ascertain a sense of accuracy and worth in the 
findings. To aid in this task, Cohen and Manion (1980:41) list questions such as the 
competency and bias to evaluate the contribution to the field of authors quoted. In 
positivist terms reality is purported to be fixed and stable (see Chapter Five); in 
qualitative research reality is constructed and interpreted. Furthermore the reality is 
multidimensional and ever changing - there is no such thing as a single immutable 
reality waiting to be observed and measured. To establish internal validity, therefore, 
Merriam (1993:6) recommends taking data from a number of sources and for this 
research that is what I have done. Much of the material in international adult 
education is in ‘fugitive form’ (see Chapter One), so the data I have obtained has 
been drawn from a wide variety and high number of sources.
In assessing the reliability of qualitative research, there is the question of the 
extent to which the research findings could be found again. In an empirical study the 
reliability will involve repeating measures of a phenomenon. Obtaining the same 
results establishes the ‘truth’ of previous findings. In the social sciences where it is 
people and their behaviour which are the focus of study, it would be difficult to 
obtain consistency because people’s behaviour is never static especially in educational 
research where changes in behaviour are expected as part of an educational 
experience. Qualitative research seeks to understand the world from the perspectives 
of those in it. Since there are many standpoints and many possible interpretations, 
Merriam (1988:170) concedes that there is no benchmark by which one can take 
repeated measures and establish reliability in the traditional sense. Again Merriam 
suggests ways of addressing this dilemma. One which is pertinent to this research is 
the concept of an audit trail which I have used for this research. An audit trail is
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where the investigator describes in detail how data are collected; how categories are 
derived and how decisions are made throughout the enquiry, so that other researchers 
can use the original work as an operating manual by which to replicate the study.
The extent to which the findings of a study can be applied to other situations 
refers to the question of external validity or generalizability. I will not go into the 
criticisms of generalizability and the limitations in the statistical sense, as many of 
them are referred to elsewhere in this research. For qualitative research, the idea of 
concrete universals is useful in that they are based on the notion that particular 
situations convey insights that transcend the situation from which they emerge. 
Unlike inductive research, it is not a question of a collection of particulars, but rather 
a specific situation can throw up a universal. Merriam (1993:12) uses the example 
of a person receiving a speeding ticket generalizing to other instances without having 
to actually have a sample of experiences.
As a field of study, the curriculum lacks the stable conceptual structures and 
means of verifying its findings which characterise some established disciplines in 
education such as philosophy and psychology (Bastiani and Tolley, 1979:7). To 
strengthen the rigour of qualitative research, Merriam advises some strategies to 
promote the external validity, one of which is what is "thick description" (after 
Denzin). This involves providing enough information / description of the 
phenomenon under study, so that readers will be able to determine how closely their 
situations match the research situation, and hence whether the findings can be 
transferred. She also considers multi-site designs, cases, situations, especially those 
representing some variation will allow the results to be applied to a greater range of 
other situations. In her work on curriculum, Grundy (1987:3-4) emphasizes her wish 
that the theoretical exploration in her book is grounded in the realities of teachers 
experiences, and has thus used examples as part of a set of critical theorems about 
curriculum theory and practice. She then invites the reader to test these propositions 
against personal knowledge of curriculum and visions of what might be.
For this research, I have used letters, conference proceedings, recorded (written) 
conversations, course publicity and material, reports and research documents in 
addition to the usual literature sources. To ‘uncover’ what was available for
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publications in international adult education, having drawn only a limited amount 
from ERIC, I began to go through Bibliographies of Comparative Education and 
SCUTREA Conference Proceedings, ordering anything and everything which sounded 
relevant to my research, until I began to build up a sort of information chain from 
available material. Sometimes I wrote to contributors for further information about 
their work. Most of the documents I have received are contemporary and written by 
people still alive and were either given or sent to me, their authenticity can be assured 
as far as their origin is concerned. Also as most of the detail pertains to professional 
practice, their views have been expressed in the public domain which acts to 
externally validate their source. Where possible I have used actual examples to 
illustrate points made in the text. During the research, I wrote to the editor of 
Uniworld, the Journal of the International Division of the Association of Universities 
and Colleges of Canada for information about a report mentioned in ABCD , and 
since then have regularly received copies of the Journal. Papers were sent to me 
from people who knew I was doing the research. Some specified work that they had 
done or work by others of which they had knowledge. It was via this route that I 
found out about Beverly Cassara’s new course (see Chapter Seven and elsewhere) in 
international adult education at the University of Maine-Gorham in the USA. I am 
hoping that the cross section of material that 1 have used will help to establish both 
the reliability and validity of this research.
ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS
In my early readings about international aspects of adult education I came across the 
concept of international adult education in which most of the ideas for 
internationalizing the curriculum for adult education programmes seem to be 
embodied. Unfortunately little work has been done on either international adult 
education as an area of study or the curriculum of adult education programmes in 
universities. Increasingly, however, there are discussions in all areas of education 
and higher education as to how the curricula can reflect different national, 
international and global perspectives to include hitherto silent ’voices’. Some of the 
essential ingredients of a graduate programme incorporate the worldview of different 
cultural groups and instill a high regard and respect for cultures (Bernal, 1994:420).
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Chapter One of the research, therefore, provides some rationale for the study and a 
statement of the problem is explored.
In Chapter Two some historical influences on the development of the concept 
of international adult education are illustrated. Cross (Michael) (1992:1) asserts the 
centrality of history as a method of enquiry and says that whatever reality society has, 
is a historical one. Taking into account that historical reality may mean different 
things to different people and groups, the aim of this Chapter is to put the work into 
a historical framework. Madge (1965:81) purports that to view an institution in 
isolation without reference to its past, is as artificial as to consider it without regard 
to the wider social setting in which it has its place, but international / global 
education is powerfully shaped by what we believe about the future (Pike and Selby, 
1995:12). In this Chapter some trends and their ‘origins’ in international adult 
education, including some implications for the curriculum, are discussed.
Changes in higher education has been rapid in the last ten years or so and there 
are many changes which indicate that there are shared difficulties worldwide which 
are pertinent both to the curriculum of higher education institutions generally and to 
the adult of adult education specifically. Nearly all of the issues involve the 
perceived problems of extending both the clientele and the functions of higher 
education to accommodate adult non-traditional students and to broaden the 
curriculum to take into account international / global trends. To set the scene for the 
contextual framework for the curriculum, in Chapter Three some of the factors 
associated with how knowledge is defined and distributed, are discussed.
In Chapter Four an overview of the major recurring themes to be contemplated 
in developing and implementing any curriculum in education, but have particular 
relevance to international adult education, is presented. The themes are those about 
culture and curriculum; development education which is seen as the acquisition of 
skills, attitudes and intercultural understanding (see Osier, 1994); and those to do with 
the ideology of needs. The first two themes have not been covered widely in 
curriculum planning in adult education, although Rogers (Alan, 1993) has written 
about adult education for development in both the West and Third World countries.
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The ideology of ‘needs’ has always been an integral part of the technical rationality 
of adult education.
In Chapter Five international adult education as an area of study in universities 
is discussed. In it is a brief examination of the problems associated with the negative 
attitudes of universities towards the education of adults which seems to be a shared 
problem in Western societies. Some types of knowledge from which educational 
curriculum theory and practice may be chosen are examined. In Chapter Six, the 
vexed question of academic disciplines is analyzed in the search for a way for a new 
subject area to gain credibility in a university. Adult education has been arguing for 
disciplinary status for years, when in the current state of flux in higher education it 
may mean that a different type of knowledge organisation and academic curriculum 
is about to emerge, if it has not already done so to meet the increasing social, 
political and economic demands on the curriculum. The concept of international adult 
education as an area of study in universities is contemplated, therefore, in the debate 
about the way knowledge in universities is structured. In Chapter Seven, some issues 
of curriculum planning and design are discussed, and models for practice indicated. 
In Chapter Eight is a summary of the research with some conclusions and 
recommendations.
Postscript
Although the ideas of postmodernism have been around for some time, there has been 
a spate of literature in the last eighteen months on postmodern perspectives on 
education and the curriculum. Where possible I have tried to insert some of the ideas 
throughout the research. There is by no means an agreed postmodern approach or 
position, but Doll (1993) identifies two major trends in postmodernism. The first is 
deconstructive emphasizing the difference between modernism and postmodernism, 
criticizing in the former, the homogeneity of the universe and its systematic rational 
order. The second approach, constructive, where aesthetic and scientific communities 
exist side by side. Both approaches are referred to in this research.
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SUMMARY
Soon after I came into university life as an academic an opportunity arose for me to 
go and work in America. - While I was there my awareness was heightened about the 
lack of international opinion and focus both in the literature and the debate. I, thus 
became interested in researching international adult education and its curriculum. The 
absence of literature in both international adult education and curriculum confirmed 
my suspicion of this massive gap in the literature of adult education when it seemed 
that the matters involved has been considered for some time in general education. 
Also global and international changes in higher adult education suggest that some sort 
of international / global adult education is urgently required. This research is one 
small attempt at addressing that ‘requirement’. Some background material is in 
Chapter One which follows this Preface.
NOTES FOR PREFACE
1. Throughout the study, the United States of America is referred to as the USA, 
United States or America. Any other countries of the American continent, 
will be named as applicable.
2. I use the terms programme (program) and curriculum interchangeably in this 
research, but in American literature although the concepts of ‘program’ and 
‘curriculum’ in adult education are sometimes used synonymously, at other 
times they are used differently. Thomas (1964:244), for example, states that 
the curriculum as being associated with formal institutions and less flexible 
than a program, and Boshier and Peters (1978:195), that "the distinction 
between program and curriculum important because it reflects an underlying 
ethos which pervades instructional design and the conduct of learning
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experiences". Curriculum suggests a predetermined laid-on content, whereas 
the word program is ....usually used in relation to immediate needs and 
expanding interests that emerge in "fluid social settings". The distinction 
reflects the traditional view between voluntary non-formal and formal 
education, but ignores the parameters within which formal adult education 
works. Inevitably any area of formal study will include some predetermined 
criteria, even if it is as a response to student demand. See also Notes 4 and 
5.
3. Some writers use the term instructional design when referring to curriculum 
planning and development. These include RICHIE, Rita. The Theoretical and 
Conceptual Bases o f Instructional Design. London: Kogan Page, 1986. and 
DEAN, Gary. J. Designing Instruction fo r  Adult Learners. Malabar, Florida: 
Kreiger Publishing Company, 1994. The Department of Leadership and 
Educational Policy Studies of the College of Education at Northern Illinois 
University (NIU), Dekalb, USA, offers courses on its graduate masters and 
doctoral programme in Instructional Theory and Practice in Teaching Adults 
(Course LEAC 530) and Curriculum and Program Development in Adult 
Continuing Education (Course LEAC 540) (NIU undated leaflet, included with 
Course Details, November 1992). The former seems to be concerned with 
classroom practice, and the latter with more inclusive general issues of 
curriculum.
4. A reprint of the Constitution of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organisation is in ‘Since Wars Begin in the Minds of Men...’ in 
SCANLON, David G. (ed.), International Education: A Documentary 
History. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1965, pp 83-98.
5. My position may sound incredibly naive to those who have been in the field 
of adult education for a number of years, but at that time I had only been in
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academic life for a relatively short period and had not personally addressed the 
issue of international adult education.
6. ANWEILER, Oskar. ‘Curriculum Research from the Perspective of 
Comparative Education’, in EDWARDS, Reginald., HOLMES, Brian, and 
VAN de GRAAFF, John, (eds.). Relevant Methods in Comparative 
Education. Hamburg: UNESCO Institute for Education, 1973, pp 188) argues 
there is as yet no indication of an international and homogeneous application 
of the concept of curriculum, and in referring to other systems or countries 
further elaboration of details may be required. I have found, however, that 
curriculum has been the focus of research in comparative studies in general 
education in many countries across the world and the five continents for some 
time. At the Unesco Institute for Education in Hamburg expert, meeting in 
September 1971, for example, at which the topic of curriculum research from 
the perspective of comparative education was discussed, representatives from 
North America, Eastern and Western Europe and Japan contributed to the 
debates on the basis of a shared understanding (see Masui et al in the above 
publication, pp 211-245).
7. Renamed since then as the National Institute of Adult Continuing Education 
(England and Wales).
8. In 1990, Arthur Stock was awarded the Tadeusz Kotarbinski Medal from the 
Polish government for services to international adult education (detail in 
‘Noticeboard’. 'm Adults Learning, Volume 1, Number 5, January 1990, 126.)
9. Admittedly it was not the occasion, but Stock omitted to include details of 
British colonial educational exports / transplants, for example as described in 
Ashby, Eric. Community o f Universities: An Informal Portrait o f the 
Association o f Universities o f  the British Commonwealth 1913-1963. 
Cambridge at the University Press, 1963, in particular pp 92-97.
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10. To continue the trend, in November 1993 Dr. Gretchen Bersch from the 
University of Alaska and myself were elected as co-Chairs of the groups new 
Special Interest Group, to arrange the international contributions to the 1994 
and 1995 Annual Conferences in Nashville, Tennessee and Kansas City 
respectively.
11. This activity involved publicising through SCUTREA and the National 
Institute of Adult Continuing Education in Britain, the work of the AAACE; 
encouraging and advising British educationalists to submit papers for the 
Conference, and co -ordinating the British group both in Britain and the USA.
12. I have chosen to spell ’internationalize’ and ’internationalization’ with a ’z’ 
unless using direct quotes in which the letter ’s’ is used.
13. In the study, he or she are used interchangeably to mean either or both, unless 
using a direct quote in which one or the other is used specifically.
14. For example. Dr. Knoll is currently a member of the UNESCO Delors 
Commission which is due to report in 1995. See KNOLL, J.H. Delors- 
Commission fo r  Education in the 21st Century. A politico-educational 
initiative o f UNESCO. A review composed of UNESCO material devised by 
Joachim H. Knoll; a paper presented at the International Unit Preconference 
of the Annual Conference of the American Association for Adult and 
Continuing Education, Transformations in Adult Education: A Global 
Perspective. Nashville, Tennessee, USA November 1st and 2nd 1994.
15. ABCD is The Association of Commonwealth Universities Bulletin of Current 
Documentation published by The Association of Commonwealth Universities, 
36 Gordon Square, London, WCIH OPF.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
In the Preface I identified some personal motivations for wishing to investigate 
developing a curriculum for international adult education as an area * of study in 
universities  ^ 3 4 ^n this thesis, I intend to examine some curriculum issues and 
influences on the curriculum involved in that task. In this Chapter some background 
material and rationale for the research are explored. From my fairly narrow 
international experience and what I have read, in an ever decreasing global existence 
there would appear to be a case to justify such a curriculum. During the research, 
I will identify reasons given for the study of international adult education, but in light 
of the sometimes ubiquitous aims and goals mentioned for it, I am mindful of the 
point put forward by Fullan (1989:191) that part of the critical assessment for 
educational (curriculum) change is to decide whether the change is ‘desirable’ and 
implementable.
The curriculum is a perennially elusive and multifaceted concept (Goodson, 
1994:16) and as such it is difficult to define a common ground for study, but the 
concept curriculum is generally thought to be essential to a study of formal education 
systems and what they have on offer. In making choices about curriculum, the nature 
of education, in this instance university education, is being considered (Kelly, 
1989:28). The curriculum and its organization is, thus, not just about designing the 
core product of the university, but touches upon the deeply rooted educational values 
on which university education is based (Scott and Watson, 1994:13). Jeffreys 
(1971 :xii) has an all-inclusive definition of education which illustrate its values as 
"nothing less than learning to live, and by definition, the problems of education are 
the problems of human life". His meaning, however, is not consistent with the 
traditional research values of a university education which includes the position that 
intellectual study is removed from the problems of life.
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In the last few years the values on which the curricula of universities have been 
based, have been and are still being strongly questioned - some writers, for example, 
Barnett (1990:3) say undermined - and the development of the curriculum is affected 
(see Chapter Six). A strong element in the criticism is a demand for a curriculum to 
be developed in such a way that it is more meaningful and relevant to the society / 
world in which it is set, and the students to which it is aimed. A critical debate exists 
between those who argue to maintain education for its own sake for a few, and those 
who are looking to wider social outcomes of higher education, in particular social 
benefits (see Barnett, 1990:4-5). The underlying principle in a curriculum proposal 
for international adult education as an area of study in universities, is a care for the 
contribution adult education has to make to learning to live and work in a world of 
increasing interdependence between peoples and nations. Also to develop a global 
perspective of that interdependence. With that principle in view, the criteria for its 
selection and the set of values by which the selection is made is examined and, in this 
research, a basis provided for its inclusion in the curriculum of universities. 
Inevitably international adult education is concerned with ‘tangible’ human problems 
and is in line with the projected, rather than a traditional view of universities, but 
studying international aspects of the curriculum can mean confronting taken-for- 
granted assumptions and institutional practices which may not be welcomed in an 
established institutional culture.
To check out what I thought would comprise an historical precedent for curricula 
information on international adult education one of the early tasks I carried out for 
this study was a mini content analysis of Knoll’s survey (1972) An Attempt to 
Document Research and Training in Adult Education: Results o f a Questionnaire Sent 
to Tertiary Institutes and Practical Adult Education Organizations in the UNESCO 
Countries  ^ . International and / or comparative adult education may have been 
implied in the course descriptions, but the word international only appears in two  ^
of the details of the programmes summarized, and comparative in five  ^of them, so 
if his research represented the ‘picture’ of university adult education at that time - his 
sample was to UNESCO countries - any innovations or inclusions of explicit 
international elements of the curriculum of adult education in the universities will 
have been since then.
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A brief rationale
There has been an interest in the international aspects of the study of adult education 
mainly in comparative * studies (Bennett, Clif.et al, 1975; Charters and Hilton, 1989, 
Bao, 1988) (see Chapter Two). In line with other changes in general and higher 
education (see for example, Altbach, 1979, Fulton, 1989), since the second world 
war, there has been a growing interest and desire to develop more effective ways of 
examining and comparing adult education around the world (Liveright and Haygood, 
1968:1) through the study of adult education as part of the curricula of higher 
education institutions. From our own personal experiences and growth from being 
‘exposed’ to different cultures - some academics (including myself) mentioned in 
Boucouvalas and Marsick (1986:31-32) identify a need and advantages for an 
international dimension or outlook in adult education degrees and the development of 
a curriculum for international adult education. An important thrust in adult education 
is its increasingly international character (Liveright and Obliger, 1970:45), but there 
is very little on the curricular implications for the study of either comparative 
international adult education, or even a regard for the internationalization of the 
curriculum of existing degrees in adult education. The absence may be that there is 
no perceived necessity for international perspectives or programmes are already 
assumed to have an international dimension. If there is such a dimension, however, 
it has not been obvious. Cunningham, (1991:352) from an American view, agrees 
that international influences have been around for some years, but notes that the 
impact on the field of study and practice has been minimal until very recently. From 
my readings, the situation is widespread, but details of university programmes are not 
widely available for reference, and curricula of universities, especially their 
knowledge-content, have been assumed to be at the near-total discretion of teachers 
and almost regarded as a private matter (Scott and Watson, 1994:33).
In 1979 Kulich (1979:v), wrote that no publisher was enticing researchers to 
submit manuscripts dealing with comparative (international) adult education, and 
whilst it appears from some international meetings, a need for more literature, exists, 
it may be that the situation has not changed  ^ . Despite the few publications, 
however, a concern for international and global issues in adult education studies and 
in higher education generally (see for example. Burn, 1980; Weeks, 1994) has been
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gaining momentum in the last two decades and reasons for it will be investigated in 
this study. With the concept of the ‘shrinking’ globe, an imperative seems to exist 
for the study of adult education to include international / world perspectives (Apps, 
1986:5; McKenzie, 1987, 1991). David Boud from the University of Technology in 
Sydney, Australia, restated that position, at the July 1994 Annual General Meeting 
of the Standing Conference for University Teaching and Research in the Education 
of Adults at the University of Hull (see SCOOP , 1994:1), where international 
contributors had been sharing their academic interests.
McKenzie (1991 :vii) affirms that worldview construction as a transcendent aim 
of adult education can be facilitated tacitly or explicitly within the framework of an 
educational activity, and believes that there is a potential for facilitating worldview 
construction in a variety of adult education contexts. Alternately, worldview 
construction can itself become the direct focus of learning. The linkage of the 
concepts of worldview construction and adult education, McKenzie (1991:viii) hopes 
"will open new areas of theoretical reflection among adult educators". Boucouvalas 
(1986:168) declares that the phenomenon of an international dimension to adult 
education and / or the study of adult education as a worldwide movement, is only a 
step along the way to the articulation of international adult education as a field of 
study and practice. It was with these thoughts in mind that I began this research.
Much deliberation over the years as to the status of adult education as an 
academic discipline (see below and Chapter Six) has taken place, and adult education " 
in universities has been under fire. In comparison with its creative ideas about 
education, in its quest to gain academic status as a discipline, it has been said to have 
maintained a traditional elitist approach reliant on a broad base of adult literacy or 
elaborate systems of information-bearing mass media, irradiated by what Coombs 
(1970:108) calls living examples of high culture and modem science. Adult education 
study in universities has attracted some non-traditional students (see Chapter Five) (I 
am one myself). In the curriculum, innovative ways of teaching and learning have 
been explored, but the fundamental suppositions about reality and knowledge in which 
universities ground their existence have been portrayed (see, for example. Smith, 
Glenn, 1994:5) as racist; classist ; sexist; elitist; ageist and culturally / 
linguistically biased. The assertion is that adult education programmes espouse
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egalitarianism, but to maintain a place in universities, do not practice what they 
preach. The students have been drawn from a narrow social range , and / or, the 
curriculum has been organized, and interpreted, in conventional, rather than more 
open and participatory ways, reflecting the status quo. Whether or not we agree with 
this analysis , the underlying ideology of a curriculum of international adult 
education is to attend to these matters among others (see Chapters Two and Three). 
A debate about the existing curriculum canon is apt to this task and for a modern 
pluralistic society (Banks, 1994:284) where it may be imagined that international and 
global issues will be already in the curriculum. It is implied in the literature, 
however, that universities are almost oblivious of cultural pluralism in their curricula.
Reasons given for internationalizing the curriculum in universities, can be 
grouped into four broad goals. Firstly to boost the number and quality of 
programmes, courses and other opportunities to study international and global affairs 
infusing the whole undergraduate curriculum with a sense of the international and 
global (Tonkin and Edwards, 1981:5-6). Secondly, for studies in the formal system 
to achieve a heightened awareness of global interdependence, by among other things 
examining factual data, and "sensitivity training in international thinking" (Husen, 
1986:179), so that courses in whatever subject, may express the realities of a 
progressively interconnected world. Thirdly to impart certain competencies, such as 
the mastery of a foreign language and insight into other cultures, to enable people to 
function in an international setting. Fourthly, to help every citizen understand how 
local and national interests relate to the larger world, and how personal aspirations 
can be harmonized with other nations and peoples. At institutional level and 
identifying a fifth goal, Tonkin and Edwards hold that due to the steady increase in 
contacts with other countries, and the growth areas of human activity transcending 
national boundaries, it is essential to prepare more specialists in international affairs. 
Their position replicates Vemer’s prediction (1979:vii-viii) that the demand for 
continuing education by the adult population would accelerate and multiply as new 
knowledge becomes available in every human endeavour. Personnel competent to 
provide it, are a requirement for formal education, but when he wrote, he declared 
there were nowhere near enough of them. Adult educators with global / international 
interests, awareness and skills is a worldwide need (see below).
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The rationale to research curriculum issues for international adult education includes:
* a growing interest on internationalizing existing curricula of adult education 
studies in universities;
* a rise in demand for new courses committed to international / global issues but
* the little which is published on adult education curriculum, denotes a gap in 
research in the area;
* criticisms of current programmes in adult education as an area of study in 
universities because it is said they reflect a monocultural bias in the curriculum 
which does not take into account the increasing social and cultural diversity either 
of the students or the knowledge-content of the courses, but which would seem 
to be essential to the study of international education;
* a perceived need for adult educators with international / global awareness and 
skills.
The issues above will be referred to again throughout the study. In the rest of this 
Introduction a brief statement of the problem to be researched will be set out with an 
outline of the general aims, objectives and some additional rationale. To begin there 
is a brief discussion on defining international adult education and its relationship with 
adult and adult comparative education.
Clarifying a definition
A short and operational definition of general international education is given as 
"a term used to describe the various types of educational and cultural relations among 
nations" (Scanlon, 1965:1) but there is not a definitive answer as to what constitutes 
international adult education (Cassara and Draper, 1987:67). Boucouvalas (1986:31) 
observes that despite widespread global usage of the term international adult 
education, little attention has been given to its meaning, to its scope and even less to 
its conceptualisation. This research is an attempt to address the ‘omission’ and to 
include a justification for doing so. I have found nothing written which argues 
against a study of internationalizing the curriculum, although postmodernists warn 
against a quest for theoretical universality, irrespective of the context or circumstance.
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Describing general education, Thomas (R. Murray, 1990:7) uses the words 
‘comparative’ and ‘international’ synonymously when he writes that comparative and 
international education over the past four decades has become an increasingly 
important field of scholarly enquiry. International adult education, however, can be 
conceptualised as a separate area of study from comparative adult education, although 
they share overlapping interests. The word ‘international’ may be used to ‘augment’ 
the description of comparative education. Charters (1981:xiv), for example, defines 
comparative international adult education as considering one or more aspects of adult 
education in two or more countries whereas international adult education can be 
understood as applying to one (see above) or more nations and / or transcending 
geographical and cultural barriers. Jarvis (1990:174) also interprets international 
adult education as the study of adult education on an international rather than a 
comparative perspective. His definition includes the exchange of studies in adult 
education through international gatherings and conferences.
Cassara and Draper (1987:67)) distinguish international from comparative adult 
education but suggest that international includes comparative adult education. They 
contend that the difference between the two is that international adult education 
implies commitment to [social] action, intimating that comparative studies are one 
method of describing data from which international adult education can draw ideas. 
For either, where social action is on the agenda, there is a dilemma for developing 
the curriculum for international adult education in Western universities whose most 
common description of the task of higher education is described as "the preservation, 
extension and dissemination of knowledge" - but for its own sake (Burgess, 1985:24), 
and not directly with applying theory to practice (see Chapter Five).
An ‘indirect’ way with which universities may be sympathetic to social action, 
is in an application of international adult education via courses for ‘training’ adult 
educators (see Bogard, 1992:46). In this context, the ideas of Rogers (1993), Kerr 
(1980) and other writers focus on a renewed effort for the work of universities to 
have a more than previously place in, and with, other agencies and communities 
which provide educational opportunities for adults. There seems to be an increasing 
pressure that beyond the measures taken on campuses, universities have an obligation 
and opportunity to play a leadership role in expanding the international dimension of
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learning at all levels of a nation’s education system (Kerr, 1980:xxxi; Knox, 1993). 
In past practice, international adult education has been involved with providing skilled 
workers from Western to other countries in literacy and social technical assistance 
programmes (see Liveright and Obliger, 1970:45-58). A vocational / professional 
objective may be included for those wishing to study international adult education.
International education curriculum may direct attention to both approach and 
content and assumes that the study of adult education can be strengthened, but not if 
it centres only on the national or local experience in which it is provided. As in the 
study of international relations (for example, Viotti and Kauppi, 1987:1), the 
adjective ‘international’ in international adult education focuses on world or global 
education issues, over and above relations between or among states, which impact on, 
and are reflected in, national and local institutional curriculum policies and practice.
An operational definition of international adult education I proposed in 1988 
(McIntosh, 1988:7) which I will use for this inquiry is "a study of national, 
transnational and comparative adult education issues aimed at developing the 
theoretical, conceptual and practical frameworks of, and for, the education of adults". 
To be explicit, for this research, the practical issues can include those for vocational 
/ professional preparation. The definition reflects the notion of shared curricula 
issues for the study of adult education at any level, anywhere and that is the thesis 
which forms the background for the research. A point properly mentioned here is the 
apparently low status of adult education study in universities in many parts of the 
world, as its lack of status may hinder endorsement for any curriculum development.
The matter o f status
Adult education is not yet accepted as an integral part of [formally provided] 
education in all countries (Charters, 1981b:5), and many universities have not focused 
on adult education in a national or international context. Where adult education is in 
the curriculum of universities, it is often marginalized with little status. It is only 
fleetingly, if ever, alluded to in books on general education, and when it is cited it 
is used much more in the sense of the education of adults outside of the mainstream 
education system of a country. Paradoxically this is at a time when there seems to
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be an escalating need for the sort of information already considered in adult education 
degrees, as part of the call for higher education systems worldwide to serve more 
adult students (see Trow, 1992:185-195), and to acquire a philosophy of lifelong 
learning. An example of the aforementioned information is to know more about 
curriculum policies and strategies for non-traditional students over a life-span. For 
instance, identifying the appropriate knowledge-content for students from diverse 
backgrounds, and technical matters such as the viability of alternative means of 
assessment to the one of examinations which only cover a limited number of skills. 
In 1977 Vemer (page:viii), wrote that more is known on how to educate adults, than 
is now applied by those in the field responsible for providing adults with educational 
opportunities. For most part, a negligence by universities to employ in practice 
knowledge derived from research and the scarcity of specialist personnel educated and 
trained in adult education, indicated earlier, are explanations repeatedly given for this 
state of affairs. That, in turn, is due to their failure a) to recognise and accept the 
study of adult education as a legitimate function and b) the lack of awareness remains 
as to the difference between the education of adults per se and the study of adult 
education. Griffith (1992:60) reckons that the improvement of leadership in adult 
education is hindered as many administrators, including university deans, have not 
had the benefit of graduate adult education study and fail to appreciate its value.
The bases on which various forms of knowledge are admissible and acceptable 
to higher education are far from clear (Barnett, 1990:34), but to offer a new subject 
in a university curriculum, assumes its suitability for study at that level. Also that 
its knowledge-content can be ‘arranged’ to conform with the expectations of a 
university curricula which have historically been structured / presented as academic 
disciplines. The study of adult education itself, however, challenges ideas of what 
constitutes a university education, and does not easily ‘fit’ the criteria of a discipline. 
It has not, thus, been afforded the academic status of established disciplines (see 
Chapter Six). It seems that adult education has not yet passed the low status 
marginality within the curriculum to the utilitarian stage which Goodson (1994:42) 
suggests are prerequisites for the ultimate definition of a subject as a discipline.
A complication in contemplating courses in a university curriculum is that with 
a myriad of changes in higher education worldwide (Chapter Three), the place of
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disciplines is currently under review (see Rosenau, 1992:6-7). Innovative sorts of 
knowledge (see Chapter Five) and organisation, including multi and interdisciplinary 
approaches are being proposed, although there is some resistance to change (see, for 
example, Burgess, 1985:24). A controversy prevails between the suitability of the 
disciplinary organisation of knowledge, in an environment (university) faced with an 
increasing demand - if not a clamour from some adult educators - to diversify and 
accommodate a wider range of students than hitherto, for different purposes and areas 
of study. The OECD report Universities under Scrutiny (1987:91) depicts many 
universities in its member countries as "troubled institutions". A rebuke aimed at 
them is that disciplinary boundaries of knowledge are slow to erode and "new maps 
of learning" hard to institutionalize. There are far-reaching organizational / structural 
reasons for opposing change. University departments are generally divided and 
grouped in discipline areas, but the division has not occurred by fate, and there is no 
fundamental philosophical reason to prevent the creation of fresh fields (Tonkin and 
Edwards, 1981:71) to serve new needs.
As Townsend-Coles in his conference paper for the International Congress of 
University Adult Education (1970:10), states, the introduction of adult education as 
an area of study in the curricula of universities, is of comparatively recent origin. 
Peters (John M.) and Jarvis (1991 :xix) argue that due to its relative newness to 
universities, it is not yet well understood by observers of the academic landscape and 
lacks university approval. There is reason to believe that other academics and 
university administrators (see above) also do not understand the study of adult 
education. They may not understand the principles of nuclear fission either, but 
respect may be given to the subject area due to the ‘scientific nature’ of its endeavour 
and "its disinterested pursuit of truth!" (Usher and Bryant, 1989:11) - a characteristic 
of standard university study. Apart from its newness, unlike some other academic 
areas, adult education with its practice element has had to test whether its conceptual 
interpretation matches the realities of the teacher’s experience in the classroom. A 
thought in a curriculum of international adult education, consequently, has to be with 
its potential application to practice which will involve issues of value, and by 
definition not consistent with the avowed neutrality of the scientific approach.
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By adult education is meant, the creation of opportunities for adults to learn 
under the guidance of a leader, co-ordinator or teacher (Thomas, J.E., 1982:1). 
Another reason for the marginal status of adult education study, may be that students 
on its courses, are non-traditional in that they are not from ‘young’ relatively 
homogeneous elite groups (see below). Universities, until recently, have served the 
needs of the latter group by providing opportunities for ‘educating’ them into a mould 
of perpetuators and reproducers of the system. Adult students with a variety of hopes 
and wishes, and a seeming resistance of universities to legitimise the study of adult 
education has not augured well for the growth of its degree programmes. The study 
of international adult education has grown out of that of adult education (Charters and 
Hilton, 1989:2), and a factor limiting the growth of international activities, has been 
the slow emergence of adult education as a legitimate area of university study and 
professional preparation (Liveright and Obliger, 1970:46).
Despite reservations about its status, there seems to be a place for adult education 
study, in the curriculum of universities (Chapters Five, Six and Seven), but due to 
its relative ‘newness’, it is still justifying its position in the academic hierarchy as a 
worthwhile academic area of study and in the process of establishing its legitimacy. 
Hence, any development of the curriculum may seem to be premature. On the other 
hand, as are all areas of university study (see above), existing adult education 
programmes are subject to the same demands of changing requirements in higher 
education to expand and accommodate multi approaches and vistas in their curricula, 
inherent in providing university courses for an ever wider population, with different 
needs and expectations (see Chapters Two and Three). It is not enough to provide 
access to adult students and offer them the same academic culture diet from what 
Lyotard (1992) calls the ‘grand narratives’, with a twin aim of producing a previously 
defined ‘educated man’ to perpetuate an elite system of high culture.
There are compelling reasons to transform knowledge to include a diversity of 
interests within a wider arena of participation and application (see for example, 
NIACE:1989), but divergence rather than convergence is also not consistent with the 
disciplinary status of adult education (see Chapter Six). It may be that international 
adult education will be one of the subjects offered in a different form from that of a 
conventional discipline in the changing climate of higher education, and probably take
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the form of a multi or interdisciplinary academic approach. Combined or 
interdisciplinary curricula have been opposed in universities, but it is impossible to 
conceive of a course in international adult education which does not take into account 
languages, and other curricular subjects, such as peace or geographical area studies. 
Even if it does, inevitably decisions have to be made in the curriculum about its 
knowledge-content and organisation. It is doubtful, that at present a study of 
international adult education would add to the status of adult education in universities, 
but it could provide a forum which takes into account the whole way that higher 
education is developing; a topic returned to later. Firstly some general aims for a 
curriculum in international adult education are proposed.
INTERNATIONAL ADULT EDUCATION: SOME GENERAL AIMS
Some of the over-all arguments put forward for a study of international adult 
education are listed below. They have been drawn from conversations (for example 
ones recorded with Gnamus, November 1992; Bowes, November 1993 and Paprock, 
November 1994); attendance and presentations (for example, McIntosh, 1988:262), 
at international conferences and reading, including those given for education generally 
in a global context (for example, Kerr, 1980, Hicks and Townley, 1982: 56; Lynch, 
1989:ix-x; Savicevic, 1991). They include:
* to help students to avoid parochialism and at the same time developing cultural 
sensitivity in their own curriculum renderings;
* to raise consciousness in evaluating curriculum material and interpretation for 
bias and hegemonic influences;
* to appreciate the spreading international recognition of the phenomenon of 
cultural diversity and the need to come to creative terms with that diversity in 
developing and implementing adult education programmes;
* acknowledging a need for world citizenship and global consciousness in 
considering the notions of behavioural, attitudinal / experiential and cognitive 
aspects of the curriculum;
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* to develop a critical analysis towards social development and change;
* to examine issues of human rights - especially to lifelong education opportunities 
- which lie inside and outside of the boundaries of the nation state;
* to foster a feeling of interdependence among people to include the balance 
between individual expectations and social responsibilities;
* to help students become aware of the widening gap within and between the richer 
and poorer countries of the world, and consider the part that adult education may 
play to help to counter the inequalities.
Charters and Hilton (1989b: 13) surmize that adult education has what they call 
"a connectedness to the liberation of the human spirit" but such a link "can be seen 
to wax or wane within an individual nation or culture". To them, the rationale for 
an international perspective in adult education programmes for educators of adults 
worldwide, is that it may provide new hope and inspiration to:
*
*
*
avoid the feeling of what they describe as labouring alone or at least "within 
vineyards of large nationalistic walls";
become acquainted, or better acquainted with an international community of 
scholars and practitioners;
find the wide understanding of our common heritage to be found in international 
study.
The above advantages and aims are consistent with the attributes and functions 
of a traditional academic discipline, but may also be applied to international adult 
education as an area of study and practice which constitutes a problem ‘issue’ or 
‘theme’ which is shared by other academics but from an integrated disciplinary base. 
Rice (1992:123) identifies a scholarship of integration (see Chapters Six and Seven) 
the ideas of which may be useful for international adult education.
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The American Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education (Kerr, 
1980:xix-xxi) gives the reasons, summarized below, for expanding and improving 
international higher education which includes, by definition, international adult 
education as an area of study. It propounds that:
* the proper concern of education is the whole world, not just a part of it. Any 
educational effort is incomplete without associating itself about other countries 
and people of the world, and
* knowledge has no national boundaries...and intellectuals of all nations contribute 
to the scope of human knowledge and understanding.
International adult education and curriculum
The starting point for international adult education as an area of study is its 
curriculum. Vemer (1964:x) an early writer about university adult education, wrote 
that a coherent curriculum of adult education identifies a requirement to meet the 
needs of the future, to provide knowledge, understanding, skills, attitudes and values 
required to maintain one’s effectiveness in a changing social order. Unfortunately 
unlike debates in general education, international, multicultural, multiracial, antiracist 
and other descriptors of movements towards global, cultural and ethnic awareness 
have not been prominent in the literature of adult education. Neither has the 
curriculum been a major focus of study in adult education (Griffin, 1983, Knowles, 
1985, Langenbach, 1988, Jarvis, 1990) (see below). In consequence there has been 
little attention to whether there is a case for the curriculum to be internationalized and 
/ or developed to become a field of research and academic study of international adult 
education and if there is such a case, of what would the curriculum consist?
The term curriculum has been construed in a number of ways and a curriculum 
theory of adult education is one which analyses its practice (Campling, 1983:4-5). 
Its interpretation includes the designated hidden or unofficial curriculum, which is 
implied in curriculum materials, and is in communication approaches and mannerisms 
used by staff (Marsh, 1991:6). Two major approaches to the study of curriculum are 
noted (Hills, 1982:119). One is a specification of content and another is the
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curriculum as a whole. The second aims to translate curriculum in terms of the 
political, economic and social contexts of teachers and educational institutions and to 
link theorising about curriculum with long-term strategies for changing it. Grundy 
(1993:5) refers to two other ways - namely conceptual and cultural - of engaging in 
the contemplation of curriculum matters. The conceptual approach corresponds to its 
design within which the parameters of its practices are set. The cultural view of 
curriculum is the experiences people have as a consequence of the curriculum, rather 
than the various aspects that make it up. These four ‘c’s, that is content, context, 
concept and culture are key interests to curriculum research.
The purpose of this research, is to investigate issues of curriculum for the 
development of international adult education as an area of study in universities. The 
study will entail an investigation of its contextual framework; its possible content and 
process of implementation. The research findings may be applicable to the principles 
of internationalizing the curriculum of adult education degree programmes. In the 
next sections, an outline of some aspects of the current position of the literature on 
curriculum of adult education programmes illustrates the problem to be met.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
A problem in studying academic adult education curricula is a paucity of readily 
available relevant literature. For instance, considering the worldwide trends to 
acknowledge ethnic and cultural pluralism, the literature exploring the role of adult 
education as an area of study both in the acquisition and maintenance of ethnic and 
cultural beliefs or of its role in developing awareness of other social, cultural and 
ethnic groups is negligible. One reason for this absence touched on earlier, is that 
adult education as a subject for academic study is a relatively new development. 
Additionally much of the literature in adult education is ‘fugitive literature’ (Brockett, 
1991:125) in that it is in the form of reports, brochures and conference proceedings 
which are not readily accessible. Kulich (1989:vii) writes about comparative studies 
"most of the literature available on adult education in various countries, can still be 
found primarily in articles scattered throughout adult education and social science 
journals", and as a result their availability for study is restricted. Without an
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involvement in a number of international activities in the last few years, I may not 
have known of the existence of much of the work referred to in this study.
Westwood (1991:44) identifies postmodernism as the centre of a debate in the 
social sciences and cultural criticism, which is relevant to many curriculum matters, 
which has so far been largely ignored by adult education .
The HheoreticaV position
The notion of ‘theory’ can be used in several ways (Carr and Kemmis, 1986:26) and 
the relationship between theory and practice has been a topic of discourse in adult 
education for decades (Peters, John, 1991:421). Some writers (for example. Knoll, 
1981, Anweiler, 1973,) complain of a lack of studies of adult education, including 
those in curriculum, in a theoretical context, but they are making a traditional 
distinction between theory and practice. Any study in education involves assessing 
the significance of theory to educational practice and vice versa, but university 
curricula have not been commonly linked with practice or application. There is some 
work on the formal theoretical perspectives of comparative adult education, but hardly 
anything to date on international adult education or curriculum. Appreciation for the 
meaning of practice of international adult education as part of the theory - practice 
relationship, is a matter for this research. How practice is conceived is part of the 
business of curriculum. In the past international adult education practice seems to 
have been defined conceptually as a commodity for cultural export, whereas in a 
study of the curriculum it may be ‘practice’ as in the content and method of a course.
Goodson (1994:26) describes the present relationship between curriculum and 
curriculum theory as one of profound alienation, but holds (page 39) that theories are 
required to pursue investigation of how existing curricula originate, are reproduced, 
metamorphose and respond to new prescriptions. An initial focus of future work for 
Goodson is on interest groups and structures which currently maintain the curriculum.
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Some prevalent reasoning about the use of theory is in following quotes:
Curriculum theory and study are closely in terlinked  since curriculum studies feed into  
theory and because theoretical paradigms guide the general d irections and aspirations of 
curriculum study (Goodson, 1994:26).
To investigate something in the world we need to have a theory about what that something 
is , and how we are going about investigating i t  (Usher and Bryant, 1989:17).
Theories attempt to explain and to increase understanding by bringing order and coherence 
to m aterial (Valentine, 1982:92).
In Chapter Five, the contentions about the relationship between theory and 
practice, and different types of theory are discussed in terms of international adult 
education as an area of university study and its legitimacy. It includes an elaboration 
of the concept of praxis which has assumed a central role in adult education ‘theory’ 
in recent years (Usher and Bryant, 1989; Grundy, 1993:60 et seq).
When discussing theory, universities are purported to have a ‘special’ role in its 
development, but universities were - and still are - in the minority compared with 
other agencies such as religious groups, industry and trade unions, providing adult 
education courses but whose prime function is not normally considered to be 
education. Richie’s research (1991) with the Ford Motor Company and the United 
Auto Workers in America is an example of how adult education theory / practice is 
used in industrial settings. Richie (page 1) points out that while universities and adult 
and continuing education centres share in the task of lifelong learning, the bulk of 
what she refers to as "instructional designer involvement" is through the design and 
development of formal employee education and training programmes. She reveals 
that America is not unique in this practice and refers to the overall cost of training 
in Britain which amounted to £33 billion pounds in 1991, of which £18 billion was 
borne by employers. Whether it needed research from universities to provide the 
curriculum theories for her work is hard to say, but curriculum study to be taken 
seriously at university level is a comparatively new phenomenon (Lawton, 1981:105) 
(see below). If a course of international adult education in universities is to make a
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contribution to industry and other applied contexts, it is a study of its curriculum 
which will decide its content, methods and forms of assessment and evaluation.
Curriculum and Higher Education
The very notion of the ‘curriculum’ could be regarded as unduly reductionist and 
restrictive, incompatible with the open-ended character of the academic enterprise but 
there has been a move for higher education curriculum to be managed more explicitly 
and actively (see for example, Scott and Watson, 1994:32). The reasons are that new 
patterns of curricula are needed, among other institutional reasons, to meet the 
demands of the rapid expansion in student numbers and provide a curriculum for 
"improving productivity", that is channelling more students through the system, whilst 
maintaining the quality of courses in a rapidly changing national and international 
environment (see Chapter Three). An increased interest in curriculum studies are 
strongly associated with social and educational change, and / or with movements 
towards accountability (Lawton, 1981:105).
In any setting, discussions of adult education curriculum have been hampered by 
the reluctance of adult educators to examine curriculum as a legitimate topic. 
Langenbach (1988:1), contends this is because a) curriculum appears to them to be 
the exclusive domain of schools and b) they wish to disassociate adult education from 
conventional schooling, which presumably includes universities. Peoples’ views of 
the world arise partly out of childhood socialization to include the nature of the school 
curriculum (Sarup, 1986:9) and implied by Langenbach to be negative. If the 
reluctance identified by him is accepted as a reason for inaction there is no case for 
this research, but despite the lack of clarity, adult educators, like many professionals 
make decisions that can have a profound effect on other people’s lives. Professional 
literature is beginning to provide resources for analyzing the problems faced by adult 
educators, and as Langenbach points out, a notable exception is in the area of the 
curriculum (Langenbach, 1988:1). There is an onus on us in the system to engage 
in an analysis of the relevant issues, and provide the possibility of study without 
repeating or reinforcing negative attitudes of adults and educators of adults.
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Campling (1983:ii) puts forward an appeal that any theory of adult education 
must focus upon curriculum, however widely defined, which must not be confused 
with theories of how adults learn; with descriptions of the organisation of provision, 
or hypotheses about participation among a population. Yet as Anweiler (1973:189), 
writes it seems only recently to have occurred to researchers to focus on aspects of 
curriculum rather than educational systems per se. and Griffin (1983:38) claims that 
adult education is not often conceptualised in curriculum terms at all.
There is, then, a virtual absence of international adult education curriculum 
studies. Charters and Hilton (1989b:5) identify advantages of an international 
approach to the study of adult education, but make the proviso, that while adult 
educators of adults tend to believe they can learn from each other "little is written 
about program description, and almost no literature is available which describes 
programs against a comparative frame of reference". In their book on Landmarks in 
International Adult Education, they include a regret that the capacity to learn from 
one another is greatly reduced as the pool of literature and other resources is sparse. 
Of her review of adult education and related literature, Hoare (1982:55) uses the term 
"limited" to report her findings on the consideration of global issues as appropriate 
content for adult education intervention. Similarly the absence of curriculum studies, 
is observed by Boucouvalas (1986:167-168) who recorded a review of the literature 
in this area of international adult education as revealing a void. In June 1994, in the 
ERIC descriptors, international adult education occurs in only twenty seven 
references, most of which are from the conferences mentioned in this research with 
which I have been involved. As McKenzie (1987:230), writes, a scan of the field of 
practice of adult education suggests a landscape "nearly barren of formal programs 
supporting adults’ efforts to develop personal worldviews".
If the tenet that antiracism and multiculturalism are linked and / or related to 
international adult education, is accepted, the position seems to be no different. 
Commenting on a comparative study of adult education and multiculturalism in 
Australia, Canada and the United Kingdom, Stock (1987a: 14) found that in none of 
these three countries has adult education made a substantial contribution towards the 
goal of multiculturalism in their curriculum development. Until very recently ^  I 
have found no references at all on multicultural curriculum for university adult
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education degree programmes. An absence of multiculturalism in the curricula for 
adult educators is confirmed by Knoll (1987:141), who speculates that one day it will 
receive its institutional realization. In the meantime, Ross-Gordon (1991:1) notes a 
lack of publications on multi-cultural issues in adult education, but proposes areas for 
research, such as intergroup relations, of interest to international adult education.
As has been revealed by Anweiler and others, much of what is written about 
adult education in different countries is focused on its structural image rather than on 
the curriculum (see Chapter Two). In Europe, according to Jarvis and Stannett 
(1992:xv), over the past few years adult education has become internationalized, with 
adult educators much more frequently working together and getting to know each 
other’s systems. The dearth of literature on the curriculum and international adult 
education could be as Knoll (1981:7) explains about comparative adult education, "it 
is quite possible to deal with monographic studies of individual countries with features 
of adult education that are specific to a particular country, as well as with the ultimate 
anthropological perspectives which adult education either pursues, or on which it is 
based; but it is not clear how differing philosophies can be subjected to a 
comparison". Exploring curriculum from an international position, however, means 
that aspects which transcend comparative issues of curriculum can be included.
Comparative education has intellectual origins going back, at least, to the 
nineteenth century, but is new to academe. In university settings its legitimacy was 
established only after the second world war (see Chapter Two). Kelly and Altbach 
(1981:1) taking a traditional view, favour a case for comparative adult education as 
a subject in its own right. They believe that it has sought to delineate itself as a 
distinct area of enquiry with roots in educational studies, but reaching beyond 
education for paradigms and methodological rigour. In a way international adult 
education mirrors this position with adult education.
The present position is that in recent history (see Chapter Two), there have been, 
and are, a growing number of international conferences in adult education, which 
concentrate on matters of global attention and international adult education. General 
trends in higher education are about internationalization in every curriculum area, but 
there is scarce work done on the curriculum of adult education in universities; on
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what is involved to systematically ‘internationalize’ the curriculum and / or in doing 
so, whether there is a case to develop a curriculum for international adult education. 
I have discovered no other major work on international adult education as an area of 
study, but my research uncovered details of two courses with that title (Cassara, 
1994; Sherritt, 1992) (see endnote 18), which are part of the graduate programmes 
in two American universities, and a proposal for another (Ziegahn, 1991).
In the TAD paper (see Preface) (McIntosh, 1988:264) I offered a basic 
curriculum model for international adult education (see Chapter Seven). Formulating 
the model and discussing some themes in internationalizing the curriculum generally, 
motivated me to explore the concept of international adult education in more depth. 
In examining some perspectives of the curriculum for the study of international adult 
education in universities I will offer some theoretical and practical suggestions for its 
development in the wider context of internationalizing the curriculum. The central 
importance of a written curriculum, is that it both promulgates and underpins certain 
basic intentions of schooling - in this case, a university programme - as they are 
operationalised in structures and institutions (Goodson, 1994:19). To extend the little 
work on international adult education and its curriculum, for the research I will use 
material from adult, higher, and general education for this purpose (see below).
GENERAL AIM OF THE RESEARCH
Data from existing comparative and international research tends to be drawn from fact 
finding empirical methods or descriptive methods of people and systems rather than 
the conceptual frameworks in which they are set and no list could exhaust the aspects 
of adult education which can be studied in two or more countries. For comparative 
research Charters (1981b:3) lists main areas into three categories as follows:
1. the adult learners
2. learning opportunities available
3. what he refers to as "the operational environment of the available learning 
opportunities to them"
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These areas may have an international dimension but do not necessarily focus on 
concepts of knowledge, race, power, and culture which shape the direction of 
research, and the way it is interpreted. The aim of this work is to research and 
conceptualise some curricula issues concerned with developing a curriculum for a 
course in international adult education, which will take these concepts into account.
I have chosen degree programmes as I hope to gather some actual cases as part of the 
study (see Preface). My contacts are mainly involved in university adult education.
I realised (with horror) as the study developed, the enormity of the subject area 
I had chosen, but decided to try and identify and elaborate some major issues in the 
hope that the least that would emerge from the investigation is some work which puts 
together in a manageable form, an overview of the ones to be taken into account to 
develop a curriculum for a international adult education degree programme.
PARAMETERS OF THE STUDY
In 1977, Altbach (1977:5) stressed the trend towards international research and 
publication in universities but the comparative analysis of higher education in general 
is rare and difficult to undertake because of the many national differences involved 
and the expense of such research. It is not possible to know what is happening in all 
parts of the world, and I thought a comparative study would be too expensive and 
daunting. Instead, I began to consider how the curriculum of adult education degree 
programmes could become more ‘international’, bearing in mind limited resources 
and a possible resistance from some students on the grounds of relevance to them if 
they do not see the rationale for an international approach. As the research began to 
unfold I came to realise that international adult education could be an area of study 
in its own right and that is the way the research has developed.
The notable lack of formal theory referred to earlier in this Chapter is noted by 
Cross (1982:109) when she says theory in adult education is almost non-existent, 
although she does not consider the practice / theory integrations in the notion of 
praxis (see Chapter Five). As has also already been stated, there are few publications 
on adult education curricula other than those from America and Europe and despite 
the apparently vast number of publications altogether, there are not many of those
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which cover curricula matters specifically. Indeed the position has not changed since 
1983 when Griffin (1983:11) wrote that curriculum studies and theory tends to be 
pursued almost exclusively in the context of the school and childhood learning.
With an almost total absence of work on the curriculum for adult education 
programmes in universities, for this research a decision had to be made about its 
literature base especially in light of the arguments of what actually constitutes adult 
education. To clarify my contextual framework, the ensuing paragraphs refer to the 
influences on my choice of literature, over and above that in adult education.
OTHER THEORETICAL SOURCES
Adult in higher education
There may be disagreement about forms of education, but it is now generally believed 
that whatever is done in youth, the well-being of individuals and of the societies in 
which they live requires further, repeated, if not continuous, learning throughout life 
(see for example, Titmus, 1985:2). A criteria for the curricula for adult education 
programmes is relevance to application and considering that the needs will change 
during a person’s total lifespan, attention needs to be given to the implications for 
adults as consumers and higher education as providers. It is not only young people 
who need preparation, and ongoing support, to understand the complexity of global 
issues; dispel stereotypes; accept global diversity and avoid a ‘headline’ mentality 
(Osier, 1994:ix), to achieve an international / global identity. Learning may take 
various forms, but in practice there seems to be an established need worldwide, for 
opportunities for adults to study in universities and other formal educational 
institutions, (see Lynton and Elman, 1987 and Chapters Two and Three) and for the 
curriculum of the institutions and their students to be more than before aware of 
multicultural / international / global affairs. With a bid in universities for lifelong 
learning and a growing number of adults wishing to be involved in formal learning 
programmes, the study of adult education and its international context is justified. 
Apart from all else, these adults will include those who constitute a wider realm of 
non-traditional students than hitherto, from racial and social groups not accounted for 
in higher education previously, providing an opportunity for planning a curriculum
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to take them into account. As I am proposing a curriculum which will consider the 
place of adults in formal education throughout their lives, I will be examining the 
literature on higher education and universities in particular, to locate the research in 
the general context and theoretical framework of higher education.
General international /  global /  multicultural /  multiethnic education
International and intranational aspects of the curriculum have some common 
properties. For example, international adult education pertains to different cultures 
within, as well as between, countries. The spectrum of curriculum problems in 
individual educational systems is influenced to a considerable degree by ‘global’, that 
is supra-national, trends in the social and scientific sphere (Anweiler, 1973:188). 
Much of the curriculum theory on international ideas of school education is in 
comparative and, recently, multicultural / multiethnic education (see Chapter Two). 
The case for the study of multicultural and global education for children can be used 
for international adult education. Due to their interrelationships and shared goals, 
writers (for example. Banks, 1981:211; Bennett, Christine I. 1990:274 et seq) 
advocate that educators try to better relate multiethnic and global education (see 
Figure Nine in Chapter Three). Multiculturalism in curriculum development and 
implementation is a concept included in this study. Beane (1990:114-116), addresses 
the interpretation of multicultural education in pluralist societies, and is one 
contributor to the literature on multicultural as well as comparative education.
It is not implied that cultural groups living as minority or ‘immigrant’ groups in 
other societies are the same as those from cultures of origin, but linking multiethnic 
and global (international) education may result in important learning outcomes. For 
example, at a basic level, students can develop clarified and reflective ethnic, national 
and global identification (Banks, 1981:213). Cultural and national awareness will 
have to include those of dominant groups of their own position, with the philosophy 
of education for equality as the central tenet of curriculum to challenge racism in the 
1990s and beyond (Blackledge, 1994:249).
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Continuing and Lifelong Education
The term lifelong learning is used in various ways by different writers (Cropley, 
1980:3) and with continuing education, sometimes interchangeably with adult 
education. Continuing education in some form or another now features prominently 
in the rhetoric of most universities, whether or not they are committed to a mission 
statement (Barry, 1989:352). Both university continuing and lifelong education act 
as descriptions in a general sense of formal educational intervention for adults. For 
example for university extra-mural or extension provision and / or other community 
programmes; part-time degrees and professional continuing education (see Kulich, 
1987, 170-190). Lifelong education is also defined as any type of ‘education’ 
throughout life (see Lengrand, 1975), although Jarvis (1987:5) believes that this 
definition more readily describes the process of lifelong learning. As noted in 
relation to a book I wrote on Beating Depression (McIntosh, 1992) using the 
experiences (with their permission) of students from an extra-mural class, there is a 
distinction between when the discipline ‘subject’ is thought of as part of a continuing 
education programme when the subject is not education, and / or the theoretical / 
practical framework of the educational process if it is. In this research when I refer 
to continuing education it is not as part of the mainstream provision for adults in 
universities as illustrated by Roderick (1985:10-12), but in the context of the 
principles of adult education as an area of academic study. I am conceptualizing adult 
education as a phase within lifelong education as suggested by Kulich (1987:171), 
Wain (1993:95) and others. At the same time I am examining the university study 
of the education of adults as part of an education system as a whole, and the totality 
of learning experiences which may be available to people throughout their lifetime.
Adult education may have its own characteristics and initiatives, but is incapable 
of being understood or dealt with coherently outside of the general context of lifelong 
education (see Wain, 1993; Usher and Bryant, 1989:3). In that respect, it is not 
isolated from the rest of formal education, and educational theory generally can be 
used in investigating the design and implementation of a curriculum for adult 
education. The notions of vertical and horizontal integration were introduced by 
writers as tools to theorize this totality on the level of individual and his / her life 
(see Figure One), and at the level of a learning society (see Figure Nine and Chapter
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Three) respectively. In lifelong education peoples’ history, past and future needs are 
linked to current roles / life styles and their overall view of the world. Literature 
from lifelong and school education as well as higher education will, thus, be used.
FIGURE ONE
The dimensions o f vertical and horizontal integrations as a linking o f formal education 
to the lives o f the participants and vice versa
Vertical
Horizontal integration
integration 
as a lifelong process
Reference: derived from CROPLEY, A.J. and DAVE, R.H. Lifelong Learning and  the Training o f  
Teachers, Hamburg: UNESCO Institute for Education and Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1978, page 10.
The dilemma of language
It could be assumed that if everyone spoke an international language - Esperanto - 
there would be total global communication, but this is highly unlikely because of the 
cultural influences on language (Nadler, 1982:189). In interpreting texts, there is a 
need to acknowledge differences in culture and language as part of the process of 
cross cultural learning, not just between languages but different interpretations of the 
same language. Having complained about the lack of literature from other than 
Western sources I am obliged to use those available. Western publications especially 
ones written from a comparative perspective, whether on schools or adult education 
do include writings about, and from people of other countries and cultures, although
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they are probably biased in translation. Normie (1989:123) defines international adult 
education as studying and observing adult education in another country by means of 
visits and reading relevant material in its original form or in translation. My 
fluency in other languages is limited so for this study I am reliant on literature written 
in, or translated into English probably published in the West for my information. I 
appreciate my own limitations in this direction, but hope that the research may have 
implications for adult education programmes in any language. This type of hope is 
virtually rejected by some postmodernist perspectives (see below).
The form of university may vary from country to country and between countries, 
but one case for an international dimension to the curriculum has been that the 
advancement of knowledge is rarely limited to one university or one country (see 
above). The strength of the ‘transnational character’ or the sociological thrust for the 
universalizability of a research endeavour, has been part of the conception of a 
university and a critical component for assessing programmes and policies in 
individual universities. To have credibility the idea is that the results from one 
research project in one university would or could be applicable to any university, but 
the call for internationalization is not just to impose ideas from one culture to another, 
or to interpret research universally through the eyes of the researcher without 
reference to its background. It seems beholden on those who publish in the West to 
continue to develop an international outlook, but to reconsider how results are 
interpreted. The theoretical values and commensurability assigned to results are being 
severely disparaged, for excluding contexts of the research. The postmodernist view 
questions the authority vested in major texts and what has been judged to be an 
important feature of the normative setting for research and the advancement of 
knowledge, that is, its proposed universality (see Spitzberg, 1980:11). The 
postmodern conviction is that there exists no universal meta-language or universal 
commensurability, but what is noticeable about many of the books on the 
postmodernist list of ‘grand’ texts of that position, are paradoxically translations from 
one language to another (see, for example, Lyotard, 1992), containing theory, the 
proponents of which presumably are assumed to be universally sound.
The meaning of language and texts, culture and the politics of literacy which will 
be returned to in this research, is a dimension of curriculum issues.
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SUMMARY
In this Chapter an introduction to, and a rationale for the study of international adult 
education has been offered. It is noted that there is an absence of studies on the 
curriculum of adult education programmes. Similarly, although there has been some 
interest in international adult education as an area of study, it is still at an early stage 
of conceptualization and development. Some issues in general and higher education 
can be used for the developing its curriculum.
Some over-all arguments for developing a curriculum of international adult 
education include a need for raising and expanding consciousness in adult education 
for diversity. This theme will be developed as part of the study, but before going 
into a discussion of contemporary contextual issues of a curriculum for international 
adult education in Chapter Three, some historical influences are examined next in 
Chapter Two.
NOTES FOR CHAPTER ONE
1. I am using the term ‘area’ to avoid the philosophical arguments about whether 
international adult education constitutes a field of study, although I refer to the 
debate about the academic status of the knowledge of adult education 
throughout the research.
2. At the outset, I am making clear that as the literature to which I have access 
is from a Western viewpoint, unless I mention to the contrary, the contentions 
made in this study are attributed to Western societies. KIMBLE, Dr. David. 
‘The University Community in Malawi’, extracts from an address by him as 
Vice-Chancellor of the University of Malawi for the Congregation held in
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Zomba on 25th October 1980 and reprinted in The Bulletin o f the 
International Association o f Universities, Volume XXIX no 1 , February 
1981 pages 5-7, Paris, Cedex 15: 1, Rue Mollis, 75732, page 7, points out, 
that the label ‘University’ is used today throughout the First, Second and 
Third Worlds to describe a variety of institutions which he says can hardly be 
grouped together sensibly with any precise meaning, but as he says the classic 
notion of a university includes the three elements of advanced teaching, 
research and a common life of the organization which are assumed when I 
mention universities.
3. To illustrate some examples of differences in the size, scope and range of 
studies etc. in different universities, an excellent discussion about those in the 
Member Countries of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) is in its publication Universities under Scrutiny. Paris: 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 1987.
4. The Carnegie Council’s classification of Institutions of higher education
developed in 1973 and revised in 1976, established ten categories of public 
universities in the United States. For a summary of the categories see 
LYNTON, Ernest A. and ELMAN, Sandra L. New Priorities fo r  the 
University: Meeting Society’s Needs fo r  Applied Knowledge and Competent 
Individuals, London: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1987 pp 8-11.
5. At that time, both the United States of America and the United Kingdom were 
members of UNESCO.
6. Padagogische Hochschule, Niedersachsen, Abteilung, Hannover, Germany,
and Tokyo University of Education, Japan.
7. Katoleke Univeriteit, Leuven, Belgium and the Universities of Edinburgh and
Liverpool (UK); Ibadan, Nigeria and Belgrade Yugoslavia.
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8. Where the arguments for the study of comparative adult education are the 
same as for international adult education, I have not differentiated between the 
two.
9. At the time of writing, I have not checked the position with any publishers.
10. SCOOP is the Newsletter of The Standing Conference on University and 
Research in the Education of Adults (UK).
11. For this research I am distinguishing between the education of adults and adult 
education as an area of study in universities. By the former I mean the liberal 
or extra-mural provision in which various academic disciplines are offered to 
adults. By the latter I am referring to first and post-graduate taught degrees 
offered with ‘adult education’ as an area of study in its own right. The point 
made by Coombs (1970) in the text, however, is applicable to either.
12. A description on classism in US society is included in the article by BEAN 
KENNEDY, William. ‘Integrating Personal and Social Ideologies’, in 
MEZIROW, Jack, and Associates. Fostering Critical Reflection in Adulthood: 
A Guide to Transformative and Emancipatory Learning, Jossey-Bass Inc. 
Publishers, 1990, pp 99-115.
13. In HAYES, Elisabeth, and COLIN III, Scipio A.J. (eds.), ‘Confronting 
Racism and Sexism’, in New Directions fo r  Adult and Continuing Education, 
Number 61, Spring 1994, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, the editors 
say that the longevity of racist and sexist problems in adult and continuing 
education, made their volume not only warranted, but long overdue.
14. The criticisms of universities seem to be becoming increasingly widespread 
in these terms. Those, for example, MIDDLEHURST, Robin, and 
BARNETT, Ronald. ‘Changing the Subject: The Organization of Knowledge 
and Academic Culture’, in BOCOCK, Jean, and WATSON, David, (eds.).
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Managing the University Curriculum: Making Common Cause. Buckingham: 
The Society for Research into Higher Education & Open University Press, 
1994, pp 48-68, who appear to defend the elitist position, do so on the 
grounds of preserving the traditions of universities.
15. I am using ‘general’ education to refer to school or compulsory education for 
children and young adults, usually defined by statute, rather than post- 
compulsory adult education.
16. See for example. The NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ADULT CONTINUING 
EDUCATION (England and Wales). An Adult Higher Education: A Vision. 
A Policy Discussion Paper. Leicester: The National Institute of Adult 
Continuing Education, November 1993.
17. In relation to the coming of ‘mass education’ in universities, TROW, Martin. 
‘Uncertainties in Britain’s Transition from Elite to Mass Higher Education’, 
in WHISTON, Thomas G. and GEIGER, Roger L. (eds.). Research and 
Higher Education: The United Kingdom and the United States. Buckingham: 
The Society for Research into Higher Education & Open University Press, 
1992, pp 185-195, gives his view, that most British academics have not yet 
drawn the full implications of mass higher education (page 194).
18. When I wrote this I did not know of the existence .of the courses run by 
SHERRITT, Professor Caroline. ‘International and Multicultural Adult 
Education’. Syllabus details o f Ed.D. Course module ADED 5710 of the 
University of Wyoming, Box 3374, University Station, Laramie, Wyoming, 
82071, USA, September 1992 and CASSARA, Beverly B. ‘Introduction to 
International Adult Education’. Syllabus details o f  Ed.D. Course module of 
the Department of Human Resource Development, College of Education, 
University of Southern Maine-Gorham, USA. August 1994. As the rest of the 
research is addressing this issue, I have included details of their work to 
illustrate general points of detail for the curriculum in international adult
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education. That is, I have not used them as prototypes, but examples of how 
such a curriculum has been interpreted.
19. The ideas contained in USHER, Robin, and EDWARDS, Richard. 
Postmodernism and Education. London: Routledge, 1994, however, are 
applicable to adult education.
20. Or purported absence of it.
21. For direct quotes, I am of course using the American or other national 
spelling when it differs from usual English spelling.
22. I am not assuming that multicultural and international adult education are 
identical, but that they are linked by common concerns.
23. One is a book by HAYES, Elisabeth, and COLIN III, Scipio A.J. (eds.), 
‘Confronting Racism and Sexism’, in New Directions fo r  Adult and 
Continuing Education, Number 61, Spring 1994, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass 
Publishers, which I came across in the USA whilst at the CPAE conference 
in November 1994, and another is a book by LEICESTER, Mai. Race fo r  a 
Change in Continuing and Higher Education. Buckingham: The Society for 
Research into Higher Education & Open University Press, 1993. In the 
Leicester book there is details of a working party convened in 1988 by the 
University Council for Adult and Continuing Education (UCACE) "to analyze 
existing provision for the minority ethnic communities and to make 
recommendations for new initiatives and for the removal of barriers to 
access". Unfortunately for a reason I cannot explain, this was the first I had 
heard or read of that Report and as I only discovered the Leicester book in 
mid December 1994, I have not had sight of the UCACE Report to include 
more details of its findings in this research.
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CHAPTER TWO
INTERNATIONAL ADULT EDUCATION CURRICULUM - 
HISTORICAL INFLUENCES
Although I have included in the title of this Chapter ‘historical influences’ of the 
curriculum of international adult education, very little has been written specifically 
on the curriculum of international adult education as an area of study. There is, 
however, some work which has been around for some while as well as currently - 
albeit sometimes difficult to find - implying a need for such a curriculum in higher 
education. The aim of this Chapter is to examine some historical background 
material relating to the concept of international adult education which can be used to 
formulate ideas about it as an area of study. It may be that its evolution as a subject 
of study, could become a core area of its curriculum.
In every country adult education has tended to evolve in response to ad hoc 
stimulii, without reference to any agreed philosophy or national plan (Lowe, 
1977:121). As a result it presents a variety of forms, and has been said to have no 
accepted definition of its nature or functions, but the work of UNESCO (see below) 
suggests some universal agreement about its ideological base. Lowe (1977) implies 
a need for what Griffin (1983:145) calls a "convergence theory" of definition and 
practice, on the grounds that when the ways in which adults consciously pursue their 
learning are observed, there is no lack of cross-cultural similarity. The task is to find 
a formula for describing adult education in a way that makes it possible to discuss 
trends, issues and problems in an intelligible global context.
There are different ways in which history may serve adult education (Whipple, 
1964:201). For example, an examination of historical factors, can be a major 
component toward conceptualizing international adult education as an area of study, 
to situate its development in time and place (Boucouvalas, 1986:175). The factors 
can provide knowledge and help in understanding trends / forces generally, and
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provide an idea of its contextual framework, if its bias is recognized in the content 
of events and ideas recorded. For Cross (Michael, 1992:1), whatever reality society 
has, is its history which is a point of departure for social and cultural transformation, 
but problems in historical research involve how to select and evaluate what is written; 
the context in which it is written and how to assess from whose or what ‘reality’ the 
material is available. A strategy for the study of the history of internationalization 
is to be aware of the subliminal ‘messages’ and ‘meanings’ in the literature (Lynch, 
1983:28), maybe through the use of hermeneutics as a research tool (Chene, circa, 
1985; Thomas, R. Murray, 1990:15), and to pinpoint the absences.
The development of curriculum in international adult education aims to enhance 
the knowledge, skills and experiences for facilitating the construction of an 
international / global multicultural approach to study, but curriculum does not merely 
offer courses and skills; in many ways it functions to name and privilege particular 
histories. In its current form, as several writers (see for example, Aronowitz and 
Giroux, 1991:96, Bailey et al, 1994:70) indicate, it acts to marginalize or silence the 
voices of those labelled as ‘subordinate’ groups, including ones mentioned in this 
section and elsewhere in this study. A criticism of the history and curriculum 
generally of adult education is that it has been, and is, race and gender biased (Hayes 
and Colin III, 1994), against women and non-white males (see below). A realization 
of how education systems are still performing the role of reinforcing dominant groups 
(Gelpi, 1980:22) through the curriculum, is appropriate to interpreting its history.
An inclination in the vertical history outlook is to imagine a linear development 
with each event being a prerequisite for, or a logical outcome of another. For 
example, referring to comparative (international) studies, history endeavours, for 
Charters (1973:5), to discuss problems in a vertical perspective whereas studies 
observe them in a horizontal way. In this pattern, history is envisaged as a relatively 
coherent and static past from which the present and future can be understood, but in 
times of rapidly changing circumstances, history is interpreted in somewhat more 
flexible ways. In their dimensions of globality for the curriculum. Pike and Selby 
(1998  ^ 1-37) have time and space as inseparably connected. Temporal globality 
complements, but is in a symbiotic relationship with spatial globality. The two 
writers see the past, present and future in a dynamic relationship where history
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includes anticipated future scenarios, rather than a linear succession of blocks of time. 
In contrast with other large scale institutions, education systems have made little or 
no investment in the future dimension to which their efforts are ostensibly directed, 
probably due to the assumed continuity of knowledge and purpose inherent in its 
rational philosophy (see Chapter Five). The notion of a curriculum for lifelong 
learning in a formal setting, needs a futures dimension, but it would appear to be no 
further from the ideas stage at present, in terms of what would be possible. Scant 
details seem to be recorded as to whether and how international events and trends 
have had a specific bearing on the curriculum of adult education in universities now 
or for the future, and in a state of flux, the best that can be achieved, is some 
directional aspects. Apps (1987:17) appeals to adult educators to develop an ideal 
vision towards which to work, but central themes in futurist thinking stress consumer 
participation in formulating the vision (an example is. Pike and Selby, 1995:12-22). 
The role of an academic in the process is to encourage the necessary skills.
In his study of multicultural education for children in an international context. 
Lynch (1989:viii) poses questions about the kind of society and world for which we 
are educating children? Part of the argument for international education is to provide 
an opportunity for people to be educated as world citizens, with an awareness of the 
responsibility of each human being for all at community, national and international 
levels (Lynch, 1989:x). There is a belief that adults need to "learn better to serve the 
best purposes of humankind" (Cassara, 1994:10), which will entail ceaseless changes 
in worldview, and understanding the world in a global sense (McKenzie, 1991:2). 
These ideas form part of a move towards a learning society, and sense of global 
responsibility, discussed in Chapter Three.
In a complex, fluid and fluctuating history, anything selected involves an element 
of arbitrariness (Thorens, 1990:12). A central endeavour of poststructuralist and 
postmodern theory has been to affirm that for human beings nothing is simply ‘there’ 
- natural, objective or self-evident - that there is no identity in class, race, gender or 
sexuality which can claim automatic privilege for what is written or said. That 
principle, of course, applies to postmodern theory which has questioned many of the 
assumptions of historical research. For an examination of a variety of historical 
aspects, in my International Analysis Model for Curriculum Planning (McIntosh,
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1988:264) (Chapter Seven), ideological, political and economic historical aspects for 
investigation, are included. At the Chulalongkorn University of Bangkok in Thailand, 
the Masters Degree programme in Non-Formal Education (Appendix Four) has a 
module Comparative Studies which comprises "the history of comparative study in
non-formal education  ........", and "the influence of pluralism culture applicable to
underdeveloped, developing and developed countries".
For the curriculum, Easthope and McGowan (1993:69) remind us that discursive 
theories maintain that plurality and constant deferral of meaning are inherent in the 
structuring of the subject so that it remains precarious and open to change, and within 
any given social and historical movement, a variety of discourses compete for control 
of subjectivity. They are not discussed directly in this Chapter, but personal histories 
are prime resources for historical analysis.
The objective of this Chapter is to provide an examination of what has been 
available to take into account and guide the curriculum development of adult 
education in an international setting. Some material is presented in a temporal linear 
fashion, but mostly I focus on the possible impacts of current and ongoing ‘historical’ 
ideas. Ways in which ideas have been formulated or ‘translated’ as curriculum issues 
to envision present and future tendencies, are included. With some exceptions which 
will be cited in this Chapter, details about international adult education are in the 
main concerned with structural (see for example Duke, 1989:468-472) rather than 
curricula details of programmes, but the structural elements of any subject of study 
and its curriculum are not mutually exclusive, and where necessary I link the two. In 
the next sections, some of the areas of past and current history which are said to 
influence - not always positively - the ideas of the theory and practice of international 
adult education, are identified.
The practice of adult education has always been depicted as purposive action, its 
purpose being to prepare individuals to act upon their environment, to transform it 
and make life more humane for themselves and for others (Bhola, 1989:11). A way 
of looking at perspectives on developments, since 1949, recommended by Bhola (page 
15) is along the two dimensions of its ideology and technology, the first of which is 
the main concern of this Chapter. Referring to the current ahistorical climate in
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postmodernist ideas, Easthope and McGowan (1993:1-3) remind us that no matter 
how worthy someone’s motivation is to break free of them, any study of history is 
to understand that all forms of cultural reproduction and knowledge are grounded in 
ideology. Reported historical events, will never be free of the social and political 
frameworks which precede and surround them.
The absence of work in international adult education is the more surprizing as 
ideologically what there is in adult education history, is embedded in a systems 
analysis of global functioning, with an envisaged curriculum which has themes of 
special measures in favour of the disadvantaged; liberation of one people from the 
domination of another; individual freedom; freedom from hunger and promotion of 
world peace and educational moral values, such as human rights of access to formal 
education (Bhola, 1989:15). Adult educators are challenging each other to recognize 
and attack prejudice and develop skills and attitudes to feel comfortable with 
diversity, internationalizing the curriculum of adult education courses for that 
purpose. The logic of the process of an international curriculum is a need to confront 
national, world cultural and social diversity, and personal worldviews, but as with the 
latter, curriculum concepts and ways of reasoning and practice are not value free or 
neutral. &
Part of the ideology of modernization (see, for example, Rogers, 1993, 91-93), 
where information is available on the rationale for an international curriculum, often 
economic concerns such as national and international cost-benefit pervade the 
justifications for it. The creation of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) (see Appendix Five) in 1961 brought new resources and a new 
dimension to research in education and one of its main roles was to assist member 
countries to adapt their policies to changing circumstances in the modem world in 
which education could be regarded as a form of economic investment - rather than 
as a human right - and how educational systems should figure in the planned 
allocation of economic resources (Holmes, 1981:12). Education becomes an 
international commodity, with qualifications / competencies / skills for practice - in 
this case, it would be in international adult education - as part of an ‘investment’ in 
human capital (see Schultz, 1971, Bray, 1990).
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Control over general education has always been a prime concern of the 
community (McGinn, 1990:109), but universities have prided themselves on a sense 
of autonomy in curriculum development, ignoring their own bias. The governance 
of higher education, however, varies according to the dominant mode of government 
and many groups including professional associations, industry and governments 
through which resource allocation and policy, exert power and control over the 
curricula. The ‘control’ itself will vary according to changes, such as the world or 
national economy, in the external environment (McGinn, 1990:131). In this Chapter, 
some general influences on the history of international adult education are discussed, 
but firstly the race and gender bias recognised by Bailey (1994), Ross-Gordon (1991) 
and others is highlighted, more for its absence rather than its inclusion in the history 
of adult education and its curriculum. In advocating an appreciation of the 
interpretation of texts for an international perspective, I thought it fitting to introduce 
a major criticism of the existing literature in adult education.
Race and gender bias
At an operational level, white males have been, and are, predominant in management 
and as disseminators of knowledge in adult education graduate programmes (Bailey 
et al, 1994:70 etc.etc.etc.etc). Smith (Glenn, 1994:6)  ^ contends that universities 
made adult education the special province of white middle class males. While women 
enter higher education in larger numbers than before as students, they enter male- 
dominated institutions which are scarcely friendly to educating women, and from what 
has been written adult education does not differ in this respect from other courses of 
study (Kelly, 1992:557; Benn, 1991:57-65). On an international scale, universalist 
type theories of curriculum have been criticized by Aronowitz, Giroux and other 
writers (for example, Lyotard, 1984; Marchesani and Adams, 1992; Flannery, 1994) 
as exercising forms of textual authority that legitimate a particular version of western 
civilisation, and an elitist notion of the canon. In this group are the population of 
academics who ‘own’ and ‘direct’ the definition of intellectual knowledge. That is 
the white males, who define ‘worthwhile’ knowledge as being grounded in rationalist 
scientific methodology and evaluated from a foundational perspective of a discipline 
knowledge base (see Chapter Six) said to reflect their own values and identity (see 
Usher and Richards, 1994:194). The individualistic, competitive, climate exhibited
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in a dominant curriculum model of a typical university classroom, is also not 
congruent with other cultures, such as Asian groups, who value conformity, 
nonassertiveness, interdependence and co-operation (Adams, 1992:7).
Few women have been acknowledged in the histories of adult education. Hugo 
(1990:1-16) goes so far as to say that historians have "perfunctorily noted women’s 
accomplishments and ignored their ideas". It would be a full time task to try and 
uncover the contribution women have made to the debate on the curriculum of 
international adult education  ^ , but in curriculum literature, women are often 
perceived as a ‘deficit’ group for study. To show that this phenomenon is not just 
in the West, I use another example from the Chulalongkorn University of Bangkok 
in Thailand, Masters Degree programme in Non-Formal Education (Appendix Four), 
which has a module called Non-Formal Education for Women. This example may be 
seen as positive discrimination or affirmative action in the curriculum content, 
especially as the programme (1992:46) includes "the problems and needs of women, 
including from an international perspective", but there is no module on Non-Formal 
Education for Men, or the problems and needs of men. Bias in this case as in so 
many others, has been, and is, reproduced unquestioningly in the curriculum as a 
form of hegemonic benevolence. It implies that men and their problems have and are 
not worthy of study, or implies that their behaviour unquestioningly constitutes the 
norm against which women’s behaviour has been, and is judged, so there is no case 
for such a curriculum. The education of women is often on the agenda for 
international educational programmes. A classic pattern is in, Knox (1993:214) in 
his comprehensive tome on a global perspective on synergistic leadership in adult 
education. It has ‘Women’ in the Subject Index on 34 pages and none on Men or 
Gender. The concept of border pedagogy (or I guess for adults it would be border 
andragogy) proposed by Aronowitz and Giroux (1991:128,), confronts the important 
matter of "how representations and practices that name, marginalize and define 
difference as the devalued Other, are actively learned, interiorized, challenged or 
transformed". The trend of women’s studies courses shows an unquestioning of the 
status (or lack of it) of women, but against university criteria, the majority of adults, 
irrespective of gender or cultural background, fit the description of devalued Other, 
as they do not comprise those who carry the label of intellectually elite.
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A need for international adult education as an area of study is to identify how 
hegemonic influences are internalized and regurgitated uncritically, and often used to 
assign to knowledge, education and culture, a high level of status. More influences 
and trends will now be examined. I recognize that all of it is written from the views 
of providers and educators, not potential or actual recipients.
INFLUENCES AND TRENDS
Adult education as an area of practice has always been designated as an international 
movement. Its international dimension was acquired through organizations like the 
Church and Young Men’s Christian Association (Titmus, 1988:68). Lindeman (1932, 
reproduced in Brookfield, 1987:69) claims that what distinguishes adult from other 
forms of education, which will puzzle historians, is that education movements 
generally begin with a "thoroughly nationalistic" slant, but for adult education, its 
nationalistic emphasis is paralleled by a powerful international objective.
International adult education formally written up research has been mainly 
through comparative studies, and some guides for developing its curriculum are in 
general education studies. Historical international factors of the curriculum of 
university adult education have, for example, been derived from what have been 
commonly said to represent five historical stages as advanced by Noah and Eckstein 
(1969, 8-57) for comparative education. They assign the stages to a chronological 
order as shown, but time has shown that the stages are not as mutually exclusive as 
Noah and Eckstein imply. In the following discussion, the stages will be briefly 
examined, not just as linear developments, but as ongoing ones germane to the 
current scene. I use their headings, and a category of development education which 
is related to international curriculum studies (see Figure Two and Chapter Four). The 
order assigned to the stages are first "Travellers Tales"\ second, "Educational 
(sometimes called cultural) Borrowing"', third "International Co-operation"', fourth 
"Factors and Forces and fifth "Social Science Explanation "  ^ .
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Travellers Tales and Cultural Borrowing
Travellers tales and cultural borrowing seem to have only been consistent between 
cultures thought to be of ^ u a l worth in terms of the status of their knowledge and 
educational customs. Educational borrowing grew from the idea that foreign travel 
and educational visits, result in taking the ‘best’ from other countries and cultures to 
be entered into the visitor’s own system of education, but when people from dominant 
cultures went and stayed in other countries, they took their cultural and educational 
mores, and hence their curriculum ideas, with them. Attention to how to ‘translate’ 
the ideas into local cultures has not been recorded on any scale, but this could be 
because individuals from dominant cultural groups tend to see their norms and 
traditions as constituting the most valued and worthwhile approaches to knowledge 
and curriculum (see Marchesani and Adams, 1992:14). The concept of international 
adult education was an educational transplant and / or a geopolitical or imperialistic 
enterprise (Kobayashi, 1973:250). In devising a curriculum, a critical analysis of its 
history would study its partiality. Formal education in former colonial countries did, 
and do, practice in accord with a colonial imperialistic model, a significant detail in 
understanding how this affects and controls knowledge construction, distribution and 
cultural legacies.
FIGURE TWO
Showing some influences on Che potential curriculum for international adult education
SocialDevelopment Comparative Single Nation Cultural 
Education Education Studies Borrowing Sciences
International
Co-operation
Travellers
Tales
INTERNATIONAL ADULT EDUCATION
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A colonial legacy to curriculum, is the Western language of Third World higher 
education in many nations (Altbach, 1980:47). Colonial authorities instituted higher 
education in their colonies using European languages, symbolic of power, wealth and 
prestige. Gordon, (1985:21-22), describes, implications for adult education 
curriculum in Jamaican "Dual Cultures". One is using the dominant culture to 
reproduce the curriculum in its own image. English speakers, schooled in English 
culture and customs, perpetuate that way of life, ignoring the folk / traditional 
culture, knowledge and history of indigenous groups. Cultures, even in their own 
countries, other than English, have not been represented in the curriculum.
Language is a medium of communication and an embodiment of ideas, and the 
trend above continues. Learning a dominant language may help to transform it, to 
overcome oppression (Cole, 1988:138), but that language may not be foreign. Within 
languages, codes act to separate the ‘educated’ and the ‘rest’. To attain educated 
status, is a requirement, in effect, to learn another language if a person has come 
from a ‘non-educated’ social background. This take-over principle has always been 
endemic to higher education. Aronowitz and Giroux (1991:12) cite the choice facing 
poor and alienated people from the system. To surrender to the curriculum, even if 
resources are found, entails the acquisition of cultural capital, but will sever an 
individual from her social community  ^ . This divisive role of adult education has 
not been researched, but as education has been practically the only way to ‘success’ 
for those without a privileged background (Teichler et al, 1980), problems may arise 
for a ‘newly educated’ adult, from whatever culture. Irrespective of the existence of 
pluralistic societies, cultural borrowing, including the use of non-standard language, 
in educational establishments within nation-states, seems have been non-existent.
Named among cultural borrowers are, Plato, Erasmus, Comenius, Jullien and 
Kemeny (see Holmes, 1981, 20-25). The last two writers whose ideas are examined 
next, are widely quoted as influential to the early development of comparative 
international education, created their ideas when working outside of their ‘home’ 
countries of France and Hungary respectively. Kemeny’s bulletin, published in 
Budapest in 1901  ^expounded the idea that all cultures are in part international, and 
that nationalism and internationalism could be complementary forces, an idea very 
prevalent today.
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The ideas o f Jullien and Kemeny
Comparative educationalists tend to choose the publication of an essay in 1817, by 
French educator Marc-Antoine Jullien de Paris (1775-1848) as their beginning date 
(Kidd, 1975:5). For Noah and Eckstein (1969:15) it is a prime example of work in 
comparative education, motivated by a desire to gain useful lessons from abroad. In 
1817 Jullien wrote a pamphlet about a need for an international commission on 
education, and with that conviction was one contribution to the proposition for the 
formation of later international groups. Jullien’s view was if it was possible to bring 
educators together then it might be conceivable to do the same with nations, with the 
ultimate aim of ending wars between them (Scanlon, 1965:4). In line with the 
ideology of the time, he conceived of education as a ‘positive science’ and in the 
scientific tradition was perceived as expressing the hopes that have been entertained 
by positivists in international education ever since (see Holmes, 1981:39). Noah and 
Eckstein write that "it is customary to see the beginning of modern comparative 
education in Jullien’s proposals". Jullien’s influence of the use of natural science as 
models for methods of educational research as have others in the empirical tradition, 
been spurned in higher education of late (see Chapter Five) .
Scanlon (1965) reviews the modern (in the sense of recent times) history of 
international education which has an English translation of the work of Francis 
Kemeny containing ideas very relevant to up-to-date curriculum development in 
international adult education. International education, according to Kemeny, could 
be advanced in the six ways presented below in the form of policy statements for 
educational practice, but with implied theoretical implications. They are:
* the publication of descriptive reports on education in various countries
* the organisation of international educational conferences for teachers
* the development of international agreements on the organisation and structure of 
education
* the formulation of international statements on the rights of man
6 1
* the revision of textbooks to eliminate hatred and to emphasize mutual trust
* a concerted effort to eradicate racial prejudice among all peoples.
Kemeny emphasized a necessity for an international bureau consisting of both 
governmental and non-governmental representatives to undertake a programme of 
international education. In the 20th Century his wish has come to fruition.
In present day history, travellers tales include first and second hand in-person 
means of disseminating information about programmes and practices in other 
countries, supplemented in different ways. Some noted by Cookson (1989:72) are:
* publications in international periodicals such as Convergence, the journal 
published by the International Council for Adult Education (see below);
* presentations and symposia at national and international conferences and
* travel and study tours organized by adult education organizations and by graduate 
programmes in adult education.
For the purpose of knowledge dissemination, Cunningham (1991:343-383) 
chronicles some international influences on the development of adult education in 
America, and by inference its curriculum. She mentions international publications, 
such as the work of Peter Jarvis (University of Surrey) including the International 
Journal for Lifelong Education which he edits with J.E. Thomas (University of 
Nottingham) and the contributions made by the Kellogg Exchange of university 
professors (USA) / lecturers (UK) in 1986 (see Preface) of which 1 was one. Over 
time, the publications provide sources of data / information for the development of 
the curriculum anywhere, and personal contacts aid a cross-fertilization of ideas, but 
to be vigilant of their bias is essential to an assessment of their ‘usefulness’ and cross 
cultural applicability. For the Kellogg exchange, academics travelled within the host 
countries of England and the United States to various universities, reporting back 
their experiences to host sponsors via conference presentations and involvements.
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Among my own activities as a Kellogg ‘fellow’, I contributed to the curriculum 
of the taught doctoral programme as a visiting professor to Virginia Polytechnic and 
State University near Washington D.C., by sharing my experiences with the students 
on the course, but the students on the course were mostly white and middle class in 
professional occupations with many common interests to my own academically, so my 
contribution was facilitated by those commonalities and the archetypal warm welcome 
given to me by the group. On our return to England, the Kellogg group did a report 
to the International and Comparative Adult Education Forum at the University of Hull 
in July 1986 and the response was quite different. Using a descriptive ecological 
research presentation advocated by Merriam and Simpson (1984:113:116), the group 
presented an amalgam of our experiences under the Conference heading of ‘The 
Magnificent Eight’. The technique for the session was a detailed narrative of 
particular actions of participants, how they behaved; treated others and were treated 
by others during their interactions in America (Merriam and Simpson, 1984:114; 
Wiseman and Aron, 1970:249). The emphasis was on presenting research material 
which might induce a ‘Verstehen’ or understanding of the experience of the Fellows 
to which it was presented. It did not. The phenomenological experiences of the 
group members was not congruent with those of the Kellogg Fellows, and to say the 
least, a heated discussion (on the lines of a heavyweight intellectual world boxing 
contest) ensued. A polite, but short, write up of the session, highlighting the 
problems of addressing international issues in international adult education is in the 
Conference Report (McIntosh, 1986:198-200).
Educational travel and research studies may form part of the assessment / evaluation 
for international adult education course work, but more routinely, the cultural 
experiences of all the participants in an educational programme can provide the 
resources for first hand sharing of different values and perceptions, provided authentic 
dialogue and respect for conflicting positions is accepted constructively. Conflict is 
not pathological, but can be addressed as a basic step in the recognition of diverse 
viewpoints, without resorting to personal threats of failure or ridicule for persons, 
often presented as a form of purported critical evaluation in academe. Cultural 
borrowing and sharing, is a potential in any curriculum activity.
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International Co-operation
International co-operation, at one level, is an organizational aspect of comparative / 
international research in line with the general tendency towards the 
internationalization of educational problems and research (Kobayshi, 1973:250). It 
may be postulated, that the theory and practice of the curriculum of adult and 
international adult education has ‘developed’ through international meetings, 
conferences and other links where recommendations for policy and practice were and 
are discussed, shared and recorded. It is impossible to document every example of 
international co-operation. Factually it is very complex (see Duke, 1989:468-472 and 
Sullivan, 1989:472-474 for international organisations), and the influence on the 
curriculum may be dependent on the level and nature of the co-operation. Joint 
international projects such as the setting up of the Sino-British Institute for Adult 
Education on 13th October 1992 at the University of Nottingham, however, (see 
China Newsletter, University of Nottingham UK 1993), are cases of international co­
operation where the curriculum may be directly affected. Organisational international 
co-operation can be part of the content of a course (Boucouvalas, 1986:175) and / or 
research, and by definition, the whole curriculum (Kobayashi, 1973:249).
Adult educators have been preoccupied with issues of national understanding for 
many years (Hall, 1988:167) but international interests were highlighted and 
heightened following the two world wars (see Hilker, 1964:223). In England, from 
1919 to 1947 there existed a World Association for Adult Education (WAAE) which 
attempted to form a world organization of adult educators (Charters, 1973:vii) to 
promote adult education throughout the world. It was based in London and had links 
with the League of Nations in Geneva; launched comparative studies; issued 
publications, and supported international programmes *. The WAAE was conceived 
and launched by Albert Mansbridge from the British Workers Educational Association 
(WEA), and he became its Chairman. In 1928 adult educators gathered in Cambridge 
in England for the first world conference, and although the WAAE ‘wound up’ after 
the war, its hopes had been high and accurate regarding the determination of adult 
educators eventually to find ways of working together for international understanding 
and peace  ^ (Hall, 1988:167). Examples of ‘working together’ are proliferating 
between university adult educationalists, but while an aim for peace is a constant
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theme throughout the history and ideology of those involved with international adult 
education (see below), I have found no evidence of peace studies as part of the 
curricula of existing, or earlier, adult education degree programmes, but it is part of 
some courses in World Studies in Britain (see, for example. Lynch, 1989:22-23).
At the WAAE conference in Cambridge, Lindeman (1932, reproduced in 
Brookfield, 1987:67-68) suggested functions for the WAAE when he pointed out what 
he considered to be inconsistencies in adult education which he believed could be 
clarified by the WAAE. The list shows how the areas for attention he identified as 
resulting from that conference, still apply to the aims and functions of curriculum 
today and are reflected in the discussions of international adult education.
They are:
* the supposed opposition between extensive and intensive education;
* the functional view in education as distinct from the intellectual;
* the use of education for personality development as opposed to social adjustment;
* the question of education for some defined purpose outside itself versus education 
for its own sake.
Apposite to the present climate to internationalize the curriculum, was a request 
Lindeman made to the WAAE for what he called the ultimate decision, as to whether 
the movement for adult education was to be "merely an emotional glow or should 
become a dynamic force imparting new meaning and purpose to our civilisation" and 
to apply "intelligence" to the problem of world affairs. Today the appeal to ‘apply 
intelligence’ is interpreted more widely than rational knowledge (to which I think he 
was referring) to entail levels of consciousness, empathetic understanding and skills 
for functioning in an international / global context. At national and local levels the 
same principles pertain to the understanding of better the ways in which different 
social and cultural groups experience the classroom environment (Marchesani and 
Adams, 1992:9), when formulating and implementing a curriculum. Part of this
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preparation of adult educators in international adult education would be to become 
skilled with the students in this undertaking (see Chapter Seven).
International organisations and the ideology o f adult education
As Kemeny had hoped, international co-operation has been manifest in the joint 
involvement of adult educators from nations throughout the world through 
international governmental and non-governmental non profit making organizations 
(Cookson, Peter S., 1989:74). The WAAE was probably considered to be the first 
of these organizations. International organizations act as catalyzing agencies to the 
global progression to adult education, and help to build a common identity and bond 
among educators of adults worldwide (Boucouvalas, 1986:175).
Most writers (for example, Hilker, 1964:223; Kulich, 1979:i; Duke, 1989:468- 
472; Peace-Lenn; 1993) about comparative / international adult education identify the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), among 
a number of international organisations, such as the International Bureau of 
Education; the European Bureau of Adult Education; the Council of Europe; the 
International Council for Adult Education (ICAE) founded in 1972 with its 
membership of international associations such as the International Congress of 
University Adult Education (see below), which contribute their share to the 
comparative / international study of adult education.
UNESCO is acknowledged as playing a key role in the internationalization of 
higher education (Peace-Lenn, 1993:76), and Spaulding (1987:143) holds that long 
before adult education was generally recognized as a professional specialization "  
(see Chapter Six), it was identified by UNESCO as a significant area of education. 
The approval of a constitution for UNESCO in 1945 seemed to represent the 
cumulative experience of the preceding international organisations and pioneers in 
international education. Each international conference on adult education of 
UNESCO has reflected the evolution of adult education and of its social, economic 
and political contexts in the various regions of the world (Spaulding, 1987). Bhola 
(1988:21) purports that the four world conferences served as milestones on the road 
to the ideologization of adult education, and other various aspects of its theoretical
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and practical developments. With the formation of UNESCO, for the first time 
education was to be a major function of an intergovernmental organization 
representing the majority of countries of the world (Scanlon, 1965:83). In 1949, an 
international UNESCO conference was held in Elsinore, Denmark on problems 
of adult education. This conference was an outcome of a move towards co­
ordination, co-operation and a world organization (or networks of organisations) 
(Charters (1973:vi), of adult education. Three international conferences in Montreal 
(1960), Tokyo (1972) and Paris (1985) have been held by UNESCO since 1949.
As might be expected, much of the content of the first world Conference was 
about building peace among nations and the role of adult education in that mission 
(see Bodet, 1949:9-16). The theme of education for peace is a recurring one from 
Jullien and Kemeny throughout the brief history of international education but I have 
already written that I have found no reference to it as an area of study in adult 
education. Yet if adult education is to develop its international / global perspective 
it seems logical for peace education to be part of the knowledge-content of the 
curriculum (see Chapter Seven). At the first UNESCO meeting a general framework 
for the content of the curriculum for the focus of professional training for the teachers 
and leaders of adults was offered by Hallenback (1949:85-86), but it did not contain 
anything specifically to do with peace. The reason for his choice was that the ideas 
were already in practice in existing training programmes in American Universities 
- a reason which seems to have set a pattern for many adult education programmes 
ever since! As far as I can ascertain, they are the first ideas which are listed for an 
international recommendation for the knowledge-content of the curriculum in adult 
education, so I list them, for reference, in Appendix Six.
The theme of alienation and isolation in a highly technological society was 
discussed at the 1960 UNESCO Conference in Montreal. Adult educators agreed to 
give scope in their programmes for reflection on the values attaching to human life 
to develop a "proper perspective on ‘science and technology’ ". At the end of the 
conference, it was proclaimed that adult education was needed everywhere as:
(a) a vital factor in the social, economic and political development of all 
peoples;
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(b) a process essential to the implementation of the principles of the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
(c) one of the' prerequisites for the strengthening of peaceful relations 
between nations of the world (Bhola, 1988:24).
Subsequent to the 1960 UNESCO Conference, a number of university adult 
educators met at the Sagamore Conference Centre of Syracuse University in 1961 and 
established the International Congress of University Adult Education (ICUAE). The 
ICUAE achieved Consultative Status with UNESCO in 1965, and held its First World 
Conference on University Adult Education at the Krogerup Hochschole, Humleback, 
Denmark in June 1965 with another in Montreal in August 1970. At the Krogerup 
Conference, attended by 180 persons from 38 different countries, a special committee 
on research called for intensified activity in the comparative study of adult education. 
The committee determined that, although a number of papers had been written and 
a number of unrelated publications had emerged describing adult education activities 
in different countries, no effective system or conceptual framework had been 
developed to facilitate comparative study. Following the Krogerup Conference what 
has become known as The First International Conference on the Comparative Study 
o f Adult Education of twenty-six adult educators representing eight countries was held 
at Exeter, New Hampshire, USA in June 1966 and the subsequent seminar report 
commonly entitled the Exeter Papers (Liveright and Haygood, 1968) containing 
curriculum recommendations for comparative adult education was published. Some 
findings from this Conference, hereon referred to as the Exeter Conference, are 
shown later in this Chapter with some results of the survey by Townsend-Coles 
(1970) (see below). This emphasis on conceptualising international adult education 
seemed to have been one of the first since Lindeman’s work.
As described earlier, for the ICUAE Montreal Conference in 1970, Townsend- 
Coles surveyed universities throughout the world to discover which of them provided 
courses in adult education as an area of study, and to present the material in a form 
which would facilitate discussion at the conference. It appears to be the first most 
comprehensive attempt at finding out some details of existing curricula of adult 
education in universities, and provides invaluable ‘hard’ data to ascertain the extent
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of adult education study at that time. After the Montreal ICUAE Conference, the 
survey initiated by Knoll (1972) to all UNESCO Committees (see Preface and 
Chapter One), to provide more data about the curriculum in university departments 
of adult education throughout the world was carried out.
Prior to, and in preparation for, the 1972 UNESCO Tokyo conference. The 
International Expertes Meeting on Comparative Adult Education was held in 
Nordborg, Denmark from 15th to 23rd January 1972. The meeting was sponsored 
by the Danish commission for UNESCO and the Report from it was a working paper 
in Tokyo (Charters, 1973:iii ). Details relating to curriculum of international
adult education from these conferences are in the shared concerns of countries with 
different religions, histories and culture, for example, the enduring themes of world 
peace, inequality (Bhola, 1988:23). Equality in culture, education, and economic 
opportunity irrespective of race, sex, nationality and religion was stated then, and is 
now (see, for example, Cameron, 1987:173-177), as an aim for the study of adult 
education in universities (see Gelpi, 1991:10). It may seem a total impossibility to 
attain, but Carneiro (1994:193) reflects the continuing belief that life-long equity 
relies on education as a major catalyst toward individual empowerment to cope with 
change and avoid a huge underclass of social inadaptation and marginalisation. Single 
nation studies (see below) have shown, that the non-availability of formal education 
to members of a given population is linked to other forms of disadvantage.
In international adult education the world is conceived as a system, not a group 
or collection, of nations and cultures (see Pike and Selby, 1995:4), and its curriculum 
content may examine the notion of inequality, and the role of adult education to help 
heighten the equality of life-chances. A theme throughout The Carnegie Commission 
on Higher Education Reports (see pages 35 et seq of the 1973 one on Priorities for  
Action) and others has been how higher education might make a greater contribution 
to the realization of equality of opportunity, but it has not been evident how the needs 
of non-traditional students from different cultural backgrounds are being heard and 
respected in the adult education curriculum in universities. Also, how universities 
can best contribute to the education of a wider populace, when their history is focused 
on education for elite groups, from a particular cultural perspective exemplified in a 
rationalist philosophy.
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Ilsey (1992:29), in his discussion of inequality, stresses an urgency for adult 
educators to reach the people who he feels are in most need of contact. They are the 
rich and the powerful - politicians; industrialists and prominent leaders of 
bureaucracies who need to know what "people of color, the homeless and immigrants, 
among others....already understand". There seems to be an overt responsibility of 
adult educators to take and encourage students to develop skills of international 
political literacy (Lynch, 1989:26) on social issues in adult education (see Chapter 
Seven). The objectives of the World University Service, which is an international 
non-government organisation based in Geneva, which focuses on education, 
development and human rights, are to promote the social role of universities, to 
ensure that academic communities are involved in the problems that face society 
(Fernando et al, 1990:3).
At the UNESCO Conference in Paris in 1985 references were made to the role 
of adult education on behalf of the disadvantaged and dispossessed, but they were 
thought to be too radical by the USA and the British who subsequently withdrew from 
UNESCO membership (see Bhola, 1988:25). Nonetheless UNESCO continues with 
its work on adult education (see Knoll, 1994). At the Paris conference adult 
educators were asked to develop practical orientations in helping to search for durable 
peace; international understanding, human rights, socio-economic development, the 
quality of the environment, and education for all. Bhola (1988:26) contends that a 
new human right was invented - "the right to learn" - at the Conference; a right seen 
to be the key to survival of the individual and society a curriculum theme compatible 
with the idea of a learning society (see Chapter Three).
To portray the apparently over-all common purposes of the non governmental 
organisations, I refer to the May 1993 edition of Convergence and its description of 
the ‘vision’ of the International Council for Adult Education (ICAE). It says the 
ICAE depicts a situation where people live in an inter-dependent sustainable and 
democratic world with social, economic and political justice, which includes equality 
of gender relations, a universal right to learn, living in harmony with the 
environment, respect for human rights and peace, active involvement of people in 
decisions affecting their lives and respect for cultural diversity.
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In so far as the actualities of curriculum development, Tonkin and Edwards 
(1981:4) point out that all too frequently texts on international education remain fixed 
at a level of generality which does not tolerate "descent to the details of execution". 
In this research an effort is to be made to formulate some tangible ideas for practice.
FACTORS AND FORCES
The factors and forces to which Noah and Eckstein refer are nationalism, political 
ideology and historical antecedents. Noah and Eckstein (1969:35) write about 
different types of ‘work’ characteristic of this group. They reveal the aspects, which 
have been promoted through UNESCO and other organisations, adjudged for the role 
of international adult education. The first type are those which consist of discussions 
of educational problems which look to be broadly international in scope. Early 
twentieth century comparative educationalists were strongly imbued with humanitarian 
internationalist sentiments, and Noah and Eckstein quote Paul Monroe (1869-1947) 
as exemplifying these sentiments. After the devastation of world war I, among his 
concerns were nationalism, cultural revolution, industrialization and the reconciliation 
of Eastern and Western cultural values.
Pervading all of the historical developments is a stated desire to promote good 
will and harmony, and to recognize that one of the best guarantees of peace lies in 
the education of poor people. The removal of ignorance was visualised as a great 
promise toward world peace. For followers of a Platonic rational view of knowledge 
(see Chapter Five), such a proposition poses problems. Plato held that ‘lower’ levels 
of society must be protected from intellectual challenges because they lack the ability 
to solve them, and can only become "disturbed and frightened, and perhaps liable to 
stampede" (Bowen and Hobson, 1974:28).
They should be helped, o f course, to pursue their daily activities by being provided with 
vocational skills...[and]...if their calling demands it, they should learn to read, write and reckon, 
but this must perforce remain for them a local and instrumental skill .
With a rational view of knowledge aimed at elite youth, universities could justify 
avoiding a mass education (which may contribute to the peace movement?), and it is
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hard to know whether the UNESCO ideas about educating adults and peace are 
deemed to just ‘happen’ or what sort of interventions in the curriculum are advocated, 
however idealistic it may seem, to help the process. With the concepts of human 
rights, the idea of international adult education is not just about power but 
empowerment for all people to have access to information at all levels, and an 
opportunity to exercise their human rights. For that purpose, an alternative to a 
traditional rational curriculum model is required, to act as a curriculum reality model, 
to which adults outside of the system can relate and vice versa. Development 
education, mentioned below and elsewhere in this research, is based on the rights to 
education for all, but its ideology has been criticized as being interpreted as a 
paternalistic measure on behalf of elite groups to encourage dependency in the form 
of gratitude for the ‘crumbs’ of education offered to them.
The gathering of statistical data, is contained in the group of Forces and Factors, 
but Noah and Eckstein are sceptical about the data. They mention the quantity and 
scope of the "outpourings" of statistical data following the establishment of UNESCO, 
but like others since, feel that statistics can be manipulated to ‘hide’ the ‘real’ position 
as to the state of education in countries. As Tonkin and Edwards (1981:5) assert, 
facts and figures may "chill the blood or elevate the soul", but in themselves they 
lack a sense of purpose and philosophical direction for curriculum planning. 
Recently, action and other research paradigms have been proposed either instead of, 
or to elaborate on, empirical studies. There is a scarcity of both quantitative and 
qualitative data about under represented groups in higher education internationally and 
in nation-states, which could be topics for research in international adult education.
The third type of work is to do with linking comparative (international) education 
to the total effort of international organizations to build bridges between the nations 
of the world. The fourth type is the fast growing field of international and 
development education springing from the desire to promote harmony and cooperation 
between nations, and for more ‘developed’ nations to come to the assistance of the 
less developed ones. As shown above, ‘development’ education has become an 
interest in itself (see Osier, 1994 and in particular about adult education, Rogers, 
1993, in a discussion on the curriculum - see Chapter Four) especially in relation to 
the perceived relationship and interpretation of offering assistance.
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Social Science Explanation
Noah and Eckstein include this group in their stages, but to Cookson, (Peter S. 
1989:79) most works classified as international adult education....tend to rely on 
common sense interpretations of events rather than social science explanation, but 
sociological and anthropological influences are obvious. The publication of 
descriptive reports as recorded by Kemeny, has been characterised in some works of 
comparative adult educationalists. Psychosocial / cultural historical factors in which 
international adult education theory / practice would be a relevant curriculum topic. 
Next I shall summarize some matters highlighted in their studies which are consistent 
with what is being studied in an international / global context and are tenable both to 
the curriculum planning and content for a course in international adult education.
FROM COMPARATIVE TO INTERNATIONAL ISSUES
At the turn of the twentieth century, Noah and Eckstein (1969, 40-41) described a 
stage whereby comparative educationalists were no longer limited to cross-national 
borrowing and international aspects of curriculum in Western societies in general 
education have probed during the 20th century predominantly as comparative 
education. In this guise it has increasingly assumed the form of a distinct academic 
specialization, engaging ever more scholars and practising educators (Thomas, R. 
Murray, 1990:1; Holmes, 1981). The beginnings of comparative (general) education 
as a university study, started in the United Kingdom at Southampton University 
(Lauwerys, 1966:16), but little attention since the Exeter Conference has been 
devoted in comparative education to the "marginal area" of adult education (Titmus, 
1988:68). The period since the second world war, has been a time in which 
previously colonized people have achieved political independence; large scale 
demographic fluctuations have occurred and major technological, economic and social 
changes are manifesting themselves. With these changes, educational opportunities 
for adults have become of global significance (Titmus, 1988:68). Rapid growth took 
place in the number of universities studying and teaching adult education in the 1960s 
and 70s (Townsend-Coles, 1970:11), but Haygood (1970:192) reports that with a few 
noteworthy exceptions, adult education "sprung up like a weed in universities rather 
than being planted there purposefully as part of a garden".
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With ongoing changes and despite the "little nurture" (Haygood, 1970) given to 
adult education in universities, adult educationalists all over the world, have wider 
(other than their own institutional survival) issues than comparative ones to consider 
when planning and executing curricula. The term global education is now used by 
some writers (see for example, Hicks and Townley, 1982, Lynch, 1989, Banks, 
1994) to describe the curriculum which attempts to take into account international 
/ global influences on national and / or institutional policies and practices. A 
pervasive influence is the shared global interest for the need for lifelong opportunities 
for everyone. Professor Godfrey Brown from Keele University (UK), quoted in 
Hicks and Townley (1981:xii) points out ‘A global dimension for curriculum 
development is neither a luxury nor merely do-goodism. It is an element in survival’.
Single nation studies
Comparative studies in education have aimed at "thoroughly documenting the 
characteristics of different national educational systems" (Theisen and Adams, 
1990:286) rather than being particularly concerned with curriculum. In so far as 
‘national’ international issues are concerned, in recent years the realm of comparative 
education has been broadened to include single nation studies (Thomas, R. Murray, 
1990:2). Little sense can be made of what the changes mean in terms of policy and 
classroom life in individual states and countries, however, without an embracing 
analytical framework for understanding the huge educational changes taking place 
globally (Cookson, Peter W. Jr. et al, 1992:3).
Schools have been the focus of many single nation studies, but there are some of 
adult education with international objectives. Prominent among them are publications 
deriving from the UNESCO sponsored series Organization and Structure o f Adult 
Education in Europe managed by the now defunct European Centre for Leisure and 
Education (ECLE) in Prague during the 1970s and 1980s. The studies do not 
specifically provide comparative data, but may be used for comparison, and to 
examine concepts and structures of education, which are significant for an 
international study. It is the knowledge of the activities and prerequisites in other 
countries, of the development and experience under very differing conditions that
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permits an understanding of adult education as a world wide social phenomenon 
(Ferstl, 1979, 11-12).
Curriculum for multiracial education (MCE), antiracist education (ARE) and 
intercultural education (ICE), resulting from national studies and consciousness 
raising movements have led to attempts to develop a multicultural curriculum 
(Leicester, 1989:2) - mostly (if not totally) for schools - but applicable, if not 
fundamental, to the study of international adult education. They address with other 
matters, issues pinpointed by UNESCO such as extending the curriculum in relation 
to the interests of those under represented in formal education, so that they are not 
reinforcing different forms of exclusion. Banks (1994a:8-9) identifies different 
approaches to multicultural education, each with a primary goal of incorporating the 
voices and experiences of those groups into the curriculum. For that purpose, in the 
context of Finnish adult education policies in Europe, Pantzer (1994:26) believes that 
the defining of target groups for [formal] education, is not sufficient in itself to 
attempt to achieve a goal of equality of educational opportunity. Like Melo, Verner, 
Tonkin and Edwards, his view is an increasingly high demand for teachers of adults 
has to be met, with the role of the university becoming more essential to the process, 
but a need to cease to administer academic failure is required (Gelpi, 1991:9).
The legacy of deficiency
As mentioned earlier, conceptually, in the past the emphasis on under represented 
groups in formal education has been explained by a deficit model of diversity or 
hierarchical structure of intellectual ability reminiscent of Platonic rationality (see 
above and Chapter Five). The assumption is that poor and minority individuals lack 
the genes, culture or personality to lead a successful life (Trickett et al, 1994:13). 
A purported quandary for universities is to fulfil an expectation to maintain ‘high’ 
levels of teaching and research and cater for a broadened and diverse demand. The 
problem is seen as to the extent to which a variety of social groups and sections of 
the population seek a greater share of the benefits of formal education but who are 
not perceived to be "intellectually equipped for the rigors of graduate studies" (Colin, 
1994:56). There has long been a widely shared assumption that a move towards a 
mass system of higher education entails a dilution of quality (Leicester, 1993:66).
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Adult educationalists have contested the deficit model of functioning regarding 
age and culture (see Adams, 1992:11) which is still far-reaching in its manifestations. 
Some writers trace a shared sensitivity to ‘disadvantage’ to student riots in France and 
elsewhere during the 1960s (see, for example, Rogers, Alan, 1993:48) where 
‘disadvantaged’ was reinterpreted as "oppressed victims". Criticisms of some aspects 
of adult learning theory have been made on the grounds that they perpetuate the 
deficit myth and supports the ‘victim’ explanation, neither of which holds much hope 
for non-traditional students. As alluded to above, curricula based on adult learning 
theory have been developed in universities in Europe and the USA, but the theories 
are based on very specific interpretations of adult functioning and notions of 
autonomy and individualism, which are said to reflect the values and attributes which 
are primarily Western, white, middle class and male (Clark and Wilson, 1991). 
Flannery (1994:22) cites the value orientations of persons of non-European cultural 
background, such as Mexican and African Americans which tend to be based on 
communal or collective values to show differences in cultures for which curriculum 
for autonomy may not be relevant. In ‘structural’ terms, Rogers (Alan, 1993) 
postulates that some educators have come to see that self-fulfilment (individualism) 
adult education would never lead to the massive and urgent reconstruction which is 
necessary to achieve social justice. Questions are, therefore, being asked about how 
could society be changed in the direction of a wider based democracy, and what parts 
(if any) in this process, are to be played by adult education. Rogers posits that with 
this shift, a sense of internationalism and collective responsibility has grown, where 
adult educators see themselves as part of an interdependent global village. His view 
draws attention to a need to maintain a balance between the psychological and 
sociological aspects of adult education whilst preserving a global identity. The study 
of international adult education would involve an examination of different values and 
cultures which influence peoples’ learning, including those of adult educators.
In planning a curriculum for international adult education, one idea proposed by 
Bailey (1994:73) that new core courses be designed [in universities] to examine the 
implications of this type of assumption in terms of distribution of knowledge and 
power, become important to the extent that they are linked to implications for 
educational policy and practice throughout the world. An idea by Colin III (1994) 
drawn from critical theory is that graduate (degree) studies should enable our students
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to challenge the validity of commonplace assumptions and theories in higher 
education, and Knox (1980:250) that one of the urgent concerns of adult education 
practitioners is "the identification of new program ideas". Gelpi (1980:22) advocates 
that the impact of international aspects of formal education be analyzed to aid new 
educational policies and practice. International adult education attempts to extend and 
/ or develop the "landscape" of adult education (Cunningham, 1991:352) as an area 
of study and practice to incorporate some of the hitherto silent voices in higher 
education and to explode some if not all of the prevailing myths referred to above. 
An antiracist, pluralist curriculum approach is one suggestion to transform adult 
education in higher education and other contexts with adult and continuing education 
departments as potential change agents (Leicester, 1993:1). According to Cummins 
(1987:319) this process entails a study of inter-group power relations and how they 
affect educational performance. His example is of school failure, but is applicable 
when examined within an international perspective for school and adult students. He 
shows that when school failure is examined, the relations between minority and 
majority groups exert a major influence. He writes of the failure of Finnish students 
in Sweden, where they are a low status group compared with their academic success 
in Australia where Finns are afforded high status. There are countless examples in 
the literature about multicultural education, where students from non dominant 
cultures strive to balance expectations of behaviour in higher education with their 
own. If they do not succeed, they may be labelled as non-competent not in adopting 
the status quo, but intellectually.
The background to adult education as a area of study
The introduction of adult education as a area for graduate study in the curricula of 
universities is of relatively recent origin. The first graduate course in Comparative 
Adult Education in America, which could also be the first in the world was not given 
until 1967 probably instigated after the 1966 Exeter Conference (see above). At that 
time, most other university programmes had been in existence only months rather 
than years (Bennett, Clif. et al, 1975:v). Although doctoral degrees in adult 
education had been offered in America since the 1930s, in 1969, according to Kulich 
(1970:84), Yugoslavia was the only country where a doctorate was being offered, 
although in the USA in 1960, there were thirteen graduate programmes in adult
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education and fifteen professors, the American title for university lecturers (Knowles, 
1987:7). By 1979 in the USA there was a cumulative total of 2,223 doctorates in 
adult education (see Jones, 1984:5), and there must be many more now. In 1987, 
Hall (1987:64) concluded that adult education had within the previous ten years 
become a genuinely international movement and Collins (1987:59) points to a growing 
literature on international adult education, but I have shown the limitations in that 
which exists. There is a creeping recognition of international adult education, not just 
as a descriptive term, but one which is the focus of academic study. At the 
International Unit of the American Adult and Continuing Education Pre Conference 
on International Adult Education, contributions were made from universities from ten 
different countries (see Appendix Seven) with others represented (including me).
Some details of the curriculum of adult education programmes internationally 
have been published since the formation of UNESCO, and in this part of the Chapter 
I am going to show and briefly discuss some of them to see the sort of curriculum 
data which has been on offer on adult education in an international context.
Early studies of adult / adult comparative education
Goodson (1994:51) complains that historians tend to study education from the 
‘outside’ but as I wrote in the Preface, I was very fortunate to obtain a copy of one 
of the papers presented to the Second World Conference in Montreal. Written by 
Townsend-Coles (1970), (see Preface), the paper contains the results of a survey of 
Universities and Adult Education throughout the world. Why it is so important is it 
is the first of its kind to attempt to discover "which Universities in the world provided 
adult education as a field of study" (page 7), and to present the data for discussion 
at one of the first international conferences for university adult educators.
The reference again is:
TOWNSEND-COLES, E.K. ‘Universities and Adult Education Research and
Training: A Survey’. Montreal: a paper for the Second World Conference
o f the International Congress o f University Adult Education. 1970.
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He has kindly given permission for me to summarize the paper to give some idea 
of what was on offer at that time, and to judge from what is happening today whether 
the information is of any help in determining the direction of the present day study.
After a preamble about his focus on academic courses, Townsend-Coles begins 
his paper by saying that the introduction of adult education into the curricula of 
universities is of comparatively recent origin. Although he admits (page 17) that in 
universities in developing countries, the curriculum emphasis is on providing 
vocational training, he makes clear his own view of what university adult education 
is particularly appropriate for, that is curriculum in which research rather than 
professional training takes precedent. Figures Three (page 80a), and Four (pages 80b 
and c) give an idea of his results.
Through the Surrey University Library, I obtained a copy of the Report of the 
Exeter Conference (Liveright and Haygood, 1968) which outlines a modified 
approach to the study of comparative adult education from the deliberations of the 
Conference. The aims of the Exeter Conference, with especial emphasis on the first 
purpose, were:
1. To review and refine a conceptual framework for examining adult education activities, programs 
and institutions in various countries on a comparative basis, and to examine and describe 
similarities and differences in such activities in line with this conceptual framework.
2. To develop and propose some areas for special studies, research, and international activities in 
adult education.
3. To make specific suggestions to appropriate national and international agencies, departments, 
and foundations about the need for support and assistance in carrying out the proposed studies, 
research, and international activities.
It was at the Exeter Conference when the planned, thorough, systematic efforts 
at comparison began in the field of adult education, and the agreed formalized 
definition of adult education then was significant in the sense of its development as 
an area for study in an international setting (Kidd, 1975:5). Knowles and Klevins
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(1982:23) and Kidd (1975:10) refer to the international definition of adult education 
offered at the Exeter Conference. It is mostly the UNESCO definition in Chapter 
Five which is quoted in the literature, but this one was put together at the Exeter 
meeting: "adult education is a process whereby persons who no longer attend school 
on a regular or full-time basis - unless the full-time programmes are designed for 
adults -undertake sequential and organised activities with the conscious intention of 
bringing about changes in information, knowledge, understanding skills, appreciation 
and attitudes". From this generic definition, graduate programmes in adult education 
are those which study this process in a higher education setting, usually a university 
for as Perkins (1976:v) writes, in many parts of the world, universities are almost the 
sole agencies for postsecondary education.
The Exeter study stressed:
* a need for, and an absence of, the study of comparative international adult 
education (page 10);
* to move toward a sound approach to the study of comparative adult education on 
international lines, to concentrate on a cross-cultural approach to the 
understanding of adult education (page 11);
* a need to determine how adult education functions how it relates to the
historic, demographic, political and social background of a country and to see 
how these factors influence the whole of the total educational system (see Figure 
Six)....(page 11 et seq).
Figure Five (page 80d) is an outline of the approach which emerged from the 
deliberations of the conference; Figure Seven (page 80e) are the suggested categories 
to consider to help to assess the problems and opportunities in assessing and 
projecting the adult education enterprise; Figure Six (page 80d) show what the 
Conference agreed were the kinds of information in examining the total educational 
enterprise of a country, needed for an understanding of adult education activities.
One of the major contrasts between the approaches of Townsend-Coles and the 
Exeter group was that the information by Townsend-Coles is clearly divided as if the 
courses are multidisciplinary, with history, sociology and psychology making up
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Montreal: a paper for the Second World Conference of the International Congress of University Adult 
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F IG U R E  SEVEN
Some suggested categories to  conside r in  study ing  in ternational com parative adu lt education
1 .  History
E n tire  s to ry  of a peop le  
P re s e n t stage  of o e v e lo p m e n t
H is to rica l f a c to rs  a c tin g  a s  in c e n t iv e s  f o r  a d u l t  ed ucation , e .g ., 
the n ecess ity  fo r n a tio n -b u ild in g  e i th e r  in  w ith s tan d in g  ou tside  
th re a ts  o r  in the f e rm e n t o f jie w ly  w on f re e d o m  fro m  au to c ra c y  
o r  fo re ign  ru le
2. G eography
T opographical f e a tu re s  an d  n a tu r a l  r e s o u r c e s
C om plem en tary  r e s o u r c e s  fo r  in d u s t r ia l iz a t io n ,  e .g .,  the R uhr 
V alley ’s coal and iro n
Effect of neighboring  c o u n t r ie s ,  e .g . ,  C a n a d a  to  U. S. A ., Rho­
d e s ia  to Z am bia ' N epal to In d ia
3. Econom y i
Econom ic fo rm  in d ev e lo p in g  h u m a n  a n d  n a tu ra l  r e s o u r c e s ,  e .g ., 
feu d a lis tic , c a p ita l is t ic ,  s o c ia l i s t i c ,  o r  m ix e d ?
At what stage on the co n tin u u m  f ro m  s u b s is te n c e  to  a ff lu en c e?
Influence of o th e r  n a tio n a  o r  in te r n a t io n a l  a g e n c ie s
Educational e ffo rt in r e la t io n  to  a b i l i ty  an d  p r e s e n t  developm ent
4. D em ography
Population  in re la t io n  to r e s o u r c e s
P a tte rn  of d is t r ib u t io n —fro m  n o m a d ic  to  d is p e r s e d  se ttle m e n t 
to urban
P ro b le m s of c o m m u n ic a tio n  a n d  p r o v is io n  of so c ia l  s e rv ic e s ,  a s  
to a d isp e rs e d  po p u la tio n  in  d e v e lo p in g  c o u n t r i e s  ..
D raw ing national b o u n d a r ie s  a c r o s s  e th n ic  g ro u p in g s
Effect of im m ig ra tio n  on  b o th  p a r e n t  a n d  h o s t  s o c ie t ie s ,  e .g .,
E as t to W est G erm a n y , I s r a e l ,  C h in e s e  to  o th e r  A sian  c o u n tr ie s
5. P o litic s
Ideology 
S tru c tu re  
Who holds pow er 
S tab ility
6. C u ltu re
D istinctive v a lu es
Conflicts due to heterogeneous c u ltu re s
Family - and status of women
Class
Status of teacher
National will for m odernization
Effect of significant le a d e rs  (Buddha, Jefferso n , Grundtvig,
Lenin, Gandhi)-.
7. Religion
Kind and institutional fo rm s 
Dominant religion and o th er m a jo r ones
Influence on individual and s ta te , e .g ., p re sc rib e d  relig ious 
reading in Mohammedanism, Ju d a ism , e a r ly  P ro testan tism
8. International Relations
Status of nation
Extent and effectiveness of com m unication
Development from  ab road—politica l, econom ic, social, cultural
Reference: LIVERIGHT, A.A. and HAYGOOD, Noreen. (eds.). The Exeter Papers: Report o f  The First
International Conference on the Comparative Study o f  Adult Education. Boston University, USA: 
Center for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults, 1968.
major parts of the knowledge-content of the curriculum, whereas the approach to a 
comparative adult education from the Exeter group is more consistent with the 
interpretation of international (comparative) adult education as a discrete area of 
study. What is of great interest to me for this research, is that it was not until I had 
decided that a curriculum for international adult education really constituted more 
than an extension of internationalizing the curriculum of existing adult education 
programmes, that I compared the findings of Hallenback and Coles with those of the 
Exeter Conference. When I did the comparison I realised that from the limited data 
available the curricula of each actually take quite a different form. The results of the 
survey by Townsend-Coles shows adult education in terms of ‘foundation disciplines’ 
for many of the universities. Yet the approach to comparative adult education seems 
much more ‘self-contained’ to adult education per se.
SUMMARY
In this Chapter, I have tried to identify some major past historical influences and 
trends for a present and future curriculum in international adult education. Some 
curriculum themes derived from this Chapter are ones which identify a need to 
critically evaluate academic texts not just for what is written in them, but for what 
they omit. On an international scale a grasp of how controllers of knowledge do just 
that, by creating a devalued Other. Ideologically international adult education 
addresses moral and economic imperatives, many of which have been ‘publicized’ 
through the work of international organizations. In the Chapter, I have also shown 
some past examples of the curriculum that was available and proposed for both adult 
and comparative adult education. In Chapter Three, some contextual considerations 
will be discussed.
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER TWO
1. The date is not a typing error. Pike and Selby have dated this publication 
each year since and including 1993, to illustrate the point that history is not 
just the past, but the present and future. Elsewhere 1 have dated it 1995.
2. Smith is himself a white middle class male and Dean of Northern Illinois 
University in the USA.
3. Some American women professors of adult education of my acquaintance are 
making an active contribution to the history and curriculum of international 
adult education at the moment. They include Marcie Boucouvalas who is the 
Chair of the International Associates of Adult Education in the USA and 
Professor at the Virginia State Polytechnic and University, and Beverly 
Cassara who has made major contributions to the graduate study of 
international adult education, and has been active in international adult 
education activities for years. Some of her international activities are listed 
in CUNNINGHAM, Phyllis, M. ‘International Influences on the Development 
of Knowledge’, in PETERS, John M. and JARVIS, Peter, and Associates. 
Adult Education: Evolution and Achievements in A Developing Field o f  
Study. Oxford: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1991, pp 363-364. Beverly is a 
member of the International Council for Adult Education and has (as I have 
earlier noted) recently begun to offer a course on Introduction to International 
Adult Education at Masters Degree level (Cassara, 1994) at the University of 
Southern Maine-Gorham. Details of Beverly’s course and that of Professor 
Caroline Sherritt from the University of Wyoming (Sherritt, 1992), who is
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also making a contribution to the curriculum of international adult education, 
will be examined in this research (see endnote 18 of Chapter One).
Phyllis Cunningham from Northern Illinois University, was instrumental in 
setting up the Transformative Research Network of the International Council 
for Adult Education of which I am a member (see Preface). Jovita Ross- 
Gordon from Penn State University, is making a contribution both as a woman 
and being black.
4. An excellent summary of these stages and his illustrations of their interface 
between the historical development of international and comparative education 
is COOKSON, Peter S. ‘International and Comparative Adult Education’, in 
MERRIAM, Sharan B. and CUNNINGHAM, Phyllis M. (eds.). Handbook 
o f Adult and Continuing Education, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 
1989, pp 72-80.
5. As a personal demonstration of this contention, since I have been working in 
adult education, I have lost count of the relationships which have broken up 
after one of the people, and not the other has become involved in formal 
study. .
6. Referred to in footnote 21 by SCANLON, David G. ‘International Education: 
An Introduction’, in SCANLON, David G. (ed.). International Education: 
A Documentary History. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1965, pp 10-11. as ‘Entwurf einer 
Intemationalem Gessammt-Académie: Weltacademie’ (Budapest, R. Lampel, 
1901).
7. Referred to in footnote 11 by SCANLON, David G. "International Education: 
An Introduction", in SCANLON, David G. (ed.). International Education: 
A Documentary History, New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1965, pp 4-5. as "Esquisse et vues
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préliminaires d’un ouvrage sur l’éducation comparée" (1817). The English 
translation of the pamphlet ‘Plan and Preliminary Views for a Work on 
Comparative Education 1816-1817.’ is contained in FRASER, Stewart. 
Jullien^s plan fo r  Comparative Education, USA: Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1964.
8. The WAAE attracted interest and financial support in at least north-western 
Europe, Czechoslovakia and India through individuals having "more-or-less" 
close associations with operative organisations (see CHARTERS, Alexander 
N. ‘Learning from Each Other’, in CHARTERS, Alexander N. and 
Associates. Comparing Adult Education Worldwide. London: Jossey-Bass 
Publishers, 1981, pp 123).
9. Although it is sometimes made as an aside and rarely stated in curriculum 
terms, the theme of personal contacts as a method for teaching and learning 
is a form of professional peer tutoring.
10. The International Council for Adult Education, 720, Bathurst Street, Suite 
500, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5S 2R4. in Convergence, Volume XXVI, 
Number 1, May 1993 page 3.
11. It is not professional as in having its own professional association, and the 
whole professionalization of adult educators is still part of a continuing debate 
- mostly among academics see Chapter Six). Two sides of an argument on 
professionalization are in articles by COLLINS, Michael. ‘Adult and 
Continuing Education Should Resist Further Professionalization’, and 
CERVERO, Ronald M. ‘Adult and Continuing Education Should Strive for 
Professionalization’, in GALBRAITH, Michael, W. and SISCO, Burton R. 
(eds.), ‘Confronting Controversies in Challenging Times: A Call for Action’, 
in New Directions fo r  Adult and Continuing Education, Number 54, Summer 
1992, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1992, 37-44 and 45-52 
respectively.
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12. N.F.S. Grundvig, the nineteenth century Danish philosopher is often quoted 
as a founder of modern adult education theory and practice.
13. Although Lindeman acknowledged no extravagant claims be made, he felt that 
the least they should do in the WAAE was to be able to show the folly of 
emphasizing nationalism and talking about world peace in the same
breath a theme also echoed in the literature about the curriculum of all
world and international studies.
14. I believe that Hallenback was one of the two first students to be given a 
doctorate in adult education at Columbia University, New York in 1935.
15. ALTBACH, Philip G. Comparative Higher Education: Recent trends and 
bibliography. London: Mansell, 1979, page 28 notes that the role of 
American higher education has been used as a paradigm of the most relevant 
model for academic development in their own countries since this time.
16. This reference (Charters, 1973) is from an excellent "Preface to the Fourth 
International Seminar" of adult education experts held in Nordborg, Denmark 
held from 17th-23rd January 1972, showing the links between involved 
experts and the various international conferences.
17. There are reverberations here of when I first began to ‘sell’ psychology as an 
extra-mural subject when people used to warn me (and still do) that learning 
about ourselves is a ‘dangerous’ thing to do.
18. The ECLE papers were written predominantly in English, which Knoll 
(undated paper:6) believed to "have proved efficient" for gaining ‘equivalence’ 
between the different languages.
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CHAPTER THREE
INTERNATIONAL ADULT EDUCATION CURRICULUM - 
CONTEXTUAL CONSIDERATIONS
It is increasingly important that curriculum be grounded within an understanding of 
the general, social and economic history of our times as the current saliences of 
markets, privatization and globalization indicates (Goodson, 1994:19). Formal 
education does not function in a closed system and a curriculum is always transacted 
in a physical, social and cultural context and other forces that impact on it (Bastiani 
and Tolley, 1979:8; Dean, 1994:55). Curriculum is, thus, contextually shaped 
(Combleth, 1990:6), and an analysis of the context in which learning takes place is 
an important task, before a ‘methodology’ is constructed. Titmus (1988:71) writes 
that comparative adult education studies, have little value about decisions affecting 
practice, unless they are set in their societal context, however broadly sketched, and 
Aker (1978:116) identifies cultural, social, economic, political and personal aspects 
of context. Higher education in which this research is set, however, is not simply a 
vehicle to reflect an existing consciousness, but subject to infiltration by the wider 
society (Barnett, 1990:69). The context provides what Barnett (page 81) labels "the 
inescapable social basis for the curriculum".
I defined international adult education as the study of national, transnational and 
comparative education issues aimed at developing the theoretical, conceptual and 
practical frameworks of, and for, the education of adults. In the last few years, the 
shift towards contextualising the curriculum of adult education in universities, is part 
of a general analysis of the changing roles of higher education and the need to 
internationalize the curriculum (Bum, 1980; Berry, 1993; Lynton and Elman, 1987; 
Bhola, 1989 and Bennett, 1990). In identifying world trends and issues, the policy, 
planning and programming of a course in international adult education is discussed 
within the wider conditions of education and development (Bhola, 1989:59), and is 
explored in terms of the social and political contexts in which knowledge is defined
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and distributed. Some changing roles of a university are included to examine the 
situation of developing a curriculum within a dynamic academic environment.
Apart from the limited work on the study of international adult education, other 
reasons for this research are associated with the six major forces or trends listed by 
Professor Emeritus Norman Henchley (June, 1993:14) which he declares are shaping 
the character of all nations in the world directly or indirectly, and have important 
implications for all levels of education and the curriculum. They are:
* the knowledge explosion
* the communications revolution
* economic competition
* ecological pressure
* increasing pluralism
* search for meaning
These factors are given time and again as inducement for internationalizing the 
curriculum of education programmes, and are examined as part of the additional 
rationale for a curriculum for international adult education. To set the scene, I will 
examine the concept of internationalization.
What is internationalization?
When universities are discussed, the notion of universalism through its disciplines is 
implied, but universalism is being used now in a far broader sense to comprise shared 
global issues and concerns. Internationalization can be defined as universalism or 
internationalism in practice and increasing internationalization is especially noticeable 
at higher education level (Van Daele, 1992:91). The rise in numbers of international 
societies, journals, conferences and international contacts has been facilitated with the 
intensive use of electronic mail, fax and telephone opportunities. As technology 
continues to shrink the world and the mounting global rather than local marketplace, 
universities are grappling with understanding just what internationalization or 
globalization of education really means in practice. (Berry, 1993:7). The curriculum
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of international adult education is concerned with this challenge in connection with 
the education of adults.
Internationalization has been identified with rational / empirical theory and 
methods which because of the belief in the intrinsic worth of these approaches they 
were - and probably still are to many people - assumed to be of universal reality. 
Knowledge is ‘packaged’ into the discrete areas of study of disciplines and the very 
idea of a university, is linked to the crossing of national boundaries because at the core 
of the academic ethos lies the hope of achieving universalism (Husen, 1986:172 et 
seq). The traditional idea of an international community of scholars promotes 
supranational allegiance to ideals of truth seeking and of free exchange of ideas and 
research endeavours. It is the culture of academic disciplines, which assumes that 
there is a free exchange of ideas and research with an agreed knowledge base between 
academics in a given discipline or area of knowledge.
Another view of internationalization is that knowledge is socially constructed to 
perpetuate power positions and elite groups. This stance advances the conviction that 
there are many ‘truths’ which have equal value to what has been traditionally offered 
in universities as truth. A condemnation of a disciplinary approach to knowledge is 
the claim that disciplines represent objective and universal truth. Another is that 
disciplines are ‘universal’ only because the dominant cultures are in effect exporting 
knowledge as a commodity because they have the technical resources to do so. The 
notion of universalism or internationalization in this case is not based on shared and 
/ or agreed perspectives but an assumption that different groups will either be 
assimilated into the dominant model or use it as an ideal (as in Weberian ideal types) 
model for practice. Even if the general aims in economically poor countries may be 
determined locally, precise curriculum objectives may be imported within specialist 
techniques of curriculum planning or organized content packages (curriculum projects) 
(Holmes and McLean, 1992:130).
The postmodern view is that the disciplinary context for knowledge production 
as a key form of intellectual knowledge, is not ‘innocent’, objective, or free of power 
factors. Aronowitz and Giroux, (1991:146) insist that globally, the disciplines form 
a power complex mandating certain canonical texts, ways of knowing, institutional
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contexts as the prime condition of knowledge production. The power of the ‘First’ 
over all the other worlds....has become one based on knowledge production and 
dissemination giving knowledge elite in all spheres of activity (Spitzberg, 1980:ix). 
The power which lies with those who have developed the technological structures for 
their knowledge transmission, is confirmed in how knowledge which carries dominant 
Western cultural models with their attendant notion of universally valid knowledge, 
is in the hands of a very few countries and institutions. The knowledge and 
communications boom in educational technology has increased opportunities for those 
with access to the new resources and provide a number of different potential 
advantages for the recipients, adding to their power base * . Sheats (1970:xxix) 
advances the view that new opportunities now exist for graduates of doctoral 
programmes in adult education to act as gatekeepers vis-a-vis not only the quality, but 
the content of adult education programmes using technological software. The other 
side of the coin is that those who do not have the same access to information 
technology are likely to have any education disadvantage magnified at a time when 
ideas are rapidly transmitted globally and changes in thought and attitudes in one 
country spread immediately to the others (Stephens and Roderick, 1975:7-18), not 
only in the receipt of knowledge, but in its production.
Internationalization denominating moral or ethical imperatives are concerns such 
as human rights; issues of social and cultural equity, including an awareness of how 
formal education can address the conflicts inherent in the ‘isms’; self awareness / 
creation and the building of an interpretive understanding which integrates the 
meanings in a persons’s life in her worldview (see McKenzie, 1991:95). In this 
ethical sense the curriculum would include knowledge-content and activities which 
value the rights of students and tutors as valued partners in the learning process, 
otherwise the message and the medium are in critical disharmony (Selby, 1990:188).
Models o f internationalization
In a summary of an article he wrote for the International Education Magazine of the 
Canadian Bureau for International Education in ABCD Warner (1992:26) presents 
three models of internationalization which he says influence university practice, and
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by inference the curriculum on offer. Internationalization, according to Warner is 
conceived as three types of curriculum models (see Figure Eight).
The most established model according to Warner is the market or corporate 
model "in which the world is viewed as a global market place where nations and 
institutions compete for markets, ideas and influence". In this model emphasis is 
placed on international contacts and activities which strengthen the competitive status 
of the institution, mainly in the area of sponsored research and recruiting full-fee 
paying foreign students. Leicester (1993:53-54) includes this type of curriculum 
model under the constituents of the paradigm of the "University of market forces" 
which involves education for pragmatic ends (see Chapter Six). The market model 
is based on the view that the long term economic and social prosperity of a country 
depends on the knowledge available to it. It is an industrial modernized view where 
human brains and talent are the most vital form of industrial capital (Chorafas, 
1968:13). Bell and Gaffney (1991) point out that "know-how" is now a major factor 
in the world economy. The solution they believe, is to achieve a learning society (see 
below). They protest that an enterprise culture to be successful needs an educational 
environment within which it can flourish. A market economy curriculum model of 
international adult education emphasizes vocational training and retraining where 
adults are taught to become more ‘productive’ ; to learn to solve problems and to 
become self-reliant (Bhola, 1988:27). It is an example of modernization theory which 
as a major theory of expansion and reform, begins with the axiom that modem 
societies are rational and that education is a major force in creating an export society 
(Cookson, Peter W. et al, 1992:4). This theory exhorts that change and reform 
should lead to high student participation rates and a standard curriculum which will 
meet the needs of developing societies in developing education programmes (Chapter 
Four). It is a centre-periphery model of curriculum based on the need to "civilise the 
outposts" (Jenkins, 1982:19), especially since most of the present literature appears 
to presuppose that Western countries are now in a postindustrial or postmodern state.
The second model is the liberal model in which the emphasis shifts - without 
denying the element of national and institutional self-interest - from global 
competition to global co-operation. This model stresses activities such as "the 
broadening of the cultural framework of the curriculum, international exchanges and
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collaboration with a broad range of countries, programmes and events to enhance 
global consciousness on the university campus and in the local community".
The third social transformation model differs from the liberal model in that it 
adds a dimension of critical social analysis to the idea of international consciousness. 
Essentially, transformation is the process of revealing unity as well as important 
differences among human beings (Butler, 1991:67). Priorities are given in research 
or education which serve to narrow the gap between the haves and have nots, and 
most importantly it implies a paradigm shift to view the curriculum through the 
experience of its participants, whatever their cultural, racial or gender group (Banks, 
1994:15). Which of these three approaches or aspects of them are taken, in having 
to choose a curriculum for higher education is to decide which, what and how aspects 
of national and international culture are to be incorporated. An example of the 
transformation model is the Bilingual / Multicultural Special Education Personal 
Preparation Program at the University of New Mexico, USA, (Blalock, 1993).
The three curriculum models of internationalization are sometimes seen as 
formative in that Model A represents an industrial view of society whereas the others 
are more in line with pre and postindustrialization. Model A is obsolete as far as 
nation states are concerned as multinationalism influences education, but the dilemma 
remains for adult as for all higher education as to the nature and purpose of the 
curriculum, and for which these models provide an ideological framework. The 
liberal model of higher education has been dominant in the West until recently.
There may be a case for an integrated model associated with worldwide trends 
and changes in higher education, which could ‘suit’ a new area of study such as 
international adult education. The emphasis on action in the social transformation 
model, however, is favoured for the development of any curriculum, especially with 
the interest in critical theory (Chapter Five), and perspective transformation 
(Mezirow, 1991). Banks (1994:188), for example, states:
"A major goal of the curriculum should be to help students acquire the knowledge, values and 
skills they need to participate in social change so that marginalized and structurally excluded 
ethnic, racial, gender and cultural groups can become full participants in their societies."
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CHANGING ROLES OF THE UNIVERSITY
Knox (1993:2) makes a case for adult education leaders to understand the global 
context in which programme planning and implementation occurs, one of which 
would be an awareness that although there may be many similarities throughout the 
world among academic systems, the contemporary academic curriculum differs from 
country to country (Altbach, 1988:66-68). The literature suggests, nonetheless, some 
‘global’ shared changes in higher education which are affecting the curriculum of all 
areas of study on offer, and vice versa. Several, if not all, of the changes were 
precipitated during the 1960s when most academic systems in the world were troubled 
by what has become known as the international crisis in academe (Altbach, 1979:13). 
Particular forms of crisis are determined to a substantial extent by national conditions 
and variations in national academic systems, but, Altbach concedes that it is possible 
to make some generalizations. Indeed interest in the ‘crisis’ in higher education has 
taken on world-wide proportions (Altbach, 1974:1); it is a crisis of legitimation.
Many problems are part of a broader structural dilemma of higher education, 
brought about by a range of demands which universities tried to meet without a basic 
alteration in academic style.. .or for the most part, in curriculum. Some propositions 
to explain the difficulties with which academic institutions are faced are among those 
specified here. As I have written above, all of them are related to the direction of 
the curricula for international adult education and they highlight the debate about aims 
and functions of the curriculum of higher education.
International /  Global Dependence and Interdependence
Activities which stimulate and nourish the international dimension of university life 
have tended to be the first victims of policies of retrenchment, simply because they 
do not bring immediate and tangible returns of human and material resources, but 
there appears to be no doubt that new opportunities are needed to expand our horizon 
of knowledge and the role of universities in the study of adult education in its 
international context. In this complex contradictory but interconnected world, 
problems of education and its furtherance have become global (Onushkin, 1990:56). 
Kerr (1980:xxxix) implies, however, that in comparison with other activities, those
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classified under ‘international’ have declined in higher education and universities have 
become more parochial as political systems have become more international. In conse 
quence, (see his pages xxxx-xxxxi), they have been following more than leading the 
trend. The very nature of the strength of the call for universities to internationalize 
their curricula may be an indicator of Kerr’s charge.
World events, such as oil crises heighten our appreciation of how an event in one 
part of the globe can have a ripple effect, if not more, on everyone. Bradamas 
(1992:163) uses examples of events in the Middle East, Europe and the Soviet Union 
to underscore a fundamental reality that the globe is small, interdependent and fragile, 
both physically and politically. Modern trade, technology, means of communication 
and, not least, modern warfare have "brought humanity to a common fate" (Husen, 
1986:179). The term globalization has been utilized for what Robertson (1992:8) 
describes as the "compression of the world" and "intensification of the world as a 
whole" (see below). A catchphrase which entered intellectual discourse in the 1970s 
is ‘global interdependence’ which articulates the fact that we live in an indivisible 
world and adult educators in the world, are being urged to link up and be bound in 
a common mission of providing education for anyone who wants to avail herself of 
it. The ‘message’ is that adult educators have an interdependent role in this global 
framework to help in the personal and social development of adults in the world, by 
directing attention to the theoretical and practical issues involved in such a quest, and 
studying common concerns. Researching the curriculum issues of international adult 
education degree programmes, may contribute to the debate. The examination of the 
international / global factors affecting the knowledge-content and other aspects of the 
curriculum, seem to be basic requisites for the task.
A curriculum of international adult education may be a means to investigate 
similarities and differences in the interpretation of the theory and practice of adult 
education within and between countries and cultures, by striving to study national, 
cross-cultural, international and transnational topics of a subject area. Of interest is 
how it can be constructed to take into account, shared and different, aspects of the 
human condition throughout the world, whilst facilitating a sense of common values 
and ideals with all humankind (Lynch, 1989, 26). Values education is an integral 
part of the curriculum for international adult education.
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University ‘expansion ’ and ‘relevance ’
Since world war II there has been a dramatic expansion of higher education globally. 
In some countries, student numbers, have doubled each decade (Altbach, 1991:264). 
Academic institutions have expanded their functions and higher education is in a 
period of transition partly as a result of new clientele (Abrahamsson, 1976:9), and 
due to training manpower for rapidly changing technologies. With the arrival of what 
Bowen and Hobson (1974:3) call industrial democracy which has made it possible, 
educational establishments have been extended to an ever-increasing proportion of the 
population. Concurrently there has been a major movement to formalise and 
institutionalise many kinds of learning which formerly occurred via community 
contexts. Bowen and Hobson contend that people are relentlessly institutionalizing 
most of the learning required of them, and this is a contributing factor in creating a 
movement towards a mass public institutionalized education which is part of the crisis 
situation indicated above. The institutionalization of learning could be because the 
type of knowledge and skills needed to survive have become too sophisticated to be 
learned through informal contacts, especially in times of rapid change. Also the 
community which may have promoted peer learning, for example, the geographically 
close extended family, is assumed to no longer exist, or if it does, the knowledge of 
the current world situation does not necessarily reside in the elders of the group.
Changes worldwide in social / educational structures are consequent upon 
universal trends, as particularly seen in socio-economic developments (Froese, 1967). 
Higher education for an enlarged populace, is thus, partly a result of the changing 
relationship between a university and the society / world; as a by-product of the 
pressure from governments, industry etc. in demanding more from higher education 
to be publicly accountable for its work; ‘relevant’ to society and its consumers. In 
the second respect, formal education and society are in a reciprocal relationship, 
although it has not always been obvious.
New clientele and charges on higher education to be made available to wider 
sections of society, is indicating a switch in emphasis from the elite university to a 
system of mass education in line with the expectations of the growth of a learning 
society (see below) but Pisani (1990:10-11) points out that, we have to go beyond
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mere words; create equality and excellence and anchor them firmly in our institutions 
and social reality. His view is that we [still] face a prevailing ideology from the 
institutions of "why bother to pull up the masses to a higher level of achievement 
when a handful, a ‘commando force’ of the great and the good will do".
The demand for ‘relevance’ can be variously defined, but it often implicitly 
challenges the traditional alliance of the university with the mainstream of society 
(Altbach, 1974:1). This ‘alliance’ is summed up by Barnett (1985:241) as where 
higher education has...focused on the freeing of the student’s mind through the 
acquisition of objective knowledge, in an institution relatively independent of the 
wider society, where academic freedom was assured. The concept of ‘relevance’ in 
the curriculum applied only to the providers, and those who were selected were 
expected to accept that the relevance was to the institution, and not to them as people. 
This interpretation of an ‘emancipatory’ concept has been disputed for some years 
now, along with the notion of an autonomous university. Barnett believes that it is 
being undermined at two levels. They are:
(1) epistemologically as the concept of ‘objective’ knowledge is challenged (see
above) and
(2) sociologically, as higher education has been incorporated into the modern state.
A criticism of the curriculum in higher education in recent history, has been a claim 
that it legitimises itself as if it is not accountable for what it does, to the ‘external’ 
world. It is as if it is in society, but not of it, as the Barnett description exhibits. 
The changing position is that the curriculum to an growing extent is being defined as 
a social artifact (see for example, Leicester, 1993, Hargreaves, 1994, and Goodson, 
1994:16) rather than what Goodson refers to as a "neutral given embedded in an 
otherwise meaningful and complex situation" of an educational institution. The 
interface between the curriculum in the institutions in which it is offered and other 
social organizations thus becomes of increasing importance in its development, 
planning and execution. Implications for the purpose and knowledge-content of the 
curriculum are vast (see next sections).
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Universities have, ‘expanded’ a) student numbers to encompass an extended 
range of socio-economic and age groups, and b) their functions in which they are 
moving from socially ‘independent’ units to ones seen as relevant and more overtly 
integral to their participants’ lives, society and the world. It is the task of the 
curriculum facilitator to bridge any curriculum area on offer and the students 
experience or perceived future experience. Unlike a traditional rational curriculum 
which relies on the past for guidance, the curriculum as envisaged for international 
adult education is a transformational liberating experience to consider a world of what 
could be (English and Hill, 1994:61), drawing values and ideas from discourse with 
students and others. The challenge to higher education is to bring a sense of ethics 
and coherence to the discourse (Barnett, 1990:60-61). Higher education is not simply 
a vehicle to reflect societies consciousness, but has the crucial task of perceiving 
alternative visions, or extending the sense of the possible (Barnett, 1990:77).
The advent o f mass higher education /  student diversity
Duke (1992:xi) discusses what he calls essential themes which are universal and 
binding in assumptions about universities and what constitutes a university and its 
roles during the 1990s. One theme is that universities are at the pinnacle of the 
world’s mass education systems and play a highly influential, if indirect role in the 
quality of individuals learning through these systems. Duke’s contention may be able 
to be supported but I have found nothing to show how universities have integrated the 
influences of mass education systems in their curricula. As enrolments have 
increased and the social class base of student population diversified, there are fewer 
links among students and a consequent disagreement about the goals of education, 
academic styles and other factors (Altbach, 1979:14), to be faced. The implications 
for the curriculum are quite long-ranging. Universities have been organized to offer 
specific, relatively homogeneous social groups, a rational knowledge base. An 
increased emphasis in the curriculum on the relevance and application of knowledge, 
however, indicates an epistemological shift in higher education.
Among the new clientele in universities will be, if they are not already, an 
increasing cultural mix resulting from the cultural pluralist societies and increased 
admissions. A common reason given for a curriculum in international education has
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been to foster democracy in the sense of providing opportunities throughout the world 
and in nation-states, for people to develop ways of having a say in their own 
destinies. Hoggart (1981:7) emphasizes the role of university adult education in the 
assumption that universities have a part to play in the democratization process. That 
is to aid them to be equipped to question their society in the pursuit of an "even better 
social order" and question it "honestly and imaginatively", including in the 
governance of higher education institutions (see Karpen, 1980:60-64), but there are 
difficulties of ingrained attitudes, and structural issues of control, with which to cope 
in implementing any changes. In universities, tension may be an inevitable result of 
the dissonance between education used to serving small populations for specific 
purposes and not changing, and yet having the purported aim of democratization and 
participation (Altbach, 1979:14). Despite what I have written above, universities are 
not apparently welcoming the different sorts of knowledge and functions that other 
‘voices’ in their modes of curriculum planning and operation require, and appear to 
think that by doing so, they weaken their power base, when quite the opposite could 
be the case. Contradictions between curriculum documents and practice exist when 
cultural diversity is lauded as contributing to the vitality of a democratic society, but 
students are rewarded informally, or with higher grades, for conforming with a 
teacher’s notion of a good student (Cornbleth, 1990:49).
Almost as a rule the responses of majorities to the presence of ethnic minorities 
in their midst, for example, have been reported as being essentially defensive, 
restrictive and exclusive; they have sought to defend their hegemony, restrict or 
marginalise the influence of a minority culture where they have recognised it at all, 
and ‘exclude’ in the sense that there has been little or no attempt to engage ethnic 
minorities in potent and equal discourse as a means of interaction and a resolution of 
conflicting interests (Lynch, 1986:7). There are exceptions to this position. In the 
UK, is the Project on Developing Opportunities for Ethnic Minority Students 
(University of Leeds, 1992)  ^at the University of Leeds which recommended to the 
University among other things, to develop new degree schemes and curriculum 
approaches targeted at local and regional ethnic minority groups.
As a justification for including different groups in the curriculum of higher 
education. Lynch comments on the paradox of culturally pluralist societies which
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wish to pursue democracy that they must foster cultural diversity to maintain and 
legitimate social cohesion. Universities in the West are in societies which claim 
democratic forms and ideologies, but what has happened is that the doors of higher 
education have opened to accommodate more people who do not form part of the 
elitist system which universities want to preserve. Problems of cultural transmission 
and types of knowledge offered in the curriculum are highlighted in this division. For 
a curriculum in international [adult] education, an important goal is to create empathy 
and cultural sensitivity, and a cultural diversity within a state, can be a resource for 
attempting to strengthen cross-cultural understanding (Burn, 1980:12). Intercultural 
communication is the key to constructive interaction (Ricard, 1993:7). The principles 
of multiethnic adult education are appropriate to the importance of ethnicity and 
culture in curriculum development. Figure Nine shows how the perspectives of 
global (international) and multicultural (adult) education can be joined in a 
curriculum.
Elite versus popular adult education
The values of universities and their curricula are exposed in the very fact that 
conceptually there is a perceived division of ‘elite’ and ‘mass’ education. Trow 
(1969:182) contends American universities and colleges almost from their beginnings 
have performed the two functions of elite and popular education. Elite functions are 
where a university sets its own aims, and the popular functions reflect the aims which 
the university takes on in response to external needs and demands. Elite courses have 
traditionally been associated with academic awards; selected entry etc. and popular 
courses with open entry whether or not they are certificated. ‘Popular’ functions of 
universities are being interpreted in a wider context than hitherto. For example, 
popular education may offer provision for more members of a population but also 
mean a curriculum which is more instrumental than expressive. In the last 30 years, 
higher education has undergone major changes in its stated purpose, with an emphasis 
on "instrumentalism" and a ‘vocational drift’ in the curriculum, and...the advent of 
mass education (Pratt, 1994:3) (see below).
Literacy, by Trow’s definition constitutes popular education, and is an issue for 
international adult educationalists  ^ . The Melo study (1983:37) on Portugal
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FIGURE NINE
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identified priorities which exist towards those strata of the population who are 
functionally illiterate who have been traditionally denied access to formal education 
and to the techniques of communication and learning, without which Melo says "they 
cannot play their full part in social life" of the country. He recognizes a need for 
adult educators for this purpose. Many children embark on a lifetime of educational 
(in the formal sense) privation as adults. Another [long term] aim of international 
adult education is to consider how the many obstacles such as poverty and functional 
illiteracy, to lifelong learning can be removed (Knowles, 1991:450). Aker and Gant 
(1982:392-393) list the correlates of illiteracy which embody disadvantages of every 
kind. These writers, among others, maintain that adult education which leads to 
personal and community development should be based on the assumption that priority 
be given to eliminate existing patterns of discrimination. Rights and responsibilities 
can only be available to those who have the knowledge and skills to take advantage 
of their rights, carry out their duties and fulfil responsibilities (Lynch, 1989:xv).
Already some Western universities are part of their own national literacy 
programmes. At the University of Tennessee in Knoxville, USA, there is a 
University Centre for Literacy Studies which is a multidisciplinary unit based in the 
College of Education. The work of the Centre is to "stimulate research and 
dissemination of information on topics vital to literacy programmes". It does not 
explicitly deal with international issues (University of Tennessee, October 1992), but 
with the disquiet about literacy worldwide, western national difficulties are being seen 
within a broader international context, stressing the interdependence and shared 
problems for which adult education intervention has a role. As an example of shared 
interest. The study o f Functional Literacy and basic learning needs is on the syllabus 
of the Master of Education, Adult Education option in the Department of Humanities 
Education, at the Uni verity of Colombo, Sri Lanka.
When universities are involved with literacy programmes (see below), the history 
of such activities carry even lower status than others in the university status league. 
In 1972 Kozoll (page:28) described the circumstances of university adult educators 
in the USA in terms of trainers of teachers of adults, including those involved in non­
university activities, for example, university teachers engaged in adult basic education 
(ABE) programmes. Federal funding was given to universities in the Southeast of the
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United States. Money was allocated for the purpose of training ABE teachers, but 
early on, academic staff employed for these programmes developed courses for MA 
and doctoral courses to avoid being marginalized and to "sink roots into the 
institution". Universities hired staff for a funded project, but community work was 
not recognised as part of mainstream work, and staff felt ostracised for doing it.
British universities have a history of extra-mural and WEA provision “ . These 
classes and the study of adult education straddle the education versus training 
(vocational) divide, in a service setting, through its academic and post-graduate 
certification in the education of adults for teachers of adults. Its students are 
generally non-traditional both in terms of age and experience, but there is no evidence 
to show that adults who study in universities at any level are representative of the 
general population (see Chapter Five). Knoll’s (1972:96) study recounts a similar 
situation to that above, in the University of Botswana and in relation to extra-mural 
/ extension work, which outside Britain may have programmes for teacher training 
for basic education programmes, in the following quote:
The Division of Extra-Mural Services has suffered from restricted training 
of staff and "scorn" of academic colleagues. [We are] changing this by 
participating in undergraduate teaching and broadening our base of activity.
Funding may be available for non-traditional types of activity of universities, but 
these examples show barriers with which adult educationalists with some international 
issues of interest propounded by UNESCO and the ICUAE, may be faced. There is 
repeated evidence that the characteristics of higher education in the UK are still those 
of an ‘elite’ system (Fulton, 1989:1). Where the British extra-mural work has been 
exported, it will provide an elite function. The Dual Cultures of adult education and 
white colonial elitism, and the language problem depicted in Chapter Two, in 
Jamaica, are described in Gordon (1985:20 et seq); and in India, by Steele (1993:1).
Liberalism versus Vocationalism
Accordant with some underlying theoretical rationale for the dimensions of 
curriculum, and current discussions about higher education, the study of any adult
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education curricula reflects several points of contention which affect curriculum 
development. They relate to those touched on in this Chapter which question many 
traditional ideas, roles and functions of the university, such as the polemic about the 
liberal / vocational division; the significance of universities to society, and the 
question as to ‘who decides the curriculum’?
Polarities such as education and training, theory and practice, the liberal and 
vocational in educational vocabularies, have centuries of turbulent history which is 
mounting as the concepts and processes are becoming explicit elements in social and 
economic pressures, clashes and demands for relevance from industry, governments 
and students have placed great pressures on the academic curriculum (Bloom, 
1967:123; Altbach, 1988:3; Silver and Brennan, 1988:3; Middlehurst and Barnett, 
1994:50). Most of the advanced industrial countries after world war II were intent 
on industrializing as rapidly as possible, and since education is regarded as 
indispensable to industrialization, they were forced to expand their educational 
systems as fast as they could (Hutchins, 1968:6). All governments irrespective of 
their political allegiance are calling for greater links between universities and 
industries and introducing such measures as they regard appropriate in order to 
facilitate them (Cerych, 1985:7).
An important worldwide trend in higher education is the greatly increased links 
between universities and industry; involvement in professional and vocational 
education, working with industry and service groups some of which already have an 
international practice dimension to their work. The first degree in adult education at 
the University of Bratislava has a major part of its work connected to industry 
because the aim is vocational, as I believe are most courses in former or current 
Communist states, but there is little written on the international aspect of their work 
if it exists. There is a sometimes a gap between the possible provision of university 
adult education study and a sub-group within it, called, human resource development, 
to examine its role in industry. The practice of international adult education may be 
conceived as the provision of professional adult education in multinational companies. 
The School of Adult and Language Education at the University of Technology in 
Sydney offers a Graduate Certificate in Adult Education (Training), however, which 
is aimed at this group (Schaafsma, 1992:2). In 1970, Liveright and Obliger (1970:53)
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highlighted the role of universities who offer special programmes for business men 
to work overseas, under international adult education.
Pragmatism (see Chapter Five), which has provided a conceptual basis for adult 
educators, provides some justification for vocationalization, one of the newer roles 
for traditional universities in the West (Lauglo and Lillis, 1988), but the principles 
on which the curriculum for the study of international adult education are based 
traverse the education-training, and the theory-practice divide by their stress on 
relevance and relationship to the student as a person. New kinds of students neither 
possess an ‘academic’ culture as part of their family tradition, or aspire to join elite 
professions, but they may opt for vocational relevance (Scott and Watson, 1994:34). 
This curious dilemma for universities is that adult students have become active 
stakeholders in making the decision of the curriculum slant.
Quite often a university is now alluded to in the literature as a ‘multiversity’ with 
a range of curriculum functions and / or structurally universities are being organised 
to meet the different functions. In the last few years in Germany, as in the USA, 
comprehensive universities which seek to combine the functions of universities, 
teacher training colleges, polytechnic - type institutions (Fachhochschule) and, in part, 
schools of art, have been launched (Vincent, 1990:55). These Gesamthochschule, as 
a rule offer 4-year academic degrees, with courses more vocational than in 
Universities. Universities in England and Wales now represent what hitherto was a 
binary line between universities whose functions were more education for education 
sake as opposed to the polytechnics whose curriculum also had many professional and 
applied multidisciplinary courses. A structural reorganization in the UK which has 
had a powerful influence on the shape and management of the university curriculum 
and made a major impact on the interpretation of the curriculum of universities in 
England and Wales has been with the virtual dissolution of the binary divide between 
universities and polytechnics, (Scott and Watson, 1994:13), but conclusions about the 
curriculum cannot be drawn automatically from the dissolution. The newly created 
University of Greenwich, is one which offers first degrees in adult and further 
education, drawing its students with credit accumulation from the Certificate in 
Education. An interesting point about this course was that its title was initially a 
B.Ed. but soon after it began, students opted to have the title changed to BA as the
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B.Ed. implied a Teacher Training course they had completed in their Teaching 
Certificates. They felt that the BA carried more status, and thus more capital.
University education in Britain has been based on a rationalist liberal view of 
education (see Chapter Five), but the nature of liberal education for the professions 
has been confronted by the demands of the scientific, the technological, the 
professional and the economic (Silver and Brennan, 1988:7). Silver and Brennan 
(1988) believe that the debate has become more crucial in Britain, because as its 
international economic prominence has weakened, the curricula demands in higher 
education are for economic survival. This concern has meant...taking positions on 
the structure of higher education; the balance of the curriculum, and the status of, and 
relative support for, specific subject areas and employment related courses. An 
argument to minimize the divide between liberal and vocational functions is based on 
a premise that preparation in overly specific and narrow professional skills will often 
prove of little benefit in a world of rapid structural change where they become 
quickly outdated (OECD, 1985:31).
The traditional liberal arts curriculum has been under attack, and in some 
countries virtually destroyed without a common agreement on a coherent curriculum 
to replace it. The OECD (1985:31) paper on Education in Modem Society imparts 
the idea that emphasis needs to be given to the development of programmes that are 
traditionally regarded as [both] general and vocational. As curricula in general are 
turned towards the world of work, university students are expected to acquire 
transferable skills with general utility in the wider society. Vocational curriculum has 
more than psycho-motor skills often associated with training. It will contain critical 
and analytical thinking and intercultural social relationship skills. Critical analysis 
is said to be essential to any academic study, but the skills do not seem to appear to 
have been applied to its own ideological position, until very recently.
People studying in adult education departments of universities are invariably part- 
time, from industry, formal education and other public service professions and require 
professional continuing education rather than wanting initial vocational training. In 
Britain, among the sorts of adult education courses are those listed below. In each 
area of provision, a case can be made for both personal and professional
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development, and there is no reason why international adult education as a topic of 
study could not be offered under any heading.
* Liberal extra-mural studies for anyone who wishes to avail herself of it;
* Certificated courses in the liberal adult field and / or
* professional continuing education which can take the form of recurrent
uncertificated activities and / or
* graduate and post-graduate research and studies.
This research is concerned with university adult education degree programmes 
which are a relatively new phenomena. Certificated courses in universities are 
exercising an elite function in that decisions are made as to who decides what and 
when knowledge can be available to whom, but if participants are being sponsored 
by their employers there will be a tendency to ensure that their professional interests 
are reinforced in their studies. There is some ‘fear’ implied in the literature that 
professional interests will dictate the curriculum, but if adult education was to become 
a recognized profession then its professional body would regulate the curriculum as 
is done in any other profession. International adult education can include both liberal 
and vocational functions. Cassara’s (1994:1) course on International Adult Education 
has vocational and general aims (see Chapter Seven). J Lin Compton’s courses on 
Development Education in South East Asia in the Department of Continuing and 
Vocational Education at the University of Wisconsin-Madison describes a target 
population of those who intend to work in South or South East Asia in a professional 
development capacity (Compton, J. Lin, 1992).
In a liberal - vocational debate is a potential friction between universities and 
other establishments about the provision of international adult education professional 
preparation courses. In Chapter One, a mention was made about the role of the 
university to industry and adult education. Smith and Peterson (1988:165-168) reveal 
a range of increasingly frequent circumstances under which differing sets of 
assumptions collide within the same organisation, and mention multinational firms 
which have set up subsidies in different countries and give examples to illustrate 
problems of leadership in a multicultural world. Some time ago I ran workshops for 
developing intercultural competencies for Shell (Oil) employees at their Training
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Centre at Farnham (Surrey) Castle. On reflection, that work was probably an 
example of international adult education in action although the course was not 
certificated, and run by Shell with guest ‘lecturers’  ^ . An interesting comment on 
a link between industry and state funded higher education and between private 
enterprises and the state made by Karpen (1980:58), is "one should keep in mind that 
enterprises provide education in their own right, and not as delegates of the state".
The knowledge explosion
In choosing the knowledge-content of the curriculum of international adult education, 
in universities, a test is how to deal with the avalanche of knowledge descending on 
mankind from all directions, and how to understand how new pieces of knowledge 
impact on the total environment (Saiyidain, 1965:171-172). A hurdle is to know how 
to use new knowledge wisely and humanely, with reference to worldwide issues, 
especially as the acceleration in the production, adaption, dissemination and impacts 
of knowledge is creating a massive demand for adult education.
Knowledge production is central to the functions of the university which has been 
seen to be the creator and locus for society’s knowledge and knowers (Feinstein, 
1990:166), so universities are a central part of the knowledge explosion. For the first 
time in history the time span of drastic cultural changes has been telescoped into less 
than the lifetime of an individual (Vemer et al, 1964:iv). The view being sold in 
relation to the obsolescence of knowledge, is that it is so swift, that the well educated 
youth today becoming an outmoded person tomorrow unless prospects arise to keep 
abreast with the changes. Time and again in this research, I note that the traditional 
disciplinary organization of knowledge in universities, and the philosophy on which 
it is based is being criticized or subverted, according to the side taken.
Disciplines may contain a vestigial usefulness for teaching, but may not be 
appropriate for project or problem based research which is indicated in international 
adult education, and, at the heart of which, is a multi or interdisciplinary approach. 
There is an escalating demand for different types of knowledge, to include personal 
knowledge and experience, to be part of the curriculum. The very notion of 
internationalization demands a wider knowledge of the world. At a personal level.
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Apps (1987:16) invites us to consider the meaning of curriculum when new 
information is available at ever increasing rates and "old information nearly as 
quickly becomes obsolete". Computers and other information technology allows us 
to have access to, through computer data bases and other storage devices, amounts 
of information which as Apps succinctly states "boggle the mind", but information 
in itself does not replace the ideas generated by creative and critical thinking which 
often go beyond related information.
Knowledge is a matter of knowing how, as well as knowing what, and the 
accumulation of know-how represents an advance of knowledge just as much 
as...items of information. To deal with ‘external’ and ‘personal’ knowledge, a 
competency of being able to select that which is appropriate to a particular context 
may be a feature of research in international adult education.
The concept of a learning society
Comparative studies are intended to aid decision making internationally and nationally 
(King, 1975:100). The associated problems of racial / cultural / gender etc. groups, 
with those of social class deprivation which cut across the others, are compounded 
in adulthood and traditionally the needs of these groups have not been met or even 
addressed by educational systems, leastways universities.
The relatively new idea of the education of adults, has implications which for the 
increased emphasis on appropriate curricula for their continuing education. The basic 
ethic of MCE and the human values such as the right to formal and lifelong 
educational opportunities for all, which draw upon it are beginning to be seen as 
applicable to peoples everywhere (Lynch, 1989:viii). Adults are insisting that higher 
education institutions provide them with more direct openings, including for degrees, 
and increasing numbers of them wish to learn about people and events beyond their 
own cities and states (Apps, 1988:29). The global community’s influence on a 
learning society is profound in this task and concerns the whole of the curriculum 
since we are all part of that community.
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The need for the State to take responsibility for raising educational standards of 
the national community has never been fully accepted in Britain ^ , although Bell and 
Gaffney (1991:1) attest that the states in Europe see as legitimate, indeed a necessary 
function, their role in providing increasingly better education for the bulk of its 
citizens, but not necessarily in universities (see Chapter Five). Universities have been 
criticized as not responding to society’s needs, but unlike other criticisms of higher 
education mentioned elsewhere in this research, Vincent (1990:43) , writes that
national governments have assumed a failure of universities to respond to the needs 
of the outside world. He accuses governments as having ignored the multitude of 
functions - including adult education - that European universities have to fulfil and 
the international networks around their teaching and research activities. About 
Europe he states that decision-makers and public opinion alike appear oblivious to the 
strategic importance of the university sector in today’s knowledge-based society.
The concept of a learning or knowledge-based society was originally considered 
as a required foundation for the socio-economic development of a nation, but it is as 
a possible unifying vision of human beings (Apps, 1987:14) which is now becoming 
standard in the literature. A learning society is one "that in addition to offering part- 
time adult education to every man and woman at every stage of grown-up life, has 
succeeded in transforming its values in such a way that learning, fulfilment, and 
‘becoming human’ had become its aims and all its institutions are directed to this 
end" (Hutchins, 1968:134). Such a society is usually characterised as pragmatic, 
practical and rather opposed to grand designs (Duke, 1992:32). The conviction (see 
Chapter Five) of previous ages was that only a few could be educated, but that 
situation can be attributed to social, political and economic conditions and not to the 
capacity of individuals as has been justified (Hutchins, 1968:14). Jenkins (1966:51) 
warns that if cultural leaders fail to see how they and all other members of society 
are linked and dependent on each other, they are likely to find themselves too readily 
disposed to write off as hopeless, those in their own society, who will be a large 
majority, who are unable to reach their own level of discrimination and insight. They 
will hanker after a society and world where the status of elite groups is sharply 
defined and protected, but this is a denial of what an educated society sets out to do.
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As the 21st Century approaches, the great problem is where and how to educate 
everybody whatever their age (Hutchins, 1968:11), and of what the curriculum of 
consists. The issues of formal (and non-formal) education are the concern of 
international adult education at both national and international levels because focus 
in formal institutions has been neither on the theory or practice of educating adults. 
Also unlike young students, those with adult education degrees are often already 
leaders in their own professions. Houghton (1974:8) is clear that universities could 
play a lead in deciding a role they might have in a learning society, if they do not, 
the decision about their future role will be taken elsewhere. As stated time and again 
in this research, however, in a rapidly changing world situation and the organization 
of adult education, its objectives, methods, atmosphere and functional requirements 
will demand radical changes in the present formal system including the universities 
(Janne and Roggemans, 1975:113). Global / international impacts on the curriculum 
for a learning society, stresses the learning of other languages; short courses for 
business people and changes in fundamental assumptions people hold about other 
cultures, which can be incorporated into a degree structure / higher education 
professional programmes (see Apps, 1987:22). Research into how adult education 
can contribute to national / international issues becomes crucial.
Internationalizing any curriculum is important to the idea of a learning society. 
There is a presupposition that in dealing with masses of people, the needs of 
education to accommodate the views mixed races and cultures and an appreciation of 
an interconnected and interdependent world, becomes paramount to human survival. 
Tonkin and Edwards (1981:22-23) pose the conundrum that if educators do not take 
the lead in creating a sense of world responsibility and global values, it is difficult to 
know who will. They uphold that the place to start with international awareness is 
in school and college curricula; in the attitudes of educators and in their prescriptions 
for their students. The readings in Adams (1992) has one by Hunt et al (pages 101- 
114) in which the incorporation of social diversity into the university campus culture 
of three public American universities are described.
Governments, businesses and industries may provide their own educational 
programmes, but do not necessarily research the processes of their practice and / or 
develop their conceptual frameworks. The sort of functions of adult education which
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include expanding communication skills and developing human relations (Knowles, 
1960) may be studied in a variety of settings at all levels, but Boyer (1983) challenges 
higher education to discover (or rediscover) the unique contributions it can make. He 
contends that companies cannot, or will not go "to the heart of education", where 
information is placed in a larger context, and the relationships of knowledge to life’s 
dilemmas can be thoughtfully explored. To him, these are the essential goals of 
higher education, but as is shown elsewhere in this study, universities have not been 
directly concerned with ‘life’s dilemmas’, although this picture is changing. An aim 
of international adult education is to bring to consciousness the necessity to examine 
applications for the curriculum of adult education and the organizations where it 
might be applicable. Confronting the dominant educational paradigms, are to be 
aware of how traditional rational perspectives are reflected in the power structure of 
organisations. It also stresses the requirement to develop and carry on developing 
alternative paradigms for research and evaluation of new knowledge and to share that 
knowledge with its consumers (see Apps, 1987, Chapter 12 on how higher education 
can thrive in a learning society). A major stipulation in the interpretation of a 
learning society is a need to be vigilant so that mass education in this form does not 
equate to another form of sustaining social control (see Hargreaves, 1995:27). The 
concept of a learning society returns us to the principles of education for life.
The principles of education for life
Throughout the history of mankind, bands, tribes, societies and nations depended on 
the ability of their members to learn and change (Kulich, 1987:170). Vemer et al 
(1964:iv) in one of the first books which systematically examines adult education as 
a field of university study, convey the recognition of the essentiality for educating 
adults to face changing social conditions is as old as recorded history. They give 
examples such as ancient Greece, democratic revolutions and the Industrial Revolution 
which were founded on the ability of adults to learn and change. The conviction is 
that all forms of individual, social, technical and economic development; the quality 
of life, and ultimately the survival of individuals and their society / world relies on 
this ability. With the growing complexity of society / the world, Kulich affirms the 
point made earlier, that more of the learning now occurs in formal educational 
settings. Universal public education for the young became the panacea in recent
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history, but in the second half of the twentieth century there is the realisation that 
schooling for children and youth is no longer sufficient for survival. Rather learning 
is a lifelong process which needs the support of formal provision. Houle in (but not 
referenced) Knowles and Klevins (1978:10) suggests that historians of continuing 
education will note a swing from acculturation of the young as the major goal of 
higher education and a powerful force towards lifelong education at this time. The 
principle to be drawn from these examples to international adult education, is that 
there can be no reason why adults anywhere have the ability to learn.
Lifelong learning is used synonymously with adult education but other times it 
is seen in terms of adult education as an integral part of lifelong education (for 
example. Charters in Bennett et al (1975:iii). In either case, university adult 
education has a role to play in the research and advanced personal and professional 
education for adults. One is the study itself of adults; their learning processes and 
opportunities for them to learn. In international adult education, stress in the 
curriculum is on developing an awareness of one’s own social identity; exploring 
experiences to understand the complexities of cultural differences; power and societal 
oppression (see Adams and Marchesani, 1992:87-88) and how they may affect 
learning throughout life. Another is the contribution that the information about adults 
can provide to other discipline areas about the lifelong continuing education of the 
people in their study area - including themselves -and the way adults can be educated. 
With the two approaches, lifelong education has been presented as a new route for 
spreading democracy (see, for example, Gelpi, 1985:9). Whether a university course 
is in the classics; social / human or ‘pure’ sciences or in a technological subject such 
as engineering the axioms of the adult continuing lifelong education prevail, but 
course managers may not appreciate the need for a study of adults learning.
One of the features of the academic study of adult education, is its emphases on 
the contextual, transactional bases for formal education. To that end, it comprises 
the social and psychological aspects of the human condition not always allowed for 
in traditional formal educational provision. For example, in examining the barriers 
to learning questions such as the role of the university in helping a person with 
dependent relatives to survive in the modem world with the help of its expertise, will 
be addressed. How can universities help those not just left behind as a ‘have not’ but
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as a ‘never having been’? What responsibility has higher education for giving the 
benefit of its skills and knowledge to those who wish to avail themselves of it? How 
can a person herself be acknowledged as being an essential part of the learning 
process, rather than being on the outside of it? With these questions in mind, the 
principles of lifelong learning symbolized in the study of adult education assume 
increasing importance in an international context. For those of us who are in 
economically dominant cultures and societies, for example, to know if and how 
ethically resources are used for the benefits of lifelong education of those who are 
not. How can we be aware, for example, of the problems of gender, social class and 
racial issues that pervade social structures and result in adults learning almost by 
default and slowly insidiously creeping knowledge that they are not only 
disadvantaged relatively to others, but do not, without intervention have the 
opportunity or to counteract or advance their circumstances, to become empowered 
as active members parts of the social fabric in which they live and work.
SHARING ISSUES / DEVELOPING COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
Sharing Issues
Tobias (1991:3) writing from the University of Canterbury, New Zealand pleas for 
those of us within universities to seek to promote greater co-operation between 
universities in a national context. True to his own philosophy about co-operation, he 
kindly sent me details of the post-graduate courses in adult education he teaches (and 
others) at the university (see University of Canterbury, New Zealand, 1992). The 
course has a study of Maori adult education (Course EDUC 655) which is of interest 
to this research. Charters (1973:5), now retired from Syracuse University in the 
USA, but still very active in his 80s, states that educational systems are everywhere 
in "the melting pot", and some issues to be examined internationally and / or globally 
may be identified at national level, and the issue of how university adult education 
programmes can captivate minority and other than traditional groups is a enduring 
theme in international adult education as a world wide phenomenon. Many countries 
have for a long time, grappled with the problem of national unity and cultural 
diversity (see Cross, Michael. 1992:167, from South Africa, * * ). This problem
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arises out of multiplicity of situations which affect the curriculum and are identified 
as:
* continuing ethnic, linguistic or cultural minorities;
* marked regional claims to autonomy or cultural identity;
* the influx of migrants of heterogeneous cultural backgrounds;
* socio-economic illnesses and differences of age-group, gender, race and class.
It is probably patently obvious to the reader, but nevertheless I will point out that why 
I have deliberately entered the current place of origin of these writers to show that 
a process has already begun of identifying and sharing issues for the study of 
international adult education. Taking my own contribution from Europe, there are 
quotes in this short space from four out of the five continents.
Developing Communication Channels
Since world war II contributions from sociology, economics and psychology have 
contributed to the study of comparative education (Holmes, 1973:41) and by 
implication international adult education. Coming from a background in psychology 
and sociology, I am very interested in the field of communication and in personal and 
interpersonal understanding. I refer to communication here in the sense offered by 
Angell (1965:184) in his paper International Communication and the World Society. 
In the context of a documentary history of international education he defines it as "the 
passing of ideas from one mind to another".
According to Angell "the receiving mind may not accept the ideas", but a 
necessity exists to formulate a theory of international communication in the hope that 
incompatible value systems could gradually be modified or at the least, tolerance 
between people encouraged. For the first time in our history, different cultures are 
communicating, or have the opportunity to do so, because of transcontinental 
migration, communication facilities and the fact that they co-exist in the same city,
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village or family. Respect for other cultures can facilitate communication between 
people, countries and within countries themselves (Gelpi, 1985:17). In the 
curriculum it is almost impossible to assess and evaluate the ‘respect’ or the 
communication, but intercultural skills can be studied as part of a degree curriculum 
both for the students and the staff. The University of Pittsburgh in the USA has 
International Communication Workshops for staff development programmes, the 
curriculum details of which are contained in Amstutz (1994:39-52).
With the reservations already expressed, higher education has always been 
considered to have played a key role in promoting the globalizing of communication 
and with it the redefinition of cultural and social groups (NIACE, 1993:7). Since the 
advancement of seats of learning as important points of knowledge development and 
transfer in the Middle Ages, it has been understood that universities are important 
points of knowledge exchange within and among societies (Spitzberg, 1980:ix), but 
again the knowledge ‘exchange’ seems to have been limited to shared ‘disciplinary’ 
areas of study which have originated in politically dominant groups. Even if an 
international economy of exchange among centres of learning such as universities are 
not a contemporary phenomenon, the conceptualization of lifelong learning as a 
movement of worldwide concern - with adult education - is only a little more than a 
quarter of a century old (Boucouvalas, 1987:32). Communication for and between 
elite groups, may assume a level of agreed and participatory understanding and 
contributions to the communication process, but when examining the role of higher 
education to cater for non-traditional groups in the curriculum, issues to be shared are 
only beginning to be explored.
The goal of what Charters (1981b:xiii) calls the emerging discipline of 
comparative international adult education is to help adults learn from each other, and 
Gelpi (1985:136) recognizes a role of higher education in building the necessary store 
of knowledge for constructing effective instruments to improve international and 
intercultural relationships. To that end, new curricula are needed, and traditional 
ones have to be rethought, where all programmes and their contents have to be 
redirected towards achieving a wider international intercultural perspective. The 
International Association of Universities (1981:5) states that it is probably no 
exaggeration to say that the future of the human race will depend in no small measure
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to the extent to which universities maintain a constructive dialogue between peoples 
and cultures, but Dohmen (1993:7) points out even in Europe, we know very little 
about each other and do not cooperate enough in the field of adult education.
Spitzberg (1980) notes how little we understand the process of knowledge 
exchange between universities and their host societies, much less among universities 
and their societies around the world, and this matter looks as if it is at the heart of 
the academic crisis discussed in this study. Over the years of systematic study of 
international aspects of the curriculum in adult education degree programmes I have 
found hardly anything in the literature about the process of knowledge exchange 
among adult educators in universities, other than via international conferences. Some 
of the activities in adult education that have facilitated the exchange of experience and 
the collection of comparative data are world conferences in adult education (Kidd, 
1975:5) and more recently electronic mail and internet. In this century, Harris 
(1970:5) identifies the growth of international conferences as a starting point for the 
spread of international awareness of adult learning and popular education as 
worldwide issues. Conferences have been and still are, environments where cultural 
differences and similarities in the education of adults have been highlighted. In 1970 
Liveright and Obliger (page 54) decried the meagre funds available for international 
exchange of information, people and research. Since then opportunities through 
microtechnology may have facilitated that exchange, but the means through which 
curriculum development in adult education programmes in universities can 
accommodate an international dimension, or facilitate the exchange, has not been 
explored. A systematic theme of recommendations for a curriculum in international 
adult education is to examine how communication can be facilitated, to heighten our 
awareness and consciousness of different perspectives and knowledge of what is going 
on the world in adult education.
Learning from each other
As the study of adult education and the movement expands, concern for considering 
it in its totality grows, whether within a nation or worldwide, to enable people to 
learn from each other whatever their political and / or other differences (Charters, 
1981:5). It can be argued that success in solving the problems depends in great
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measure on the commitment to the international exchange of experiences and ideas 
and on a level of international co-operation in the sphere of adult education. Against 
this backdrop the international implications for adult education policy are significant.
Relevant to this debate and the curriculum is the view of the status of knowledge 
and how it is used. In academic life, empirical ‘scientific’ knowledge carries more 
status than other types. Despite the ‘opening’ of access to a wider range of students 
in higher education, it has been only recently that ‘personal’ knowledge has some 
credibility. The essential test of cultural diversity is to highlight the need for more 
people to become involved in the business of understanding each other (Ricard, 
1993:3), but how do we learn from each other when we may be entrenched in our 
own ideas and beliefs? Banks (1981:213) professes that both multiethnic and global 
(as he calls international) education have as major goals the helping of students to 
develop cross-cultural competencies, needed to function in diverse settings, among 
other knowledge and skills, but with such an awareness, our prejudices may be 
confirmed or reinforced. McKenzie (1991:23) describes an experiential exercise to 
heighten and work through our prejudices. It seems pointless to speak for education 
for peace, without examining how our own prejudices and personal areas for conflict. 
At institutional level, we may look for opportunities to cooperate across cultures to 
share and even rationalize our resources and skills. Taking the three groups of 
Bloom’s taxonomy, Ricard (page 25) assesses different factors and responses (Figure 
Ten) to be explored in the curriculum.
Learning from each other implies some sort of interaction between people. It 
can mean learning about ‘factual’ data such as who is in adult education programmes 
and where; it can mean an opportunity to be aware of the values and moral 
frameworks in which other people live and work. Internationalization by its very 
definition requires an ability to look at the world from many different perspectives, 
and hopefully also implies an ability to understand that no one perspective is 
necessarily th e ‘right’ one (Wasilewski, 1992:1). To attain different perspectives 
means an emphasis in the curriculum on developing critical and meaning skills.
According to Gelpi (1985:162) "mankind has a bleak future if the differences 
created in material conditions and qualities of life are such that people and countries
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are hard put to understand each other and to communicate among themselves". He 
suggests "creative adult education can become a relevant instrument for the new 
aesthetic, scientific and progressive adventures of mankind".
FIGURE TEN
Intercultural Relationships: Factors and Response Levels
Influencing factors
Values and attitudes
Levels of Response
Affective / Emotional
Knowledge / understanding Cognitive Awareness 
Concept Mapping
Skills and competencies Positive Behavioural: advancing not 
avoiding
Reference: derived from RICARD, Virginia B. Developing Intercultural Communication Skills. M alabar, 
Florida: Kreiger Publishing Company, 1993.
Knowledge distribution and the new world order?
In the social transformation paradigm of internationalizing the curriculum there is a 
premise that an international distribution of knowledge is an essential prerequisite for 
the promotion of peace, democracy and addressing inequality among peoples 
throughout the world. The last category appertains to the role of adult education to 
the preservation of the ecosystem. Harman (1988:150), for example, lists what he 
declares to be a set of universally felt human needs which have been defined in 
documents from the International Labour Organization and other United Nations
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Agencies relating to Third World demands for a "New International Economic 
Order".
The needs summarized are:
* Basic human needs, such as food, shelter, health care and education.
* A sense of the dignity of being human.
* A sense of becoming - that is, a chance to achieve a better life.
* A sense of justice and equity.
* A sense of achievement.
* A sense of solidarity - of belonging to a worthy group and of participating in
decisions that affect the group’s and one’s own destiny.
Spitzberg (1980:3) discusses the distribution of knowledge in the ’brave new 
world’ of the new international order. The concept of the new international or world 
order is derived from the resolution of the United Nations (UN) of 9th May 1974 
which proclaimed the UN’s determination and intent to work for, among other things 
common interests, interdependence, and co-operation between states to eliminate gaps 
between "developed and developing" countries; to ensure accelerating economic and 
social development; to correct inequalities and redress existing injustices to ensure 
peace and justice for present and future generations. They are far reaching 
objectives, and in developing a curriculum give a guide to a future vision to which 
local practice can be directed. The role and status of universities in the process both 
of distributing knowledge and in the exercise or otherwise of economic power are 
linked with the fact that modem science and technology are very largely products of 
the North and in the industrialized countries. A difficult dialogue has begun between 
clashing values, according to Daillant (1990:139-140) - a dialogue which should 
become articulate between universities of all parts of the world. Through it, peoples 
of the world may learn to help each other. It may be a slow and arduous process, 
but a new world order can be promoted in societies, institutions and courses by 
having diversity as in multicultural and global education, in the curriculum. 
Curriculum mobility can be promoted through the exchange of curricula with overseas 
partner institutions. Bunt-Kokhuis (1994:96) also proposes that high quality curricula
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be made available for purchase, but concedes cultural difficulties in interpretation as 
most of them are only formulated from a Western frame of reference.
Universities used to be major players in both the generation and transmission of 
knowledge, whereas since world war II, they have become one of the many major 
important conduits for communication among and within societies and increasingly, 
universities are associating with other agencies for this purpose (Spitzberg, 1980:x). 
In 1989 after the fall of the Berlin Wall, for example, UNESCO organised meetings 
with journalists and publishers to promote an independent and pluralistic literature. 
Even so, Co wen (1987:viii) points out that large networks of people and publications, 
institutions and money, meetings and conferences are not regularly in place at the 
international (world) level for research on higher education. International linkages 
which do exist are delicate, tentative - and unresearched.
That knowledge production and dissemination is associated with economic power 
seems undeniable, but its social role is yet to be fully documented except increasingly 
the sociology of knowledge and phenomenological perspectives on curriculum accepts 
that the distribution of, and access to the selection from the cultural stock is not 
uniform. The social role can be utilized in the organization and content of the 
curriculum. As is repeated time and again in this study, different groups attempt to 
influence the way knowledge managers select, organize and implement the curriculum 
(Bullivant, 1981:8-10), and changes do not come about without context. Institutional 
mission statements have ones valuing equal opportunities, but in attempting to 
implement diversity at classroom level it is academics who struggle with the 
conceptual and pedagogical tasks of engaging differences in the classroom. As 
teachers and programme directors, they are the ones who bear the primary 
responsibility for shaping new curriculum for a new world (Schmitz, 1992:62).
International democracy?
Adult education outside of universities has always been considered to have a unique 
role in relation to social change (see for example "The Progressive-Liberal-Welfare 
Model of Adult Education" discussed by Griffin, 1987:87-88) and more recently a 
role in global development, but to corroborate that role is elusive. Delegates to the
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widely quoted Exeter Conference (see Chapter Two) believed that "adult education 
programs should be geared to the development of economic purpose, as well as to the 
attainment of peace and brotherhood to all mankind" (Liveright and Hay good, 
1968:110), but Gelpi (1985:162) questions whether adult education can contribute to 
the building of an international democracy which could result in more equal relations 
between countries, social groups, people and civilisations (page 41).
There is almost limitless faith in the capacity of adult education interventions to 
change the lives of individuals and whole societies with what Charters and Hilton 
(1989c: 172) brand as a "curious acceptance of the efficacy of those programs without 
a restless searching after data upon which to draw such conclusions". There is little 
data in the literature of the role of universities in the study of programmes of adult 
education in different countries to see how they are dealing with individual and social 
change and Gelpi (1985:41) despite his reservations purports that locating problems 
of knowledge and education within an international context is useful for understanding 
the relationship between education and the new world order. There are several issues 
in adult education policy, planning and programming which Bhola (1988:72) lists as 
"remaining unattended and misunderstood" which entail questions related to the 
distribution of educational goods among peoples, groups and classes that are 
disadvantaged, and the practical issues of how and where to get people who will be 
able to handle the planning and programming tasks with commitment and competence. 
The concept of development education is being addressed again in this context (see 
Rogers, 1993; Osier, 1994) (see Chapter Four).
Globalization
Everyone is a participant in the global arena. It is unavoidable. The question is the 
degree to which this participation is informed and enlightened (Bennett, Christine I ., 
1990:16). The different educational responses to global issues began to make 
themselves clear in the 1970s (Hicks and Townley, 1982:7). Amongst the more 
common phrases related to these responses have been education for international 
understanding; global studies; development education and peace education. Global 
education / curriculum is a response to the need in the contemporary world to 
understand the emergent global social system (Pike and Selby, 1986:40).
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Robertson (1992:60) contends that there is a general autonomy and ‘logic’ to the 
globalization process operating in relative independence from societal processes. His 
view is that much more needs to be done to demonstrate ways in which the selective 
responses of relevant collective actors, particularly societies, to globalization play a 
crucial part in the making of the world as a whole. Different forms of societal 
participation in the globalization process makes a crucial difference to its precise form 
so a concern is with the way that national systems contribute to the theory of 
globalization, and also to study the global field itself. Robertson (1992:187) believes 
a student of globalization must now try and comprehend the bases and thrusts of 
movements in the field of education not least because such movements are "major 
sites of socialisation into our greatly compressed world". Ideas in humanistic 
education drawn from the work of Carl Rogers and Abraham Maslow and the notion 
of self-transcendence, for example, is appropriate to the concept of a coping human 
being and one who can contribute to a just society and to the world. (McIntosh, 
1991:4). To this end, a global universalizing perspective in which individuals 
perceive themselves and their countries as part of a larger whole is the foundation for 
international adult education efforts (Boucouvalas, 1985:51). Robertson claims that 
universities have become significant ‘players’ on the global scene.
Over the years I have become interested in the study of international aspects of 
adult education curriculum and the role that adult education either plays or can play 
in contributing to a world or global culture. The internationalization of the 
curriculum appears on the face of it to be a strong step in the direction of a concern 
with global circumstance (Robertson, 1992:186). For this research I include details 
of curricula from universities in different countries to see if and in what way, they 
profess to contribute to a global culture via their programmes in adult education.
Whether, and how the concerns incorporated in the philosophy of a global 
‘village’ are consistent with some of the writings on postmodernism is a matter to be 
considered in a debate about dependency and interdependency. A global perspective 
can mean simply that all issues and disciplines have an international context (Bum, 
1980:2). The difficulty arises, as Burn points out if trends in international education 
which differ profoundly from our own, the notion of a global perspective can end up
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as serving to legitimate a new brand of American parochialism, because the American 
influence in the world is so pervasive.
Lyotard is one writer who totally dismisses global systems of thought on the 
grounds that the modern emphasis on universality has had totalitarian consequences 
and has excluded the discourses of the Third World (Kvale, 1992:9). In this view 
global development will not continue to be, as at present, toward a Western industrial 
monoculture around the globe. Instead it will be toward an ecology of diverse 
cultures, each with its own interpretation of human development, societal goals and 
ultimate meaning and toward a world system that tends to support rather than 
diminish, thwart and bias against this diversity (Harman, 1988:149).
Hargreaves (1994:54) identifies what he calls a major paradox of globalization 
in school education in Britain. The anonymity, complexity and uncertainty wrought 
by globalization heralds an "ironic search for meaning and certainty in more locally 
defined identities" but at the same time there is a need for (young) people to take 
some responsibility for the global dimensions of their world matters too. Global 
education is not just another subject, but a perspective which challenges potential 
ethnocentrism in all subjects, whilst not denying the importance of local cultures and 
communities. The use of Optimal Theory is advised by Myers and Speight 
(1994:101-114). It offers a coherent framework for realizing the unity within the 
varieties of human diversity and a method for accounting for individual and 
community action. Optimal Theory provides an opportunity to integrate the etic and 
the emic approaches to research. The etic refers to a universal and emphasises the 
development of explanatory constructs to all cultures. The emic approaches refer to 
a culture-specific perspective that attempts to reference and examine cultural groups 
in their own reference groups, rather than contrasting them to other reference groups. 
In Chapter Four, some recurring theoretical themes about planning a curriculum will 
be discussed.
SUMMARY
In this Chapter, some of the ‘global’ forces and trends which are influencing an 
international perspective, in higher education, and by definition, adult education have
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been identified and discussed. Curriculum models for internationalization can be
focused in different ways or integrated to symbolize a range of functions for
international adult education.
Some shared areas of concern are:
* the changing role of universities in an interdependent world;
* the notion of lifelong learning for all, and the role universities may be able to
play in contributing to this phenomena when their whole function and ‘raison 
d’etre’ has been the exact opposite;
* sharing issues and developing communication channels;
* how to develop knowledge, skills and attitudes which challenge prejudice and the
isms - sexism, racism, ethnocentrism - but admitting that our behaviours are 
shaped by our personal circumstance and learned worldviews;
* how to use the study of adult education of adults to address national, 
international and global education for personal and social, in the widest sense, 
educational intervention.
NOTES FOR CHAPTER THREE
1. The enormity of this position has really been brought home to me since being 
allocated an E mail number recently, and going on a worldwide network for 
information.
2. Details of the Project can be obtained from the Department of Adult 
Continuing Education at the University of Leeds.
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3. Probably the greatest concentration of international interest has been in this 
area...and the first global survey of a specific field of adult education was 
focused on literacy. See LIVERIGHT, A.A. and OHLIGER, John. ‘The 
International Dimension’, in SMITH, Robert M., AKER, George F. and 
KIDD, J.R. (eds.). Handbook o f Adult Education. London: Collier- 
Macmillan, 1970, pp 45-58.
4. In the UK, both Birkbeck College of the University of London and Ruskin 
College, Oxford have catered academically for adult students since their 
inception in the study of university discipline areas other than adult education.
5. Had I known then what I know now, I might have capitalized on the 
connection to create some research opportunities.
6. The introduction of the national curriculum in schools is contrary to their 
assertion at school level.
7. At the time of writing, a Professor at Paris VIII University, France,
8. In CROSS, Michael. Resistance and Transformation: Education, Culture and 
Reconstruction in South Africa. Johannesburg: Skotaville Publishers 
(Incorporated Association not for Gain), 2nd Floor, 35 Melle Street, P.O.Box 
32483, Braamfontein, 2017, Johannesburg, South Africa, 1992, Chapter One, 
there is an interesting account of the features of the dominant schools of 
thought in the evolution of South African historiography.
9. The early nationalist-conservative Afrikaner educational measures, according 
to CROSS, Michael, (note 6.) reflects the struggle in South Africa for the 
preservation of the Afrikaner education tradition against British anglicised 
policies.
10. It is not clear how Angell was interpreting the word ‘mind’. I am interpreting 
‘mind’ here not as in Cartesian dualism, but in a general sense of the whole 
person.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CURRICULUM THEMES - 
CULTURE, DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION, NEEDS
In this Chapter I will present an overview of some of the recurring theoretical themes 
in the literature about the planning, developing and implementing any curriculum, and 
have particular relevance to international adult education. I have grouped the themes 
into those about culture; ones concerned with the concept of development education 
and thirdly those which acknowledge the ideology of needs, all of which may 
transcend national boundaries and reflect global concerns. As well as constituting 
part of the arguments to be debated for formulating and implementing curriculum, 
they provide material for the knowledge-content of international adult education. A 
basic key concept in international adult education curriculum, as was shown in 
Chapter Two, is culture and its descriptors, cultural pluralism and cultural diversity. 
How different cultures can be represented in the curriculum to aid our understanding, 
empathy and positive behaviour towards different groups...increasingly being cited 
in the literature as ‘respect for persons’ (see for example. Lynch, 1983:47-48). 
Development education is about North-South solidarity and interdependence at all 
levels - local, national, regional and global (Osier, 1994:32). It is a multidimensional 
concept incorporating qualitative factors such as cultural ones, which cover 
simultaneously aspects of present society, but has an individual side in that it involves 
the personal fulfilment of each member of a community (Zweyacker, 1994:233). It 
is an integrating curriculum theme which can take many forms in practice, and can 
realistically contribute to all aspects of the curriculum, at all ages, as well as enabling 
work on the influence on what has been called the ‘hidden’ curriculum (Sinclair, 
1994:59). Constructing a curriculum comprises an identification of needs and the 
influencing persuasions, such as culture, on them. These three themes are 
inextricably linked in the curriculum (see Figure Eleven).
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FIGURE ELEVEN
Showing the interconnections between development education, culture and needs
''^Development education
North-South solidarity 
Interdependence of cultures 
Personal growth 
Modern and Postmodern
CULTURE
Culture
Pluralism v Diversity 
Dominant v Dependent 
Mass V Elite 
Personal Identity 
Civilized v Backward 
Capital
Needs
Individual 
Societal 
Global
One of the themes encountered in formulating and implementing any curriculum is 
a consideration of its cultural background. The attention of cultural facets of the 
curriculum of international adult education programmes, is central to its study in that 
any curricula will include / reflect cultural interests and ‘bias’ both in the ideational 
and descriptive sense. Education is embedded in society and culture (Cookson, Peter 
W. et al (1992:4), and culture is an important key to understanding curriculum 
(Griffin, 1983:22), As societies and cultures are constantly dynamic, complex and 
changing, there are cultural movements and ‘fashions’ which will be intricately linked 
to every aspect, including adult education of a society. Indeed as societies are in 
practice territorially defined political units, they consider their cultural ‘capital’ so 
valuable that they establish special agencies to preserve, supervise and ‘transmit’
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valued selections to members of their society (Lynch, 1983:13). The ‘special agency’ 
in this research applies to higher education, in particular universities. In international 
adult education, being aware of the underlying cultural factors behind a curriculum 
may be enough, but cultural studies could be part of the knowledge-content, possibly 
as an appropriate core part, especially in light of the cry to avoid a state of ethnic 
captivity (Lynch, 1986:14) and account for cultural consciousness both in content and 
approach in the curriculum. It is with this assumption in mind, that I examine in 
detail the concept of culture in this Chapter.
For many years, curriculum theorists have studied the relationship between 
curriculum and culture ‘ (Carr and Kemmis, 1986:21); the role of education in the 
formation of what has been known as the cultured person and more recently the role 
of education in anticipating different social and cultural forms (the reconstructionists). 
Contemporary concern has focused on the interaction between education and the 
structure of society, and shown how schooling reproduces rather than changes the 
social structure. In a reproductive model of higher education there are two main 
purposes. They are the preservation, advancement and transmission of knowledge 
and the training of individuals in the advanced skills needed by society (Marks and 
Cox, 1982:29). In this vein, Kelly (1986:154), argues that the connection between 
education and its cultural setting is not merely contingent, but necessary because a 
concept of education which did not embrace some idea of cultural transmission would 
be no concept of education at all. The reason, he states (without question), is that a 
major part of educational processes has been the transmission of a society’s culture, 
and even if those processes are not formally organized, skills, knowledge, values and 
beliefs are ‘handed down’ from one generation to another. Kelly (1986) and Raynor 
and Grant (1974) (see below) and others, are taking a modernist view and refer to a 
society’s culture as if it is shared by all of its members and follows an evolutionary 
or neo-evolutionary theory of educational reform. They presume the linear concept 
of society where educational reform and social progress are somehow ‘naturally’ and 
positively correlated (Cookson et al, 1992:4) and there is a consistency and coherence 
in the values and beliefs etc. over time.
In multicultural and international terms the position of these writers is highly 
questionable, and can be interpreted as what Lynch (1989:7) calls the "fairly constant
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elites, supporting and dominating the existing social order". These elite groups
exercise hegemonic control and allocate (or not) high status to knowledge,
curricula and educational institutions. To advocate international cultural pluralism 
through national multiculturalism does not avoid the issue that if a degree programme 
is to be offered, at some time a selection of cultural capital will be made, but it will 
be ‘processed’ - not through principles of hierarchy but ones of collaboration between 
those involved in the programme (see Hargreaves, 1995:244 and Chapter Seven).
Two broad schools of thought about culture and education are portrayed in the 
above two positions (see Welch, 1993:7). There are those who see culture as an 
integrative force in society, a venerable and largely fixed tradition to which all should 
be introduced and preferably one to which we would all aspire - the ladder of cultural 
hierarchy. On the other hand, there are those who see culture as an area of social 
contest, largely unequal in which dominant group gains, or retains control over a 
cultural definition which is thus seen as more legitimate and of higher status, and is 
subsequently confirmed in formal educational institutions.
The controversy today is about what culture and values are transmitted, including 
the question of whether they are to be in some way - standardized’ to act as a process 
of assimilation or accommodation in a society’s or even a dominant world culture or 
some attempt to reflect cultural diversity / pluralism. In the late twentieth century 
with multicultural societies, adult learners and facilitators of adult learners as are all 
educators, confronted with alternatives and competing cultures and cultural traditions. 
Modernist cultural approaches do not seem to be appropriate, because of their 
generalist nature for explaining and accommodating the differences. Apple (1990:36) 
reflects the view that educational institutions "process" knowledge as well as people, 
and so enhance and give legitimacy to particular types of cultural resources related 
to unequal forms. A major goal of formal education for Banks (1994:52) is to help 
students acquire knowledge, skills, attitudes needed to function effectively within their 
macro and microcultures and across cultures, so an awareness of bias implied by 
Apple is an essential part of the process. How culture is conceptualised is applicable 
to these decisions.
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CULTURE AND THE CURRICULUM
The concept o f culture
The unyielding ambiguity of the concept culture is notorious (Bauman, 1973:1) and 
can thus can be defined in many ways (Kelly, 1986:155). There is no single 
definition that all social scientists would "heartily accept" (Banks, 1994:50). Shennan 
(1991:79) describes culture as a portentous concept which draws on many disciplines 
but she and all the writers on curriculum agree the concept culture is central to the 
study of curriculum. Culture is assumed to be a complex of shared meanings which 
serves as a medium through which individuals interact in communication with one 
another. Stenhouse (1967:16) states in an optimistic way that culture enables us to 
recognise and share the way other people think and feel, so it enables us to predict 
and anticipate the actions of others, so that we can co-operate with them. The 
diversity of definitions of culture are presumed by some to have a common basis from 
which all such definitions and approaches derive. Some writers (for example, 
Bauman, 1993:2-3) are of the view that the very articulation of the phenomenon of 
culture is rooted in a particular vision of the world which elaborates the values and 
legitimates the roles of intellectuals. The vision is based on the precept that humans 
need others to acquire ‘completeness’ and humanization is essentially a learning 
process. The completion of that humanization process requires educators who hold 
the key to "the continuous reproduction of cohabitation in society", thus the ideology 
of culture represents the world as consisting of human beings who are what they are 
taught (Bauman, 1993:3) by ‘those who know’.
The type of knowledge chosen for study in higher education; its methods and 
target population will be linked to what and who decides what values etc. are 
emphasized both in the academic culture and the wider cultural context in which the 
former is set. Traditionally, the education industry has been the purveyor of 
knowledge with an established well-known product to sell (see Costello and 
Richardson, 1982:1-7). This maintenance model of education tends to be in line with 
rational and empirical models of education which assume that knowledge is 
unchanging; that learning from the past and what is already known will help people 
and societies cope with the present; and the past will inevitably repeat itself
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(McIntosh, 1986:177). The result is, that although we have always lived in 
multicultural and / or international settings, it has only been since world war two and 
‘events’ such as the ethnic revitalisation movements, has the notion of cultural 
differentiation come to the fore as an issue for curriculum reform.
Internationally, cultural demands by individuals acting as a cultural collective, 
may include access to knowledge including particular curricula or to certain forms of 
education, for example, university or prestigious graduate schools (Lynch, 1989:6). 
The inference has been, and is, that those not in possession of the means (in terms 
of opportunity) to attain high culture, are nevertheless motivated to ‘achieve’ it.
Bauman (1973) suggests that the concept culture has been incorporated into three 
different strands. They are hierarchical, differential and generic. Each of these 
interpretations will be discussed next, in the cultural influences on formal education 
and vice versa.
Culture as a hierarchical concept
To make sense of the hierarchical concept of culture, an assumption is made that 
culture is a detachable part of a human being like a possession (Bauman, 1973:7). 
It is a very peculiar kind of possession because it shares both the descriptive and 
evaluative elements of a human being and as such is both the subject and the object 
for study. As with all possessions it can be acquired, squandered, manipulated, 
transformed, shaped and framed or left unattended, raw and coarse. The hierarchical 
concept presupposes that there is a definable 'the culture' or an ideal nature of a 
human being. 'The culture' means the conscious, strenuous effort to attain this ideal. 
The hierarchical concept of culture is usually equated to the attainment of a certain 
level and type of formal education as projected by the prevailing educational 
philosophy. Formal education systems have traditionally been concerned with 
‘cultural’ transmission. The school formally represents the culture to an individual 
and it is the business of an education to select from the culture a curriculum 
(Stenhouse, 1967:90). A function of the education system in any society is a cultural 
one, often referring to the transmission of the values, skills and intellectual styles and 
distinctive ways of life (Raynor and Grant, 1974:9) to produce what Bauman (1973:6)
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describes as a cultured person. That is, the one who is "well-educated, polished, 
urbane, enriched above his ‘natural’ state, ennobled", but Guehenno (1949:27) at the 
first UNESCO meeting wrote that when we talk of ‘cultured’ man we often mean 
‘privileged’ man.
A socially accepted and [tacitly] approved hierarchical concept of culture is 
probably anchored in a social structure through functions which include protective 
devices of a well-entrenched hereditary elite in which universities will have been 
traditionally included. Shennan (1991:79) presents two fundamental interpretations 
of the concept of culture from the standpoint of curriculum and societies the first of 
which treats ’culture’ as a product of time and history, the outcome of what she calls 
the "civilizing process". The concept of culture here is synonymous with a view of 
‘civilization’ and ‘high culture’. This hierarchical view of culture views societies as 
forming a continuum of being ‘up to date’ and civilised at one end and backward and 
by definition uncivilised, at the other (see section on development education). 
Chambers (1986, 12-13) and others refer to ‘high’ as "official culture" which he says 
is preserved in university courses. High culture demands formally imparted 
knowledge which entails attention from "the run of daily life which adopts the 
authority of an academic mind that seeks to explain an experience that is rarely 
personal". Issues of context and status linked historically to hegemonic influences; 
colonialism; political, and economic domination may be present but are rarely made 
apparent or explicit. For example as knowledge emanating from Western academic 
literature is seen in terms of the high culture mentioned earlier, literature from 
elsewhere is perceived in terms of what has been called working class, popular or 
folk culture, all of which are the equivalent of low culture if we believe that they are 
the antithesis of high culture. In formal education, popular culture is equated with 
mass culture, and is seen as inferior to high culture because it is non-discriminatory 
(Shennan, 1991:92). The knowledge-content of international adult education is likely 
to examine the notion of high culture in relation to the role of universities 
intranationally and internationally, especially where in a postmodern curriculum there 
is a blurring of boundaries of high and low (popular) culture; the objective as 
described by Chambers, and the subjective knowledge of the participants.
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Culture as a hierarchical concept is akin to Freire’s (1980:46) banking concept 
of education, where knowledge is a gift bestowed by those who consider themselves 
knowledgeable, upon those who they consider to know nothing.
Culture as a differential concept
One reason people may develop cultural norms is to make life more organized and 
understandable (Nadler, 1982:187). The second is the broader all - inclusive 
interpretation of culture as simply ‘how a person lives’ (Shennan, 1991:79). Culture 
as a differential concept is the term used to account for the apparent differences 
between communities of people. Rowntree’s definition of culture (1981:59) 
encapsulates this anthropological version of culture as the values, beliefs, customs and 
creations of people who regard themselves as a coherent group (whether large or 
small). To deal with cultural variation within a national culture Banks (1994:51) 
refers to macro and microcultures. He defines macro-cultures as the national or 
shared culture of a nation state and the smaller cultures that constitute it 
microcultures. At a multinational level differential cultures can be interpreted as the 
description of ideological political systems such as capitalism or in structural terms 
being members individually or nationally of an organization. Lynch (1992:10-11) 
lists eight major factors which, since the end of the second world war, have 
contributed to a reassessment of the role, objectives, content and process of education 
for citizenship in an international context, taking into account the internationalization 
of industry, communications, transport and educational endeavour. For example, 
multinational companies, rather than countries / nations are competing globally.
Human beings belong to a range of cultural groups at different levels of 
interpretation. For example being British, part of a capitalist ‘enterprise culture’ and 
female may be at one level; belonging to a particular social group at another. Formal 
education has always represented the hierarchical, rather than the differential concept 
of culture, but major criticisms of this stance have been aimed at universities. In 
adult education the ideology of needs assessment as a curriculum issue has been 
highlighted as a requirement to be aware of how individual [cultural differential] 
experiences are pertinent to their motivation to study and what and where they go to 
intensify their experiences. Different groups, not only share common dialects and
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primary experience, but learn to see reality in similar ways (Bennett, Christine, 
1990:47). In terms of cognitive development, they may acquire similar styles of 
cognition which may be reflected in learning styles, and share comparable processes 
of perceiving, recognizing, conceiving, judging and reasoning; similar values, 
assumptions, ideas, beliefs, modes of thought. What different groups see as good or 
bad, depends on whether or not it supports their view of reality. In approaching the 
twenty-first century, a fundamental aim of formal education generally and particularly 
to international adult education is to extend both individual and social skills for 
surviving a changing world and being exposed to different local, national and global 
/ international cultures and values. The importance of being able to accept other 
cultures as valid and to generate shared perceptions of common global problems and 
their solutions is an essential part of the educational process, and will be considered 
in curriculum contents and methods as well as its ideology.
Bennett (1990:53) returns to the theme of interdependence but warns that the 
development of a world view will not be an easy process. The curriculum could 
possibly do more than help students view concepts, events and situations from diverse 
cultural and ethnic perspectives. It should also help them acquire the knowledge, 
skills and attitudes needed to promote and participate in an open society (Banks 
(1994:209). An open society is defined by Banks as "one in which individuals from 
diverse ethnic, cultural, and social-class groups have equal opportunities to
participate within all social, economic and political institutions without regard to
their ancestry or ethnic identity while preserving their distinct ethnic and cultural
traits". In approaching the twenty-first century, a fundamental aim of formal 
education generally and particularly to international adult education is to encourage 
both individual and social skills for surviving a changing world and ‘exposure’ to 
different cultures and values in local, national and global / international locations.
To help combat prejudice Lynch (1992:1) discusses the role of education for 
global citizenship within politically pluralist societies. He (page 17) calls for an 
evolutionary development of citizenship which emphasizes the interdependence of 
different levels of group affiliation from which differential cultures are drawn. There 
is local community membership, by which is meant familial, ethnic, community or 
other cultural and social local groups, including language, religious ethnicity but not
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essentially linked in the same geographic place at the same time; national citizenship, 
determined by birth or choice, but which may not be an exclusive membership; and 
international citizenship, which draws on the overlapping constellations which 
members of the world community have in common, regardless of the other two 
levels. The first two may be distinguished by geographical boundaries whereas the 
third is citizenship for a culture of nations, transcending geographical boundaries.
Nationalism implies some sort of coherent group striving for a common interest, 
but multicultural societies have always had to face the problems associated with the 
influx of disparate groups with different values and coming from assorted religious 
backgrounds and the like. The recent view has been one of how to assimilate 
immigrant and non indigenous groups into the dominant culture and clearly this has 
implications for how a curriculum is conceived. The issue is whether to have 
programmes which assimilate different ideas into one culturally accepted framework 
or have programmes which takes into account a variety of cultural perspectives. 
Lynch (1989:4-5) recommends that before we begin to formulate educational goals 
to address issues of cultural diversity nationally and globally, it is important to be 
sure what we mean by cultural diversity and how it differs from cultural pluralism. 
He defines cultural diversity as a factual descriptive term for the phenomenon of 
many cultures co-existing and interacting within the same spatial area; cultural 
pluralism indicates the policy of attempting to respond to that diversity. Lynch 
distinguishes several ways of defining of pluralism, including structural pluralism 
which refers to the way societies are structured. Social stratification is a universal 
phenomena and one of the major problems faced by educational systems is that of 
inadequate interaction and accommodation between cultural and social systems. The 
result is an absence of shared ideologies which would enable the legitimation of new 
accommodations (Lynch, 1989:9). As do many writers. Lynch states that there has 
been a blatant avoidance by educational structures of the need of coming to creative 
terms with an attenuated cultural pluralism.
A differential concept of culture emphatically rejects cultural universality as 
defined in a disciplinary organization of knowledge (see Chapter Five). Bauman 
(1973:23), however, makes a distinction between a universal culture and a feature of
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human beings which is a useful division in discussing international features, such as 
the issue of human rights, of formal education.
Generic concept o f culture
Another view of culture is that it exists as a realm of human will and purpose (Hirst, 
1976:90). If the hierarchical notion of culture puts in the limelight the opposition 
between being ‘refined’ and ‘coarse’ ways of life as well as the educational bridge 
between them; if the differential notion of culture is an offspring of, and a bolstering 
to, concern with the countless and endless multipliable oppositions between the ways 
of life of various human groups, the generic notion is about the attributes which unite 
mankind in the way of distinguishing them from everything else (Bauman, 1973:39). 
In its simplest form, the generic concept of culture consists in attributing to culture 
itself, the universal feature of humans, that is....not just mentality, but consciousness.
The generic concept of culture is not the differentialists cluster of norms and 
patterned customs, but a specific approach to life, entrenched in the last analysis in 
the specifically human ability of the mind to be intentional, active and creative. The 
generic concept of culture can be viewed as one total and indivisible set of 
symbolized meanings and tools ascribable solely to mankind in its entirety. The only 
trouble with this view, is that as a ‘totalistic’ notion it becomes transparent when we 
try to recast it as a tool of specific analysis. For instance, if in sociology, terms such 
as ‘humanity’ do appear in the literature, they tend to be labels for an aggregate of 
societies not a system of interrelated units. The same bias, is in the modem study of 
culture in the discussion of ethical universals. The belief is that certain ethical 
universals not only exist, but are essential to the perpetuation of society and 
ultimately the world. To some extent, ethical universals imply that a society without 
culture is possible if ethical universals are a priori. Alternately the existence of the 
universals may imply a structural-functional version of the generic concept of culture. 
Any society without culture is inconceivable, and so the idea of a culturally patterned 
individual, for Bauman (1973:47), is as much a precondition of society as a society- 
based culture is a precondition of a social individual. He believes that if humans (he 
actually refers to men throughout his arguments) created society - had both a need 
and an ability to do it - they must have been endowed with qualities instrumental in
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structuring both society and the way they think of it and their attitude toward it. 
Logically, culture is to the same extent presocial as it is societally generated.
Bauman takes psychological endowment to be the common root of culture and 
society. One feature in particular is the most likely candidate of the foundation of 
culture in its generic sense, and that is the human ability to think symbolically - to 
produce arbitrary symbols and to collectively assign meanings to them. In short the 
use of language which divides awareness of the event from the event itself. Human 
language is a blend of thinking and symbol-producing, but it is the way that they 
structure their thinking and language which is probably the genuine gravity centre of 
culture as a universal attribute of humans (Bauman, page 52). Piaget, from whom 
much of the current thought on critical thinking is said to have originated concluded 
that people can transform themselves by transforming the world and can structure 
themselves by constructing structures. In this connotation, culture is a perpetual 
effort to overcome the dichotomies of dualism, with the invariable tendency to 
associate freedom with the mind and thraldom or bondage with the body.
Culture / society and university curriculum
Fieldhouse (1993:27) reports some responses to his investigation into The Sixties 
Culture and its Influence on British University Adult Education and the Workers 
Educational Association (WEA). He concludes, that a strong attraction for those 
coming into adult education then was the belief that adult education would help to 
achieve a changed society. In the 1960s civil rights groups and the feminist 
movements among others, wanted to establish grounds for inclusion of their ideas - 
Aronowitz and Giroux (1991:14) call the ideas, subaltern discourses- within academic 
precincts as well as in publishing and the art world. Accordingly, postmodernists 
tried to legitimate other types of literary and cultural works as intellectual equivalents 
of so-called high culture. An important aspect of that time. The contradictory 
directions in the 1960s of educational and art movements are reproduced in the plight 
with which adult education was faced then and now. Whilst attempting to develop 
social conceptions incommensurable with traditional practices in mainstream education 
it demands equivalence and recognition and reward by the dominant world. It is a 
permanent quandary for any adult education course advancement in universities at this
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present time and shows the obstacles when diverse approaches are fighting for 
recognition and ‘value’.
Culture and Values
Descriptions of different cultures, in themselves carry no explicit overtone of 
approval; the culture of a delinquent gang is no less a culture than that of an 
Oxbridge college (Rowntree, 1981). It is the value and meaning that we assign to 
culture which counts for its status. Beliefs, attitudes and values are at the heart of 
what is meant by culture. Kelly (1986: xiii) and others have written about how values 
are central to the way in which formal provision decisions are made as to what 
knowledge is considered to be worthwhile for an educational programme. In some 
theories of knowledge, such as Platonic rationalism, values are believed to be absolute 
and unchanging. Richard mentioned in Aronowitz and Giroux (1991:114-115) echoes 
the view that the modernist age was  ^ characterised among other things of an 
ethnocentric equation of history with the triumphs of European civilisation and a 
globalizing view that the industrialized Western countries constitute a legitimate centre 
- a unique and superior position from which to establish control and to determine 
hierarchies. This modernist view has been embodied in the literature as an example 
of traditional rationalist philosophy, representing ‘absolute reality’ (see Chapter Five).
The evidence to support Richard’s view, seems to have been internalized to such 
an extent, it is unlikely that there is going to be a rush to relinquish, or even to share, 
the high status inherent in Western writings and writers. Yet the notions of both 
cultural pluralism and cultural diversity in curriculum imply a balance of approaches, 
even if there is a difference in status accorded to them. The use of high culture as 
a process of civilization in curriculum terms, generally means certain arts and areas 
of behaviour and scholarship approved of by dominant national cultures and dominant 
groups within those cultures. What is apparent when used figuratively is that any 
interpretation of the word culture is clearly value - laden. Social scientists today 
emphasize the intangible, symbolic and ideational aspects of culture (Banks, 1994:50).
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Institutions of higher education have their own culture and no educational 
institution is value neutral, otherwise why would different study areas such as adult 
education have such low status? There is value dissonance when the aims of an 
institution and the area of study are not congruent. Culture links the learning of 
individuals and their different environments (Zeldin, 1992:78) but, sometimes formal 
education processes may be in conflict with non-formal ones. Some examples are:
* where there is a strong Church of England element in schools situated in an area 
where the bulk of the population are Islamic;
* as portrayed in the film of Educating Rita where a working class woman found 
herself dealing with the competing social cultures to her own upbringing and 
lifestyle, and that of the academic community with which she mixed as part of 
her studies;
* where an immigrant becomes socialised through a dominant cultural educational 
institution, at odds with her family’s cultural norms;
* when formal education institutions ‘hoist’ theories on non-formal or even formal 
groups, to evaluate their practice.
Reasons why university graduate programmes of adult education have low status 
are that its history is in the liberal tradition which has provided open access classes 
to those who can afford to pay, but do not necessarily have a ‘background’ of formal 
academic qualifications; adult education has been associated with popular or low 
cultural activities such as provided in the UK in a local authority adult education 
institution. A major division in education in the 1960s and 70s was in the great deal 
of interest shown, and has since been in the concerns of educationalists to examine 
the concepts of popular or mass culture as opposed to high culture, and the 
implications for the curriculum. In the past, despite the apparent role of a university 
to exercise critical thinking in students, it would appear that recognition has been 
defined in terms of levels of conformity and compliance with the status quo. A 
person who agrees with the prevailing ideology will be considered to be a critical 
thinker, because she conforms to expectations, especially in the cognitive domain.
Chambers (1986:12-13) states that popular culture through its social exercise of 
forms tastes and activities rejects the narrow access to what he calls the "cerebral
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world of official culture". It offers instead a more democratic prospect for 
appropriating and transforming everyone’s life. For whatever its actual limits, people 
live through or in culture, not alongside it. Mass culture tends to be transmitted 
through popular literature and the mass media with which adult education has been 
associated, chiefly through the type of open university course and distance learning.
An elitist argument using a syllogism is:
Adult education uses mass media
Mass media represents popular culture
Therefore, adult education represents popular culture
Go on from there to decide that the role of universities is not to be concerned 
with popular culture and hence with adults (see Chapter Five), and it is easy to see 
why adult education, including international adult education which aims to look at 
other-nation as well as different (that is, non-elitist) national cultural perspectives has 
been seen as an unwelcome intruder in academe.
Paradoxically, one of the arguments given for a required shift in Western society 
from the rational modernist to the interpretive postmodern state of knowledge is the 
need for a variation in this apparently one-way of thinking. Aronowitz and Giroux 
(1991:115), for example, insist that the modernist emphasis on totality and mastery 
has given way to a more acute understanding of suppressed and local histories, and 
in an age of instant information and global networking the old distinction between 
high and popular culture collapses. They believe that no aspect of cultural 
reproduction can escape its own history within socially constructed hierarchies of 
meaning. Even apart from the traditional academic cultural setting, as I have shown 
earlier in this research, the study of the curriculum of adult education indicates that 
it is not beyond reproach. Collins (1991:110) maintains that whilst lip-service is paid 
to the notion of culture, as far as adult education curriculum is concerned, it remains 
a significant absence, or at best is dealt with in a superficial manner. He suggests 
that this state of affairs can be offset by encouraging students to examine and affirm 
their own cultural experiences, noting the way they are confirmed or undermined by 
the dominant culture. To him (page 111) the formal curriculum provides a relevant
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source from which students can raise questions about the validity of knowledge claims 
and learning priorities associated with dominant culture world views.
For a university curriculum, selections have to be made about knowledge and 
approaches to teaching and learning. To make way for a common ground and 
because there is a limit to the capital which can comprise a curriculum. Lynch 
(1983:16-17) comments that a hierarchy of functionality, rationality and universality 
has to be identified. He calls these three factors meta-values. The process of 
selection points to a need for criteria against which selections can be made, and 
mechanisms for the generation of criteria and their practical application. The criteria 
may be as concerning the functions of an individual in society, such as for example
FIGURE TWELVE
The social criteria for the selection of knowledge
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Reference: LYNCH, James. The Multicultural Curriculum. London: Batsford Academic and Educational 
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a person as a global citizen; as a worker and as a person to yield a grid of reflexive 
and adaptive criteria (see Figure Twelve).
Cultural bias and curriculum
Clark (1983:2) contends that the "hometown" view of higher education has been 
‘damaging’ in America, since a large share of the literature has been written by 
Americans about the American system. He purports that cross-national comparison 
is particularly advantageous in "uncovering unique features and unconscious 
assumptions that possess our vision when we study only a single country such as our 
own". In curriculum terms the options to avoid ethnocentrism may be to relook at 
our own culture and examine cultural forces at work and how they impinge on our 
learning and life chances. To learn from the individual nation studies and using the 
recommendations put forward by the Exeter Group, for example, could be a 
beginning for the areas of study. In defining international adult education in terms 
of national as well as international / global issues, there is scope to generalize in 
terms of the sort of questions as to what types of knowledge are being ‘sold’ by 
educational establishments? and what steps are taken in the teaching and learning 
processes of the university to acknowledge different cultural aspects and perspectives? 
Banks (1994:149) reiterates the Western-centric and male-centric canon that dominates 
the university curriculum which often marginalizes the experiences of people of 
colour, Third world nations and cultures and the perspectives of women. As the 
justification for what is on offer in the curriculum is more subtle than blatant it has 
a taken-for-granted status. Clark’s (1983) statement above is a classic example of the 
subtlety to which Banks refers as he is implying the existence of a single American 
national culture. That may be the case from a geographical viewpoint, but I believe 
that in his contention he is referring to white Americans of Anglo - Saxon origin 
rather than, for example, native Americans - the indigenous Indian tribes, - or the 
massive number of Spanish or other immigrant populations. Sweeping generalities 
can mask a great deal of variation in competing cultures and values. Cookson (Peter 
W.) (1992:3) reminds us that the problem is to discriminate between generalisations 
and theoretical propositions which can be put to a ‘test’, once again leaving us with 
a ‘loaded’ value statement, unless he includes ‘informal’ theoretical propositions 
which arise from our experiences and actions in those to be tested.
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The views of Stock (19875:22-23), Clark (1983:2) and many other writers 
mentioned in this research are summed up in the Further Education Unit (FEU) 
document (1985:33) on curriculum development for a multicultural society, and very 
appropriate to a curriculum for adult education. The document states that when we 
view events from our own culture, other cultures tend to be undervalued and 
considered to be inferior, to our own. From my experience and reading, the position 
suggested by the FEU paper, seems to only apply when the view is being made from 
a culture or cultural group which is in a strong hegemonic position. Cross (Michael, 
1992:9), for example, refers to the nationalist-conservative (Calvinistic) tradition in 
South Africa, which dominated the historical literature on education in the country 
both before and after the consolidation of the apartheid system in education. 
Embedded in the conservative doctrine of Christian National Education this 
historiography tends to glory traditional Afrikaner values and to promote Afrikaner 
nationalism, thus furthering an excessively ‘White-centred’ (Afrikan) view of the 
history of education in South Africa and by implication undervaluing the history of 
the black population.
Countries with access only to literature from dominant ‘Western’ cultures are not 
considered in the development of the theory and practice of a particular field of study, 
in this instance adult education. To Stock (1987:22), access to other cultural 
perspectives are essential to develop the subject area, but he must mean from the 
Eurocentric viewpoint, since other groups are exposed to that one. The 
pronouncements of Stock and others on ethnocentrism, however, do seem to presume 
either an easy availability of written material from a range of sources which is 
ignored by Western writers, or another viable option - not stated - to the status quo.
In examining literature available for curriculum for adult education, an awareness 
of reasons why in some countries publications are limited, and academics are relying 
on other countries to provide their ‘formal’ knowledge base, may help to understand 
their absence. For example, one reason suggested by Altbach (1980:44) that 
relatively few Third World universities produce top-level scholars and researchers is 
because they lack the infrastructures to aid in the production of advanced scholarship.
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Publications within a country are also ‘controlled’ and / or ‘regulated’ within 
existing economic structures and cultural propinquities, and an awareness of the 
context in which they are written and by whom, may be also important in assessing 
cultural bias in curriculum theory and practice. The uneven distribution of knowledge 
is one of the ways in which some individuals and groups within a society maintain 
power and control over others (Bullivant, 1981:9). Even in dominant Western 
societies. Banks (1994:3) makes a distinction between traditionalists and 
multiculturists, where the former hold the balance of power, financial resources and 
the top positions including in the publishing industry and educational establishments. 
In adult education I have heard the academics who are ‘commissioning’ editors for 
publishers, referred to as ‘gatekeepers’ of knowledge dissemination. One person was 
praising a deal he had made with another academic to write a book on ‘women in 
adult education’, was quite surprized about the disquiet in the group when it was 
found to be another male who had been commissioned.
Western views of internationalism may presuppose that there is a clamouring 
group of academics and students demanding an exposure to different perspectives 
other than those from the white male Anglo-Saxon Western viewpoint, or are even 
critical of existing perspectives, but the FEU position as stated above ignores the 
‘magnetism’ of high culture and the hierarchy of ‘acceptable worthwhile’ knowledge. 
Higher value seems to be put on information coming from America and Western 
Europe which will itself have been selected according to prevailing interpretations of 
what knowledge is worthwhile. Western cultures may appear to undervalue others, 
but that position in itself does not explain why other cultures seem to undervalue 
themselves, and look to Western cultures for information, other than that the high 
status / value assigned to Western knowledge is so ingrained and reinforced through 
formal education, and / or is worth the achievement for the public acknowledgement 
of the cultural capital associated with it. Traditionalists may even consider that an 
international / multicultural approach will devalue the curriculum.
To give an example from my own experience, most of the African academics I 
have met have come to England to study and put a high status on what is on offer 
here. In research studies I have supervised, I have even encountered resistance from 
students to taking into account the work to which they are going to return, as if in
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this country it will receive no credibility. They appear to think it quite inconceivable 
that they may be ever providing knowledge or materials for courses in the United 
Kingdom. With his contention about the lack of infrastructures for Third World 
universities, Altbach (1980:44), alleges that Third World institutions do not often 
‘feel’ themselves to be central institutions to the world of knowledge and practice. 
Thaman (1993:257) writing from the standpoint of the small island communities in 
the South Pacific, predicts, however, that questions relating to culture will become 
increasingly important for educators...where indigenous peoples possess a body of 
non-Western knowledge and values.
During my many visits to America, I have never heard a complaint from faculty 
and students of adult education about, for instance, a lack of publications from Africa 
and Eastern Europe. Conversely in 1991, soon after I had begun this research, I won 
a scholarship from the British Council to visit what was then Czechoslovakia. The 
many institutions I visited, including Charles University in Prague and Bratislava 
University in Slovakia, were desperate for up to date literature from ‘the West’, due 
to limitations on their own publishing under the communist system and their 
assumption that Western literature is up-to-date in terms of its theory and practices.
The development of adult education curricula to take into account international 
aspects, seems to be confounded by the fact that most of the literature has been 
written in the West, and has a Western bias. If, however, there are universal 
principles which govern adult education curriculum presumably it would not matter 
from where publications originated. There is no evidence to indicate whether what 
may be written in a thesis such as this one can be transposed into a non-Westem or 
non-colonial environment. Certainly a Japanese academic who joined a summer 
school as a student in a class for which I was the tutor whilst appreciating student 
participation in their own learning, discussed at some length with me the problems 
in implementing such an approach in her employing university in Japan where 
‘straight’ lecturing is common and the norm.
With all of the purported advantages in cultural consciousness, there is no 
guarantee that heightened awareness differences will automatically result in changed 
attitudes. On the contrary it may be that people from disadvantaged backgrounds in
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becoming more aware of their positions, may result in further discontent (Kidd, 
1975). To obviate this sense of passivity and learned helplessness, the concept of 
development education is becoming more prominent than hitherto. Development 
education has been associated in the past with Western paternalism linked with a one­
sided interpretation of the new world order discussed briefly in Chapter Three. It is 
now being given a broader interpretation to include Western individuals and cultures. 
The context of development education has been one very much to the fore in the 
conceptualisation of international adult education as an area of study.
DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION
Development education is a significant area in the terms of global education (Pike, 
1990:138). The UNESCO definition of adult education shown in Chapter One, 
indicates clearly the perceived view of adult education to bring about personal 
development and participation in social, economic and cultural development. 
Whenever the word ‘international’ is used in the context of universities, it is linked 
with notions of development and change, and these are two of the main themes 
emerging from the literature on international adult education. For the advancing of 
the curriculum in development education Vandenberg (1990:173) recommends that 
the content be organized around the role of institutions in social change and how the 
institutions change under the stress of change in other sectors of human life. Two 
strengths of development education are its holistic approach to global issues, and its 
commitment to experiential learning (Huckle, 1990:156), but within it, as in all areas 
of education there are conflicts of ideology and approach.
Some publications including Melo (1983:95) in relation to Portugal identify a 
lack of theoretical works of significant value to adult education in general, inferring 
a potential reliance on other countries for guidance on curriculum matters. The 
divide between the greater importance given to the role of formal education of 
children and youth, as opposed to adults is highlighted in single-nation studies. The 
importance of these two aspects of adult education is that although there is an interest 
in both its study and practice, in some countries it is not formed as an area of study 
or practice, even though concerns may be shared with those where it is so. Some 
dimensions of developmental education are reviewed briefly in the next sections.
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The geographical dimension
Development education is usually perceived as applying to developing societies, 
following the concerns of aid agencies and the United Nations in the 1960s over Third 
World [industrial] development. Rogers (1993:84) uses development in terms of any 
social change which is planned, accompanied by action to achieve the planned change. 
An example of international adult education for developing countries, is part of a 
university Master’s degree is that held at The University of The District of Columbia 
(USA) and the American Peace Corps which offer a special joint degree programme 
which includes credits for experiential project work with the University of Nairobi.
An interpretation of development education is a developed-----------developing
continuum, consistent with the Berry’s ‘market’ curriculum model (Chapter Three) 
and ‘modernization’ theory of mechanization and industrialisation. The latter is 
believed to be more pertinent to the ‘underdeveloped’ Third World countries, rather 
than the postmodern, postindustrial ‘developed’ countries. This type of unilinear 
metaphor of development employs an implicit ethnocentricity, because it assumes that 
the least (technologically) advanced countries will pass through the same route as the 
developed ones have done to become developed (Jones, 1984:106). The linear view 
tends to focus on mainly how lack of capital - and probably Western values as to the 
purpose of capital - may impede societal development. Development in this sense 
embodies two complementary movements which determine its eventual direction and 
outcome. Writing in the context of culture, ethnicity and what he calls 
"tribalisation". Cross (Michael) (1992:151), in South Africa writes that one of the 
movements is towards modernity, a linear movement along pre-determined historical 
stages founded in the exemplar of the West; the other is away from the traditional - 
the indigenous, the totalitarian, the barbarian. The basis of these models in 
sociological terms is the Parsonian structural - functionalism, and in particular pattern 
variables which are sort of signposts or traits inherent in capitalism which must be 
present for modernisation to occur. As stated above unilinear theories are consistent 
with a continuum of premodernist (sometimes called traditional) - modernist, and 
postmodernist views of societies. Modernism or modernisation captures the dynamics 
of the linear process of development, and is perceived as a process of change, towards 
the condition of modernity (Cross, 1992:151). Modernity is an abstraction of the
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existing state of affairs of the countries of Western Europe and North America. In 
South Africa Cross (1992) says, tradition refers to the features of life or practice 
which have not yet undergone a process of modernisation, and, by definition are seen 
to be backward and unchanging. An assumption in the linear approach to societies 
is that those not in line with Western modern or postmodern cultures have to be 
‘helped’ to develop the same pattern as those of the West.
The geographical dimension of educational disadvantage is recognized by the 
OECD (1992:92-93). Higher education is strategically placed to contribute to lifelong 
learning through teaching and research, but geographical considerations for provision 
may need to be waived or exploited as in the case of the cross-border work for 
community development by the Department of Adult and Continuing Education at the 
University of Ulster Magee College (details in Shanahan, 1990:47-62). The 
curriculum of international adult education would include an examination of the 
ramifications of geographical differences, especially in light of the power arid 
structural implications intimated earlier (see Chapter Four). A feature of some adult 
education programmes are that they have a history of being instrumental in social and 
radical change (Lovett, 1988:xv) as well as being a means of influencing changes, but 
as repeated in this study the role of a university adult education degree in this process 
has not been apparent. Ziegahn’s proposal (1991:94) for a course international adult 
education, however, is called Adult Education in Developing Countries which actually 
uses geography as a basis for her course in that its focus is "Adult education in the 
developing nations of Africa, Asia and Latin America".
Tonkin and Edwards (1981:16) direct attention to the response from ‘developing’ 
countries to the outward flow of knowledge via new technology systems from 
industrialized countries. They claim that new nations feel "tied to the intellectual 
apron strings of the old, and resent the intrusion of Western, especially American, 
ways of thinking on societies which have their own values as those that prevail in the 
industrialized countries". Much of development education seems to be an update of 
the educational transplanting, where a Cultural Hegemony Model of adult education 
is ‘imposing’ an educated person as a goal to be attained (Jones, 1984:134).
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Structural versus personal development
Although universities have claimed autonomy and objectivity, formal education, its 
organization, method and content can never be isolated from social change (Short, 
1971:11). The contention is that by extending knowledge and skills at all levels 
internationally and intranationally, change and development occur at a psychological 
or individual level on the one hand, through sociological or societal level to global 
or even planetary development on the other. Adult education exists within the social, 
political, economic and cultural environment of any society and is related to 
individual and national development in terms of both material and human resources 
(Charters, 1981:16) as well as to community development. Sometimes the individual 
versus the social functions of adult education are seen in competition with each other, 
and at others complementary. It has been argued that the difference is decided by the 
political situation in which the adult education provision is set. That is, in a Western 
capitalist ideology the emphasis will be on the individual, but in a socialist society it 
will be the opposite. In either case. Law (from Canada and New Zealand) and 
Ruben son (from Canada and Sweden) (1988:232-237) are two writers who call for 
a the shift from the ‘predominance of the psychological conceptual framework’ to that 
of one of social transformation. To them the uniqueness of adult education is 
grounded in social and political thought, rather than psychological theory, and they 
advocate a need to formulate a coherent account of social change which acknowledges 
both agency and structure, to include developing international aspects of a curriculum.
Development education and human rights
Another view of development education is bound up with the concept of human 
rights. Part of the United Nations declaration of 1975 defined development education 
as being concerned with issues of human rights, dignity, self-reliance and social 
justice both in ‘developed and developing countries.’ Using social change as an 
educational aim implies that the curriculum of any adult education programme will 
include political knowledge and skills. Osier (1994:2) calls for political education to 
be an inclusive part of development education, to heighten our understanding of social 
and economic power structures in our own communities, at national, regional as well 
as global levels. She believes that this is part of a movement toward democracy and
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freedom of information so that people can learn to exercise their rights. Yamaguchi 
(1993:18-19) discusses the position in Japan from the view that democracy and adult 
education are defined as learning designed to promote knowledge, skills and ability 
among people to enable them to participate in the process of political, social, 
economic and cultural development aiming at a democratic society which secures 
sovereignty of the people and human rights.
Community developm ent education
Within the ideas of adult education as a technology, an urge to use most modern 
media to deliver adult education to those who need it, when and where they need it, 
is being advanced. A major concern since the adult education movement began has 
been the need to reach people who have fewer of the world’s advantages than their 
fellow men and women (Houle, 1992:262). There is also now a requirement that 
adult educators use the traditions of people in the process of renewing cultures 
(Bhola, 1989:15), via local participation. The value judgement inherent in the context 
of ‘renewing’ cultures is not necessarily consistent with the social change aspirations 
for development education, and to contextualise any study of adult education the 
various aspects of the cultural and social development in a particular country should 
be taken into account (Liveright and Haygood, 1968:14).
In relation to the learning society there are many indications that adult education 
will play a significant role in many national development plans in years to come 
(Edstrom et al, 1970:7). Education in and of itself, cannot resolve cultural and 
structural contradictions (Cookson, Peter W. et al, 1992:3), that give rise to social 
tension and dislocation but in the history of adult education - both past and future - 
is that it is "an integral part of development" (see, for example. Charters, 1975:iii).
After the meeting of the Education Committee of the Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development on 13-14th November 1990, the OECD (1993:99) 
argued for the position and interest of the educationally under-represented to become 
policy targets in the 1990s, not the least to avoid "large pools of potential talent to 
lie unexplored". To that end professional adult education can and must encourage 
programming in areas of social need  ^ (Apps, 1989:28). In a publication of the
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International Council for Adult Education, Melo (1989:24-28) discusses the role of 
the university in research building and supporting local projects, with an excellent 
portrayal of development education in action research in the community. For 
international adult education, as for any subject area of study, a revision or rethinking 
of older paradigms are needed to explore ways to connect values and experiences of 
disparate human societies across time and place (Schmitz, 1992:63), and a local 
community can provide case studies for research to assess how this might be 
achieved. The Community Education Unit 4 of the Degree o f Master o f Education: 
Adult and Continuing Education, at the University of Wales, Department of Extra- 
Mural Studies confronts, among other facets of community education, how 
community educators can and do respond to the needs of specific groups in the 
community including "women, black and ethnic minority people, the unemployed and 
people with disabilities" (University of Wales, 1992:3). This curriculum effort is 
denotative of ‘international’ adult education literally being practised on the doorstep 
of a university.
Development education - proposed rationale
Various schools of thought about the concept of development have gained ascendancy 
(Watson, 1984:1), most of which reflect the instrumental - expressive divide about 
the general purposes for the curriculum of courses in higher education. Bown 
(1989:49) starts from the premise that if adult education has any justification at all, 
it must have a purpose and that purpose is manifestly to do with changing society. 
Thomas (R. Murray) (1990:13) suggests that the word development designates the 
social change model of education which asks questions about the role of education in 
determining a nation’s socioeconomic, political and cultural condition. Also how, in 
a nation’s plans for the future, can education contribute to ‘progress’. His idea fits 
in with the notion of a rational person as decision maker who brings about change. 
On the front cover of his book on higher education, Niblett (1969) offers another one 
when he writes that tertiary education is expected to provide social dividends worthy 
of the money invested in it. Among the dividends are inventiveness, technical skill 
and professional expertise of a thousand kinds. Niblett reports a seminar of 25 
eminent academics from America, Canada and England at Quail Roost Conference 
Centre at the Duke University in North Carolina, USA, the topic was how far can
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higher education as it is, continue to be socially and personally effective? His 
example is another one which demonstrates the call for Universities to be socially 
effective and to show HOW they can. In the current climate universities are taking 
more responsibility for, and being part of, community programmes, and courses in 
universities are reflecting of that move.
The postmodern theory of societal development or delinking theory (Jones, 
1984:106) describes an alternative to the modernist view by suggesting that Third 
World countries develop themselves and their style of development rather than be 
dependent on rich countries and aid. Unfortunately as Jones points out, more than 
three quarters of a billion people have barely enough income to keep themselves alive 
week by week, without the luxury of considering their societal development. Ewart 
(1987:41) calls for dominant societies to pay more attention to what he calls 
"humankind’s major issues" to "have an impact among, and help to change the 
directions of many different nations". He complains, in that context, that American 
adult education literature as it stands, is totally irrelevant to areas in Africa because 
it does not take into account the problems associated with basic survival faced by 
many of the population there. A curriculum for international adult education will 
include developing a sensitivity to the needs of other groups and skills to be 
developed with the content, about different roles of adult education in the world. The 
study may include an analysis of the position that adult education is only a cultural 
export for dominant groups to maintain power. Ewart’s view is illustrative of 
different attitudes to adult education which influence how its relevance is perceived.
Okech-Owiti (1993:9) and others see (international) adult education as a tool for 
social thought and action - in line with a post-modernist stance as a movement for 
social transformation. The role, or otherwise, of formal education in national 
development is applicable to any debate on international adult education because in 
an interdependent world each nation will affect the others. At an international level, 
especially since the 1970s, there seems to be some encouragement to be found toward 
comprehensive policies in which education for adults forms part of larger 
socioeconomic and cultural plans of all societies (Rivera, 1987:177).
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The themes of development and action dominate the discussion on the concept 
of international adult education. In Chapter One, it was noted that international adult 
education has traditionally been associated with an explicit aim and purpose for social 
change. Lindeman’s assertion is that whereas most educational movements have been 
devised as instruments for disseminating knowledge, adult education is presumed to 
be a method for redirecting the conduct of individuals in the interest of a social goal. 
The education of adults is said to have a rich tradition in bringing about social 
change, and to Cunningham (1989:40) it can be seen to be unique in its history in that 
its history has not been made behind the backs of people, rather it has been made by 
them. She maintains, adult education today is a contributor to social transformation, 
even if this fact has been largely ignored, and therein lies a dilemma for its evaluation 
in this respect. If curriculum is to maintain a reproductive cultural function, it is 
very difficult to know how it can also be transformative within the system.
Two basic approaches to models of development are offered by Rogers 
(1993:105). The first sees participants as deprived people with the goal of 
development education to satisfy their needs. The second sees participants as 
potential partners, with the goal of development education to have the freedom to 
participate. Pradervand (1984:17) urges those involved in development education to 
be helping people to have a pedagogy of popular participation in change, which will 
promote a more creative type of society - the key words of which are growing 
autonomy and solidarity (see Chapter Six). This holistic vision implies teaching 
people to "think globally, and act locally", helping them to feel themselves as world 
citizens (Pradervand, page 20).
The ‘personal’ aspect of development is examined next.
Individual development
Individual development has been said to be the supreme goal of a university or 
college (Sandford, 1986:9), but it is interrelated with two other goals. That is the 
preservation and advancement of culture, however that is interpreted, and the 
maintenance and further development of technology. The world is governed by adults 
rather than children, but it seems to have been only recently that a need for the study
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of the education of adults and adult development in a broader than laboratory 
context, are beginning to be realised. Much of the work on adults has not even been 
in the sense of development, but in laboratory research on ‘ageing’, where ‘old’ age 
implies deterioration, in particular of the intellect, associated with chronological age. 
According to Poon and Welford (1980:xiv) this aging phenomenon "truly transcends 
race, color, religion and language barriers", and say that with increasing attention 
focused on aging processes, international cooperation and communication are 
inevitable. They contend that the abilities of adults to deal with change and 
responsibility declines with age, and that the position is a world wide phenomenon. 
Willis and Baltes (1980:260-269), however, question some of the research from which 
statements about aging are formulated and write that behaviour change must have 
meaning in the context provided by a given theory. 1 am suggesting for this research 
that the graduate study of international adult education is one area in which the study 
of adults and their development may contribute to the call by Willis and Baltes for 
knowledge of contextual frameworks and processes to aid what they call "optimal" 
aging, by refusing to accept agist theories.
Everywhere is recorded that the late twentieth century is characterised by an 
explosion of knowledge, but in so far as attitudes are concerned Glatt and King 
(1975:340) say about racism that by the time a student enters university, he may have 
been thoroughly conditioned by racist traits in a culture. Development may be 
interpreted, not by a reorganisation in a person’s belief system, but ‘fitting’ into the 
attitudes of their socializing groups. O’ Sullivan (1993:38) observes that linear 
socialization is at its most effective, when the tenets of a person’s worldview can 
assume a hegemonic status and "be perceived to constitute the limits of normality and 
common sense". People not sharing this worldview are likely to be judged as ill- 
informed or and / or deluded and regarded as either opponents or "suitable candidates 
for conversion or rehabilitation". A university cannot undo the past in terms of 
injustices inherent in prejudice, but Glatt and King point out that "the greatest sin of 
universities - one of omission - is that of not requiring students to systematically 
recognise and examine their biases" as part of their individual development.
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The theory - practice debate
Lindeman and Cunningham highlight a perceived difference between ‘academic’ 
formal theories, and their relation to practice by demonstrating an apparent paradox 
between the knowledge transmission role of adult education programmes and the 
social action tradition. The emphasis on the former has been in the formalized 
structure and provision of adult education whereas much of the latter has been in the 
voluntary field from where adult education as an activity has been ‘running’ parallel 
to its study. Social action adult education programmes have not generally been 
associated with university degrees although the contemporary interest in the higher 
education curriculum, is increasingly "prompted and fanned by forces external to the 
academic community" (Barnett, 1992:11) and to be publicly accountable to those 
forces. Applied and / or action research can be a relevant approach of international 
adult education of research in universities. An aim / goal of the research into 
international adult education could be to examine whether and how social 
transformation and the study of adult education may, or should, be related, but it 
would seem to be almost an impossibility to evaluate any connection unless a 
prolonged longitudinal study could be instigated and followed through. One of the 
aspects of study of international adult education would appear to be how 
transformation could and would benefit society and the world as whole (see Chapter 
Five for more on the theory - practice debate).
ADULT EDUCATION CURRICULA, NEEDS AND RELEVANCE
Adult educators have a history of ‘boasting’ that whilst being part of the academic 
establishment, they also cope with the "gritty realistic world" which according to 
Sheats (1970:xxvi) "is light years removed from what they call pure academia". 
Simplistically, adult educators have always been urged to consider the needs of their 
student populations and to try and help students to fill a gap which might exist 
between the provision of a formal education programme and the lives of the students 
themselves. In short to stress the relevance of any given programme to those 
involved in it. Knowles (1981a) popularised the view among adult educators that 
appropriate starting points for organizing adult learning activities are the needs and
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interests identified by adults themselves because adults are motivated to learn when 
they experience needs and interests that learning will satisfy.
Needs are determined by a multitude of logical, social and cultural factors and 
are influenced by expectations and normative standards (Boone, 1985:90). To cope 
with needs it is imperative that an adult educator understands how needs are linked 
to cultural heritage. Adult education literature echoes with debates about the concepts 
of need and relevance at different levels which crudely equate to personal, societal 
and global levels. A question commonly asked in the world of adult education is: 
What is of urgent priority in a system, country etc. needed to improve the quality of 
work and life and how can adult education contribute in this respect?
Needs
Adult education reflects many needs to include those of institutions, governments and 
the students themselves (Spaulding, 1987:143). Since 1960, at least, meeting 
individual needs were at one end of a continuum of objectives for any adult education 
programme and at the other end, is using adult education as an instrument of national 
policy (Sheats, 1970:xxvi). To attain the latter, Onushkin (1990:62) claims that for 
to be comprehensive, an adult education policy should envisage a country’s 
engagement in international and regional efforts.
Global needs are now an important factor to be considered in adult education 
planning and implementation. Some global needs are reflected in the trends identified 
by Cropley (1980:7) to include increasing pressure for equality of educational 
opportunity; greater interest in the quality of life; concern for the development of 
forms of education to be more closely linked with everyday life; greater autonomy 
and participation of consumers in educational decisions - including their own. 
Bennett’s Guidelines for Instructional Design in schools encapsulates the spirit of 
needs analysis in curriculum planning (see Figure Twelve), although it appears to be 
very structured and teacher-centred.
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To account for changing needs, the concept of a learning society (see Chapter Three) 
which recognises change as its most constant variable, and determines the nature of 
change through widespread citizen participation in an ongoing stream of educational 
activities (see, for example, Knowles and Klevins, 1982:18). The philosophy of adult 
and continuing educators will continue to adjust to the fluxing needs of its clientele 
and the moving parameters created by global communities. I prefer to think that 
graduate adult education provides an opportunity for individuals to be proactive rather 
than reactive and adjusting to different needs (McIntosh, 1986a).
Needs research
A major assumption about adult learners is that adults come to formal education with 
a need for immediacy of application. Although adult educationalists have thus 
increasingly been putting up a case for widening the focus of the curricula of adult 
education programmes to include multiethnic and international / global perspectives, 
a case may have to be made for its relevance to the adults on the programme. This 
effort may be especially difficult to make in a predominantly white population in a 
middle-class geographical area such as Guildford where I live and am employed, 
unless it is presented in high cultural terms such as educational travel opportunities.
NEEDS AND CURRICULUM
While working in contrasting cultures (see Preface), I became increasingly aware of 
a need to include information from and about other countries and cultures as well as 
our own. It seems that without it our knowledge base can be at the best limited and 
at the worst extremely biased and / or prejudiced. In discussing the present 
unprecedented world population growth, Rath (1993:5) contends that in a time when 
involvement of the average citizen in the national and international affairs of states 
and societies will be greater than before, adequate information and education will help 
to avoid debates being dominated by prejudice and sentiment instead of by insight. 
Internationalization may be seen to be synonymous with multiculturism and as Gaine 
(1987) suggests, adults from ‘white areas’ see multicultural issues as ‘problems’. 
When mentioning global issues such as widespread poverty, I have heard people ask 
"what has that to do with me?" or imply a sense of hopelessness by asking "what
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difference can anything I do make?". Persistently, according to Gaine a phrase heard 
from adults from the predominantly ‘white’ areas is that there is "no problem here".
Personal needs
From a psychological viewpoint, the effects of a mono-cultural education are 
damaging and limiting to the intellectual development of children and adults (Toff, 
1988:6). Rather than using the negative connotations of monocultural education as 
differentiated by Parekh (1988:11-25), for this research, I will reverse the position of 
citing the damage of monocultural education, to one of the ‘growth’ possibilities of 
relevance to students of multicultural / international education.
* having access to other cultural ideas our curiosity about others can be awakened, 
therefore
* our imagination can develop to conceive alternatives and
* our critical facility is enhanced
* we can avoid arrogance and insensitivity
* we can avoid stereotyping and making superficial generalizations.
I have found no substantive evidence that the needs of graduate students of adult 
education about internationalization have been documented. Using a form of learning 
contract based on Knowles, however, in Appendix Eight for the record and 
information, are examples of needs listed by some students at the beginning of a 
module on Internationalizing the Curriculum, I taught for the MSc in Educational 
Studies at the University of Surrey in 1993.
Professional needs
Having popularised the needs assumption above, Knowles (198la:8) we are faced 
with the reality that most people seeking higher education have learned only the skills
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of learning by being taught. They do not know how to diagnose their own needs or 
indeed any of the learning skills which may be required to survive under the present 
mercurial conditions. He suggests an urgent need exists to re-orient higher education 
around the world to develop the skills of autonomous learning, but to complicate 
matters he declares that teachers in higher education do not know how to effect this 
process. Despite that which is stated in this assumption, there is a situation where 
there is an aim for formal education but only limited expertise to facilitate the aim.
SUMMARY
In this Chapter some major curriculum themes to be considered for international adult 
education have been identified and examined. The association between culture, 
development education and needs, and the curriculum of educational institutions, is 
one which is fundamental to the study of international adult education. In Chapter 
Five some other curricula aspects will be studied.
NOTES FOR CHAPTER FOUR
1. Although if the book BOCOCK, Jean, and WATSON, David, (eds.). 
Managing the University Curriculum: Making Common Cause. Buckingham: 
The Society for Research into Higher Education & Open University Press, 
1994, is typical of the current concerns in the curriculum in higher education, 
the word ‘culture’ is not seen to be an issue of importance, as it is not 
mentioned in the book.
2. The ‘was’ - as if it is has ‘gone by’.
3. The aim of the Chair of Adult Education of Florence University in Italy has 
been working towards a model of a social university, using a close relationship 
between research, didactics and needs of social change to this end. See
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FEDERIGHI, Paolo. ‘Research Teaching and Society: Praxis of the Chair of 
Adult Education, University of Florence’, in Centro Europeo Dell’Educazione, 
Villa Falconieri, Frascati, (Roma). Adult Education in Italy: Research and 
Experimentation. Roma: 1983, pp 17-19.
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CHAPTER FIVE
INTERNATIONAL ADULT EDUCATION IN THE CURRICULA 
OF UNIVERSITIES (1)
As has been shown in earlier Chapters, curriculum is a concept closely connected 
with knowledge and values and with their transmission. As a concept it implies 
specific bodies of knowledge and general fundamental principles underlying those 
bodies of knowledge which help to determine their content (Schofield, 1982:123). 
Simplistically (but see later in this Chapter), the principles are usually referred to as 
theories (Bhola, 1989:38), although Cervero (1991:20) states most of the discussion 
in adult education use the terms body o f knowledge and theory synonymously. When 
I embarked on this research I made the assumption that international adult education 
is a legitimate subject for study as part of the curriculum of universities and as such 
could constitute a definable area of knowledge. I was also assuming that international 
adult education is to some extent grounded in the ideology of adult education, and the 
arguments which have been put forward for adult education as an area of study can 
apply to international adult education. Some of the historical data implies that 
additional arguments to support international adult education as an area of study in 
universities can be proffered.
Throughout history adults in each culture have consciously tried to further their 
education by one means or another (Lowe, 1977:121). In all parts of the world adults 
are engaged in intentional learning activities and people arrange situations to make 
it possible for adults to undergo processes called educational (Titmus, 1990:21).
Although provision for the study of adults has been available, neither the study of 
adults or the adults themselves, have been assigned very high status in universities in 
the West. Some reasons for this are discussed in this Chapter, since such a situation 
is very pertinent to the politics and policy for higher education provision and will 
affect any support or otherwise for curriculum development. In this Chapter, is a
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brief resume of some approaches to knowledge for education and curriculum from 
which an academic study of international adult education may be taken.
Fordham (1989:16-23) argues that adult education is an unusually problematic area 
for which to construct a curriculum because he says, as yet, there is no convincing 
suggestion that adult educators in general have a coherent and well articulated 
ideology, and "we have failed to create our own knowledge base for the field". 
Schroeder (1970:27), however, writes that since 1930 there has been an erratic though 
discernable trend towards greater precision in defining adult education which has 
roughly paralleled the growing professionalization which has occurred since 1930. 
Schroeder points out that if a profession of adult education is to emerge, a field of 
practice must develop clear patterns, attain general recognition and acceptance by 
those who will be served, and identify a body of knowledge to profess - all three in 
which depend, in turn, on an identifiable definition.
To intimate that adult education is (or should be), a defined area of knowledge is 
confounded by an ongoing confusion as to how it is conceptualised, and there is a 
case to discuss the issues associated with the confusion before an examination of the 
case for the study of international adult education is considered. When aiming for 
a conceptual framework for the study of comparative or international adult education, 
a concern in developing an effective approach is agreeing terms and definitions 
(Liveright and Haygood, 1964:7). I have defined international adult education in 
terms of "a study of national, transnational and comparative adult education issues", 
so I begin with a short discussion on the definition of adult education.
Defining adult education
Adult education is an amorphous concept and for its study, it may be categorised or 
classified into different applications of study which involve different agencies. 
Langenbach (1988:1) refers to adult education as a developing field of study which 
manifests itself in a wide variety of settings and takes such a multitude of forms that 
it defies facile description. Some applications of study are classified in terms of 
different types of programme such as community adult education including literacy 
programmes; teacher / lecturer / tutor training programmes; university liberal adult
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education; professional continuing education and the study of adult education as an 
area of academic study. International adult education as a separate study has not yet 
found its place in many universities, and although there appears to be a case for it and 
some of the recommendations have to be highly tentative, it can be regarded as a 
study and application within the over-all study of adult education.
Different terminology abounds in adult education. Courtney (1989:15) lists adult 
education, continuing education, lifelong learning, independent learning projects, 
community education, community development, adult learning, andragogy, adult basic 
education, conscientization, facilitation and animation, as terms which have been used 
at one time or another to mean more or less the same thing. From this abundance 
of terms some writers suggest a preference which can be confusing when attempting 
to formulate curriculum issues. Rivera (1987a: 1), for example, believes the currently 
labelled field of adult education would be more theoretically sound if it were renamed 
the field of adult learning, but adult education is certainly more than adult learning.
Titmus (1985:2) contends that the term "continuing education" is increasingly 
replacing that of adult education. A disadvantage and difficulty in the use of 
continuing education to describe the study of adult education in a formal setting, is 
that the former implies within an institution, the provision of courses which are 
continuing in a linear progression for any subject of study, rather than adult - or 
continuing - education as an area of study. That is not to say that continuing 
education may not be a studied. At a philosophical level, Schroeder (1970:28) 
identifies the concept of continuing education as an ideal, whereas adult education is 
a deliberate means to facilitate the realization of the ideal.
Some national variations in definitions of adult education are highlighted by Titmus 
(1990:21), but with the proviso that it may be of dubious utility, he says the 1976 
UNESCO definition global concept of adult education is now becoming more widely 
accepted than hitherto. I will put it in full as it is quoted extensively:
"the entire body of organised educational processes, whatever the content, level 
or method, whether formal or otherwise, whether they prolong or replace initial 
education in schools or colleges, and universities as well as in apprenticeship.
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whereby persons regarded as adult by the society to which they belong develop 
their capabilities, enrich their knowledge, improve their technical or 
professional qualifications, or turn them in a new direction, and bring about 
changes in their attitudes or behaviour in the two-fold perspective of full 
personal development and participation in balanced, independent, social, 
economic and cultural development".
The study of adult education itself is concerned with developing research, theory 
and practice of the educational processes cited in the UNESCO definition, whatever 
the context. It may be conceived as both a study in its own right and can provide a 
basis for the preparation of teaching adults in different settings which may be 
international / multicultural. The theory, practice and research can be seen as being 
embedded in each other (Usher and Bryant, 1989) (see below).
International adult education in universities
The range of lifelong education opportunities and who provides them, is infinitesimal 
and although the formal study of adult education in universities dates from the post 
first world war era (Charters and Hilton, 1989:2), it appears to have an ‘uneasy’ 
place in their curricula. Consistent with this view, is that the psychological study of 
human behaviour and learning / development of adults has until lately been largely 
ignored. Universities outside Britain, the Commonwealth and America  ^ , generally 
have had no major part in the study of adult education. In countries such as France 
(see Titmus, 1967, pp 88-92) universities have made little contribution as institutions 
to adult education. Nevertheless since the second world war, as Hake (1992:63) 
points out, there has been cumulative institutionalization of the academic study of 
adult and continuing education in universities in every continent of the world. 
Consistent with the internal validity of this research, and my audit trail (see Preface), 
in this study ‘tangible’ examples from universities from the five continents are quoted.
Universities may not have had a major part in the study of adult education, but 
some programmes have contained options in comparative adult education as shown 
by Townsend-Coles (1972). Twenty-five years later, however, comparative / 
international adult education is either not widely available in universities or its
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curriculum detail is not recorded in the literature, although references to international 
general education is now quite widespread. Where adult education is already part of 
the curriculum of many universities, a course in international adult education could 
be a chance for curriculum development, change and / or innovation.
Cassara and Draper (1987:87), draw attention to the increasing concern of graduate 
programmes in the United States of America, Canada and other countries with 
international adult education. Cassara (August, 1994) is one of the academics 
acknowledged in Chapter One, who has recently offered a university course An 
introduction to International Adult Education at the University of Southern Maine- 
Gorham. Hers, and the course offered by Sherritt (1992)  ^ on International and 
Multicultural Adult Education are areas of study in their respective universities, but 
relatively new curricula innovations. Peters (John) and Kreitlow (1991:158) also 
report, however, that in the USA international education is gradually attracting the 
attention of curriculum committees, as the "internationalization" of adult education 
increases. From an unpublished survey of adult education graduate programmes 
carried out by Rose and Mason in 1990, Peters (John) and Kreitlow (1991:157) 
showed (see Figure Twelve), that international education was offered as a ‘specialty 
area’ in seven out of the total of sixty-nine institutional responses, and forty-nine 
which included some speciality areas. They give no details of main areas of study 
which could include ‘comparative’ studies, but other areas of study such as shown in 
Figure Twelve or as part of an encompassing internationalization of the curriculum, 
may have international dimensions.
The study of adult education is a relatively new one and Cookson (Peter S., 
1989b), embodies in his conceptualisation of international adult education, one of the 
basic criteria for an area of study to be afforded the status of an academic discipline 
(see Chapter Six) presupposing an existing theory / practice. He submits that it 
constitutes a defined advanced knowledge / specialist area of study which links by its 
very nature, professionals between and across national boundaries, but it is at an 
‘embryonic’ stage and its margins are by no means apparent  ^ . Examining its 
parameters are part of its study as a curriculum area, but with changes in knowledge 
associated with changing roles in higher education generally, a more complex, 
pluralistic and unpredictable system or network of information is likely to be the
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norm, where parameters will be flexible and transitional. There is no detail of 
courses specifically in international adult education in other countries that I have
TABLE ONE
Showing Speciality Areas, including international education offered in Graduate Programmes in the USA
specially Area P 'u m b c T  o j  P rogram s
( n  = 49)
H um an R esource D evelop m en t/T rain ing/ 
V ocaiional-T cchnical Education 3H
A dm inistration/L eadership 20
Literacy/A dult Basic Education 13
G erontology 12
C ontinuing Professional Education 10
G eneral Field o f  Study 10
Instructional M ethods 10
C ooperative E xtension 7
C on tin u ing  H igh er E ducation 7
Planning and E valuation 7
International E ducation 7
C om m u nity  E ducation /D evelop m en t 5
A dult L earning and D evelopm ent 6
Reference: PETERS, John. M. and KREITLOW, Burton W. ‘Growth and Future of
Graduate Programs’, in PETERS, John M. and JARVIS, Peter, and Associates. Adult Education: 
Evolution and Achievements in A Developing Field of Study. Oxford: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1991, 
pp 157.
found, although some to which 1 refer in this study have a number of international 
activities and areas of international interest in their curricula. In the 1992-93 
academic year, as part of a M.Sc. in Educational Studies 1 organised and taught a 
module on "Internationalizing the Curriculum" at Surrey which was well supported 
by a range of students (see below).
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Lynton and Elman (1987:96) believe that the point long predicted by the advocates 
of adult education has been reached, where universities have an obligation to play a 
significant role in lifelong learning. With expanding access, calls for ‘relevance’ and 
public accountability the vision of the curriculum in universities is currently being 
revised (see Chapter Three). For example, the accelerating obsolescence of 
knowledge is creating a whole new dimension of adult education in universities with 
an accompanying demand for a review of the curriculum. Before going on to discuss 
adult education as an academic area of study I will offer some reasons why 
universities have not yet taken up this obligation to any extent.
The subject and the student
When developing courses in a university it has been the discipline or subject area for 
study which has been the ‘selling’ point, not the potential consumers (see Chapter 
Six). The curriculum has generally been a compilation of knowledge to be digested 
by the student (Aker, 1978:117). The nature of the student has rarely been taken into 
account. It was the texts which guided the formulation of the curriculum. This may 
be especially so for traditional students in universities where, with their strict entry 
qualifications and relatively low age range, students were considered to be a 
homogenous group with similar needs and aspirations and consistent with the elite 
aims of the university. For the development for a course for adults, the predicament 
is to decide not only the nature of knowledge required for the new course, but its 
appropriateness (relevance?) to the population to which curricula are to be directed.
Designing a curriculum for the study of adult education, due to the vast range of 
provision of courses and providing institutions from which students may be recruited, 
the range of interests of potential students and their institutional backgrounds are also 
of primary interest. Their prior learning experience instead of ‘usual’ entry 
qualifications are also important. A view in adult education is that the first step in 
planning the curriculum is usually to analyze the planning context and the client 
system (Sork and Caffarella, 1989:235). A planned course for adults in a university, 
according to this belief, is concerned explicitly with the students to which the course 
could be directed. There will be no expectations as with students from school, of a 
homogeneity of ability and / or interest other than for the university course with a
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planned curriculum / subject area for which students have enrolled, and [at present] 
that they have passed through an entrance requirement. The development of any 
curriculum may require an exact a description of the adult learners as is possible but 
planning any degree programme in adult education is a complex process made more 
difficult, by the tremendous variation in the educational and occupational backgrounds 
of the participants (Daniel and Rose, 1982:75). Other than in departments where 
adult education is studied, adults in universities until very recently do not appear to 
have been welcomed (see below), and then mainly due to the falling birthrates and 
economic necessity, so their needs have not been explored. As to the process of 
degrees, there is very little information / evidence as to the extent that even those 
Departments once they have attracted students have done accommodate them in the 
construction of the curriculum.
Some presuppositions widely quoted about the characteristics of adults are listed 
by Knowles (1981b:31) and include ones that individual differences among people 
increase with age, and that optimal provision for differences in style, time, place and 
pace of learning needs to be made in planning and implementing adult education 
programmes. Age, rather than other factors is the major element or purported 
baseline for the differences. The range of social and cultural diversity has not been 
considered, yet even in a programme for one professional continuing education group, 
students will come from a range of ages, social and domestic circumstances and 
different educational backgrounds which will affect their expectations of their learning 
experience; possibly their performance and the direction of the curriculum. One of 
the principle characteristics of andragogy or the theory of adult education is that for 
adults their experience is the richest source for adult learning, but prior to the event 
students do not always use their past experience, but rather their immediate needs to 
decide their future plans  ^ .
The identification of the target population may assume greater importance in a 
proposed curriculum of international adult education if it is seen as preparation for 
development education overseas as in the Peace Corps example in Chapter Four, 
because ‘external’ stakeholders may wish to influence the requirements of both the 
curriculum and the student. The courses may appeal to people who wish to work in 
another country for a voluntary organisation or in a multinational firm on its own
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adult development programmes; or in their own country where community outreach, 
distance learning methods and open learning systems may be being prepared and 
disseminated for a non traditional group of students.
International adult education is a new area of study, and only an informed guess, 
perhaps as a result of some market research among existing and recently qualified 
students, can be made as to whom such a course would appeal. Adult education 
degree programmes with which I have been involved from bachelor to doctoral 
degrees have appealed to a range of educators and educational leaders from all levels 
and areas of formal education and professional backgrounds. The module, referred 
to earlier. Internationalizing the Curriculum, on the Master’s degree in Educational 
Studies at Surrey attracted, among others, school teachers whose motivation was 
heightened by the 1985 Swann Report and the guidelines for implementing 
multicultural perspectives in implementing the National Curriculum, and nurse / 
midwife tutors who worked in higher education in multicultural inner city areas. 
Others who opted for the module ranged from students whose family backgrounds 
originated abroad, for example, Ghana, Nigeria and Formosa, to a performing arts 
educationalist who had spent some time in South Africa and was due to visit there to 
discuss, in preparation for her course work, the curriculum during the change in 
administration (Knox, 1993). As well as the nurses and mid wives some of the 
students were educationalists in multicultural geographical areas and had students or 
clients from different ethnic groups with whom to deal, some of whose client groups 
did not all speak English.
Thomas (Murray R., 1990:5) identifies types of graduate students from 
international education degree programmes with which he has had experience as:
* those who become specialists to serve as consultants in the solution of problems 
around the world;
* those from developing countries who wish to "improve their knowledge" to address 
possible educational solutions in their own countries;
* those from business and industrial firms who conduct operations overseas to help 
them estimate the educational requirements or attainments of potential employees;
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* people from the general public who enjoy finding out the sorts of issues that are
being investigated in education in various parts of the world.
Due to the expected ‘mixed’ backgrounds students, adult educationalists have been 
interested with ‘appropriate’ teaching and learning methods. The discipline based 
curriculum takes expectations about teaching and learning from the model of 
pedagogy or the art and science of teaching children (Knowles, 1980:40), whereas the 
curriculum for adults is based on the assumptions of andragogy, defined by Knowles 
(page 41) as the art and science of helping adults learn. Some implications of this 
difference are shown below and in Chapter Six. In the following sections why adults 
have not been routinely part of the clientele for university courses, is 
examined. Although the examples may not be universal, the principles underlying 
their reasoning, may be relevant to the study of international adult education in that 
they bring into a debating forum, a values-clarification approach to the role of 
universities in relation to global issues (see Vandenberg, 1990:112-113).
Traditional versus non-traditional students
The subject matter may have dominated the curriculum, but from an early stage in 
their deliberations, curriculum designers are expected to have a general impression 
of the kind of learners for whom the curriculum is intended (Pratt, 1980:269). 
Within universities, programmes have been conventionally designed for the young, 
qualified student with the time and opportunity to pursue studies on a full time basis, 
perhaps over several years (OECD, 1985:87) with no apparent competing interests 
either academically or financially. They have, therefore, been treated as a relatively 
homogeneous group whose decision as to what course they would take would be 
linked to their school choices and qualifications.
In the UNESCO recommendations and international studies, much has been made 
of how international adult education has a common interest worldwide for addressing 
human rights to education for everyone, and to develop curriculum areas for groups 
hitherto been excluded. Universities have not been interested in adults as students or 
a group of people to study, and adults themselves have not seen universities as a place 
to be studied or to study. So ingrained is this attitude that whilst universities vary in
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the qualities of the bodies of ideas and skills with which they work, in many countries 
over many years not only university staff but [non academic] adult educators believed 
that universities, the dominant if not the exclusive higher education institutions, were 
inappropriate to undertake the education of adults (Titmus, 1985:2). Groombridge 
(1990:140) comments that universities in [Western] continental Europe would have 
nothing to do with adult students, dismissing adult education as "a rather vulgar 
activity, hardly distinguishable from welfare work, and unworthy of elite institutions 
of higher education". He describes universities in modern times as being "obsessed 
with youth", regarding their main teaching responsibility to the younger generation 
out of school from where the next generation of scholars would be recruited. In 
short, to continue the tradition of transmitting existing knowledge and high culture 
exemplified in an university education. Campbell (1984:2) writes about universities 
in Canada, that for a small core of academics, public service, including continuing 
education, is irrelevant and a function inconsistent with the academy’s fundamental 
responsibility of teaching youth and discovering new knowledge.
In its hierarchical aspects, knowledge has been associated with power (Benewick, 
1973:207), because with a built in elitism, university education has been seen as a 
preparation for the few likely to undertake command posts in society. The knowledge 
imparted was based on traditional rationalism (see below) in which knowledge is 
immutable and absolute, and ‘educated’ people assumed to be educationally and 
socially defined according to their (inherited) ability to be ‘educated’ and leaders in 
society. In a rational view of education / knowledge, the role of the educator is to 
attract others into the form of life to which she and other educated people are already 
committed (Lawson, 1979:79). Additionally, Miller (1964:222) offers an explanation 
about the difference between the curricula of adults and those of children. He points 
out that schools have been sites for socialization, and inevitably take on "certain 
characteristics of all institutions based on inmate-keeper relationships such as 
hospitals, mental institutions and jails". He further intimates that considerable 
ingenuity and thought is given to the problem of persuading a child to adopt the 
schools objective as her own...to conform to a preset model with penalties for non- 
compliance. In this authoritarian model of education, students are perceived as 
passive recipients of the system, or ‘delinquent’ / uneducable if they do not conform 
to the system’s requirements. Hirst and Peters (Richard S.) (1970:32) write that
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authoritarians value obedience more than independence of mind. Expected for and 
from the system, therefore, would be people who are perceived to be biologically 
capable of internalizing and reiterating the worthwhile knowledge to which he himself 
has been ‘successfully taught’.
The elitist view, according to Titmus (1985), is also to a large extent due to a 
limited concept of the nature and target population of adult education which has 
prevailed, and is still widespread in the United Kingdom and in countries influenced 
by the British tradition of education. The nature of adults to which he is alluding are 
those attending extra-mural or extension programmes who are classified as ‘non- 
traditional’ students and ‘working class’. The OECD Report (1985:87) Education in 
Modern Society defines the term "non-traditional" student as referring to sections of 
the population or social groups such as women, students of low socio-economic status 
and ethnic minority students who previously were under-represented or largely absent 
from the programmes of higher education. The concept of non-traditional students 
is as characteristically mentioned above, based on a view of sociological stratification; 
psychological determinism linked with philosophical rationalism whereby [supposed] 
individual differences justify elite authoritarian political systems, class structured 
societies and a selective system of education (Holmes and McLean, 1992:9). In 
reverse, according to these theories, adults who have not availed themselves of the 
opportunities of higher education by virtue of not having obtained the necessary 
qualifications can be explained simply because they do possess the intellectual ability 
to do so. The argument is, that is why they constitute the working or lower classes 
who are most appropriately trained rather than educated. Plato’s view of knowledge 
which has influenced higher education for centuries (see below) was that to attempt 
to educate the masses would result in social mayhem.
Extra-mural courses are open entry and not necessarily examined or certificated 
and are in the liberal tradition of university education. The students need neither 
entry qualifications or necessarily expect ones on exit as would be characteristic of 
the outcome of full time university study, but generally the students do not answer 
to the OECD description of non-traditional. Statistics show that extra-mural students 
are not representative of the general population, if anything they are more likely to 
be those who have already been in post statutory education. Thus they are non-
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traditional in terms of their age and the voluntary open access nature of their 
educational endeavour.
The UNESCO (1978) -series of papers on The development o f higher education 
suggests that adults may avoid formal education. Pages 40 et seq of the above- 
mentioned OECD Report (1985) shows how in relative terms, progress of the low 
socio-economic status students towards university degrees generally has been 
negligible in its member countries since the mid 1970s. If universities are to have 
a role in producing a learning society / world (Chapter Three), and take into account 
different age, racial and cultural perspectives, and to include previously silent voices, 
changes in attitude are needed urgently. Even when non-traditional students do get 
into university, they are likely to experience cultural isolation, with norms, values and 
customs which contradict their home socialization and a curriculum which ignores 
their experience of alienation, (see Marchaseni and Adams, 1992, 11-13). No 
wonder cases are heard of students who adopt the high cultural norms of higher 
education and become ashamed of their background circumstances (see below).
If any sort of parity or equity is to be achieved. Banks (1994:211) foresees either 
a Shared Power Model - which I prefer to call z. Power Distribution Model - of 
curriculum design where currently excluded groups would share power with dominant 
ethnic / social groups; an Enlightening Powerful Groups Model where there are 
changed attitudes and actions of current elitist groups towards these ‘non-traditional’ 
groups, so that the ‘powerful’ would be willing to share power with the other groups. 
Four major factors common to all cultures which can be studied and shared in the 
curriculum are needs, values, preferences and roles (Ricard, 1993:24).
Youth versus adult education
A reason why adults do not get a "good deal" from [formal] education made by 
Cooper (1992:11) is that adults themselves are too easily seduced by the argument 
that younger people are more important [than older ones]. The study of international 
adult education at degree level may not appeal to a young traditional student on the 
grounds that there are no obvious school feed mechanisms for such a subject, and it 
is not a clearly defined professional field. Other cultural reasons have already been
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mentioned as to why adults may avoid university establishments. When adults have 
participated in formal education programmes, no provision until recently, has been 
made or contemplated for their special needs  ^ . With being preoccupied with the 
expansion of its more traditional functions, universities have hardly noticed a 
significant change in the character of the student body (Campbell, 1984:xi). It is as 
if, having assumed the deficit model of the human condition which crudely implies 
‘that adults have not acquired legitimate knowledge due to a lack of intellectual as 
opposed to technical ability, otherwise they would have been recognized for their 
ability earlier’, staff have to ensure that their expectations are met. It has not crossed 
the minds of the traditionally educated groups, until lately that what has been referred 
to as legitimate intellectual knowledge in the curricula bears the marks of social class 
and gender bias, as well as those of ageism and racism. To assess multi standpoints, 
one of the tasks of an international adult education curriculum is to critically analyze 
conflicting paradigms, values and assumptions of different forms of knowledge.
Contradictory to the over all view of adults in universities, British universities can 
be written about without once mentioning adult education, but there is no way adult 
education can discussed without mentioning universities (Groombridge, 1990:140). 
With notable exceptions such as Nottingham, however, historically the British view 
of university adult education has been primarily about the education of adults into 
more established university discipline areas than the study of adult education. 
Between the two world wars, for example, British universities set up departments of 
extra-mural studies to cater for adult students. These departments have made a major 
contribution to universities, according to Groombridge (1990:140) but he is not 
explicit about the nature of the contribution. He refers to extra - mural work as the 
‘system’ of adult education in universities to which the British Council would bring 
people from overseas to visit. This zoo-like interpretation could be indicative of the 
‘oddity’ of educating adults in universities or a modern case of cultural borrowing, 
either way there appears to be a case for analyzing how different political systems 
etc. perceive the role of universities in the study of the education of adults. The 
literature suggests a worldwide necessity for universities to admit adults, but not 
much is on the need or demand for the study of appropriate curriculum knowledge- 
content or teaching and learning processes etc. In Universities in Taiwan, the pattern 
of provision and curriculum development has been remarkably similar to that of
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Britain. In 1993, two universities in Taiwan established graduate programmes for 
masters degrees in adult and continuing education (Chen, 1994:2), however, and has 
identified such a need as a major vehicle towards promoting societal progress.
The Taiwanese situation is that universities have accommodated all groups of 
adults for multieducational purposes, since they began, but extra-mural work may 
have focused on the assumption that adults from the general population rather than 
from an elite strata of it, can be taught and benefit from university level education, 
but the curricula for extension or extra-mural classes has been in the format of 
academic disciplines rather than newer areas of study, such as adult education, and 
has attracted middle-class people who are attuned to the high culture, including the 
language in which disciplines operate  ^ .
In universities, the type of personal or popular knowledge of consumers 
characterised in adult education in needs analysis and / or the use of learning 
contracts, seems to have been ignored before the arrival of adult education theories, 
but that in itself cannot account for the low opinion in university study terms, of 
adults or why work with adults has carried little status. > As noted above, statistics 
have consistently shown that adults who attend university extra-mural classes are 
usually those who have already been in post statutory formal education.
In all respects the curriculum of international adult education may be to socialise 
adults into a different way of thinking, feeling and acting, but its means of 
transmission are the opposite as that portrayed by Miller above. A transformative 
curriculum, which is probably the most appropriate for international adult education 
(see Chapters Three and Seven) linked with the knowledge and skills to critically 
examine the underlying ideologies of this form of social control can be applied locally 
to take personal action to become involved in institutionalized politics. A 
collaborative participatory culture (see Leigh Smith and MacGregor, 1992:7) has 
always been part of the ideology underlying the curriculum of adults at any level of 
provision or student, so, in theory at least they have had some control over the extent 
of their socialisation process via the curriculum.
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Groombridge (1990) in writing about the United Kingdom, comments that due to 
the low status of the work and lack of recognition, it was common for professionals 
to joke about the adult education department as the "off-licence" (opens only after 
other ‘regular’ provision has closed, and offers items for sale for consumption off the 
premises  ^) to the university. Here is another example which can be interpreted to 
show negative attitudes to adult students, although to accommodate them flexible 
working pattern must become the norm. As was shown in Chapter Three, higher 
education is undergoing a change both in its philosophy and practice not the least due 
to the demographic changes in age distribution which seems to be a worldwide 
phenomena. In Britain life expectancy is extending while birthrates remain low and 
this ageing population is one factor to be considered what we expect of our higher 
education system in a changing demographic pattern. There is a need to respond to 
customer pressure (in the absence of pre-empting the demand!) which includes a 
rapidly growing number of mature students (NIACE, 1993:7).
The report of The Centre for Educational Research and Innovation (CERI) 
(1987:9) of the OECD on Adults in Higher Education states "adults today are a 
veritable new group in universities and other institutions of higher education and of 
growing importance and policy concern in many OECD countries". The report 
continues to observe that adult participation in universities has "transgressed the 
boundaries of non-degree, extra-mural studies and is moving from the margin into the 
centre of the Universities’ mission". What the report states further is important 
because it stresses that although the non-traditional age group has become in terms 
of demand for higher education, real or potential, little is known about this new 
clientele. Both of these aspects of higher education have implications for its 
curricula. For instance, new modules in smaller stages with credits for smaller 
course units and credit transfer between institutions (NIACE, 1993:7), are being 
offered.
Whilst continuing education, or the education of adults seems to be making its 
mark in universities, many Departments of Adult Education in universities in America 
and Canada and Britain have been closed in the last few years. Nevertheless, adult 
education as an area of study in universities is a step away from making room in an 
established culture for people who have hitherto been excluded, and at the same time
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is claiming a place in its own right in academe. In light with postmodern ideas adult 
education is questioning philosophical traditions in which Western culture legitimates 
itself and is an obvious example of the changing roles of university education. In a 
curriculum for international and global adult education, opportunities are there to 
develop an understanding of our own worldviews; to establish multiple perspectives 
and to study worldwide issues in which adult educators are involved. Encouraging 
students from a wide spectrum of backgrounds is appropriate to this task.
While higher education in its present form exists as part of any society, a selection 
of knowledge has to be made, and to have multiple perspectives presupposes an 
existence of some evaluative criteria such as justice and ‘worthwhileness’. The 
alternative would be chaos, and have to include what Lynch (1983:14) calls anti-social 
capital. In the following sections, some approaches to prevailing knowledge sources 
are briefly discussed to indicate the choices which are available.
Some approaches to knowledge *
There are many different ways of defining and examining knowledge which is the 
core of any formal education system. The body of knowledge comprisingjeducation 
includes philosophy which is concerned with the ‘oughts’ of education. Education is 
essentially concerned with knowledge, what is believed to be truth and values and has 
generally been theoretically divided according to its perceived purposes and vice versa 
(Kelly, 1986:5). In relation to the curriculum, the perennial questions of what kind 
of knowledge, who determines it, and how it is articulated are crucial (Skilbeck, 
1989:21). The key concept called up to legitimize knowledge activities in higher 
education, is that of truth (1990:54). Anderson (1970:130-131) asks the sort of 
questions with which educational philosophy is concerned, and they are questions 
basic to the judgements we make. What are the goals of the educational system? 
What are they trying to achieve? What are the objectives of specific courses? What 
are the most appropriate learning processes to achieve these objectives? What type 
of organization best fosters such learning processes?
Returning to Skilbeck’s questions about the nature of knowledge and who 
determines it, discussions are about if there is such a thing as objective knowledge
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equating to an absolute truth separate from ourselves, or is the only knowledge that 
we have that which we know through our senses. If the latter is the case, a further 
question is whether knowledge is derived from the empirical scientific paradigm or 
whether, as is argued in sociological theory, there is such a thing as intersubjectivity 
such as in sociologically constructed knowledge, on which we can base our 
understanding. There has always been a world of unlimited multi and conflicting 
perspectives, but it only seems to have been of recent origin that adult educators in 
academe have noticed. Now with the increasing interest in postmodernism, questions 
are asked as if the notion of truth can only be couched in relative terms which is 
context specific, or denied altogether because of the uncertainty of understanding the 
human condition. The post-modern view - that there is no truth, and all is 
construction - as Rosenau (1992:90) notes - is itself the ultimate contradiction because 
the view is presented as if IT is truth.
Distinctive categories are used to study knowledge and to divide it into types. For 
Hirst and Peters (1970) the transmission of valued knowledge is achievable through 
distinguishable forms which are fundamental to the development of rationality. 
Knowledge-content may be divided into discrete disciplinary boundaries and / or 
subjects for study. Banks (1994) also differentiates between ‘personal / cultural 
knowledge’ which has largely been ignored in higher education and ‘mainstream 
academic’ knowledge which is used in the academic world to support the notion of 
high culture. Banks (1994,147) includes these types along with popular, 
transformative academic and school types of knowledge.
Different epistemological theories provide their own answers about the nature and 
source of knowledge and what is meant by truth. In promoting a curriculum for 
international adult education, the knowledge base becomes an important feature, and 
is related to the adoption of research methods and the interpretation of research.
Philosophical theories include rationalist perspectives which have dominated 
education in the Western world for centuries, but in the Middle Ages were challenged 
by the empiricist or scientific perspectives. Although each of the approaches offers 
a different and competing view as to the nature and value of knowledge, the ideas of 
both are still very strong in university education to the extent that many of the critics
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of these knowledge approaches believe that the scientific approach has been reified 
in modern history. What happened in the Enlightenment period was the belief that 
if mankind followed reason and used the scientific method, it would be possible to 
have continual progress on this planet (Ornstein, 1977:114). The ideas of the 
Enlightenment included the supremacy of reason for solving social problems (see 
Dewey’s ideas later in the Chapter), and many of the educational convictions of that 
time - education for equality, civic responsibility and intellectual reasoning - are very 
much in line with expectations of a curriculum for international adult education. The 
difference between the use of reason then and earlier rational theory was that reason 
was now being thought of in terms of actively thinking and reflecting, rather than 
being genetically programmed to discover what was already there.
A priori knowledge : rationalist /  essentialist approaches to education
The classic tradition of curriculum models with their emphasis on high culture is an 
example of the rationalist position, and the whole idea of the prespecification of 
educational objectives arises from a rational design model such as that of Tyler 
(Jenkins, 1982:19). Rationalist or essentialist theories of knowledge which they are 
sometimes called, begin from the belief that some kind of certainty in human 
knowledge must be possible, and as Kelly (1986:8) says, go on to assume that since 
the evidence of the human senses is notoriously fallible, such certain knowledge must 
originate with the rational mind. The fundamental tenet of these theories is there can 
be a priori knowledge which is independent from the experience of the senses and 
they argue for this on the basis of a notion of innate ideas and knowledge. They also 
propound that the knowledge which derives from these rational sources is superior to 
that which comes from less certain origins. That is, certain knowledge is attainable 
by the intellect independently from the senses. The proper aim for rational enquiry 
is to acquire the objective knowledge or truth, about the world (Maxwell, 1984:10).
Holmes and McLean (1992:8) use Plato’s Republic as the example of where 
essentialism as a curriculum theory is exemplified and from which subsequent 
developments can be identified. At the heart of the argument is that peoples’ 
abilities, including intellectual ones, are determined biologically. Education is for an 
elite. Plato believed that the function of education was to cultivate reason for future
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political leaders and training should develop the animal instincts appropriate to 
workers. An essentialist curriculum, consists of a few carefully selected subjects 
whose internal logic and coherence are purportedly self-evident. Such subjects 
presented in logical sequences provide learners with the intellectual skills and the 
moral fibre of a societal leader.
Primarily the function and purpose of a rationalist curriculum on which the extra­
mural type adult education and higher education generally has been based, is to 
develop intellectual abilities to be used to control both people’s spirits and ’passions’ 
or emotions. Intellectual superiority is equated with moral superiority both at 
personal and societal levels. The assertion is that as knowledge represents power, 
rationalist knowledge has been aligned with systems of control and authority in 
society. A rational curriculum model is one based on the position that there has to 
be an educated elite with higher education to ‘enlighten’ those who have the ability 
to be educated; teach and uplift the masses, in particular via those people who are 
students of the elite but for the masses, only at the basic level of survival. Since the 
educated elite hold the power of knowledge and the decision about what is to be 
transmitted, a didactic approach is consistent with its educational aims. If the 
principle of the rationalist approach is translated into cultural hierarchies and its 
approach is mostly Western and white, taken as the ultimate truth it professes, no-one 
outside of that group can be classified as elite.
The aim of rational enquiry may be to promote the sort of social progress, human 
welfare and enlightenment expressed in the aims of international adult education, but 
as it devotes itself to achieving the purely intellectual aim of acquiring knowledge, 
but only by dissociating itself decisively from the goals, values and beliefs of common 
social life to ultimately be of benefit to humanity (Maxwell, 1984:10). Rational 
enquiry must ignore human need in order to help fulfil such need. As rational 
knowledge is considered to be the only unchanging truth, social change would be seen 
as a process of degeneration, hence rationalist models of the curriculum see the 
educational institution as fitting to an established social order.
Scientific knowledge : Empiricist theories
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Throughout history, most types of scientific research and theory have been based in 
what Harman (1987:12) calls an "implicit metaphysic that is both reductionist and 
positivistic". That is, scientists have sought to explain phenomena in terms of what 
is ultimately discernable to the physical senses either directly or by the use of 
scientific instrumentation. In this empiricist tradition, natural science is taken as the 
basic model. In empiricism the issue of eternal, indubitable, necessary truths was 
dismissed rather than contested (Bauman, 1973:70). The underlying assumption of 
empiricism is that there can be no knowledge which does not derive from empirical 
observation or logical necessity. An assertion can only be true if it can be shown to 
reflect observable experience or to be logically entailed by some prior assertion 
(Kelly, 1986:13). The only source of knowledge is the experience of our senses and 
there can be no way of demonstrating the validity of any assertion made on any other 
grounds. Empiricist theories which were the hallmark of the behavioral sciences in 
the 1950s say that only behaviour and stimuli are ultimately measurable (Harman, 
1987:10). The ideal education suggested by the empiricist view is one which supplies 
abundant and optimally ordered phenomenal experiences to the student so that her 
powers of observation and association may enable her to grasp "the natural order of 
events"....defined by Schleffer as "the ability to make accurate observations, 
reasonable generalizations and willingness to revise or relinquish laws which fail to 
anticipate actual courses and events". Herbert Spencer (1859-1929) had an answer 
to what knowledge is of most worth, and for him in every case the answer was 
science. His answer was that it is knowledge which helps people to solve problems 
that they are likely to meet in a democratic society (Holmes and McLean, 1992:14). 
He thought, however, as did many others in the empirical tradition that empirical data 
would help to provide the answers to society’s problems.
Empirical data has carried great worth in academe. Science is the foundation on 
which the modernist paradigm has been built and has framed Western intellectual, 
social and educational thought for decades, but intellectually its methods have 
dominated areas well beyond its domain (Doll, 1993). Science as proposed by 
Spencer - a modem adaptation of Newton’s empiricism and Descartes’s rationalism - 
has become for the social sciences, and hence, for education and curriculum, a 
paradigm.
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Titmus (1985) and Clark (1983:40), write about adult education that unlike the 
well-developed and relatively clear structures of knowledge in the natural sciences, 
to date the knowledge content in adult education carries poorly integrated and 
ambiguous bodies of thought. In using the natural science analogue what they are 
saying is that adult education knowledge lacks empirical data. A standard empiricist 
account depends on three assumptions (Esse, 1980:vi) which are of naive realism, of 
a universal scientific language and of a correspondence theory of truth. It is the 
universality claims of scientific knowledge criticized by postmodernists and others.
Rationalist and empirical approaches assume that an objective and absolute state 
of knowledge is possible. As inspired by the natural sciences, modern social science 
has sought to function on the basis of epistemological enquiry by assuming an 
independent reality and requiring theory to be tested (Rosenau, 1992:109). To 
achieve social progress, empiricists believe that the advancement of knowledge in 
science is the way. By organized enquiry, which bases its results on observation and 
experiment, speculations, prejudices and myths of philosophers and of ‘ordinary life’ 
of ‘common sense’ are ignored, or not accepted as true on trust (Maxwell, 1984:11).
The Tyler type curriculum (see Chapter Seven) has been labelled as a spectator 
theory of knowledge, which emphasizes precision in the statement of curriculum goals 
and experiences, and the design by which these goals and experiences are evaluated 
(see Doll, 1993:168). Control and authority in the rational-empirical paradigms are 
vested in experts who are considered to be purveyors of knowledge, but see to the 
essence of the real world as non-contradictory and basically unchangeable mirrored 
in deductive logic is far from trivial. Galtung (1990:99) proposes that by enacting 
unchanging theories, people try and bring about conditions for the theory to be 
confirmed in its consequences. Using natural science as a model, the social sciences, 
including education, in trying to ‘scientize’ their disciplines, have adopted what Doll 
(1993:63) refers to as a "shallow and mistaken view of what constitutes science". 
The less obvious point is that it excludes the concept of interaction. The model of 
teaching is didactic rather than aiding, stimulating, helping or challenging.
In the last few years, other approaches to knowledge are being promoted. 
International adult education, as has been intimated in this study is associated with
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action research, and a commitment to social action, and Thomas (I.E.) (1984:8-9) 
about adult education research, reminds us that research means something more than 
relentless empiricism. He recalls when Jane Thompson’s book Adult Education for  
a Change which can be regarded as an example of participation action research, was 
reviewed in the Times Higher Educational Supplement, by the then Director of the 
Arts Council who restated the "narrow traditional view of adult education, rather than 
taking the opportunity to initiate new discussion". In this century the ideas of 
education of a leading American philosopher, John Dewey, have influenced the 
course of educational development in America and throughout the world, and will be 
examined briefly next.
Progressive knowledge: Pragmatism and Relevance
Progressive knowledge or education, of which Dewey was a major proponent, is a 
major reaction against an authoritarian conception of the content and method of the 
curriculum which suggests that the most desirable response on the part of the learner 
is the unquestioning acceptance of doctrines (Hirst and Peters, Richard S., 1970:29) 
From Rousseau onwards, part of the progressives moral protests was about what they 
thought was a lack of respect for children. What developed from this stance was a 
generalized view of education, consistent with the assumption that ‘education’ was 
derived from the Latin ‘educere’ meaning to ‘lead out’ (Hirst and Peters, 1970:30). 
The aim of education was thought of as ‘growth’ or the development of individual 
potentialities. The curriculum it was argued should arise from the needs and interests 
of children, not from the demands of the teacher. Curriculum methods were only 
educative if they involved the learning from experience rather than being told what 
to do, and the child was a discoverer rather than a listener.
In so far as adult education is concerned, the notion that for Dewey, knowledge 
can be used as an instrument to solve social problems includes an acceptance of the 
basis of his approach, which is that education is a process of social activity (Ornstein, 
1977:142-144. Dewey’s pragmatism is an influential theory for the curriculum for 
problem-solving and developing what Young (1980:vii) refers to as the hope for the 
democratic ideal and higher education (see Chapter Four), a recurrent theme in 
international adult education.
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In the past whether it be the study of, or the commitment to social action, 
international adult education in those terms would not have been regarded as part of 
the curriculum of traditional western universities, because the ascendancy of the 
scientific method of establishing ‘secure’ knowledge-content of the curricula has 
resulted in a consistent failure to examine science as a social practice and as a 
historical and cultural product (Usher and Richards, 1994:36). Knowledge has been 
regarded as ‘objective’ in the sense that its theoretical and scientific base is removed 
from social purpose / change which was not its main goal (Rogers, Alan. 1993:1).
Countries deemed to be Third World, however, already have social responsibility 
as a main focus in the curricula of adult education programmes (Rogers, Alan, page 
2), and adult educationalists in universities elsewhere, are increasingly examining 
their philosophies to favour a social action bias (see Ilsey, 1992, 25-34, Bhola, 
1988:20). Rogers, (Alan, 1993:3) argues that the concept of social change or 
‘development’ should lie at the heart of all adult education programmes. To Rogers, 
the ‘global issues’ approach - in which the concept of international adult education is 
included - to adult education in the West, bears some relation to the social 
responsibility view of adult education which is present in Third World countries. 
There may be a difference in how an adult education degree programme and a 
community adult education programme can influence social change, but inevitably 
universities cannot avoid a responsibility for social change. Using social change as 
an educational aim implies that the curriculum of any adult education programme will 
include political knowledge and skills. Yamaguchi (1993:18-19) discusses the 
position in Japan from the view that democracy and adult education are defined as 
learning designed to promote knowledge, skills and ability among people to enable 
them to participate in the process of political, social, economic and cultural 
development aiming at a democratic society which secures sovereignty of the people 
and human rights.
The notion of relevance is embedded in pragmatist epistemology in which there is 
a rejection of the view that curriculum can be justified by reference to intrinsically 
worthwhile structures of knowledge, and as shown above rejects the dualism between 
pure and applied knowledge. Pragmatists argue that learning occurs best when 
arising out of application to ‘real-life’ problems, and when it is derived from sensory
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experience. In adult education theory there is a strong emphasis on ‘relevance’ of its 
content and style of provision; to the societies or groups in society of which they are 
part and increasingly to world issues.
The curriculum in the United States has been profoundly influenced by pragmatism 
and its emphasis on ‘useful’ learning (Lauglo and Lillis, 1988:4). The utilitarian 
strain in American culture, along with populist scepticism of academic high culture 
has reinforced the view that education should be as useful as possible. There is a 
perceived difference between high culture theory and its application and relevance 
practitioners. Sheats (1970:xxvi) states that every professor of adult education knows 
his brighter students are increasingly testing the curriculum for relevance. Relevance, 
to Sislian (1984:151), will always have to do with "what you need, you heed", but 
any debate on relevance has to address the question as to what is relevant to whom 
and vice versa, and who decides. Increasingly student relevance is embedded in the 
political situation, especially in times of high unemployment and changing paid work 
patterns.
Dewey’s theory is criticized on its notion of equality of outcome, rather than 
equality of opportunity, but the extent to which his ideas have permeated the 
curriculum of university adult education is obvious in some ways. Dewey’s ideal is 
of the nurtured growth of the unique individual in community with others (Jeffreys, 
1971:20), provides a baseline for student-centred participatory teaching and learning, 
and taking formal education as a means to prepare people for democratic 
involvement, that is, participation in a broader sense. For Dewey, activity is the 
dominant human characteristic (Bowen and Hobson, 1974:169), but an essential 
accompaniment to that action in Dewey’s terms is the ability for creative thinking, not 
drawn from a metaphysical, but a psychological reasoning. Dewey rejected Plato’s 
theory of innate, immutable knowledge, society and the individual (Holmes, 
1981:142); and those of Aristotle because of what Dewey thought were his 
complacent views of change. Both Plato and Aristotle distinguished between reason 
and experience with the former being a reliable approach to the acquisition of 
knowledge. Aristotle added two others to this dichotomy; that between theory and 
practice and that between liberal and vocational training. Dewey regarded these 
particular dualisms as among the most damaging to the progress of modern education
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(Holmes, 1981:143). The same sceptical ideas about these dualisms is in the writing 
of postmodernist thinkers. In pragmatism, students are seen to have the ability to use 
reasoning in scientific research and to use the former to guide the latter, but it 
presupposes an act is right if conducive to co-operative, collective, rather than 
individual achievement (Vandenberg, 1990:55-56).
Two trends have been identified in pragmatic [progressive] curriculum theory. 
One stresses the student-centred aims which make the needs of the developing child, 
or adult, the criteria for setting the curriculum content. The emphasis is also on self- 
discipline which is closely connected with the ideal of autonomy which is implicit in 
their approach (Hirst and Peters, 1970:125). Society centred progressive educators 
who also take Dewey as their intellectual leader consider that the main purpose of 
schools is to reconstruct society. The two approaches can only be reconciled if the 
needs of individuals are analyzed in the context of present day societal problems. In 
the light of this theory, curriculum debate turns on the identification and analysis of 
worthwhile problems to address.
The process of learning from experience is an active process for the pragmatist. 
The mind is neither conceived as a deep well of necessary truths, nor a blank slate 
upon which experience writes (Scheffler, 1983:5). Rather it is viewed as a capacity 
for active generation of ideas whose functions it is to resolve the problems posed to 
an organism by its environment. The ideal education is one which connects general 
ideas with ‘real’ problems and which stresses their practical bearing. There is a huge 
scope here to argue as to what is defined as problems and by whom, to consider the 
allegation that formal education may be promoting utopian social engineering, as if 
it has not always done so in the past with its structural-functionalist orientation, but 
I will resist the challenge to continue to another approach to knowledge in the concept 
of praxis.
Praxis
Praxis is a concept which is increasingly being discussed in adult education, and has 
has come to have crucial significance in the theory and practice of adult education, 
particularly in the work of Paulo Freire (Armstrong, 1990:148). In praxis as Lauglo
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and Lillis (1988:5) point out, a curriculum seeks to integrate theory and practice. 
The concept of praxis can be traced back to Aristotle where it was interpreted very 
crudely in terms of ethical endeavour in practice, especially in relation to the welfare 
of the polis, being the citizens who comprised the political community (Grundy, 1993 
goes into this point in more detail in her discussion of the curriculum, drawing on 
original texts by Aristotle). Grundy (page 65) picks up some points about a modern 
interpretation of praxis as practical interest generating between subjects, not action 
upon objects, where the important thing is to exercise judgement through deliberation 
- or in current literature ‘reflection’. The deliberation incorporates processes of 
interpretation and making meaning of a situation, so that appropriate action can be 
decided upon and taken, that action being deemed to further the ‘good’ of the 
participants involved.
Praxis in modern thought, has been interpreted in Marxism as a process where a 
person’s experience of productive [economic] work is the criterion of truth (Lauglo 
and Lillis) and has been linked to the concept of polytechnical education rooted in 
socialist ideology (see for example, Nyerere, 1968) and Marxist epistemology. What 
sets polytechnicalism apart as a curriculum theory is that the content of education 
should be interpreted in the productive - as in paid work - life of the society (Holmes 
and McLean, 1992:13). To relate theory to practice and education to the productive 
life of society requires a fundamentally different approach to the concepts of 
worthwhile knowledge proposed by Plato and reinforced by generations of teachers 
about the sake of education for its own sake primarily directed at an elite group in 
any population. It also takes a different form in modern terms as to the primary 
purpose of formal education. An example is given by Bao of how, for example, self- 
fulfilment is interpreted in different ways which in some ways illustrate this 
difference.
The dialectical materialism of Marx and Mao has been the philosophical basis of 
adult education in China since 1949 (Bao, 1988:15). Bao’s article examines the 
differences and similarities of the philosophical foundations of adult education in the 
United States and China. She draws attention to the emphasis in curricula on 
personal development and growth in the United States, in which she says everyone 
is assumed to be "equal". Adult education in China is assumed to be determined by
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class and economic interests in the Chinese society, which according to Marxist 
theory alienates the workers unless they find self-fulfilment in their paid work in the 
collective interest. Adult education in China is openly stated as a symbol of great 
social change, as an indispensable condition to develop and consolidate the people’s 
democratic dictatorship, as a political task of the people of the whole nation and 
especially of the educators to achieve government priorities (Bao, 1988:18).
The claim of Marx that education in a capitalist society is a tool of ruling class 
interest directs us to examine the relation between the interest of economically 
dominant groups and the ideas of education as ‘good’ and ‘worthwhile’ in itself. The 
limitations of Marxist theory, relates to its focus on how knowledge is controlled and 
legitimised, and its neglect of the equally important process of its acquisition (Young, 
1982:109). Usher and Bryant (1989:171) define praxis in a broader way, as the 
dialectical bringing together theory and practice, where generalized theory or 
prescriptions cannot be adopted per se, but must be filtered through the contextual 
constraints within which action is located. Practice, is not the application of theory 
nor is the action involved in practice ‘mindless’ or atheoretical.
I have briefly described some types of knowledge, but critical theorists have not only 
argued against a natural science paradigm for education and offer alternatives to 
counteract the argument that education becomes meaningless if we agree that 
objectivity is impossible. Critical theory in adult education encourages students to be 
wary of what is knowledge may be ‘taught’ to them in formal education.
Critical Theory
Whereas Dewey and pragmatist theory has as an aim for using reason to solve social 
problems, to move into an emancipatory curriculum, the use of reasoning and 
thinking go beyond situating the learning experience within the experience of the 
learner; it is a process which takes the experiences of both the learner and the 
teacher, through dialogue and negotiation and recognizes them both as problematic 
(Grundy, 1993:103). Critical theorists are concerned to show how their theories 
differ from those in the natural sciences in that critical theory holds that scientific, 
or positivistic approaches to the study of human society are at best ill conceived or
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at the worst irrelevant and distorting. Indeed Gibson (1986:4) insists that to use 
methods and assumptions of the natural sciences in the study of society is to hamper 
the pursuit of truth.
The implications for the curriculum in a critical theory model include that the 
participants - including teachers - are actively not just involved in a critical analysis 
of existing knowledge but aim to formulate / generate alternative theories where 
potential solutions (as opposed to problems) are critically examined from the ‘real 
life’, personal / cultural knowledge of those participants. Critical theory argues that 
in human affairs all ‘facts’ are socially constructed, humanly determined and 
interpreted and hence subject to change through human means. In the curriculum, 
for example, such notions as ability are neither objective, nor natural. Rather they 
are categories constructed by, and serving the interests of certain groups. In this task 
an awareness of how personal, historical, situation-based and system-framed are our 
choices (Doll, 1993:130). Critical theory is a group of approaches from which the 
postmodernist ideas among others have been drawn.
Postmodernism
The 1960s witnessed an approach to education, following on from Dewey’s 
progressive education, came to be known as post modern educators who believe that 
curriculum can best inspire learning only when ‘school’ knowledge builds upon the 
tacit knowledge derived from the cultural resources that a student already possesses 
(Aronowitz and Giroux, 1991:15). These theories see knowledge as being socially 
constructed and arising out of the process of social interaction (Jones, 1984:105).
Postmodernism calls into question the rigid dichotomies modernity has created 
between ‘objective’ reality and subjective experience and others including the 
divisions between the notion of theory as being something separate from practice in 
education. The implications of a postmodern perspective for education and curriculum 
are by no means clear (Doll, 1993:3). An alternative framework for making meaning 
of curriculum practices is provided by the theory of knowledge-constitutive interests" 
proposed by the German philosopher Jurgen Habermas. His theory is about 
fundamental human interests which influence how knowledge is constituted or
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constructed and is consistent with a postmodernist approach where knowledge is
organized around personal, intuitive and epistemological concerns (Rosenau,
1992:109), rather than the view that knowledge is ‘objective’ and exists somehow
apart from people.
The re-differentiation of postmodernist thinking creates a critical space in which 
these and other dualisms, for example nature/culture, masculine/feminine,
rational/irrational can be deconstructed and reconstructed (Usher and Edwards, 
1994:29). Lyotard (1992:xxiii) who is a widely quoted writer of post-modern ideas, 
uses the term post-modern to describe what he considers to be the condition of 
knowledge in most highly developed societies, that is a state in which there is 
incredulity towards ‘grand narratives’. With regard to university areas of study, or 
disciplines, in which major texts have formed the basis for rational knowledge on 
offer, post-modern views of education, according to Aronowitz and Giroux 
(1991:136) are representative of the decline of Western civilization and what has been 
accepted as academic areas of study.
Rosenau (1992:15) contends that within a diversity of post-modern 
pronouncements, as far as the social sciences are concerned, two broad general 
orientations, "the skeptical post-modernists and the affirmative post-modernists, can 
be delineated". Her distinctions relate to the two forms of post-modernism referred 
to by Doll (1993) as deconstructivists and constructivists mentioned in the Preface. 
Whilst deconstructivists preclude global theories, constructivist, affirmative 
postmodernists argue that a new form of planning for a postmodern world would have 
to involve the social collectivity in all its heterogenous form. Ryan, quoted in 
Rosenau (page 132) says multiple strategies, policies and plans would have to be 
interrelated with no one exclusively dominant. From what has been written, for 
international (adult) education as a topic of study, a constructivist / affirmative 
approach to the curriculum will be fitting.
The consequences of the post-modern view of truth and theory are enormous, if 
an alternative is that all discourse claims absolute equality. Rosenau (1992:89) argues 
that rigid truth claims are unfashionable, but a need for theory is central. A basic
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difference is theory no longer precedes practice, and where practice is no longer the 
handmaiden to theory (Doll, 1993:162).
Doll (1993:x) envisions a postmodern curriculum which will allow powers of 
creative organisation of experience to be operative in an environment, that maintains 
a healthy need for closure and a desire to explore. I take up some of Doll’s ideas in 
Chapter Seven.
The theory - practice dilemma revisited
As shown above, in the modernist - post-modernist debates in the literature there is 
a great deal of discussion about the place / role of theory in academic study which 
has questioned the concept of ‘truth’ to which an academic curriculum is purported 
to attempt to attain, and from where the theory on which ‘truth’ is based is derived. 
In the rationalist / empirical interpretations of academic legitimate theory, the theory 
and practice of adult education have been sometimes seen as being quite separate, an 
issue which has been increasingly criticised for its apparent absence of awareness of 
the people involved in the process of education. A fair amount has been written 
about the scepticism of practitioners to theory, and those propounding theory. Barber 
et al (1975:77), however, believes that if practitioner prefer to regard the theorist as 
a toolmaker rather than as a system builder, it means simply a degree of resistance 
not to theory as such, but to particular types of theory. He is referring to formal 
(abstract) academic theory which may to practitioners bear no relation to practice.
In respect of the ‘development’ of the curriculum of adult education programmes, 
Schroeder (1970:33) points out that adult education [practice] developed somewhat 
chaotically in response to a great variety of special interests and needs rather than 
systematically in response to some over all plan or purpose, and that is probably 
typical of most Western countries. The implication is that an over-all plan may have 
facilitated both the theoretical and practical developments of adult education, and 
structurally that is an idea contained in the work on a learning society.
From a curriculum viewpoint, Knowles (1985:vii), who has made a major 
contribution to the theoretical realm of adult education programmes, explains a lack
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of [formal] theoretical studies in America, as being the result of the nature of the 
leadership of the adult education movement which has historically come from 
practitioners. Accordingly he explains, the literature has been concerned 
predominantly with principles of good practice but not necessarily the underlying 
rationale for the practice, and says apart from himself and Cyril Houle in America 
writers, have had little interest in the programming (curriculum) aspects of adult 
education  ^ . He is assuming that theory is not in the practice, and is thus ignoring 
practical (or non-propositional) knowledge which arguably has formed the basis of 
many of the developments in curricula in higher education over the last twenty years 
(Barnett, 1990:40) .
The theory - practice arguments range from those who follow the rational- 
empirical path to those who follow a post-modern perspective who are still deciding 
whether and what path there is to follow, or will any path be acceptable.
SUMMARY
In this Chapter some issues relating to international adult education in the curricula 
of universities are examined. I have shown that adults have not been typically part 
of the academic culture as students and offered some reasons why that is the case. 
Some theories of knowledge from which a study of adult education may be drawn or 
contextualized, have been briefly explored. There has been a great deal written about 
the expansion of higher education to cater for adults but little about the knowledge- 
content of courses of adult education degrees in an international context, or what 
students themselves may want in this area. Robinson (1972:60) expresses the 
criticism that virtually all the reforms in higher education...have little or no regard 
to the content of education and implicitly or explicitly adopt a conservative approach 
to the curriculum. In Chapter Six, the vexed questions of the adult education’s 
knowledge status as an academic discipline, and its legitimacy are explored.
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER FIVE
1. From the text of his book, I think Titmus is referring to the United States of
America, not the continent of the Americas.
2. See Note 16, Chapter One.
3. Contrary to tradition, in the current state of flux of higher education curricula, 
however, the lack of precision may be expedient, to allow for transitory issues 
and processes to be included (see Chapter Seven).
4. Which is just as well for adult educationalists in universities, in so far as
‘feeder’ courses are concerned, since there are very few undergraduate 
courses in adult education, and graduate courses attract students from a wide 
variety of former educational backgrounds.
5. Such as competing demands on time and money and lack of self-confidence 
in the participation of perceived high cultural activities. On my interview for 
a mature student place on a first degree I was asked about the opinion of my 
husband and child towards my application, as if they may have influenced, or 
otherwise, my acceptance.
6. When I had the role of setting up the psychology courses for Surrey
University when it achieved its Responsible Body status, I used to work 
closely with Jonathan Smith from London University, who had a similar role 
so that if either of us wished to enter the territory of popular psychology we
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could always check with each other whether or not another university would 
be prepared to offer a similar course.
7. Derived from the Concise Oxford Dictionary Sixth Edition. 1979, which 
happened to be available at the time of writing.
8. I appreciate that the following list is a ‘Cook’s Tour’ rather than an in depth 
analysis of these approaches.
9. Although in the USA, books by BOONE, Edgar J. Developing Programs in 
Adult Education. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1985; 
and DEAN, Gary. J. Designing Instruction fo r  Adult Learners. Malabar, 
Florida: Kreiger Publishing Company, 1994, and articles as in HAYES, 
Elisabeth, and COLIN III, Scipio A.J. (eds.), ‘Confronting Racism and 
Sexism’, in New Directions fo r  Adult and Continuing Educationy Number 
61, Spring 1994, San Franscisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 63-76. in the USA, 
have indicated an upsurge of interest in the last few years.
10. Rather than using the terms theory and practice, in the ‘Preface’ of the book 
by KNOX, Alan B. and Associates. Developing, Administering and 
Evaluating Adult Education. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1980, 
p xiv, Knox distinguishes between concepts and the descriptions of actions in 
which practitioners engage.
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CHAPTER SIX
INTERNATIONAL ADULT EDUCATION IN THE CURRICULA 
OF UNIVERSITIES (2)
Any dialogue on international adult education as part of the curricula in universities 
will include that of the knowledge-content and its status in relation to the role of 
disciplines as a basis for the organization of knowledge. As there is no work at all 
on the knowledge status of international adult education, I am using the ongoing 
debate on adult education as an academic discipline to illustrate the points of 
contention to be faced when considering a new subject for academic study. Although 
I have run a course at Master’s Degree level in Internationalizing the Curriculum, and 
found some courses in international adult education in universities in America, but 
in the present climate it seems important to be able to assess and justify their status.
Adult educators have long argued about whether adult education is a "true 
profession or discipline" (Courtney, 1989:19), and there is a great deal of criticism 
about the knowledge state of adult education (Long, 1991b:69, Bright, 1988) and the 
status of those involved in its application and practice. In this Chapter some aspects 
of Chapter Five will be elaborated.
The academic system has traditionally been presumed to have existed on a world 
scale organized along disciplinary lines where the reach of an academic discipline 
over-rides the boundaries of national systems. It is purported that it is the 
disciplinary mode of knowledge organisation that has rendered higher education over 
time and space, basically meta-national and international much more than elementary 
or secondary education (Clark, 1983:29). While often failing to achieve universal 
knowledge, the concept of disciplines are distinguished by the commitment to that 
idea (Bates et al, 1993:xiii). An inconsistency in this argument is the massive growth 
in literature generally that universities internationalize their curricula, implying that 
there is a flaw in the previous acceptance of disciplines as an overarching absolute
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way of binding higher education internationally. Nevertheless, academics have been 
said to have had an allegiance to their disciplines first and to their universities or 
employing institutions second. Disciplines are, thus, still the dominant form of social 
organization of legitimate intellectual knowledge today (Aronowitz and Giroux, 
1991:145) following a long history of sub-dividing the curriculum according to 
different kinds of knowledge (Lawton, 1981:43). There are major arguments 
currently in the literature as to the status of academic disciplines themselves. They 
range from those who believe that the disciplines are the sovereign form of 
knowledge over all others, to those who believe that disciplines have no place in the 
modern world of changing knowledge. In between are those who believe that there 
are discrete areas of knowledge which can be brought together to offer an integrated 
approach to the curriculum.
Cases are put forward to argue for academic ‘freedom’. ‘Outside’ intervention 
is seen as an attack on professional expertise and academic status, in developing the 
curriculum in universities, in particular to have some freedom to express critical 
opinions. At present, the World University Service (WUS) is addressing, in a global 
context, the concepts of academic freedom and university autonomy. At the WUS 
Sixty-Eighth General Assembly in Lima, from 6-10th September, 1988, a Declaration 
on Academic Freedom and Autonomy of Institutions in Higher Education was made 
(see Fernando et al, 1990:185). This group is actively seeking to promote autonomy 
to avoid being targeted for those perpetuating human rights violations (page ii). At 
the same time to be able to challenge dogma and express critical views themselves, 
and to be able to encourage students to do without fear of recrimination.
Although organizational changes can and do take place within and across major 
disciplines, Paterson (1989:29) epitomises the first position when he states that the 
cognitive and educational primacy of the great disciplines are permanent and 
unshakeable. To him, of architonic significance for all knowledge and enquiry of all 
kinds, they constitute our most profound and complete ways of receiving and 
interpreting human experience. Hence, he entreats, that they "must be recognized as 
having epistemological sovereignty over all lesser, localized bodies of knowledge".
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The strength of Paterson’s view attests to a growing realisation that disciplines 
have evolved and developed over time, and contribute to "sites of symbolic power, 
both in the academic world and the wider society" (Middlehurst and Barnett, 1994). 
The power element has been especially strong in the rationalist tradition, where 
disciplines have been interpreted as a means for disinterestingly pursuing the ‘truth’ - 
the crucial word being the ‘the’ - (see Usher and Bryant, 1989). With that type of 
tradition and strength of opinion it is no wonder, therefore, that the appeal of 
discovering THE (his emphasis) all embracing, universally generalizable theory of 
adult education is very strong despite what Brookfield (1992:80) writes is the lack of 
success enjoyed by those engaged in the endeavour. Law (1992:256), an academic 
from New Zealand, writes that much as we may wish it otherwise, within the 
university setting adult education is often regarded as a lightweight field.
I have previously alluded to the current criticisms from a number of sociological, 
political and economic sources (among others) of the disciplinary organization of 
knowledge and the academic values in which disciplines have been nurtured and 
accepted. Under such pressure, the sort of recommendations for students to be 
involved in curriculum development and their own learning, which have been implied, 
if not explicitly given as reasons why adult educationalist have not been accepted as 
part of the academic elite, are now being put forward by traditionalists as reasons for 
academic decline. Dire warnings from the traditional fraternity (and I do not use the 
word lightly) are forecasting a disintegration of academic life with the crumbling 
status of the disciplinary mode of university curricula and academic organization. 
The latter position is succinctly summed up in an article by Middlehurst and Barnett 
(1994) which I will use in the following paragraphs to discuss the perception of 
traditional academics when being faced with having to practice as have adult 
educationalists throughout their existence. The idea is to distinguish some points to 
be considered in presenting a curriculum in international adult education.
Adult Education as an academic discipline - the debate
Although Dressel and Mayhew (1974:3) * say that the concept of discipline is one 
of the most overworked and ill-defined terms bandied about, disciplines as intellectual 
territories have had powerfully wide-ranging effects both within the university and
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beyond it. There are so many complex matters around the concept of a discipline, 
which like many of the issues in this research, could constitute areas for in depth 
research, especially in the light of all the ongoing changes in higher education. An 
interesting aspect of the study of adult education, may be because of its newness as 
an area of study in universities it has not taken its status as a discipline as ‘given’.
University structure have traditionally been through its disciplines which have:
* provided a means of structuring knowledge and understanding;
* provided a way of organizing access to knowledge and understanding and
* contributed to the moulding of personal, professional and social identities. 
(Middlehurst and Barnett, 1994:48).
On a broader basis, discipline structures have:
* provided a method for presenting knowledge to students;
* offered a means which have traditionally been seen as "separating truth from 
falsehood" and have
* provided a way of organizing and co-ordinating the search for new knowledge, 
(see Middlehurst and Barnett, 1994:54).
Many of the controversies about the legitimate status of adult education in 
universities revolve around whether adult education is or should constitute an 
academic discipline in its own right (Boone, 1985:ix); whether its knowledge base is 
multidisciplinary or whether it constitutes an interdisciplinary study. Disciplinary 
studies assume a discrete area of knowledge with quite clear cut boundaries. 
Multidisciplinary approaches to study assume that there are several disciplines 
contributing to an area of study, for adult education it would be a case of whether it 
is still reliant on what have been considered to be its foundation disciplines (see 
below). Interdisciplinary studies and imperatives in research tend to be at the 
opposite end of the spectrum and indicate that thematically - and problem-related - 
fields of knowledge are capable of providing a major dimension of learning (Birch, 
1988: 42-43). As part of the discussions about the academic status is whether adult 
education constitutes a theoretical or practical field of knowledge, as if these two
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areas are mutually exclusive. As disciplines are not defined in terms of practice, 
adult educationalists are arguing for both disciplinary status and status as a practical 
activity which are incompatible, and when Boshier (1979:20) and others define adult 
education as a field of theory and practice, as in the concept of praxis (see Chapter 
Five and below) they are actually questioning the status of adult education as a 
discipline. In the curriculum, is another matter of whether adult education is to be 
conceived in terms of being coextensive with education itself or whether it has a 
unique and underlying unity (Squires, 1993:90). Adult education as an area of study 
and practice is professed to be different from the education of children and young 
adults as adults have characteristics and needs peculiar to adulthood which affect its 
theory and practice. Three ways in which adult education is seen as unique are 
identified by Squires (1993:90) as being in terms of its students as adults; its 
orientation towards groups [of people] as well as individuals and its mode of 
operation, that is, in its emphasis on student participation.
Often adult education is referred to as an emerging academic discipline (Little, 
1979:3, Cookson, Peter S., 1987:24) although some writers (for example, Campbell, 
1977, Boyd and Apps, 1980; Plecas and Sork, 1986:48 and Rohfeld, 1990) base their 
work on the premise that it has developed beyond an emergent state to an established 
academic discipline. Lowe (1977:121) claims professional adult educators based 
largely in university departments, have established adult education as a discrete field 
of study within the overall field of education and Verner (1980:147) states 
categorically "adult education is a social science discipline" with its own 
characteristics. Little (1979:3) agrees that although adult education is in an early 
stage of development it does possess a discernable body of knowledge consisting of 
concepts, classifications, typologies and definitions. Hake (1992:63) is more cautious 
when he writes, "even if adult education does constitute an academic discipline, it is 
more unstable than most other disciplines".
Among the factors that have contributed to inhibiting theoretical advancement is 
the scarcity of comprehensive frameworks or maps of the field of adult education 
according to Nordhaug (1987:2). One element is a disagreement about the strategy 
of development: the controversy of whether theory formation should be based upon 
elements from established social science disciplines, or founded on theoretical self­
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sufficiency stemming exclusively from research within its own area of study. To 
Sork (1993) there is a dilemma facing academic adult educationalists in Canada which 
is, the relationship between certain source disciplines and adult education as a field 
of study. Sork (1993:4) defines adult education as a multidisciplinary field of study, 
which draws on its ‘parent’ disciplines for its theory. .
Bright (1988:72-78) questions the status of adult education as an academic 
discipline, on the grounds that its literature relies too heavily on what he judges to 
be its source disciplines and does not recognise its own difference from those 
disciplines. His opinion is that adult education is essentially a field of knowledge 
dependent on the "higher" forms of knowledge such as psychology and sociology. 
In the research by Townsend-Coles , history, sociology and psychology were 
prominent in the courses for which he provided details, but they were additional to, 
rather than instead of, the adult education aspects of the curricula. The problem at 
the heart of this debate seems to be about having to make decisions as to the 
theoretical context for research, within which type of knowledge.
The term ‘foundation’ in relation to academic disciplines is used in two different 
but related senses (Usher and Bryant, 1989:41). In the first, disciplines constitute a 
base or source of knowledge that has a clear supporting connection with a 
superstructure of practice. A characteristic of a foundation discipline is that the 
knowledge base is secure and reliable as a consistent evidential feature. For example 
in medicine the foundation disciplines of biochemistry and anatomy provide 
explanations and descriptions of the world on which the practice is based if patients 
are not to die. In this sense Usher and Bryant (1989) point out foundation disciplines 
are a necessary part of the relationship between theory and practice. In adult 
education as shown above, foundation disciplines would include psychology, 
sociology, philosophy and history. The second sense of foundation disciplines 
denotes their place in the field of knowledge. Hirst (1969:47) refers to this field of 
knowledge as "a collection of knowledge from various forms which has unity solely 
because this knowledge relates to some object or interest". Fields of knowledge in 
Hirst’s definition, are related to practice. In these terms, it could be argued that adult 
education itself forms a foundation for international adult education. Whether a 
degree in international adult education needs to include adult education does
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presuppose a very discrete area of adult education from which to draw. Certainly in 
terms of knowledge-content I have not seen anything in adult education degrees about 
peace education although I am sure there are some somewhere.
There are many other classifications and categorizations of disciplines (see 
Lawton, 1981, 42-48), in which international adult education may find a place. The 
implications in the interpretation of international adult education, that as is all 
education, concerned with practice. From their definitions. Usher and Bryant agree 
that on the face of it, adult education appears to be a field of knowledge. They 
challenge the notion of foundation and the assumption that it is possible to apply the 
knowledge contained in named foundation disciplines to the practice of adult 
education. To them, conceptualizing adult education as a field of knowledge of either 
the theoretical or practical variety is inappropriate and unhelpful. They believe that 
there is a unity between theory, practice and research in adult education which they 
call the ‘captive triangle’. An advantage of describing international adult education 
in these terms is that there is ongoing world wide research (see Appendix Six) which 
forms part of the theory and practice of what is perceived as international adult 
education. In some cases international adult education may be based on ‘subjugated 
knowledge’ (Usher and Edwards, 1994:54) because much of the work is drawn from 
anecdotal and practitioner knowledge which has not been incorporated into ‘formal 
knowledge’ systems predominantly because the information is not widely available in 
academic texts. It is as if international adult education forms an area of tacit 
knowledge, where there is an agreed but unwritten understanding about what it 
comprises. Every society rests on some set of largely tacit basic assumptions about 
who we are; what kind of universe we are in and ultimately what is important to us 
(Harman, 1987:10), but for an area of study, there is a responsibility to examine the 
assumptions and make them explicit, otherwise an unacknowledged, unquestioned, 
culturally embedded curricula will continue to be offered.
With the history of higher education and the way curricula has been devised 
around the concept of disciplines of study. Hake’s (1992) conclusion about the 
instability of adult education as a discipline, reflects problems when discussing its 
study in universities. There is a clash of expectations between the functions of the 
university and the expectations of adult educationalists. The stereotype of the
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university is that it provides educational opportunities for elite groups from restricted 
socio-economic backgrounds to perpetuate, and reproduce a certain type of ‘high’ 
cultural capital offered by white middle-class males via rational-empirical research. 
It is a social maintenance approach (McIntosh, 1986a). The stereotype of an 
international adult educationalist is someone providing university education for anyone 
who wants it, and for their area of study within the curriculum, designing courses to 
question existing sources of knowledge and provide new and different ones. The 
latter includes an examination of how social action / transformation may benefit 
educators and consumers, their societies and the world. It is a social innovative 
approach based on an interface pragmatism and critical theory.
Higher education is presently at a crossroads. The future seems to be that higher 
education curricula will have to be revised unless universities are going to totally 
ignore all of the moves towards recruiting new types of students and to resist 
orienting themselves to the practicabilities of the demands for societal relevance. The 
results of a recent research project from The Centre for Higher Education Policy 
Studies (CHEFS) at the University of Twente, Enschede, in The Netherlands, debates 
the changing position of higher education on the lines of what is in Chapter Three, 
with an increased emphasis on privatisation. It contends that structural improvement 
and evolution can only be achieved through a fundamental appraisal of state higher 
education policy and a reform of the institutions, and one of the foremost goals of 
higher education policy must be to enable the institutions to be involved appropriately 
in social change and development (see Mohn and Empter, 1994:vii-ix).
Adult education may gain legitimacy and status in the higher education sector, 
but it cannot be on the same basis as for traditional disciplines and maintain its 
differential approach to practice (see below). Difficulties which face adult educators 
in their quest for recognition in universities, include reconciling those where the 
grounds for an academic discipline are not consistent with the assumptions made 
about adults as learners and implied in the stereotype-descriptions above. One of the 
most enduring convictions in the adult education literature, for example, is that the 
orientation of adults to learning is life-centred, so appropriate units for organizing 
adult learning are life situations, not subject areas for study (Knowles, 1981b:31).
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These two would not be incompatible if ‘subjects’ were redefined in integrated, rather 
than discrete, terms (see Chapter Seven).
Another assumption is that the appropriate starting points for organizing adult 
learning activities are needs and interests identified by the adults themselves because 
adults are motivated to learn if they perceive it as a means to satisfy those needs. It 
is professed that a person as an adult student or client, not the educational subject 
matter is what differentiates adult from other forms of education (Merriam, 1987:187; 
Paterson, 1979:3; Squires, 1993:90 and many others), and that is probably another 
reason why adult educators have avoided curriculum issues in universities, since the 
content outline at the least will be preset in the disciplinary tradition, and in line with 
the curriculum offering of any formal institution. The learning situation is necessarily 
teacher centred in so far as the authority for the subject is vested in the institution and 
the person offering the course. Although there may be student participation in the 
courses, syllabii are determined, not by reference to student’s supposed or expressed 
interests, but by reference to what they are perceived to need to know in the subject 
area (Keddie, 1981:49).
If the study of international adult education is to have a place in higher education 
and these assumptions given credibility, an alternative to the notion of an academic 
discipline will have to be offered. When planning a curriculum, decisions about 
what will be studied and how, are among the foremost considerations and in the case 
of graduate study will affect a course organisation including staffing. Regard for 
resources, and organization cannot be ignored in curriculum development. As well 
as the sorting of knowledge into disciplines and subject areas, however, may help 
curriculum planners to decide what content is going to be offered, but does not 
necessarily predetermine how learning activities are to be organised (see Lawton, 
1981:43). Curriculum design [in higher education] typically culminates in credit 
course offerings which focus on clearly defined subject matter (Niemi and Nagle, 
1979:142) . The question is does the subject matter have to fit the criteria of an 
academic discipline? If not, what is the alternative?
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Current criticisms o f disciplines
Prevailing ideas outside of adult education are critical of the whole notion of 
disciplines in modern age-. Middlehurst and Barnett (1994:55) point out that many 
of the traditional purposes and functions that have been served through the 
organization of knowledge in a framework based on subjects are threatened either 
deliberately or unintentionally as a result of some of the current changes in higher 
education. For instance, if universities are to be seen to actively contribute to social 
change and development, the question has to be asked whether disciplines are 
appropriate means of study? MacArthur (1975:25) demarcates between discipline- 
oriented universities where the specialist is king, and mission-oriented society where 
the non-specialist and synthesizer is king. At the time of writing, he predicted that 
if students did not get an answer from universities to resolve this contradiction, they 
would turn to polytechnics. Course structures which allow the students to take the 
courses they want, he forecast would turn to polytechnics (see below).
With a trend towards acknowledging international interdependence and a 
curriculum for global citizenship, the appropriateness of the study of a single 
discipline or subject, either in teaching or research is being strongly denounced in 
some recent writings. Altbach (1991:269), for example, declares that traditional 
academic disciplines have been considered to be "stumbling blocks" to the 
advancement of knowledge, interdisciplinary approaches remain important in a period 
of rapid technological change and scientific growth reflecting the rapidly changing 
nature of scientific knowledge (page 270). In calling for a major reform of Indian 
universities, Aggarwal (1993:255-257) proclaims a need for new interdisciplinary 
areas to allow greater flexibility for students. Even in contemporary science areas. 
Gibbons (1992:92) states that there is little understanding of contemporary science to 
be gained by thinking in terms of traditional disciplinary labels such as physics, 
chemistry, biology or engineering. Whereas in the past scientists and technologists 
were separated by types of activity. Gibbons maintains that this is no longer the case. 
His contention is that people’s loyalty is no longer to disciplines, but to short term 
projects around a particular problem.
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Middlehurst and Barnett (1994:50) offer a view which appears to be gaining 
credibility in a number of debates about disciplines when they write that disciplines 
can lead to a narrow or rigid vision which is unhelpful for both solving pressing 
socio-economic and environmental problems, and for developing flexible and broadly 
skilled graduates suitable to a post-Fordian or postindustrial era.
They identify a common element of the arguments against the disciplinary 
organization of knowledge which have been included throughout this study as:
"the problems of the ‘real world’ - as the world beyond academe is commonly described - do 
not fall neatly into subject specific boxes, but flow over the edges of the boxes and into 
unexpected corners. The solution of these problems may well be found at the boundaries 
between tlie subject boxes, emerging out of combining different ingredients in new 
combinations".
These type of reflections have consequences for traditional ways of organizing, 
developing and creating knowledge within disciplinary boundaries, mostly because as 
I have said elsewhere that formal or academic knowledge was not concerned with 
everyday problems, so the case would not have been seen to apply. The contention 
made by Morrison (1994:2) about schools is applicable. He writes that a subject- 
based, academic, curriculum which relies on the written word and is formally 
assessed does little to upset the societal status quo. It is ‘socially reproductive’ rather 
than ‘socially transformative’.
From the above quotes, it would seem that since 1990, Barnett has altered his 
position, in that he then debated the current arguments AGAINST disciplines, 
beginning with the view that academic disciplines which for so long have been 
considered to represent the liberal conception of higher education, in reality are a 
major impediment to that ideal (Barnett, 1990:175). Disciplines are bounded 
packages of knowledge and experience, each with its own internal character. They 
represent narrowness and limit the development of the human mind, by "corralling 
students into groups, hedged in by definite boundaries". Disciplines are, therefore, 
anathema to any real open and liberating educational experience. The repercussions 
of this state of affairs can be outlined as in the following premises put forward by
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Bamett, followed by responses, as it were, from a committed international adult 
educationalist. A give-away in terms of Barnett’s contentions are that many of his 
contentions, he puts as if they are applying to students as a separate body of people 
of people from staff, thus -contradicting some of his own arguments for participation 
and a one worldview.
Premise One
* students (and staff?) in different academic areas are unable to talk to each other 
in academic terms
Response
* what happens, when their work takes them into areas, such as town planning, 
or any type of community development, where their own discipline enactment, 
is closely related, if not ‘intertwined’ with others?
Premise Two
* students (and staff?) in different academic areas have no sense of sharing a 
common endeavour, as academically their loyalties lie with their Department
Response
* how do they, then, mobilize themselves as a group academically when they need 
to formulate their ideas about academic developments?
Premise Three
* there is hardly any sense of a common discourse among academics
Response
* if at the core of the character of an academic community is critical discourse 
which includes the self-questioning of attitudes, prejudices and values, from 
where are the academics finding alternative perspectives, if it is not with each 
other in the first instance?
Premise Four
* discipline-driven researchers talk mainly to themselves, and even then, the so- 
called peers cannot always understand each other ^
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Response
* if they do not understand each other, or only talk to themselves, how to they 
ever expect to talk to, and / or understand other people, in particular those from 
other social, racial and gender groups?
Premise Five
* all knowledge is connected, and anything we do in our educational transactions 
to convey a difference picture is damaging
Response
* you would agree, then that major changes are urgently needed?
Premise Six
* the problems of the world do not come in simple disciplinary containers 
Response
* you seem to be suggesting that academics need to be looking more actively at 
the problems of the world in their discipline areas
Premise Seven
* the carving up of the academic world, reduces the possibility of a genuinely 
participatory democracy
Response
* quite!
In all fairness to Barnett, in the rest of the Chapter from which I have quoted above, 
he addresses some of his own contentions, and I will look at them later.
Morrison contends that it is in what he classifies as "the low-status cross­
curricular themes", that the potential to meet the demands of a changing society find 
their clearest expression. Included among these ‘themes’ are peace education, which 
has been mentioned in connection with a curriculum of international adult education, 
but Barnett (1990:176) warns "the signs are not good".
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The debate continues
Rather than argue alternatives to a disciplinary organisation of knowledge at this time, 
I will return to the position as pictured by Middlehurst and Barnett for the current 
position in universities, taking into account the sort of curriculum issues with which 
this research has been concerned. In their contentions for disciplines, they offer an 
alternative view, at least structurally.
Middlehurst and Barnett betray their own position when they talk about how the 
purposes of disciplines are "under threat", and paint a gloomy picture of the future 
of academic life, whereby they describe the character of teaching as being altered 
from imparting a corpus of knowledge and disciplinary methodology to the facilitation 
of learning and the management and delivery of a negotiated curriculum. The 
following quote from Middlehurst and Barnett seems to sum up the current position 
in universities, but at the same time highlights the contradictions with which academic 
staff who wish to continue in a traditional way are having to deal. They say:
"Notions of learning are changing from student formation and induction into a subject area to 
student acquisition of packages of knowledge (which will need to be regularly updated) in 
combination with a range of transferable skills. The early stages of higher education are no 
longer presumed to provide a sufficient basis for a student’s future: continuous learning and 
further education will be necessary, undertaken within a university environment and outside 
it."
They go on to discuss perceived changes in academic organization:
"The delivery of teaching through subject focus moves first to delivery around a course of 
study, and then to the provision of learning modules....Similarly, the organization of learning 
of teaching in departments gives way to organization within integrated academic frameworks 
to meet the needs of different student pathways".
They conclude (1994:59) that "in terms of teaching and learning, serious 
engagement within a subject area, and a deep level of understanding of disciplinary 
modes of enquiry are all potentially threatened and beyond these lie the perceived
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threats to social and intellectual values of identity, community and territory, that were 
part of the traditional functions and modes of academic organization represented by 
disciplines and subjects". A decline in the status of disciplines is perceived by some 
as a decline in universities and their very existence  ^ .
Lynton and Elman (1987) offer ways in which this issue can be resolved by 
maintaining both disciplinary and multidisciplinary type courses, but their ‘proposed’ 
solution does not really answer whether there is room in universities for subject areas 
which are integrated in themselves, and thus do not constitute disciplines in their own 
right, but degrees in cross-curricular subject areas for which subjects such as 
management and business studies have already set a precedent.
International adult education could be described as has adult education for years 
as an ‘emerging discipline’. Alternately it could celebrate its difference from 
traditional disciplines, especially if it sustains an emphasis on social action and action 
research programmes. With the projected view of universities, it seems hardly worth 
debating whether international adult education constitutes an academic discipline in 
the traditional sense, as it may be in the current climate detrimental to its status. 
Along with all other academic endeavours, the grounds for the legitimacy of any 
university subject will be different than hitherto rational authority, and it is no way 
obvious at the moment what other grounds will be defined or agreed. Instead it 
would seem more likely that legitimacy will be ‘intertwined’ with prevailing global 
requirements, ‘locally’ and / or ‘contextually’ defined. The postmodern view of 
legitimation is that it is always local and context-relative. In that climate, subject 
areas will vary according to global / societal requirements, although Rice (1992) 
argues that whatever happens, there is still a case for research for its own sake.
As the above lengthy quotes show, there is currently tremendous pressure to 
move away from a discipline based organisation of knowledge to a more integrated 
approach of organising and presenting knowledge in the curriculum, but there is not 
a great deal on offer to date, as to how the dilemma between the role of a university 
in creating a certain kind of knowledge, and the alternatives which are impinging on 
and questioning the status of that knowledge itself, can be resolved. In a way
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Middlehurst and Barnett have provided one answer to the alternative of a discipline, 
in their above descriptions (but see below).
Burn (1980:3) anticipated that a major transformation of the entire higher 
educational system is needed, and that virtually the whole curriculum would have to 
be transformed to include increased knowledge from other countries and a greater 
recognition of the trans national character of most issues. In the light of all of the 
societal changes and demands on higher education. Rice (1992:117) deems that the 
time is ripe for a basic reassessment about what it means to be a scholar in a 
contemporary context (see below). To meet the growing demands of a knowledge- 
based society (see Chapter Three) and to attract the best of a new generation into the 
academic profession, Rice asserts that we need an enlarged view of scholarship: one 
congruent with the rich diversity that is the hallmark of higher education; one that is 
more appropriate, more authentic and more adaptive for both our institutions and the 
day to day working lives of academic staff. In Figure Fourteen his representation of 
the "enlarged view of scholarly work" is shown.
Leicester (1993:79) argues that given constructivism, traditional academic 
disciplines are not the only viable forms of knowledge. The point is then whether my 
assumption that international adult education is a legitimate study in universities can 
be justified, and if so, on what grounds? To contextualise the argument about adult 
education in universities I have assumed above that adult education has taken the 
mantle of a discipline, and the responses against it are as any other discipline, but as 
shown in Chapter Five the assumptions underlying the study and practice of adult 
education, even if a distinction can be made, are not congruent with the bases on 
which disciplines are formed and transmitted. Despite its claims to be different from 
pedagogy, and marginal from ‘mainstream university provision’, adult education has 
not been prominent in offering alternative models to those of a traditional academic 
discipline, mainly I suspect because adult educationalists like others mentioned in 
previous Chapters have been associating universities with pedagogy. Also, in the 
1960s and 70s, a major attempt was made to combat disciplinarity and to bring 
cognate disciplines together, for a more socially relevant curricula (Barnett, 
1990:176), but since then the trend has reversed. Multidisciplinary courses in the 
public sector become a collection of units, usually left to the students with vertical
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rather than horizontal connections across the disciplines. Whether adult and 
continuing education are conceived of as a field of practice, an academic discipline 
or an amalgam of both, its contemporary image is unfocused at best, fragmented at 
worst, and it probably based on this view of multidisciplinarity. Pittman (1989:15) 
alleges that the whole remains less than the sum of its parts, mainly on the grounds 
that "no abstractions have transcended the various segments of this field of 
scholarship and practice". He is clearly using a traditional interpretation of a 
discipline as a bench mark against which to judge the academic merits of the study 
of adult education. This is a problem adult educationalists have not resolved.
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Although Clark (1983) in his famous tome about the way academic subjects are 
organized, gives hope that the elements may be seen in a more than previously static, 
unchanging manner, his description of disciplines is a standard one. Firstly advanced 
(disciplinary) knowledge has several distinguishing characteristics whose effects are 
purported to radiate throughout academic organisations. Clark points out its
specialized character which as a form of knowledge is said to "knit together" 
members of a profession with each other (Clark, 1983:29), but the work by Sork 
elsewhere in this research, and Barnett above, show flaws in this argument. It is 
supposed to have increasing autonomy from other specialities and discipline areas, but 
the trend towards an academic contribution towards international / global issues, 
indicates that even if this is indeed the case, it is neither in the interests of the 
specialists or the world in which they live, to continue to pursue this degree of 
specialization. Above all else the ethical aspects of particular types of research 
have been doubted. Thirdly the discovery of knowledge in a disciplinary field is 
supposed to be open-ended in that "each speciality is expected to improve itself 
beyond its own frontier onto currently unchartered ground" (Clark, 1983:13). The 
last two characteristics are contradictory since to develop its knowledge base, there 
must be avenues for change and development, influenced by ‘outside’ expectations. 
The debate about research methodology and empiricism is part of the changes already 
taking place in higher education, to use alternative research approaches.
A major criteria of an academic discipline is that it, rather than the institution 
in which it is offered, has provided the means for an academic community of 
scholars, even if that community is isolated from others and from those working in 
it. In short, representing a clan of individuals with only their discipline in common, 
and in which, if Barnett is to be believed, so competitive that dialogue between them 
is not the norm.
To have credibility it would appear that new subject areas will aim for 
international recognition, but the emphasis on internationalization in the curriculum 
is linked with institutional / structural internationalization, not just the subject itself. 
With the internationalizing of the curriculum in universities. Tonkin and Edwards 
(1981:84) believe questions must be continually asked about boundaries of our area 
of study and whether it is "properly organized to instill in students a sense of global
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dimensions of world problems", but the notion of global and international education 
implies a transgression of disciplinary boundaries with an emphasis on global themes 
(see Pike, 1990:133-149, and Chapter Seven). As the first step away from a 
"fractional view of humanity", Kerr (1980:xxiv) urges that colleges and universities 
should make provision for students who want to combine studies in an academic or 
occupational specialty with, for example, a foreign language and studies of some 
other part of the world. That is, to give more attention to international features in 
the development of the curriculum. Some aspects of international (in higher) 
education generally, offered by Bum (1980:3-6) are applicable to the study of 
international adult education in universities. She, too, supports the position that 
international studies need to include foreign-area studies, and comparative, 
transnational and global studies which focus more on issues and problems rather than 
specific geographical areas.
For the future, it is probably not the universality of an academic area of study 
alone, but its application, which will be needed. Institutional connections will be 
essential to the survival of universities. Adult education undoubtably is a world-wide 
phenomena both in terms of formal and non-formal provision, and universities 
throughout the world which study adult education, albeit for different purposes. 
Unlike some other traditional disciplines, adult education has always had in it an 
applied / practice element which has provided a variety of perspectives. Its research 
to that end is certainly open-ended. Research into adult education probably looks 
newer than it is, not because of its absence, but because of a fairly limited range of 
publications available to a wide group of people. We refer to popular psychology 
literature, for example, but adult education has not made a mark in the ‘popular’ 
written word as much as in the media of television. The international element has 
been made up of those who study the subject, but the benefits of the subject of adult 
education itself, has not been exploited. A major task for international adult 
educationalists is an intention to relate to different social and ethnic groups. A 
prerequisite for that task is probably in community development with specific groups, 
both nationally and internationally, where possible, developing existing and new cross 
national links, to aid international / global awareness. University teachers can play 
a role in knowledge exchange, more fully, with overseas experience in the role of 
what Bunt-Kokhuis (1994:96), calls a human knowledge carrier.
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To return to the knowledge-content of the subject area, to qualify for discipline 
status, increasing autonomy from other subject areas is required, but as stated 
throughout this research, it is the adult learner which is said to distinguish adult from 
other areas of education. Lawson (1985:41) states that if, by definition, the 
characteristics of adulthood shape education, it becomes self-justifying. The concept 
of andragogy has been seen in this light and has been a candidate as an unique 
researchable area, but the concept in itself cannot account for the areas of study of 
interest and relevance to adults.
As a chartered clinical psychologist, a motivating force for me to stay in the 
study of adult education is because I believe that it has a major role in developing 
people’s positive self-image and their mental health generally. In my professional 
activities, I have met adult educators from all over the world who care about adults 
and their educational fate. In curriculum terms, not just from a ‘top-down’ model, 
but a literal social participation approach advocated by progressive / radical adult 
educators. When asked whether there is a case to answer is whether adult education 
has a shared knowledge which acts as a ‘binding’ mechanism to professional adult 
educators, I conclude that it has, but more in its ideology than in a specific 
knowledge-content area. The latter can be a source of dissent among adult 
educationalists even in one or another institution, but this in itself is not a reason in 
itself to assume that there is no consensus. In academic psychology, there are major 
differences in theories and practical approaches say between behavioural and 
psychoanalytical schools of psychology, but that does not make psychology any more 
or less a professional activity. Clark (1983), however, believes that in University 
Departments where the knowledge base is vague, dissensus is more likely to reign 
because he says "otherwise ‘rational people’ with different understandings of the 
field, fight over courses and appointments". The implications of this type of 
dissention are shown by Tom Sork (1993:2) in his report to the Annual Conference 
of the American Commission of Professors of Adult Education" of a survey of 
Departments of Adult Education in Canada. He found that administrators often see 
adult education programmes as problematic because of the dissention among academic 
staff employed in University Departments offering adult graduate programmes, 
compounded in its interpretation from outside as being vague and not coherent.
2 1 5
Every adult education graduate programme in Canada, is contained within a 
department which includes other fields of study. Sork (1993:1) writes that most often 
these other fields are - in some combination - educational administration, educational 
foundations, higher education, community education, and career and technical 
education, all of which point to a range of professional opportunities in education.
The status of academic disciplines and professions are connected, and university 
adult educators are assigned a low status if the study of adult education is not 
perceived to fill the position of status ‘expected’ by a university. In conceiving a new 
curriculum for a university course, its professional status is important. There are 
many calls for adult educationalists as international specialists, but specialization is 
not promoted by everyone in the academic field (see, for example, Collins, 1992:37- 
43). A short note about international adult education as a profession is next.
INTERNATIONAL ADULT EDUCATION AS A PROFESSION
Griffith (1992:59 distinguishes between educators of adults and adult educators, and 
believes the distinction has important implications. The former have narrowly 
focused goals that focus on problems in a single sector of the field. The latter have 
broad aspirations for the whole field. Unlike school education, there is not a 
prescribed profession of adult or international adult education to date, but with 
increasing professionalization of the field and a requirement for more specialist 
knowledge, it is probably only a matter of time before there is such a thing as a 
prescribed professional international adult educator in educational institutions. During 
my research, I found details of a conference at the University of the District of 
Columbia in Washington, D.C. which included a Session on Careers in International 
Adult Education (Olson, 1985:7). Apparently the Conference did not have a 
Proceedings, and from the small handout on it, it seemed as if the profession of 
International Adult Education is defined in terms of academics who work abroad; who 
would like to work abroad or who are working in adult training or degree courses in 
the States for foreign students. In the United Kingdom, opportunities are open for 
those who, or wish to, teach adults at all levels to take educational courses, but they 
usually define themselves in terms of their professional practice, as in nursing, or 
their subject within it, such as a geographer in a College setting.
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In countries, such as Slovakia  ^where undergraduate degrees in adult education 
are as preparations for work as personnel managers and the like, adult education is 
the preparation / qualification for professional work. To be accepted as legitimate 
is to achieve a taken-for-granted status within a particular circle of people. As stated 
above, adult education has only relatively recently been discussed as an academic 
study, rather than as the provision of university subject / discipline areas for adults 
and still there does not seem to be a common acceptance that adult education per se 
constitutes either a professional study or that adult educators constitute a professional 
group (see below). Lowe (1977) and others mentioned in this research, are clear that 
adult education cannot expand beyond a certain level in the absence of qualified staff, 
but as there is no profession of adult education as such, it may be that professional 
status would enhance the study of both adult education and educators. Until 1930, 
the knowledge base of adult education was provided by adult education practitioners 
and scholars from other disciplines, but since has been supplemented by the 
increasing experience of an expanding corps of practitioners including university 
professors who have contributed to its study (Long, 1991:89). Rohfeld (1990:219) 
states that before adult education was a separate field of study and practice, those 
engaged in the education of adults derived their ideas and practices from other fields 
and disciplines. Rohfeld presents a picture in which adult educators as professionals 
and scholars have replaced academic staff from other disciplines, but this position 
does not seem to have been borne out by other writers, and the paradox is summed 
up by McIntosh (1986), Sork (1993) and others. Indeed, Jarvis (1992:53-58) argues 
that leaders in the field can be drawn from other than adult education areas of study, 
but his position is hotly opposed by Griffith (1992:59-68) and Cervero (1992, 45-50).
Academic staff in departments of adult education are still often drawn from what 
may be considered as the foundation disciplines of adult education and in the 
discussion of the politics of research in adult education this is a factor which cannot 
be ignored (McIntosh, 1986:41). Jones (1984:5) states that it is true to say that in 
North America, people who earn their livelihood at university level, have some 
qualifications on the subject, but academic staff in Departments of Adult Education 
in Britain (McIntosh, 1986:41) and Canada (Sork, 1993) come from a variety of 
disciplinary backgrounds and interests, but on the other hand they are keen to
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‘legitimise’ adult education as a study in its own right, and in the discussion of the 
politics of research in adult education this is a factor which cannot be ignored.
To attract other staff to a subject area may mean that:
* the subject area to which other academics have been attracted, has some 
essentially ‘attractive’ professional and legitimate aspects to it;
* academics accept the legitimacy of teaching adult students in universities;
* when the academics such as myself, who are products of the system, are in 
academic roles, we provide role models for others to aspire to be committed to 
their own learning, and to the learning of other adults; and are the ‘proof of the 
pudding’ etc. even though it may appear, at times, to be a rewrite of the hare 
and tortoise Aesop fable.
I tend to agree with Cervero (1992:49) that professionalization can be a force for 
good in society, especially if we stand with him on the vision of adult education as 
a human rights, rather than a medical model. A professional status implies a 
normative agreement that the work of the professional is treated in an ethical way to 
the extent that it can be both internally and externally evaluated via a public code of 
practice. Regarding the ‘training’ element of an international adult education 
curriculum, therefore, an aspect on the ethics of practice is essential and long 
overdue. In Sork and Welock (1992:118) who are for a code of ethics, there is a 
quote by Walker which states that "nothing bankrupts credibility more promptly than 
suspicion of ethical dereliction". With a Code of Ethics there is a communal 
responsibility for ethical standards of practice. A public row is raging on internet at 
the moment about the ethics of the publication of Bear’s Guide to Earning College 
Degrees Nontraditionally. Open entry does not mean giving awards away for the 
sake of it or because someone can pay. I cannot comment on the Bear’s Guide, but 
evaluation, assessment and quality management generally have huge ethical 
implications.
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Due to its ‘uneasy’ place in the curricula of universities, there is a problem of 
the legitimation of adult education programmes as an areas of university study.
Legitimation
Legitimation includes what endorsement there is for an academic area of study. If 
adult and international adult education are going to continue as areas of study in 
universities, the question of status and legitimacy continue to be on the agenda. For 
no other reason, with all the work in formal and non-formal education for adults, a 
need to seen as developing its knowledge base seems to be increasingly acute. This 
research, in some small way, may add to the status and legitimacy of the study of 
adult education at graduate level. The trouble with the legitimacy of any course in 
higher education at the moment, is that higher education itself is faced with a 
legitimation crisis. The traditional form of legitimation via the grand narratives in 
universities have been criticized by writers coming from a postmodern perspective. 
The ‘certainty’ element of rationalist theory and empirical data is under fire. 
Current, albeit Western, postmodern thought is characterized by a loss of belief in an 
objective world and an incredulity towards meta-narratives of legitimation including 
a delegitimation of global systems of thought (Kvale, 1992b:32). In postmodernism, 
legitimacy is plural, local and context-specific at the level of practice and immanent 
in it (Lather, 1992:100). It reflects the position that dominant legitimising categories 
of educationalists are not absolute, but constructions of reality realised in particular 
institutional contexts (Young, 1980). As an area of study, international adult 
education may be seen as what Aronowitz and Giroux (1991:140) refer to as a new, 
socially constructed object of knowledge that transgresses disciplinary boundaries.
Ideologies gain credibility and strengthen their legitimation by showing the world 
that they are not just words, but are possible in terms of concrete programmes 
(Bullivant, 1981:12). In Western societies, the legitimacy of the study of adult 
education is likely to take a different form than has been accorded to academic 
subjects in the past, if it has not done so already, but higher education itself, if the 
literature on the subject is to be believed still in the midst of the legitimation crisis 
referred to in previous Chapters of this research. Not only that but knowledge itself 
is the target of the crisis, and as knowledge is central to the higher education
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enterprise, and if ideology is found there, the legitimacy of the whole enterprise itself 
seems to be in doubt, and that is what is claimed by Barnett (1990:81).
To be legitimate results in the justification of ‘authority’ or making acceptable 
required prescriptors (O’Sullivan, 1993:5). To that end, legitimation includes a 
‘downwards’ approach to educational change to acknowledge that the changes are 
taking place inside very complex organisations, and the proponents of change need 
to know well, the structures of formal and informal influence in the organization 
within which they are working (Richardson, 1982:23). The perceived status of an 
academic discipline may be crucial to how its maintenance in an academic setting. 
Sork’s research (1993) is part of the joint effort of the Commission of Professors of 
the Canadian Association for the Study of Adult Education and the Commission of 
Professors of Adult Education of the American Association for Adult and Continuing 
Education to strengthen the support provided to adult education graduate programmes 
in Canada and the United States of America. He surveyed six universities in Western 
Canada and identified several issues of anxiety about the status of adult education in 
universities. He identified "recent threats" to graduate programmes wherein the field 
of study in the universities are being confused with a field of practice of adult 
education (the same old argument, also apparently a worldwide problem, that the 
latter CANNOT be the former).
The fact that adult education has become ‘institutionalized’ in some countries can 
imply at least a limited consensus within the society that it is important for the 
continuity of a society’s culture and way of life (Bantock, 1980:1). According to 
Apple (1990:21) sociologists seem to agree ideology is concerned with legitimation 
by the justification of group action and its social acceptance. Edwards (1993:9) 
argues about education in general that it is not a discipline in the traditional academic 
sense, but an interdisciplinary approach which is held together as a basis for 
legitimising certain forms of truth. Bantock’s position implies a rational legitimacy 
for the study of adult education whereas Apple’s view can be subsumed under 
Etzioni’s interpretation of normative legitimacy (see Table Two).
The study of adult education in universities is based on a number of shared 
assumptions, such as the thesis that the education of adults warrants academic study.
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Normative legitimacy is based on a consensus, and the greater the consensus and the 
more comprehensive its coverage, the more established the legitimacy will be 
(O’Sullivan, 1993:113). So the key is to ask about the level of consensus on the 
study of adult education in the literature, and among other professionals.
TABLE TWO
Rational
Legitimacy
Normative
Legitimacy
Study of set/ 
established disciplines
Multidisciplinary
Interdisciplinary
Education for Education 
sake
Training for 
educators
Non-vocational/Liberal Includes Vocational / 
Professional 
Continuing Education
Education for the elite 
by the elite
Education for the 
elite but contextually 
based.
Very restricted entry Entry depended on non- 
traditional ’measures’ 
such as, experience
A difficulty inherent in a debate of legitimacy, is how to avoid an uncritical 
acceptance of authority ‘legitimate’ prescriptors. Brookfield (1985:44) proclaims that
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adult education as a field of enquiry is currently bedeviled by a stultifying academic 
orthodoxy regarding the conceptualisation of what passes for appropriate practice 
without field. He says any coherent attempt to state the essential nature of adult 
education we must first begin by jettisoning uncritically accepted orthodoxies, some 
of which are in Chapter Five of this research.
International adult education would comprise a socially committed programme in that 
it has a social purpose (O’Sullivan, 1993:vii). I take this quote from Sullivan 
(1993:103 et seq) to illustrate the grounds on which its legitimacy can be judged.
In establishing legitimacy a programme is being on what grounds can it presume to intluence people 
and society. Its right to operate as a programme of social and personal change is being held up for 
consideration. To be credible a programme must establish the authority o f its agents, the validity of 
its worldview, and continue to maintain tliis status as long as it seeks to influence people. Where 
legitimacy is in doubt it dissipates commitment. For this reason when a programme’s discourse 
operates to establish legitimacy, it is directed not just at the participants, but also at those who plan 
and enact it. The discourse o f legitimacy has a self-confirming character about it; it is addressing
itself as well as its audience Programmes differ in the ease with which they can establish
legitimacy depending on the congruence between their world views and educative processes and those 
o f the society in which they operate, and on the epistemic status o f their learning.
As has been shown, professional status and legitimacy are not only closely related, 
but are important to the curriculum and its perceived ‘worthwhileness’ for resource 
allocation; institutional and public acceptance. Disciplines may provide a level of 
‘security’ or identity with the use of a professional label, but key questions are around 
whether discipline-based curriculum can fulfil the wider educational objectives which 
call for individual disciplines to be transcended? Some of these issues will be 
explored in Chapter Seven.
SUMMARY
As I have been examining international adult education as an area of academic study, 
the notion of how disciplines are structured, is being increasing questioned, and what 
constitutes legitimate form of knowledge in universities is being revised. In this
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Chapter, some indications have been shown that increasingly academic knowledge is 
being urged to take a more flexible approach to its knowledge-content and structure. 
There is an issue about the professional status of adult educators which may affect 
both the status of its courses in higher education and the staff involved in the 
curriculum. The implications for its legitimacy have been noted.
NOTES FOR CHAPTER SIX
1. Having written that, much of their work seems to be about a quest for the 
study of higher education, in higher education, to achieve disciplinary status.
2. He gives an example from Lynne Chaney of the USA National Endowment 
for the Humanities, who found a completely impenetrable sentence of over 
100 words contained in an article on how to teach English.
3. No doubt the position they argue epitomises the attitude towards the study of 
adult education because of its non-traditional students. That is adult education 
is associated with academic decline and disintegration.
4. For example, for ammunition; drugs; marketing of human transplants and
blood; genetic engineering; relevant to international adult education, research 
on supposed aspects of ageing, race, gender on intellectual ability and values 
such as why not more science for women, when no mention of home 
economics or childcare is demanded by men; worldwide social and gender 
distinctions of mental health - men have work related stress, women do not 
cope; prisons constituting more immigrant and poor groups proportionately 
than other! ! ! ! The list is endless.....
5. Which was on my schedule when I visited Chezoslovakia on a British Council 
scholarship in 1992.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
INTERNATIONAL ADULT EDUCATION - ISSUES OF 
CURRICULUM PLANNING AND DESIGN
A multiplicity of factors has to be taken into account when planning and developing 
a curriculum and different writers have different emphases. There is also the problem 
of designing a curriculum in a fast changing world of overload, as new ideas, 
concepts and frameworks of thinking demand attention (Hicks, 1988:27), and 
cultivating a consciousness and ability to understand the world with its myriad value 
systems and ideologies. In this Chapter a review of these perspectives is discussed, 
to consider how a programme in international adult education can be conceptualised 
and planned. Included are some reproduced or revised models which have been 
offered in general multicultural / global education.
Much of the potential areas of study in international adult education are problem 
based, to extend its aims and functions to include benefits at all levels of human 
functioning. This task illustrates the difficulty of interpretation in terms of designing 
and planning a curriculum, before attempting to put it into practice. Goodson 
(1994:19) writes with regard to curriculum planning, the final question is "who gets 
what and what do they do with it?". The definition of a written curriculum is part 
of the story, but that is not the same as asserting a direct or easily discernable 
relationship between the proactive definition of the written curriculum and its 
interactive realization in classrooms. Nevertheless, the written curriculum sets some 
publicly available information of the parameters for practice.
Goals and influences in the curriculum for international adult education
Both the goals of international adult education and influences on the curriculum have 
been examined in this research. Some general goals and functions of a curriculum 
for a programme in international adult education have been examined. They can be
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generally classified into groups concerned with understanding, values and affect, and 
skill development as follows:
* consider how the study of international adult education can contribute to a 
widening of the knowledge base of adult education to foster an understanding of 
human diversity and cultural sensitivity;
* to develop an appreciation of the role of adult education in individual / social / 
national / international development and awareness of global interests and 
responsibility, including development education; education for citizenship and 
participative democratic action;
* to acquire the knowledge, skills and values necessary for employment and 
training for the workforce, and for life generally in an increasingly 
interdependent, international / global setting and influence.
Some over all perspectives and goals to be contemplated in planning any adult 
education curriculum, within which the special ones of international adult education 
are set are shown in Figure Fifteen (Vandenberg, 1990:3). They accentuate different 
aspects of knowledge and value, or the educational philosophy, in which educational 
systems are based.
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
Curriculum Models
Any model of the curriculum of international adult education, if it is to reflect a 
pluralist approach would include the study of the connections between its local, 
national, international and global issues and the extent in which international 
understanding is stated in its educational goals and whether particular consideration 
is made for its implementation.
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FIGURE FIFTEEN
Some Perspectives and Goals of Adult Education against influencing factors
Influences Curriculum Goals
Political * For example, preparation for, and / or the perpetuation of
citizenship in the local group or community; the state or nation 
and the world.
Economic The acquisition of the knowledge, skills
and values necessary for employment 
and training for the workforce, in an 
increasingly international setting and 
influence.
Psychological/
Existential Becoming aware of possibilities of being, 
that enable people to be a morally and 
socially responsible person with their 
own values and dignity, whatever their 
colour, creed or cultural background.
Social To develop social awareness and skills of 
empathy, authenticity and warmth for 
interpersonal functioning generally.
Transpersonal To think and act ‘beyond’ self and 
immediate social environs.
Cosmical A journey of becoming at home in the
universe.
Reference: developed from VANDENBERG, Donald. Education as a Human Right: A Theory o f  
Curriculum and Pedagogy. New York and London: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1990, 
page 3.
In the development of curriculum models for international adult education practice, 
structural as a well as planning models can be considered.
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Structural Models
i. Additive to adult education degrees
In accordance with the assumptions about adults and adult education, the study of 
adult education does not constitute what has been thought to be an academic discipline 
in a traditional sense of a tightly structured form of knowledge. It is problem rather 
than discipline based. If we assume that international adult education can stand in its 
own right, and not as an appendage to adult education, it does not mean that the 
curriculum areas of adult education ignore international issues, but that the curriculum 
will have a different focus. With the unending debate about the personal and societal 
aspects of the curriculum, it can be argued that international adult education pays 
more attention to macro issues, where each is influenced by the other. International 
adult education, then, may be seen as an additive dimension to an existing adult 
education degree programme. It may, therefore, comprise a self-contained unit 
option, such as in a module, and as part of a modular pathway system. The status 
of the module is dependent upon what else of on offer and / or whether it becomes 
a core course or an optional element.
The difficulty about an additive structural model, is that unless the whole 
curriculum of the degree is international, a module on international adult education 
may appear to be an opportunity for an approach, which implies that international 
adult education is additional to, rather than an extension, or a transforming of, pre­
existing ideas. An alternative is when its content is integrated into cross-cultural 
themes rather than as a multidisciplinary approach. The additive approach does not 
challenge the basic structure or canon of the curriculum (Banks, 1994:26), as the 
offerings of Women’s Studies show. A transformative approach in this instance, 
would be to focus on gender, or have core options on men’s and transsexual studies  ^
. If international adult education is to be the outcome of a degree with separate 
modules or courses contributing to its over-all structure, how the knowledge can be 
organized to avoid an additive approach is important, and clear justification given for 
its development. If a special group, say of a specific ethnic origin, or subject is 
chosen for study, then overt steps have to be taken to ensure that the material from 
the additive group is given equal status with the rest of the course material.
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ii. Multidisciplinarity
In this model, a number of discipline areas are used, as in the model of knowledge 
content represented in the results of the survey by Townsend-Coles. International 
adult education would takes its place alongside the psychology, sociology or 
philosophy of education. That is, it would not be in addition to them, or necessarily 
part of them. The essential educational aim of a multidisciplinary curriculum is that 
it offers a broadening measure of experience. One constituent of a multidisciplinary 
approach is supposed to be, that it is an aid to connect elements around and between 
disciplines. This occurrence, of course, either relies on tutors to be aware of other 
disciplines, so that they can make the connections, or students are supposed to hazard 
a guess as to what and how the connections may be perceived by those who chose the 
disciplines on offer in the first place.
Multidisciplinary programmes have an educational aim, according to Barnett 
(1990:179), who incidentally puts in this context, ‘education’, in quotes, which is that 
the student’s (see my above note) programme of studies is expected to have some 
carry over into the student’s life-world.
W hat is at issue here, in the educational set o f aims, is the broad development o f the student’s
mind through breadth o f study and making connections between the various elements.
Barnett offers nothing for the academic members of staff to gain from this approach, 
which implies either he thinks that the contention is self-evident or that as an 
academic member of staff, such a broadening or interconnecting is only needed by 
students. A third interpretation is that academic staff do not have a level of 
awareness that such a ‘benefit’ could apply to them as well as the student. Taking 
all what has been written for an international multicultural perspective, it seems that 
the benefits for academic staff would have to be made explicit to encourage a 
motivation to widen perspectives, especially in light of Barnett’s above description of 
academics. Faculty motivation is related to academic recognition (Bunt-Kokhuis, 
1994:97). When that recognition, is thin on the ground as in the study of adult 
education, without further commitment.
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iii. Integrated interdisciplinarity
An integrated structure focuses on cross curricula themes and includes student’s 
subjective experience via her biography. The goal of an integrated curriculum for 
international adult education is to embrace issues such as educational implications for 
different cultural, social and economic groups, which appear to have universal 
academic currency, but at the same time can be applied to different contexts (Barnett, 
1990:183) (see Figure One in Chapter One). Genuinely interdisciplinary programmes 
attempt to import values into the curriculum which transcend those of a particular 
discipline. It obliges parties to understand, and act on a complex, dynamic and inter­
related social reality and be explicit about ends and values, but, at present, begs the 
question whether a coherent disciplinary programme can do justice to different sets 
of values. This is a major curriculum issue for the assessment and evaluation.
Planning Models
If curriculum is taken as a contextualized process, and its structural and sociocultural 
contexts are taken seriously, what are the implications for planning? In planning 
models, we are again faced with the problem of the decision of knowledge selection, 
organization and status. To market a course, some idea of its range and scope have 
to be offered. A rationale on which the course is based is an essential part of its 
formulation.
I will use the three course details which I was able to obtain in 1993 / 94 to 
illustrate some of the issues. The courses are all tutored by women in American 
universities, and although I have been unable to contact Ziegahn (someone else sent 
me a copy of her proposal, obtained at a conference in 1991 when it was dated, and 
she is no longer at Syracuse University for where the course was proposed), I 
thought that my persistent neurosis to include ‘hard’ data can be satisfied in this 
exercise, and the courses are geographically near enough to assume some similarities 
in curriculum particulars. I will describe some aspects of the course material, before 
the theories, to be clear that I am not using the theories as a guide to their 
interpretation. Rather I am using the courses to ‘check out’ their use in these case
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studies. All three courses use an integrated thematic approach to the organisation of 
the knowledge-content of the courses.
The pre-justification,- for Cassara’s course are reasons, such as a "need for a 
world-wide vision in order to appreciate the significance of the career he/she will 
serve". Such a vision encapsulates the knowledge, skills and affective triad of a 
taxonomy of educational objectives, but with an explicit vocational / professional end 
in view. It is not, however, offered as a ‘training’ programme, although the 
American Ed.D. courses assume a pragmatic, practitioner orientation. A basic 
resource required for the course is an up to date world map. A geographical 
orientation is the core around which the course is conceived.
Each student is required to pick a country or region of the world of particular 
interest to her / him and gather information on the social, political economic and 
cultural characteristics of that area, pertinent to the adult education programs in 
the area chosen (Cassara, 1994:4).
Consistent with the adult education view that students and life-centred problems, 
rather than the subject, is priority, the subjects for their specialization include, 
literacy; Cultural Minorities; Cultural Education; Staff Development; Health and 
Community Education. Also consistent with the emphasis on participation, at the 
outset, the course details, whilst acknowledging the limitation of time and 
prestructuring the course in the name of efficiency, students are given the opportunity 
to critique the format and suggest changes.
Ziegahn’s course proposal has a covering memo rationale for the course as 
"international adult education", but the course proposed title is Adult Education in 
Developing Countries. Her target participant group is quite explicit; the course has 
dual aims.
Who Should Enroll? Graduate students from various fields (economics, 
forestry, international relations, sociology, anthropology, or education) who 
either just want to learn more about the topic or who view their specific 
roles in developing countries as educational.
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Ziegahn’s rationale is based on what she identifies as the stated common denominator 
of adult education efforts in Africa, along with the rest of the Third World which is 
poverty (Ziegahn, 1991:92). The general framework of the knowledge-content of her 
syllabus, is around the questions and controversies as to "whose goals are served by 
the concept of ‘development’?" The course is based on Dewey’s group approach, and 
stresses theories of development, human capital and dependency of nonformal 
education, and education for critical consciousness a la Freire. Her content groupings 
are political and economic theories relevant to the Third World; content areas, such 
as philosophies toward adult education in the context of development in key areas for 
development education: health, agriculture, reforestation; populations, focusing on 
issues of adult literacy, such as the question "whose vision of equality?"; politics, 
about the participants, donors, stakes and "conflicts in"... As example of the latter 
in her curriculum content is headed "The players in Third World Education".
The Sherritt course takes a macro-view of international and multicultural 
education together. The course details do not specify particular participants. The 
course is held in Wyoming and it is possible that the group is ‘locally’ defined. The 
themes include 1) the role of education in national development 2) adult learning 
systems worldwide 3) the politics of literacy and education in developing nations 4) 
structural aspects of adult education and training 5) evaluating institutions 6) the 
global village and its 7) implications for adult education and training in the U.S. As 
with Ziegahn’s course the participatory group method is based on a collaborative 
philosophy as described by Hargreaves (1995, 150:251).
None of the courses referred to above, are based on rational models of curriculum, 
although in the literature of adult education, such models are still considered to be 
used on a widespread basis (see, for example, Peters, John M., 1985).
i. Rational models
Grundy (1993:27) maintains that to speak of designing a curriculum is usually 
indicative of technical interest and is critical of it because she assumes that the term 
embodies a rational / empirical ‘objective’ / technocratic framework. Curriculum 
development as defined by Robinsohn (1969:221) as the construction and revision
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of a programme of ordered sequence of learning experiences related to intended 
objectives, for example, implies a discretely ordered sequence in line with a 
rationalist / modernist view of curriculum which is predictable and immutable, and 
not consistent with some of the less ‘static’ notions of curriculum development. 
Nevertheless, for a number of years the theoretical formulations of programme 
planning in continuing education has been ‘borrowed’ from Ralph Tyler’s curriculum 
development approaches used in primary and secondary education which follow this 
model. Peters (John, M.) (1985:1) summarizes what for him are the four steps in 
curriculum planning, those ‘steps’ being derivatives of Tyler’s model.
They are:
* assessment of needs
* formulation of objectives
* selection and organisation of instruction and
* evaluation of results.
I will have to assume that Peters is not representing international adult 
educationalists, if the details of course curriculum I have received, are to be trusted 
as indicating a trend. Admittedly apart from these three, none were called 
international adult education, but all of them that I was sent contained international 
issues. Not one was presented in terms of aims and objectives, but some only had 
course content details.
Tyler’s model is popular because in many ways it acts as the ‘root’ from which 
the curriculum can be developed. What it does not do, in itself take into account the 
sort of influences which may effect how the above steps can be, or are 
operationalized, which are clearly stated in the above syllabii. It also does not take 
into account the relationships between the professionals and the consumers of formal 
education, because it assumes the teacher as ‘expert’ role. As a technocratic 
approach, it has been greatly criticized because it decontextualizes the curriculum 
both conceptually and operationally. From this modernistic perspective, Doll 
(1993175) describes the Tyler approach as "virtually oxymoronic".
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ii. the ‘in-between*
Masui (1973:211) was Chair of one of the working groups at the UNESCO Institute 
of Education in Hamburg meeting in 1971  ^ on comparative education. The group 
formulated two specific topics in the field of international education to be considered 
in formulating / implementing the curriculum. Firstly how is international 
understanding and co-operation stated explicitly or implicitly in educational goals, and 
what particular consideration is made for its implementation? Secondly what attempts 
are being (or could be) made to internationalize the content of education in the light 
of statements of educational goals? The group dealt with the structuring of 
comparative studies in relation to the curriculum, and took a broader view than Tyler 
when they made an arbitrary division of its discussions into four general areas as:
* The establishment of curriculum goals ^
* The pattern and content of the curriculum ^
* The process of curriculum change and its constraints
* The operation of the curriculum within the formal educational system including 
the evaluatory process .
International adult education takes into account these factors in the levels of influence 
shown in Figure Sixteen.
ii. International Analysis Model
Lawton (1981:109) refers to a situational or cultural analysis of the curriculum. It 
is a sociological approach in which to look at curriculum as it applies to different 
societies. It seems to me that the arguments put forward by Lawton and others, are 
ones which have implications for any curriculum, and in 1988, (McIntosh, 1988, 
260:265) I proposed such a model for developing the curriculum for internationalising 
adult education programmes (see Figure Seventeen).
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FIGURE SIXTEEN
An overall conceptual model showing different levels of influence on the curriculum for
international adult education
Themes (see above) soc I  a 1 - c u l t u r a 1 c o n t e x t
e d u c a t i o n a l  sy stem
s t r u c t u r e
g o a l s  /  c u r r i c u l a
methods
Levels
International
National
Local
Individual
Reference: derived from MASUI, Shigeo. et al. ‘Report o f W orking Group One: Education’, in
EDW ARDS, Reginald., HOLMES, Brian, and VAN de GRAAFF, John, (eds.), Relevant Methods 
in Comparative Education: Report of a Meeting of International Experts". Hamburg: UNESCO 
Institute for Education, 1973. page 218.
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FIGURE SEVENTEEN
International Analysis Model for Curriculum Planning
/ \
Curriculum research planning
process-implementation 
evaluation
7f\
Philosophical criteria
aims
worthwhileness
the structure of knowledge
Historical Analysis/Trends
Ideological, political, 
economic issues
Implications for Provision 
and Practice
Institutional
Organisational
Individual
Social, Psychological 
and Cultural Factors
Development 
and change:
social
technological
personal
McINTOSH, Athalinda J. 'International Adult Education: Developing a Curriculum Model’, a paper for 
the joint Conference of the Standing Conference on University Teaching and Research in the Education of 
Adults (SCUTREA), the American Adult Education Research Conference (AERC) and the Canadian 
Association for the Study of Adult Education (CASAE) published in the Proceedings of the Conference. 
ZUKAS, Miriam, (ed.), Transatlantic Dialogue. Leeds: University of Leeds, July llth-13th, 1988, 
pp 260-265.
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What appealed to me about the model is that, as a situational and cultural analysis 
model, it demands that we look at society as it is and how it is developing, and try 
and plot trends for development (McIntosh, 1986b:261). Identifying the kind of 
society we have, and what kind of society we want has implications for all aspects of 
the curriculum. When I wrote that paper, I stressed that these arguments are now 
being applied to the world, and the role adult education could play in the world we 
envisage.
Although the three women above would not have necessarily seen the model - as 
far as I know none of them were at the TAD Conference - from the quotes from their 
syllabii, it seems that this type of model is useful in planning a course of international 
adult education as it purports to do. My own criticism of it, nearly ten years later, 
is that it appears to be a very static model curtailed by its fixed shape and boxes. It 
does not, for example, except in a roundabout way, cross links such as those 
identified in Chapter Two about historical factors mentioned directly affecting 
practice.
iii. Transformative model
In Chapter Three a transformative curriculum model was shown. With its focus on 
social action, it is a multipurpose model similar to the one described by Langenbach 
(1988:135 et seq). Adult, as is all higher education, moving further apart from the 
formerly psychological and functional paradigms which depoliticized research in order 
to create a purpose-free, neutral methodology, and questions of social purpose are 
again being raised in academic circles (Heaney, 1992:51).
A transformative curriculum is designed to help course participants including 
tutors, to reconceptualize and rethink their own, and the experiences of others. The 
aim is to view the human experience from the perspectives of a range of cultural, 
ethnic and social class groups and to construct different versions of the past, present 
and future (Banks, 1994:152). Since this process is not one way and the curriculum 
model implies social action, the students would not only have to understand an 
authoritarian position, but develop or enhance an ability to counter that sort of control
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which is the antithesis to the principles of adult (or any in my view) education. 
Cervero and Wilson (1994:249) describe "program” planning as a social activity in 
which educators negotiate interests in organizational contexts structures by power 
relations", and urge planners to nurture a substantively democratic planning process 
in the face of power relations that either support or threaten this vision.
There is opportunity in all three of the above courses for student and staff 
participation and collaboration with staff and each other. The potential for social 
action is more implied than explicit, but clearly both the cultural analysis model and 
the transformative social action model have something to offer newcomers to the 
curriculum field of international adult education. There may be scope for a 
transformative curriculum model based on those two, or developing a model of those 
with the models suggested by Banks and myself on page 173 of this study. A 
Composite Concept Map of Participation levels in International Community 
Development (see Dechsler, 1986:139) could be a useful adjunct to a curriculum 
planning model. Doll (1993:12) suggests that postmodernism provides a new 
(constructivist) paradigm for curriculum planning and development which includes 
meaningful interactive and participating dialogue. A curriculum concerned with 
knowledge construction is a transformative one to help students to develop the skills 
to participate in the knowledge construction process via this dialogue (see below).
Dialogue is not just between people. Reflective thinking has become a major 
topic of debate in recent years in adult education, both as a topic for enquiry, and 
part of a research approach. It is linked with both pragmatism and praxis. In praxis, 
thought and action are dialectically related. They are understood to be mutually 
constitutive, as in the process of interaction, which is a continual reconstruction of 
thought and action which evidences itself in every social situation (Carr and Kemmis, 
1986:34). According to Banks (1994:2) multiculturalists, however, rarely engage in 
reflective dialogue. Rather scholars on each side of a debate marshal data to support 
their briefs and ignore facts that are inconsistent with their own positions and visions 
of the present and the future.
The psychological /  sociological interface
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The psychological /  sociological interface
Curriculum aims in transformative international adult education stress empowerment 
and democratic choices. There is a need for people to be able to make their own 
decisions, but we are all part of some social fabric within a world system. Drawing 
on the work of Botkin et al (1979) for autonomy and integration I (McIntosh, 1991:5) 
drew up a chart (Table Two) to illustrate the developmental processes, beginning with 
an individual’s ability to be self-reliant and confident in self-ability, as are envisaged 
by Botkin to underlie global solidarity, and which illustrate levels of interaction.
TABLE THREE
‘LEVELS’ OF AUTONOMY AND INTEGRATION
Individuals learning to have confidence 
in their own abilities to be autonomous 
and yet to be integrated into their 
social groupings
Groups which recognise individual 
differences and foster mutual 
respect between groups
Societies which recognise group and 
individual rights both within their 
own boundaries and between them 
and other societies
Reference; McINTOSH, Athalinda J. Humanistic Psychology and the Education o f  Adults. Aral Books, 
1991, page 5.
CURRICULUM DIMENSIONS
The dimensions of the curriculum of international adult education as an area of study 
are shown in Figure Eighteen. I will take each of the dimensions in turn for a short 
discussion.
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FIGURE EIGHTEEN
Os A
Some dimensions o f the curriculum o f international adult education as an area of study
Content \ 
Integration
The
.onstruciion of 
- Knowledge
IN T E R N A T IO N A L
A D U L T
^ E D U C A T I O N
----- 1
An Equity 
Andragogy
Developing
International
Awareness
An empowering 
^  moral 
climate
Reference: derived from BANKS, James A, Multiethnic Education: Theory and Practice. London: AUyn 
and Bacon, 1994.
To avoid boxes and/or circles, in the spirit of the subject of the 
research, I have drawn roughly the shapes of some countries around 
the world. They are not, of course, to scale.
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Content Integration
If we are thinking about an integrated knowledge content, there seems to be very little 
not required for a curriculum in international adult education if it is conceptualised 
in discipline terms. Commonly mentioned are geography, culture, history, another 
language, philosophy of knowledge, ethics, politics and international relations. 
Boucouvalas wrote her paper as a Kellogg scholar on transpersonal psychology as a 
guiding image for international adult education. The menu can be drawn from the 
approaches suggested in the Exeter Papers (see Figures Five, Six and Seven in 
Chapter Two). Issues are about human rights, equality of opportunity, peace 
education (see Kekkanon, below). Alternately in line with the assumption about life- 
centred learning, aspects applicable to the life-centred issue and its context can be 
drawn from available knowledge, and research can help to discover what knowledge 
and skills are still needed in a particular situation. An integrated view of curriculum 
knowledge assumes that what others see as discrete segments within subjects cannot 
be understood adequately in isolation. An integrated view might be extended beyond 
subjects in multidisciplinary (or possibly non-disciplinary) studies (Cornbleth, 
1990:185).
It must be clear now that a curriculum of international adult education does not 
fit neatly into the concept of a discipline either organizationally or in terms of its 
knowledge-content. To that extent its content will reflect an interdisciplinary or cross 
disciplinary approaches either within adult education, or additional to it. Apart from 
cross-curricular subject areas, for example, linking geography with development 
education, it will endeavour to ensure that as many examples as possible can be used 
from a variety of groups and cultures. The principle ingredient for genuine 
inclusiveness will be integrated, not add-ons to traditionally conceived knowledge 
(Collett and Serrano, 1992:35). For a modular structure, international adult education 
modules could be relevant to other than adult education degrees, for instance any to 
do with management studies for exploring issues such as multiculturalism / gender 
education / special needs of adults drawing on general adult education, but developing 
them as cross-cultural, international concerns for individuals. Barnett believes that 
the knowledge-content will inevitably be drawn from disciplines, but if higher 
education is to become ‘life or situation-based’ for its study, academic areas of study
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will revolve not around subject areas, but areas for study will be a focus of study in 
themselves. The problem here, however, is a circular one, in that it has to discover 
from where its information will be derived. If it is from the people themselves, there 
is an assumption that they have the expertise to help themselves, but that cannot be 
the case since no-one can know everything. Areas for study could be around groups 
of humans such as priority groups for social and economic problems; managers or 
politicians or geographical areas such as in linguistics. The special role being offered 
by international adult educationalists probably lies in, the skills of knowing how to 
apply the principles of adult education to a variety of different socio-economic 
groups, in different geographical areas, combined with the ethical and political 
dimensions at least of the education of adults.
Key Concepts
Key concepts become important in identifying themes for study. Key concepts for 
this research include culture, dependence, interdependence, tradition, development, 
power and values. In the curriculum it is how these concepts are integrated into the 
process and producers of adult education. A spiral development (see Morrison, 
1994:45, Banks, 1994:62-64) of concepts and generalizations may be appropriate as 
one approach to the curriculum to identify themes and to attempt to minimize 
overload. A spiral curriculum begins with different key concepts and develops with 
an increasing degree of complexity and depth, to form a curriculum matrix for 
planning. A school example of citizenship education is in Appendix Nine.
To enhance a diversity of approach, and at the same time stress an integrated 
experience, Adams and Marchesani, (1992:86-87) use a multidisciplinary approach 
with experiential learning theory. An example of content integration is on a course 
run by these two authors (1992:89). On the course, Social Diversity in Education 
held at the University of Massachussetts, in Amherst, USA, the chief theoretical 
concepts and conceptual organizers used to shape and integrate the knowledge base 
on offers students across five subject areas which could be used for a similarly 
labelled module in a curriculum for international adult education. They include the 
process of social role identity; acquisition and learning; the characteristics of social 
group membership; the relationship between dominance and subordination in relation
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to social privilege and power; the levels and types of societal oppression in different 
historical and contemporary contexts.
As a tool for addressing global perspectives, university curricula are needing a 
wider brief than knowledge acquisition in the context of a particular higher education 
institution. The inclusion of rapidly developing international skills such as another 
language and attention to skill mobility and cross-national comparability of curricula, 
are examples given in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) report on High Quality Education and Training for All (1992:35). In 
extending cross-curricular competencies, Selby’s (1982:55) view is that an 
"interdependent world presupposes an integrated approach to curriculum", a view 
incongruent with knowledge as discrete disciplines.
Helena Kekkanon referred to in Hall (1988:173-174), refers to several sectors of 
peace education which can be modified for / or indeed constitute areas of study in 
international adult education. They are:
1. Cultural understanding to reduce stereotypical distortion and but use positive
concepts and information to replace distrust;
2. Environmental education including reducing hunger and disease;
3. Human rights education. Three aspects of human rights education are needed 
which are:
* political and civic rights, which have been stressed by Western nations
* social rights which have been stressed by Socialist countries and
* social justice and development rights which Third World nations have 
stressed;
4. Disarmament education;
5. Equality education. For example, for women, who are targets of aggression, and 
peace begins at home.
The construction of knowledge
The knowledge construction process consists of the methods, activities and questions 
used to help students understand, investigate and determine how implicit cultural
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assumptions, frames of reference, perspectives and biases influence the way 
knowledge is constructed (Banks, 1994:9). International adult educationalists do not 
have to accept universalism in the sense of the empirical, psychoanalytical or Marxist 
type paradigms, but many of the ideas of internationalism are to do with what are 
assumed to be shared human values of social justice, maintaining an ecological 
balance etc. to do with notions of interdependence and shared interests, and the role 
that adult education has in contributing to address these issues, as the above syllabii 
show. In essence, Hicks (1990:96), states about a need for peace education and a 
move away from the mechanistic view of Newtonian science to one which is more 
holistic, organic, ecological. Again, it is a ‘systems’ view in which the universe is 
seen as an indivisible dynamic whole. In that scenario, the concept of one-view 
knowledge is untenable.
When dealing with international studies, part of the problem is to differentiate 
what is considered to be the ‘ought’ and the ‘is’. Increasingly, integrated non 
foundational curriculum as suggested by Bruffee (1993:191) are being seen as an 
inevitability to widen the curriculum of university studies. Bruffee insists that 
university teachers should approach designing a curriculum that assumes a non 
foundational social constructionist understanding of knowledge and in which the goal 
is to induct students into knowledge communities where human interdependence is 
understood to be the norm.
The fixed nature of rational - empirical knowledge refers to its assumed certainty. 
Closely related to the fixed nature of curriculum knowledge is its presumed public 
character and thus its distance from students’ day-to-day lives (Cornbleth, 1990:89). 
In contrast is a view of curriculum knowledge as becoming personal or personalized 
through relations with everyday experience and general world knowledge, and 
student’s individual or collective interpretation (see above). This alternative view 
invites students participation in the construction and critique of knowledge.
An Equity Andragogy
When promoting a course for international adult education, social justice concepts 
such as peace education, human rights to formal education, emerge time and again.
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The following arguments are based on the premise that this moral claim is commonly 
accepted, although Titmus (1985:4) argues that it is one thing to have the right to 
education, and another to say that the right includes higher education.
Andragogy has been defined as the art and science of teaching adults (see any 
publication by Malcolm Knowles), but social and cultural differences have not been 
addressed until recently. Ideologically, an equity andragogy assumes that the national 
and cultural differences in adult education implies an equality of ability or status of 
knowledge available. Development education, which includes interpretive approaches 
to knowledge and knowledge construction is one way to a captured audience, or to 
market a course for a specific group to examine and exploit their own history. In the 
classroom, if we believe that student participation is essential to their empowerment 
and their social and self-development, there has to be a dialogue between tutors and 
students in which an equal basis is assumed. I have found the use of learning 
contracts and other phenomenological and projective techniques invaluable in 
assessing with them, a students learning style, expectations and life-space of meaning. 
The latter is more subtle than a spoken worldview, because it acts to help the students 
awareness of themselves in relation to the learning process. To some that meaning 
is a redress to the so-called ‘objective’ paradigms. I never ask students to do what 
I am not prepared to do myself, and I always share any projective technique with a 
class, sometimes on the board.
From a pragmatic viewpoint, in using university education as a means to enhance 
professional development it becomes incumbent on staff to encourage students to 
recognize and appreciate differences, and also help their awareness to see the 
workings of a social system in which all differences are by no means equally 
respected (Adams and Marchesani, 1992:86). University students in the unrest in the 
1980s, after legal measures taken to link the universities in Italy with the private 
sector, raised what Pandolphi (1990:103) called a fundamental question relevant not 
only to Italian society; namely the role and significance of knowledge in a highly 
complex society. The students furthermore are demanding to participate in the debate 
on knowledge and on its social significance. In other words, he says that they do not 
intend " to be sacrificed on the alter of competition between economic forces".
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Developing International Awareness: Education for Cultural Understanding
Education for cultural understanding involves the development of skills, intellectual 
understanding attitudes, and an ability to accept conflicting messages. When only 
limited written information is available, much of the art of critical thought is in the 
interpretation of the texts. If we want students to be flexible, and behave proactively 
a critique of curricula and the issues and values implicit in them will be encouraged. 
A concern with empowerment - individual and collective - will require a critique of 
ideology, and of whose and what interests are being served by the curricula 
(Morrison, 1994:4). Zieghans’s syllabus quoted earlier is an example of this activity.
We have seen as this research has unfolded a number of issues and trends with 
which adult education is concerned or expected to be concerned. Apart from 
problems of literacy which seem to be an shared international problem, there are 
issues such as trying to establish a knowledge base for linking with up to help in 
solving shared problems.
When considering any curriculum design Golby et al (1982:2) suggest that certain 
questions need to be addressed. One concerns the political, moral and social 
ideologies to be considered. For example, how is and how should the nature of the 
curriculum be influenced by, or influence the society in which it functions? 
Curriculum theory as is shown throughout this thesis, and as Aronowitz and Giroux 
(1991:89) mention in their debate on postmodern education, has never existed as a 
monolithic discourse. Nor is the theory ideologically innocent or politically neutral. 
It has always been a site of struggle, defined by the imperative to organize 
knowledge, values, and social relations so as to legitimate and reproduce particular 
ways of life, that is the elitist position.
An Empowering Moral Climate
This aspect of the curriculum is more general than specific to international adult 
education, because it implies that all adult educationalists have a moral responsibility 
towards their students to ensure that they are afforded personal respect whatever their 
backgrounds. This principle can apply whether in a middle class area where non
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traditional students are embarking on university education for the first time (one 
recently asked me what was a ‘Glossary of Terms’) or when working in a different 
culture with different groups. Hargreaves (1995:192:193) lists some constituent parts 
of collaborative cultures among school teachers, which could be readily applicable 
to university groups of staff and staff / student groups. A major component of such 
a collaborative culture is spontaneity. The interplay between the epistemological and 
axiological elements of a curriculum are not well defined, and as was discussed in 
Chapter Six, I believe that there is a case for a shared Code of Ethics in the 
profession. There may also be one for the relationship between staff and students 
Vandenberg (1990:55) believes that ethics in the adult world does not work in the 
same way as children and "worthwhileness" cannot be assessed in democratic terms. 
With adults, there is always an unco-operative minority party and so is a secret ballot. 
Both of these, are absent from Dewey’s application of democracy in the classroom. 
To claim that an act is ‘right’ if it is conducive to co-operative, collective projects is 
simplistic and naive. If pragmatism is combined with critical theory, however, and 
differences in opinion are respected, a decision neither has to be unanimous nor by 
majority rule. There has to be avenues for students to follow their own academic 
interests and pursuits, such as are indicated in individual research projects. 
Academics cannot argue for autonomy in thought and at the same time label anyone 
as unco-operative. The two messages are dissonant.
Very often writers now draw attention to the differences between knowledge 
gained by conscious intellectual effort and ‘tacit’ knowledge.
Affect and the Curriculum
In rationalist views of curriculum with its emphasis on knowledge acquisition the 
place of affect in the curriculum has only been considered in a detrimental way. 
Even after the surge in the 1960s and 1970s about humanistic education of the whole 
person little progress has been made towards developing a broad and coherent theory 
or framework that defines the place of affect in the curriculum (Beane, 1990:2). Yet, 
as issues of cultural diversity, human rights, the distribution of wealth and justice, the 
ethics of technology and technicization and so on, enter the public conscience, or at 
least its consciousness, affective issues and experiential learning will be more heavily
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emphasized. I genuinely believe that some sort of international travel be part of any 
degree programme, but appreciate that in terms of resourcing and organisation this 
may be difficult to implement.
METHODS OF LEARNING
To transmit knowledge is not only about teaching, but it is to do with introducing the 
student to his or her environment, via the subject under study (Vincent, 1990:61), or 
more likely that is the ‘official’ line. Adult students usually know only too well about 
their environment, and the transmission of knowledge which is a one-way process is 
not conducive to adult education and can be faulted on ethical grounds. Also in an 
attempt to fully learn, we seek not only intellectual meanings, but their affective 
organization and integration as well (Beane, 1990:8).
Some classroom approaches are mentioned above, and it is always recommended 
by writers on the subject, that core value concepts of global / international education 
be articulated because of the ideological overtones that may not be so obvious in less 
controversial areas of the curriculum (Bennett, Christine, 1990:319). Associated with 
access and different types of student populations which is inevitable if nothing else 
by age, one of the core values of international adult education is to develop multiple 
history perspectives (Bennett, page 321). That is, the knowledge and understanding 
of the heritage of different groups including the ones to which we belong ourselves.
Nadler (1982:195) asks the question of how we can help adults learn about 
different cross-cultural behaviours. He suggests using both experiential and cognitive 
strategies, the former to include field trips.
Hermeneutics are being recommended for the skills to interpreting texts for 
indications of cultural bias: their presumptions and pretensions.
The Smith report on Canadian University education "Serving the country well" 
reported in a 1992 edition of the Bulletin of the Association of Commonwealth 
Universities (ABCD, 1992) states that internationalization should form part of the
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mission statement of every University and should offer more opportunities for a year 
abroad and split programmes.
The use of drama and art; video and film; games and simulations; personal 
reflections in academic diaries, and all sorts of experiential exercises can be used with 
more traditional methods such as seminars and tutorials. I find it very difficult to 
ever see the point of a lecture, other than as a one-off exercise to introduce one 
person’s approaches to a large number of people. Visits to museums. Community 
Initiatives and industry can be encouraged with students studying and analyzing 
cultural themes related to adult education. Zieghan’s proposed themes are around the 
source of tension in Third World countries and the concept of development. In the 
April 1991 (page 1) Newsletter, was an article from a Nigerian academic from the 
University of Nigeria, to request for a research partner from the North to work with 
him on a collaborative project on environmental degradation, and the role of adult 
education or training curricula as it relates to environmental conditions.
QUALITY ASSURANCE
Globally, a focus on quality abound in higher education as in industry, commerce and 
government. Assessment and enhancement of quality are major issues and activities 
for higher education throughout the world, not only because countries have recognised 
the direct correlation between educational quality and economic development and 
growth, but also because of the growing economic and political need among nations 
to be interdependent in their systems of higher education (Peace-Lenn, 1993:71).
One of the recent fashions in higher education is a concern, almost an obsession 
with quality. A central concern of academic institutions are that the courses and 
services offered are of high quality, but the current obsession seems to be driven less 
by this legitimate requirement than by the imposition by governments of structures 
and mechanisms for demonstrating quality assurance with financial implications 
(Pratt, 1993:3).
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ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION
The recent resurgence in assessment has been attributed to three factors 
(Laderriere, 1991:29). They are:
* the structural adjustment of industrialized countries, which has produced a greater 
emphasis on the need for a workforce with better training, new qualifications and 
flexible skills;
* the problems of financing new training and education programmes given public 
spending limits, placing a greater onus on the efficient use of available resources;
* the modification of relations between centre and periphery in the management of 
schools - for this research read universities.
The prevailing model for assessing work in higher education is an authoritarian one 
whereby staff exercise unilateral intellectual authority (Heron, 1981:55), but one of 
the reasons are that students are not offered specific criteria, against which to judge 
their own work. Norm rather than criterion-referenced assessment are still used, and 
unavoidable while grades for work are given.
Whatever Coombs has to say (see Chapter Two) some sort of pre-assessment will 
prevail. To have open-entry that does not require a certain level of literacy on behalf 
of students seems an inappropriate use of resources, both from the viewpoint of 
students and staff, especially in relation to time which is a very expensive commodity 
in a service industry such as higher education.
Evaluation is a significant aspect of international adult education. The purpose 
of evaluation is to provide a basis for decision making by educators of adults 
Evaluation assists each educator to make decisions in his or her area of responsibility 
and evaluation of an individual course or workshop tends to focus on instructor 
evaluation of learner achievement and assessment of participant satisfaction with the 
course and instructor. Under a rational curriculum, the function of evaluation is to 
determine whether the selected and stated objectives of educational programmes have 
been achieved (Charters, 1981:13). For a transformative curriculum, skills such as 
identified by students and tutors to what and how students are learning, via different
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types of formative assessment. Ongoing and regular learning contracts are useful 
instruments for measuring ‘growth’. For the curriculum in adult education, a 
requirement may include an assignment which argues a case for someone other than 
the student by the student, a sort of intellectual experiential gestalt empty-chair 
exercise, or role reversal. All of these techniques I have used, and my book on 
"Beating Depression" (McIntosh, 1992) resulted from a peer learning group.
Certification
One of the criteria for evaluation is increasingly in seeing certification in terms of 
educational capital. Since 1992, for example, the European Council have placed 
education and training high on the agenda of European integration. The purpose is 
to provide opportunities for mobility by students and staff in higher education ( as 
well as other) institutions, and attempting to obtain agreement by member states to 
recognise each others’ professional qualifications (Franjou, 90:15) In Central and 
Eastern European countries, the internationalizing of learning is making a strong 
impact on the need to introduce appropriate mechanisms of evaluation linked both 
with the expansion of international co-operation and academic mobility of students 
and staff and to the recognition of diplomas, degrees and studies  ^ (Vlasceanu, 
1993:31).
An advanced scheme which allows students to formally accumulate units of credit 
from universities in other Community member states - the European Credit Transfer 
System which is part of the ERASMUS scheme.- already exists. Thus as Franjou 
(1990: 17-18) describes, a student in theory at least, provided he or she mastered the 
appropriate foreign languages could be awarded a DEUG  ^ in France, a bachelors 
degree in the United Kingdom and a Laurea which is the Italian equivalent to a 
master’s degree.
To be able to have credibility across nation states implies that there is a 
comparable mechanism for standardization among them. Also that institutions are 
harmonized in a way as to facilitate cross educational activity, yet as Franjou says, 
many difficulties exist at present which means that such a move reflects more of a
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long rather than short term objective. For example the way that the academic year 
in different countries is structured.
Apart from the obvious problems of the timing of academic terms or semesters 
and the associated differences in timing of examinations etc., there are differences in 
status within and between different universities and countries. In France, for 
example, the elite grand ecoles form a parallel system to the university sector. 
Additionally there is a question of the direction of student ’flow’. To date, more than 
half of all French ERASMUS students go to the United Kingdom; 20 per cent to 
Germany; 15 per cent to Spain and only nominal numbers to other Community 
countries (Franjou, 1990:18).
At present there seems to be no mechanism that I know of, for having a degree 
given jointly by more than one institution, leastways different countries, but it seems 
to me that such an idea would need to be explored if we follow through the global 
village concept of education. There may be no equivalent standard, but that assumes 
that a standard exists. An area for further research would be to consider, how cross 
cultural and national qualifications can be obtained. Maybe through the credit 
system, working nationally. The status of knowledge is altered as societies enter the 
postindustrial age and cultures enter a postmodern age. Lyotard (1991:3) expresses 
the view that the transition in the status of knowledge has been under way since the 
1950s where societies have been facing increasing uncertainty or what he calls 
’temporal injunction’ and major, increasing technological transformations. In such 
an age of uncertainty a question which arises are what are the processes by which 
educational ’success’ come to be produced, and in what context? how can success 
be defined? and how and in what way can it be legitimised?
In his broader view of scholarship. Rice (1992:245et seq)(see Figure Fourteen 
in Chapter Six) recommends to assess scholarship, relational knowing, through 
connections grounded in human community, as well as traditional formal knowledge. 
For a curriculum and research, this has too often meant using deductic logic, which 
acts to preset an agenda, rather than a theory grounded in the practice itself. Rice 
advocates scholarship by research, but recommends integrating knowledge to have a 
critical understanding of the world. He includes both the scholarship of practice and
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teaching, with some equal status between them. How these different elements could 
be combined and in what proportions is another issue.
RESEARCH
This type of documentary research is one way of gathering data for a curriculum in 
adult education, other types are identified by Thomas, R. Murray. (1990:13-20. I 
mention the use of hermeneutics which is a technique of interpretation of the written 
word. A summary of six ways that hermeneutic research is being used in educational 
research are listed by him (page 15). The projects carried out by the students on the 
M.Sc. in Internationalizing the Curriculum referred to earlier, included a cross 
cultural study of midwifery practice; an analysis of training documents used in British 
and German Industry; Career Education in Trinidad; Curriculum Policy in South 
Africa at the time of the Change in Administration. ‘Local’ type international adult 
education was focused on staff development programmes in schools post the 
multicultural directive for the National Curriculum.
As could be confidently predicted, the aims of adult and international adult education 
are about the notion of change and development ranging from individual change 
through societal to global chances and the interactions between them. The contention 
is that by extending knowledge and skills at all levels internationally and 
intranationally, change and development occur at a psychological or individual level 
on the one hand, through sociological or societal level to global or even planetary 
development on the other. How to assess and evaluate change either in terms of 
product or process, at any of the levels is problematic, but at the level of practice and 
implementation, the assessment and evaluation in higher education is largely focused 
on individual students, and increasingly more on institutions for quality ‘output’, that 
is numbers of degrees etc. offered.
SUMMARY
In this Chapter, some issues of curriculum planning and design and implementation, 
for international adult education, have been explored. Most of the ideas are tentative.
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although I have tried not to include any which would not be reasonably practical in 
higher education. A summary and conclusions for the research are in Chapter Eight.
NOTES FOR CHAPTER SEVEN
1. These influences will vary according to the prevailing, political ideology of 
the nation state.
2. One of the most interesting extra-mural students in my classes was a man 
named George who had breasts because he was in the middle of a sex change 
operation. He was having awful problems coping with his new gender culture 
as a woman.
3. The UNESCO Institute of Education (UIE), Hamburg is a legally independent 
entity. The programmes of the Institute are established along the lines laid 
down by the General Conference of UNESCO, but its publications are issued 
under the Institute’s sole responsibility. That is UNESCO is not responsible 
for their content. The UIE has an established tradition of support for 
comparative education and has sponsored expert meetings on a regular basis. 
Shigeo Masui was the Chair of Working Group One on Education (reported 
in Masui et al, 1973, 211-225) for the meeting in 1971. The other members 
of the group I list here and refer to the as ’et al’ on the references. They are: 
W.D. Halls (reporter), Y. Alferov, Oscar Anweiler, Gottfried Hausmann, 
Brian Holmes, Andreas M. Kazamias, Edmund King, Mathan Kravetz, Harold 
J. Noah, Hermann Rohrs, Ursula K. Springer.
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4. Patrick Fraying was at the time of writing this article, Head of the European 
harmonization unit of the Higher Education section of the French Ministry of 
Education.
5. The Commission of the European Community has set up the National 
Academic Recognition Information Centre (NARIC) to help higher education 
institutions interpret foreign qualifications by providing relevant information, 
such as details on the length and content of study of courses. See FRANJOU, 
Patrick. ‘The Mutual Recognition of Qualifications in Europe’, in BELL, 
David, and GAFFNEY, John, (eds.). Educating Europe: Contemporary 
European Affairs. Volume 3, Number 4, Oxford: Pergamon Press pic, 1990, 
page 16.
6. DEUG: Diplômes d’etudes universitaires general; equivalent to two years 
university study and designed to enable students to continue with higher 
degrees.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This research set out to investigate the curriculum issues involved for international 
adult education as an area of study in universities. There is the current problem both 
of the ‘legitimation’ crisis in universities and adult education’s lack of status, but 
there seems to be a case for it either as part of the degrees of adult education 
generally or as a study in its own right. The nature of global interdependence has 
heightened awareness of the responsibility for everyone in universities to be involved 
in some sort of international / global / world awareness programme in the context of 
a particular subject area of study.
The curriculum and its attendant pedagogy or andragogy in the sense of adult 
education is the principle means whereby an educational establishment pursues its 
educational purposes and organizes and structures learning. Curriculum is 
everywhere changing to include much from the national and international social and 
economic contexts in which the changes are being made (Skilbeck, 1989:1). The 
international social, political, economic indicators seem to demonstrate a need for the 
education of adults in a range and variety of settings, at local, national and 
international levels. There is an assumption that universities not only have to make 
a contribution to social conditions at all of these levels but that they are equipped, by 
virtue of their expertise and already international links to do so. International adult 
education is appropriate as an area of study, for the educational aspects of the 
conditions.
I have tried in this research to identify and discuss some issues of curriculum in 
international adult education. In this Chapter, I am going to do a very brief summary 
of the Chapters, highlight issues arising from them, with some ideas for further 
research. I am also going to use it as an opportunity to add some personal 
reflections, when I feel the necessity to do so.
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SUMMARY OF, AND REFLECTIONS ON, THE RESEARCH - THE ISSUES
Preface
In the Preface, I set out a personal agenda for wishing to study international adult 
education. My initial impetus was personal and motivated by my nationalistic / 
European self, wishing to make a mark in a small town in Georgia. My interest 
stemmed from what I considered to be a bias in the American reading to date. What 
I discovered when I did my conference papers that year, was that very little seemed 
to have been written either on the curriculum in adult education, or international adult 
education, yet I was coming up against a case for it in nearly every paper I was 
reading. What I also came across, when the Kellogg Fellows did an experiential 
presentation at the International Forum at the University of Hull in July 1986, was 
a slating of our presentation and content, on the grounds that it did not agree with 
some vocal members of the audience. I have often wondered how academics relate 
to students. In general terms I have not been particularly enamoured with the supra 
competitive atmosphere of work in a university, and that experience at Hull made me 
realise the extent of the ingrained attitudes which persist against something new or 
different. Worse still, as adults and learners (as well as academics) at the 
Conference, it really brought home to me that the authoritarian attitudes in higher 
education were still alive and well and looking forward to a long life. The attitude 
I had about the one-sided view of the literature in the States, was borne out in 
England in a different way.
Increasingly I began to think of what was happening when the evidence was that 
more adult students were coming into higher education from non-traditional 
backgrounds, and there was a whisper, rather than a shout then, that university adult 
education was ‘required’ to go international. In my paper to the Commission of 
Professors in November 1986,1 concluded that from what I had read, and inferred 
from the literature, the future survival of universities and the study of adult education 
rested on accommodating more students in line with the general trend in higher 
education, and having a more explicit international outlook. The curriculum model 
for the study of international adult education which I put together for the TAD 
Conference in July 1988 was part of my interest to investigate international adult
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education fully, and a year or so later, I signed up for this research, having had a 
long chat with Chris Duke from Warwick about its proposed viability. I am truly 
indebted to him for the encouragement he gave me at that time.
Meeting Dr. Edwin Townsend-Coles was also a revelation to me, in that this man 
has, and is still making, a major contributions to international adult education and was 
so willing to share his experiences with me. His world survey of universities, 
followed by that of Dr. Joachim Knoll really began my quest in earnest, and 
dissipated my upset about the Hull experience, which is still discussed among the 
Kellogg Fellows (almost lovingly, now).
When I received no responses from the Sheffield participants, I had to revise my 
ideas about this research (see Preface), because once again I felt from the feedback 
I had, that it had presented a challenge to some academics and / or it was too 
complex and presumed an advanced state of reflection on curriculum issues. When 
I wrote to the universities and / or individuals individually, I sent a simple letter 
requesting details of any courses with an international dimension, and was delighted 
to have received responses from all over the world which I have used as examples to 
illustrate international aspects of the curriculum as the research has progressed. Even 
when people could not help, some sent good luck letters: one in Africa said that the 
Department could not afford to send the papers, but wished me well. I really began 
to get a feel of international adult education on a wider scale. My approaches are 
summarized in the Preface. Some of this Chapter (Eight) is part of my audit trail.
ISSUE(S)
There appears to be a need for an international or even global dimension to adult 
education degree courses, but there does not seem to be much on curriculum, and 
there seems to be resistance from some academic adult educators to being exposed to 
new different ideas, one of which at the Hull Conference was an alternative way of 
presenting material. There may be, therefore, resistance not only to different types 
of content being introduced, but of methods of teaching and learning.
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IDEAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Despite criticisms of surveys and other quantitative approaches, some hard data may 
give us an extent of the problem for academics faced with the varied groups and the 
implementation of their curricula. People are now prepared to respond quickly on 
the information highway networks, if surveys become too onerous and costly.
Chapter One
For Chapter One, I explore the rationale for a study in international adult education. 
In it, my academic justification was offered. I had difficulty and still have, to some 
extent in reconciling whether it is enough to attempt to internationalize the curriculum 
of adult education courses generally or to look at the curriculum issues for 
international adult education. In the event, the literature spoke for itself; because it 
indicates that international adult education could stand on its own as an area of 
academic study, mostly on the grounds of its knowledge content. For example, I did 
not find anything explicitly on internationalizing adult learning, but there is on 
development learning (for example, Rogers, 1993). Having written that about the 
literature, in the first couple of years of this study, I found it to be so thin and not 
readily available, I began to wonder to what extent the study could progress, 
especially when our own Department was in the midst of yet another major re­
organisation, which took a great deal of my energy because I was required to work 
in a field not related to my research.
I realised as I progressed for this Chapter, a need to extend my sources of 
literature, especially in multicultural / global general education, and higher 
education itself, which within this time has been a focus of a great deal of activity.
ISSUE(S)
In the absence of work in the curriculum of adult education, anyone wishing to 
investigate curriculum for international adult education will need to have an in depth 
working knowledge of the general issues in higher education to internationalize the
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curriculum, and be able to identify common interests from international and 
comparative general education.
IDEAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Anything which aids a discussion between professionals, of international concerns. 
I have found the New Directions Series by Jossey-Bass incredibly useful for 
identifying issues from which to draw ideas from research in adult higher education. 
Case studies are often included, giving a qualitative baseline, for case studies 
elsewhere. Any case studies, therefore, may be worthy of investigation.
Chapter Two
The history of international influences in adult education which is examined in this 
Chapter, is fairly extensive.
As this research has unfolded, a number of issues and trends with which adult 
education is concerned or expected to be concerned emerged.. They can be addressed 
by asking questions such as how best can history, past, present and future serve to 
understand historical commonalities and issues for the study of international adult 
education? and how may bias in a curriculum be attributed to historical tradition?
The biggest criticism in the history of international adult education is its 
exclusivity. At the same time, worldwide agencies, such as UNESCO, are making 
major philosophical recommendations, some of which are to be published this year 
with the Delors Report. According to historians, the social action base has always 
undergirded adult education, but how it is institutionalized in the curriculum of 
universities has not been available?
ISSUE(S)
Although there are major statements at international level about the aims and 
functions for a curriculum in international adult education, it is not always clear how
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the recommendations can be operationalized, assessed, evaluated, especially in 
universities with a traditionally elitist approach.
IDEAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
I think history projects in themselves are very useful for contextualising both past and 
present events, and can do the subject more justice than I have done here.
Chapter Three
The global influences on the curriculum, discussed in this Chapter are infinite, and 
can be described through single nation studies. I found this a very hard Chapter to 
‘contain’, because it is one area in which people seem to have a high level of 
awareness. The trend to link up multicultural education and global education is very 
useful in that the former is often written in practitioner terms, and helps to bridge the 
gaps between the worldview ‘ought’ with the worldview ‘is’...
ISSUE(S)
In light of the rapidly changing, almost mercurial times in which we live, the issue 
is how to cope with overload, conflict, competing demands, which the curriculum 
may be asked to meet, to take into account both global and ‘local’ requirements.
IDEAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
It would be useful to have again some ‘hard’ data about the link universities have 
with themselves; with staff and with other institutions, and the nature of the link, so 
that, it may be more openly evaluated. A young English friend of mine was living 
with her English husband who works for a multinational oil company. They are now 
living in China. As I know something of the education system, I could give her 
advice about how to study for a British or American degree abroad, which she is now 
doing. There may be some mileage in comparing the curricula for her course with the 
one run here, to examine whether the same curriculum has the corresponding 
characteristics in different contexts.
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Chapter Four
The linked aspects of culture, development education and the ideology of needs, 
highlighted in Chapter Four, may have far reaching effects on how the curriculum of 
any institution is affected as a result of increased pluralism and alternatives for 
structure, content, method and evaluation.
ISSUE(S)
Will the curriculum be more skill, than content based, so that people can investigate 
these, whichever of the within and between factors of these aspects, are most 
appropriate to their context? For example, what sort of intercultural skills may be 
required for a community development project both at ‘home’ and ‘abroad’?. What 
are the key issues underlying the concepts for curriculum development?
IDEAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
It is in these areas that formal and non-formal education meet. For example in 
literacy work; in shared power relationships in the university link with voluntary 
groups; in the image of the courses. The Chapter threw up many philosophical issues 
about the role, assigned and constructed culture plays in formal education. Some 
qualitative work from foreign students in universities, and how their own cultures 
meet in adult education (or not) may give some idea of their perceptions and 
expectations with the curriculum on offer for those who are implementing it.
Chapter Five
In Chapter Five, the low status of adults and adult education is analyzed. The 
position between expectations or assumptions about adults are examined against those 
of the university. A brief resume of some major approaches to knowledge are 
identified. It would seem that with falling birthrates and increasing competition for 
places, universities may be grudgingly accepting adults, but not necessarily 
accommodating their needs, or perhaps those of staff to deal with different groups of 
students. With cross cultural mobility in jobs and cultural socio-economic grouping.
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from which the students increasingly will be drawn, the future may be exciting, but 
also daunting for all involved in the academic endeavour.
ISSUE(S)
Adult educationalists have nearly always had to cope with a wider range of students 
than any other learning group, but with political correctness and the stress on human 
rights education and ethics, what sort of criteria will be used to assess THEIR 
performance in the classroom, especially in relation to cross cultural and global 
demand by students and circumstances?
IDEAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The whole business of the classic versus romantic curriculum is thrown up in 
knowledge debates. Ideas about knowledge provoke fury and joy. There is a surge 
of literature on critical theory and its application to the curriculum. I would like to 
do some more myself, and read more about it. In 1994, having been for some time 
in what Scwab is widely quoted as something like a mire, the literature on the 
curriculum for adult education and international issues exploded, hence my joy after 
having been in a relatively barren waste. In the last few years, I joined four more 
libraries, including the British library to get access to some of the material I have 
included. I have telephoned publishers and obtained copies of books direct from 
them. Taylor and Francis in Basingstoke were particularly helpful. I have written the 
equivalent of begging letters for information? What is the overall ‘message’ that has 
evoked this latest interest. Now this research is finished, maybe I will be able to 
investigate further. As it is all tied in with work on higher education in which I have 
set this research, and am employed, the relevance to me is very high.
Chapter Six
In Chapter Six, the debate about the status of adult education and disciplines was 
examined. Professionalization and legitimation, are fundamental associates of the 
status of areas of work in universities. Adult educationalists seem to have fought for 
disciplinary recognition in the past. For international adult education will the
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opposite be the case? How are we going to manage our knowledge and its structure? 
At the moment it sounds like a death knell for disciplines, but it may be a passing 
phase, as Barnett indicated about the 1960s and 70s, but Doll believes that the 
changes in both the basic epistemological and metaphysical assumptions in the 
traditional disciplines, will be so great - so megaparadigmatic - that education as the 
confluence of disciplines will affected, will have a new concept of curriculum, almost 
too far from vision to be envisaged. Research and student output ratings do not seem 
consistent with this proposed scene.
ISSUE(S)
Too far and wide to contemplate at a macro level without being accused of 
fantasising. At a micro level it seems that interdisciplinary problem-based education 
will be appropriate for international adult education, but without disciplines it is not 
clear this can be achieved. The study of Young Adults seems to have had some 
institutional acceptance, at least in Surrey, taking a cross curricula base with the 
target audience as its topic for study.
IDEAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
There is a tremendous amount in philosophy on justice, equality, politics, all totally 
relevant to international adult education to help skills for debate and argument, but 
there does not seem to be a great deal of debate in adult education. What do people 
see as the priority? Advocating conceptual thinking is not for the sake of theoretical 
elegance, but to integrate relevant technical steps and human relations theory possibly 
based in the events themselves as in praxis and / or grounded theory (Fullan, 
1989:197). There is a great deal of work to be done about attitudes to a 
transformative curriculum from both those who deliver, and those who receive. Not 
everyone wants to be heard! Not everyone wants to listen!
Chapter Seven
Some issues of curriculum planning and design are in Chapter Seven. Some models 
are offered; two existing courses and one course proposal were described. It would
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seem that a transformative model of curriculum will be appropriate for international 
adult education, and it looks as if it the focus of the knowledge-content and the 
methods which will differentiate the curriculum of adult from international adult 
education.
ISSUE(S)
In the final analysis in any discussion of curriculum change, there has to be 
motivation and commitment.
IDEAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Curriculum appears to be a relatively new area in adult education, and there are a 
number of issues, over and above the one of knowledge which I have hardly touched 
upon. Different forms of assessment and evaluation, for instance will have 
themselves to be assessed and evaluated. Instruments for helping students and staff 
to monitor progress, when the constituent parts of progress have been identified.
CROSS CHAPTER ISSUES
The curriculum for international adult education can make a major contribution to 
knowledge, skills and attitudes in relation to:
diversity - age, culture, social class, race, gender, others which have 
been ignored by adult education but constitute shared interests 
elsewhere throughout the world.
development - within and between states, personal, social, community.
direction - for the vision or worldview of adult education.
The aims and objectives of this research have been substantially met, but there are 
a whole number of areas for further research.
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JTEMATIONALIZING AN ADULT EDUCATION GRADUATE PROGRAMME
am asking people for their views on internationalizing the curriculum of 
iult education programmes. To this end would you-
Please give your name, full job title and address:
2. Is any part of your job to do with programme/curriculum development?
If YES, please give details:
3. Please say-ln what way you think the curriculum in graduate adult education 
can best be internationalized.
' f ) 0 \
4. In terms of the following what justification could you offer for 
internationalizing an adult education graduate programme _
(i) Philosophical "underpinning”
(ii) Aims/objectives for the programme
(iii) Content of the programme
(iv) Teaching and Learning Methods in the programme
(v) Assessment of the programme
iù
(Vi) Evaluation of the programme
5.
programme? If YES, please give detail .
me some of the literature.
Athalinda McIntosh
June 1990 Department;^of Educational Studies
■ University of Surrey 
Guildford GU2 5XH 
England
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(vi) Evaluation of the programme
5. Can you think of anything else which would need to be considered in 
internationalizing the curriculum of an adult education graduate 
programme? If YES, please give details.
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Many thanks for your help in completing these questions. If you have any 
further thoughts about the subject please contact me at the address below. 
Similarly if you have details of any graduate programmes in your establish­
ment/ elsewhere which you think have attempted to internationalize the 
curriculum, I would be please/jif you would give details below and/or send 
me some of the literature.
June 1990 Athalinda McIntosh
Department of Educational Studies 
University of Surrey 
Guildford GU2 5XH 
England . .
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Department of Educational Studies, Univeysityi 
Surrey, GUILDFORD Surrey GU2 5XH
Tel: (0483) 300800 ext 3125
1st August 1992
Director
Graduate Studies in Adult Continuing Education
University of British Columbia
Vancouver
Canada \ tJLA..-
\
Dear Sir/Madam
I am currently doing some /research on the 
contents and methods of first /and post-graduate 
degrees in adult and continuing education. In
particular I am interested in any international 
dimensions of such courses. I would very much 
appreciate if you would send details and if possible 
copies of the syllabus(es) for the courses in your 
University.
Many thanks in anticipation of any help 
that you can give to me for my research.
Yours sincerely
AthaJ-iB4€T«^=f=^C'XNTbSH 
Lecturer in Educational Studies
.  '
ADULT EDUC/ITION rLCGRAM /  
UMIVEES'T: O? : : r  : Vi cc.LUMBIA
57G0 T c r c n i c  H e a d  
V a n c o u v e r ,  B.C.
C a n a d a  VST IL2 ^
Faculty of Education 
Chulalongkorn University 
o vi O  Phya Thai Road
Bangkok 10330, Thailand
jg September I'l, 1992
Department of Educational Studies,
University of Surrey,
Guildford Surrey GU2 5XH 
Great Britain
Dear Athalinda J. McIntosh,
From your letter, concerning if Chulalongkorn University has 
any courses related to adult and continuing education, we are pleased 
to say that we do have a Master Degree program in Non-Formal Education, 
We enclosed all the courses description with this letter and 
hope it will help your research.
Sincerely Yours,
i\t
3
(Professor Dr.Somw .ng Pitiyanuwat) 
Dean
Tel. 218-2632
:/b
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Course Descript i on
171603 Computer Techniques in Social Science Research 2(2-0-6)
Computer organization, methods of data processing, data 
processing cycle, questionnaire design, file design, data preparation, 
data entry systems data verification, editing, and updating, utility 
programs and statistical packages applications.
411699 Principles and Foundations of Thai Education 2(2-0-6)
Analytical studies concerning the principles of education; 
the principles of teaching profession; holistic view and evolution 
of educational system; effects of historical, philosophical, socio­
economic-political foundations on education; problems, efforts to 
solve, and lessons learned from solving educational problems including 
trends and alternatives for future educational development emphasising 
Thai education.
412601 Statistics Applied to Behavioral Sciences I 3(3-0-9)
Ways of collecting behavioral seiences data. Reliability and 
validity of collected data. Type of data collected. Scale of 
measurement. Descriptive statistics : Central Tendency Measure, 
Dispersion, Frequency Distribution, Simple Correlation and Regression. 
Inferential statistics : sampling techniques, t, z, x , F tests, one 
way ANOVA. Emphasis on the application of computer usage to behavioral 
science data analysis.
4 4
412621 Research Methodology in Behavioral Sciences 3(3-0-9)
Development and enquiry in education, psychology and science. 
Research designs suitable for research types i.e. survey, descriptive, 
experimental, quasi-experimenta 1, Expost Facto. Types of research tools 
i.e. questionnaire, interview schedule, observation form. Type of data 
collection and data analysis. Research proposal and report writing. 
Emphasis on skills in doing a baby thesis.
412646 Principles of Project Evaluation 2(2-0-6)
Principles, purposes and processes of project evaluation, 
study evaluation models such as Tyler's model, CIPP, Stake's Countenstice 
model, Scriven>'s model. Evaluation proposals and reports.
417609 Psychological Foundations of Education 2(2-0-6)
An intensive study of the following areas in psychology which 
have direct relevance to education : learning, motivation, individual 
differences, social psychology, and personality. Towards the end of 
the semester major emhasis will be placed on the synthesis of the 
above through observations and analysis of classroom behaviors.
<For non-psychology majors only)
417620 Psychology of Adult learning 2(2-0-6)
The process of learning, perception and interpretation; 
development of learning activities; fostering learning motivations; 
solving adult learning problems up to the higher education level.
45
418601 Instructional Technology for Non-Formal Education 3(3-0-9)
Development and roles of educational technology in non-forma 1 
education; principles of communication; selection of mass media in 
printed formats, film, radio, television, and communications, study 
on special characteristics, nature end limitations of each media under 
Thai environments.
418611 Mass Media Production for Non-Formal Education 3<1-0-7)
System management and production of mass media in printed 
formats, educational films, radio programs, emphasis on radios 
correspondence, distance learning package for non-formal education 
integration of mass media; evaluation end improvement on effectiveness 
of mass mediS.
422601 Philosophy and Principles of Non-Forme 1 Education 3(3-0-9)
Philosophy and principles of non-formal education; goals of
organizing non-formal education; development of human learning ability; 
creativity and human potential for enhancing and teaching in non-formal 
education.
422602 Instructional Science in Non-Forma I Education 2(2-0-6)
Concept of learning process of non-formal education; selecting
and using learning aids to facilitate the learning experience; methods 
and techniques of creating the environment of learning, experiences for 
individual, group and mass education.
46
422603 Non-Forma 1 Education for Children for Youth 3<3-0-9) 
Problems and needs of out of school children and youth, the
importance of children and youth as national human resource; roles 
of non-formal education in children and youth development; policies, 
plans, projects of government and non-government organization in 
organizing non-formal education for children and youth development.
422604 Non-Forma 1 Education for Women 2(2-0-6) 
Problems and needs of women; desirable characteristics end
significance of women in development; women's participation in 
society; objectives and role of non-formal education in promoting 
women; basic strategies in organizing national and international 
non-formal education programs for women.
422606 Non-Forma 1 Education in the Urban and Rural Society 2<2-0-6) 
Characteristics and problems of urban, semi-urban and rural
society; social and economic changes; educational problems of the 
out of school papulation in urban and rural society; government 
and private sector non-formal educational programs.
422607 Programs Development in Non-Forma 1 Education 2(2-0-6) 
Study of the concepts of the program, the processes of non-
formal education program development and program evaluation; a case 
study of the community education project relative to functions of 
the non-formal education programs.
47
422651 Gerontology 2(2-G-5)
A study of history ir. gerontology, the important, roles of 
the elderly, the processes of changing in physiological, psychological, 
sociological that influence from aging; developing programs in the 
areas of social welfare, learning activities, end othar types of 
non-formal education progrems in order to improve the quality of 
life for the elderly.
422553 Research in Non-Forma 1 Education 2<2-0-6)
Nature of research in non-forma 1 education* current ’^ esearch 
in non-formal education both on quantitative and qualitative research; 
problem ofresearch, techniques of rosearch methodogy and research 
design in non-formal education* planning end thesis writing.
422654 Institutes and Organizations in Non-Forma I Education 2(2-0-6) 
Studying and analyzing the objective and the philosophy of 
non-formal education institutions and organizations; principles of 
supervision and the administration of non-formal education, including 
the management and the systems analysis.
422656 Leadership Development in Non-FormaI Education 2<2-0-6)
A study of the principles and methods of self—improvement 
for non-formal education leadership; emphasize on personality 
development and community leader capabilities; principles of human 
relations, group processes and effective communication for the rural 
population.
48
422657 Training Procedures in Non-Forma 1 Education 2(2-0-6)
A study of training procedures in non-formal education; creating 
a climate for training end participation, establishing the training 
process, identifying needs end interests, formulating objectives, 
designing the training program, administering and evaluating the 
training program.
422657 Foundations of Non-Forhal Education 2(2-0-6)
Non-Forma 1 Education concepts; history end the development 
of non-formal education; the relationship between Formal and non-formal 
education; changes in the economic social and political content and 
the responses by non-formal education.
422673 Process of Community Education 2(2-0-6)
Community education concept; process of organizing community 
education programs; emphasis on using community resources; people, 
places, and process; study of community education process in Thailand 
and other country.
422675 Comparative Studies in Non-Forma 1 Education 2(2-0-6)
A study of the history, principle of comparative study in /
/ anon-formal education; the influence of pluralism culture applicable /
/
to underdeveloped, developing and developed countries.
4 9
422681 Literacy Education and Problem Solving in Daily Life 2(2-0-6) 
Developing the atmosphere of learning and teaching; the
importance of the learning process; language, ability development; 
cMti vat ion of-values: and skills in reading and writing; the ability 
to analyze of knowledges and skills into practice in daily lives*; 
knbWtîW"' hôiii :t'd-qpbcaB.otie.sa«di i#*pt.B:i% jk^ er.-p end the writing skills.
422682 : ;Selected-Topics . in.-NonrEormal Education . 2(2-0-6)
Selected interesting problems that are not covered in other 
courses; analysis of theory, and practice focusing upon ways Solving 
the problems.
422 : .2: -:y ;
; f '  - du I :;:3 : "gr.vd rcKd.: "k o r  f sr. : ; ■« ^ .
O p # ' # !  tâ . :ü: , '
g,: individual research
related to non-formal education under the superv i si on of the officially 
.B.s.signed, advisor I wr i^sn jfe ports are required. 2(2-0-6)
, i: .-. : • i.:
422Ç86 ylndfyidual .-Study. ^   ^ u.- :s c •' :.h: :'202-9-6)'
, . Ind'Lyiduaf -Study(r o f . i g n e d * reading r:or individual research
related to non-forma I education under the supervision of the officially 
as-sÎgJhed^à'dyjjsor;: W-fitten 'reports are required.
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422687, Jndiyidual Study ,U I : 2vvr/ 2 2 i.J o; r ' T ' o 3(9-0-9) '
, . lndiyidu8l.,;Study; Orf,asai^ned readipg or individual research
related to non-formal education under the supervision of the officially 
assigned advisor; written reports are required.
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422773 Seminar  in  Non-Forma 1 E d u c a t ion  2( 2 - 0 - 6 )
A n a ly z in g  c u r r e n t  i s s u e s  problems in  n o n - f o r m a l  e d u c a t i o n  
from r e s e a r c h  f i n d i n g ;  t r e n d s  o f  n o n - f o r m a 1 e d u c a t i o n ;  a l t e r n a t i v e s  
more e f f e c t i v e  p r a c t i c e s .
422789 Pr-sct icum in  Mon-Formal E d u c a t io n  I l( 1 -0 -3 )
P r a c t i c u m  in  n o n - f o r m a l  e d u c a t i o n  i n s t i t u t e s  bo g a i n  d i r e c t
e x p e r i e n c e  u n d e r  c l o s e  s u p e r v i s i o n ,
422790 P r a c t i c u m  in  Non-Forma I E d u c a t io n  i l  2< 2 - 0 - 6 )
P r a c t i c u m  in  non - fo rm a  I e d u c a t i o n  i n s t i t u t e s  t o  g a in  d i r e c t
e r r c r i e n c c  u n d e r  c l o s e  s u p e r v i s i o n .
422791 P r a c t i c u m  in  Non-Forma 1 E d u c a t io n  I 11 3 ( 3 - 0 - 9 )  
P r a c t i c u m  in  n o n - f o r m a l  e d u c a t i o n  i n s t i t u t e s  t o  g a i n  d i r e c t
e x p e r i e n c e  u n d e r  c l o s e  s u p e r v i s i o n .
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APPENDIX SIX
In Chapter, Two I wrote about the first UNESCO meeting when Hallenback 
(1949:85-86) presented a general framework for the focus of professional training for 
teachers and leaders of adults. For the curriculum content he proposed the following 
detail which does not specifically indicate an international or a comparative 
dimension, but due to the setting in which it was presented, probably assumed a 
universality of approach.
I GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO ADULT EDUCATION
1. The foundations o f adulr education
-i
a) Historical backgrounds
b) Social and cultural framework
c) Philosophy and principles
2. The organization o f  adult education
a) Types o f agencies and programmes
b) Varieties o f clientele
c) Implications for organization and method
3. The psychology o f  the adult
a) Problems o f ageing
b) Conditions o f adult learning
c) Implications for organization and method
n  SPECIALIZATION; NOT MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE
1. Principles o f  curriculum de velopment
a) Subject matter
b) Methods o f adult education
c) Techniques
f) Materials for adults
g) Field experience
2. Administration
a) Principles of educational administration
b) Problems and principles of adult education administration.
c) Personnel; finances, publicity
d) Special forms of organization:
Public Schools
Workers education etc.
e) Community Planning for adult education.
3. Community Services
a) Sociology: community, rural, urban
b) Social Psychology
c) Community organization
d) Group work
e) Patterns of human relationships
f) Techniques of community studies.
m  ADVANCED STUDY
1. An intensification and broadening of work in the various areas already noted.
2. Seminars on programmes, policies and problems of adult education.
Reference: HALLENBACK, Wilbur C. ‘Methods and Techniques in Adult 
Education’, in Problems In Education - II Adult Education: Current trends and 
policies. Publication 636 of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization, 19. Ave Kleber, Paris 16, France, 1949, pp 77-87.
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11:05-11:40 (Peter S. Coof^on, DennsyCvania, ZLS14.
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Key Concepts in the Citizenship Education Document
Key Concepts in  the Citizenship Education Documents
High Order Medium Order Low Order
The nature ot 
community
Groups and communities, roles in 
the community, sources of 
authority and influence, community 
needs, membership of groups, 
infrastructures in the community
fspecific examples of 
medium order concepts
Roles and 
relationships 
in a plurahst 
society
Interdependence, similarities and 
differences between individuals, 
groups, communities, prejudice, 
multicultural and multiethnic 
communities, cultural diversity
Specific examples of 
medium order concepts
Duties,
responsibilities 
ana rights of 
being a 
citizen
Concepts of citizenship, 
balancmg individual and community 
freedon^, exercising rights and 
responsibilities, equal opportunities, 
protecting rights, responsibilities 
and freedoms, duties of a citizen
Specific examples of 
medium order concepts
I'he lamily Importance oi the family, family 
structures and life cycles, 
challenges facing families, 
relationships and responsibilities, 
media images of the family
Specific examples of 
medium order concepts
Democracy 
in action
Political systems in the present, 
past and in different countries, 
universal suffrage, roles of trade 
unions, associations and pressure 
groups, authority, representation, 
human rights, constitution, monarchy
Specific examples of 
medium order concepts
The citizen 
and the law
Principles of the legal system, 
criminal and civil law. working of 
the courts, obtaining legal advice, 
legal rights and responsibilities
Specific examples of 
medium order concepts
Work,
Employment 
and leisure
Importance of work, wealth creation 
and leisure, types of work (including) 
unpaid work), responsibilities in 
work, changing work patterns, legal 
responsibilities of employers and 
employees, training and qualifications, 
trcides unions, equal opportunities, 
unemployment, government and work, 
costs and consequences of decisions, 
leisure provision and uptake
Specific examples of 
medium order concepts
Rubhc services Paymg for pubhc services, types of 
service provision, providing for needs, 
demography and services, key features 
of public services (local /  national) 
welfare, profit and rights
Specific examples of 
medium order concepts
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